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ABSTRACT

The last decade has seen significant advances in the
area of millimeter wave integrated circuits and this frequency
band has emerged as a serious contender for use in commmunica-
tion radar, missile guidance and other systems. In this paper
we emphasize the integration aspects of millimeter wave sys-
tems and begin by discussing dielectric waveguide structures
which form the building block for circuit integration. This
is followed by a description of different integration schemes
and a discussion of a number of problems in the design and
fabrication of mm-ICs that must be resolved in the future.
Finally, illustrative examples based on some existing inte-
grated components and systems are given, and a prognosis for
future trends in the millimeter wave integrated circuits is
included.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the field of millimeter-waves have
opened up exciting new possibilities, but have also created
novel challenges for the circuit and system designer. Milli-
meter-wave integrated systems, after being fully developed,
are expected to perform many of the same functions as conven-
tional microwave and optical systems, such as communication,
radar, remote sensing, radiometry and weapon guidance. How-
ever, since millimeter-waves fall approximately midway be-
tween microwave and optical spectra, the design methods and
technologies of both are often applicable to this intermediate
frequency range, and hence the term 'quasi-optical'. In addi-
tion, millimeter-wave systems can potentially combine the ad-
vantageous features of microwaves and optical systems while
eliminating some of their major drawbacks, which result in
systems that are superior in performance to both.

In comparison to conventional microwave systems, the
millimeter-wave conterparts offer smaller size, and hence re-
duced weight, improved angular resolution or tracking accuracy,
resistance to jamming and lower clutter. At the same time,
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compared to optical or infrared systems, they provide better
penetration in adverse weather conditions, and lesser vulnera-
bility to smoke, dust and rocket plumes. In addition, due to
the presence of narrow bands of high and low atmospheric ab-
sorption (windows) in their propagation characteristics, some
unique applications, such as covert operation and secure com-
munication are possible.

From the viewpoint of space and airborne applications,
millimeter waves are extremely attractive, as they offer sig-
nificantly reduced size and weight. Although the standard or
integrated millimeter-wave systems today are very expensive,
it is predicted that the emerging integration techniques will
permit cost reduction to a point where they become competitive
with microwave systems having comparable performance. In fact
the viability of many of these systems relies heavily upon
achieving the reduced weight and lower cost afforded by inte-
grated circuit techniques. In spite of the fact that research
in this direction waq initiated several decades ago, certain
technological barriers have inhibited their progress. The
development of high-power, high-frequency solid state sources
and other active devices during the last few years has removed
one critical barrier, and the evolution of dielectric-based
integration leading to low-cost mass-production has brightened
the future prospects. Millimeter-wave and quasi-optical inte-
grated circuits are expected to attain a mature state and eco-
nomic viability in the not too distant future. Consequently,
dramatic changes in the world of communication and defense
electronics are anticipated within this decade.

MILLIMETER-WAVE TRANSMISSION MEDIA AND SYSTEMS

Having established the usefulness and potential of milli-
meter waves, we turn our attention to a comparison of various
conventional and integrated systems. Conventional millimeter-
wave systems utilize standard rectangular metal waveguides and
components much like the microwaves, except for a dimensional
scaling in proportion to the decrease in wavelength. On the
other hand, newly emerging millimeter-wave and quasi-optical
integrated circuits generally employ a dielectric-based wave-
guide or transmission line (including the printed circuit
types), and the entire circuit is built in an integrated fa-
shion by appropriate manipulations of this basic guiding struc-
ture - the planar dielectric waveguide.

Since conventional metal waveguides have dimensions only
on the order of a few millimeters, extremely tight dimensional
and surface tolerance requirements must be imposed in machining
and other manufacturing processes. In addition, the standard
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components are not very amenable to integration and mass pro-
duction techniques, since they have to be individually fabri-
cated, assembled and implemented in a complete system. Both
of these factors significantly contribute to the high cost of
conventional millimeter-wave systems, which tend to be sub-
stantially larger and heavier in comparison to dielectric-
based systems. A strong trend away from conventional systems
and toward dielectric-based circuits is primarily prompted by
these considerations. However, in some applications, a sacri-
fice in performance may have to be tolerated with the use of
dielectric-based systems. Consequently, at the present time,
when extremely high performance is essential, standard metal
waveguide implementation is reverted to.

INTEGRATION SCHEMES FOR MILLIMETER WAVE CtRCUITS

Essential to any successful integration is the development
of a transmission medium from which most of the active and
passive elements are derived by appropriate modifications. The
guiding structure thus serves as the basic building block for
all the circuit components. Considerable research interest
has been generated in the development of new transmiision me-
dia suitable for circuit integration. Some of the basic con-
siderations and problem area in the selection of guiding struc-
tures and integration techniques are:

(a) Transmission losses
(b) Compatibility with solid-state devices

(packaged, chip, beam-lead or whisker-
contacted)

(c) Dispersion and multimoding :-ffects
(d) Adaptability to fabricate ferrite and other

non-reciprocal devices
(e) Radiation losses
(f) Fabricational ease; suitability for mass

production
(g) Frequency range of interest, complexity

of the circuit
(h) Availability of design data and theoretical

formulations and results
(i) Desired performance characteristics
(j) Cost, size, weight, and environmental

requirements

An evaluation of the existing and proposed guides must be
made on the basis of these considerations. Table I shows the
comparison of various popular waveguides along these lines.
We next describe some of the proposed schemes of integrating
millimeter-wave circuits.
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1. Totally integrated monolithic circuits: The ideal
goal for millimeter-wave and quasi-optical IC's is a complete-
ly monolithic design using Si, GaAs or some other substrate.
In such a scheme, all the components, active or passive, as
well as the interconnections are fabricated by diffusion, ion
implantation, metallization and other processing steps simi-
lar to low frequency IC technology. The rapid development
of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and other techniques is likely
to accelerate the progress of this scheme. Use of concepts
from the fast growing area of intecrated optics is made in
implementation usiLg this design technique. Monolithic GaAs
integrated circuits have recently been developed for micro-
wave frequencies (up to about 10 GHz), attaining Medium Scale
Integration complexity. In the very near future, complete
receivers and some digital circuits on a single chip will be
available for microwave frequencies. Even though consider-
able research efforts have been expended, no complete advanced
millimeter-wave ICs of this type are expected to merge in the
near future. However, in the far infrared, progress has been
made to a point when prototypes will soon appear on the scene.

2. Dielectric waveguide integrated circuits (DWICs):
These employ a dielectric-based waveguide, such as an image
or insular guide as the primary building block for the circuit.
Discrete active devices are individually mounted in the prefab-
ricated circuit block, which is backed by a metallic ground
plane to provide heat-sink and d.c.bias ground. Fabrication
of such circuit can be done by one or more of the available
techniques, e.g., injection molding, precision milling, laser
cutting, etc. At the present time this scheme seems to enjoy
considerable popularity, 2 -1 particularly those using image
guides. A number of critical problems associated with integra-
tion in a dielectric environment remain to be solved. These
will be discussed later together with some existing systems of
this kind.

3. Combinational techniques: By far the most prevalent,
these techniques combine or hybridize standard waveguide met-
hods and printed circuit technology, According to some resear-
chers s circuits constructed by using a combination of various
guides such as micros,rip, suspended stripline, fin-line and
dielectric waveguides will be the most cost-effective solution
to the design of advanced millimeter-wave systems. Several
existing systems use standard metal waveguide-type modules or
components to perform certain functions. These and other di-
electric-based modules are then interconnected by open dielec-
tric guides. This is obviously a compromise between the stand-
ard implementation and an all-dielectric realization. On the
other hand, the well established waveguide integrated package
(WIP) techniques s utilizes standard waveguides for providing
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interconnections while the actual functions are generated by
means of dielectric guide-based modules, which typically em-
ploy suspended striplines. In the lower millimeter-wave bands
the most common design technique is still a microstrip or
stripline circuit with standard rectangular metal waveguides
for input-output and selected processing.

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN MMIC DESIGN

Millimeter-wave ICs have not reached a technologically
mature state yet, and many problems still remain to be solved.
Some of the problems in the design and fabrication of both
active and passive components are:

(a) Active components
1. Radiation from discontinuities near

active devices
2. Complexity of mounting active devices

in a compatible fashion
3. Lack of proper matching and biasing networks
4. Highly diminished device size
5. Increased parasitics and attenTuition
6. Lack of adequate theory and design data

(b) Passive components (in addition to some of
the above)
1. Dispersion and multimoding
2. Radiation from bends, etc.
3. Absence of ferrite and other non-

reciprocal devices

It has been demonstrated that open dielectric guides
suffer from radiation losses. Substantial loss occurs in the
vicinity of active components, sources and other discontinui-
ties. Shielding, use of properly designed transitions, and
avoidance of abrupt discontinuities are helpful in minimizing
radiation losses. Also, certain configurations are more likely
to radiate than others. One additional problem created by ra-
diation is that of cross-talk in a compact circuit.

Complexity of mounting solid state active devices in an
integrated circuit depends a great deal on the package of the
device, and on the guiding medium. Planar technology, which
often utilizes a suspended stripline or microstrip, is very
suitable for moLL-ting planar devices, e.g., beam-lead diodes.
Whisker contacted diodes are considered labor intensive and
hard to mount. Availability of a ground plane/heat sink for
mounting solid state sources is essential. In addition, the
circuit configuration must accomodate biasing networks and
filters as an integral part of the active component. Even to-
day, one of the major problems in fabricating dielectric-based
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integrated circuits is the difficulty of mounting active de-
vices in a compatible manner.

Design and construction of matching network or shorts,
particularly the movable type, present considerable difficulty
at these wavelengths in an open waveguide environment. The
lack of a good theory to account for parasitic and other
effects forces one to design on a cut-and-trial basis. Sub-
stantial analytic as well as emperical work is needed before
design algorithms for such circuits become available.

As the frequency of operation goes up, the active and
passive component size goes down proportionately. The design
process increases in its complexity, and fabrication becomes
more difficult with increasing frequency. For example, above
130 GHz, beam-lead diodes are not usable; hence, whisker-con-
tacted mixer wafers must be used. Apart from being extremely
difficult to mount and unsuitable for assembly-line-type pro-
duction, they are somewhat unreliable in a rugged environment.
Specialized equipment and expert handling are essential for
most circuits designed to operate above 130 GHz.

Accurate design computations are not possible due to the
absence of adequate models and characterization of circuit
elements associated with active components. Cavities, posts,
transitions, and actual solid-state devices must all be accu-
rately characterized in terms of impedance and frequency-de-
pendent parameters to facilitate design of high-performance
components in accordance with specifications. This problem
is particularly complicated in an open dielectric environ-
ment for which few analytic results exist.

Most dielectric-based waveguides and components exhibit
iiigher attenuation than their standard metal waveguide counter-
parts. Also, as the frequency of operation increases, para-
sitic effects begin to have pronounced influence on the per-
formance of active components. Severe degradation can result
from these factors.

The problems of multimoding and radiation from bends are
encountered frequently in the design of some passive components.
In general, any attempt to solve these problems results in
complicating the design and fabrication procedure, which even-
tually makes mass production less attractive. In case of many
dielectric waveguides, the dimensions become prohibitively
small to achieve single-mode operation. The radiation from
bends and transitions can and must be minimized by proper
shielding and design modifications. Small and yet low-loss
transitions between various components and their interconnec-
tions are being studied extensively. Most advanced millimeter
wave integrated systems require high performance dielectric-
based ferrite devices, such as isolators, circulators and modu-
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lators. At the present time, there just are not any high-
performance integrable ferrite components in the upper milli-
meter-wave bands.

EXAMPLES OF DIELECTRIC BASED INTEGRATED SYSTVYS

We now describe briefly some existing millimeterwave
components and the integrated systems in which they have been
used. We begin by describing -he active circuits, such as
oscillators and mixers, and then continue with passive compo-
nents, e.g., filters, couplers and antennas.

The dramatic improvements in the past decade in solid-
state sources and other devices have significantly enhanced
their performance capabilities. In fact, millimeter-wave
integrated systems heavily capitalize on the advantages of
the recently developed solid-state devices. Significant prog-
ress in the output power and efficiency has been made with
Impatt diodes in the 30-300 GHz range. This is true for both
CW and pulsed mode of operation. 6 Mixers have undergone a
similar advancement in their performance at the high-frequency
end. Beam-lead diodes that are very suitable for planar cir-
cuit integration have only recently been made commercially
available for frequencies in excess of 30 GHz, with cut-off
frequencies higher than 1000GHz, Beam-lead diodes eliminate
the costly and labor intensive whisker contacting procedures
used so far, and yet provide performance comparable to stand-
ard implementation. These advances have been critical for
the progress and survival of millimeter-wave ICs.

Integration involving the use of image guides is very
popular primarily because they are easy to fabricate. Figure
I shows the schematic of a dielectric-based, integrated re-
ceiver developed at the University of Illinois. It comprises
an Impatt local oscillator and a beam-lead diode mixer. The
Impatt diode is mounted in the ground plane, which also serves
as a heat sink. A cylindrical pin attached to a metal plate
on top of the dielectric guide contacts the diode to provide
the dc bias. For the mixer, a metal post attached to the
ground plane passes through a hole drilled in the dielectric
waveguide. Next, a diamond-shaped metal plane is deposited
around the post on the top surface of the dielectric such that
the metal post is electrically isolated from it. A GaAs beam-
lead diode is mounted in the small airgap between the post and
the deposited plate, which serves as the co-mon terminal for
bias and IF output. Mechanical tuning for the Impatt oscilla-
tor as well as the mixer is provided by movable metal shorts.
This scheme works very satisfactorily and shows potential for
successful integration of large systems.
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Figure 1. Dielectric-based integrated receiver developed
at the University of Illinois.
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Figure 2. Bo.:on Nitride Image Guide Oscillator developed by
Hughes Aircraft Company.
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Figure 2 shows a view of the Boron Nitrade image guide
oscillator developed at Hughes Aircraft Company.2 A metal
cavity is employed around the diode, but the generated power
is fed into an image guide with a metal strap employed as a
transition. Bias is provided by means of an insulated wire
that passes through the cavity wall. Complete enclosure is
achieved by the use of a top plate. Many modifications of
this basic type are possible. Hughes (using identical con-
struction) has developed detectors and balanced mixers at
70 GHz and beyond. One advantage of this scheme is the ob-
vious reduction of radiation losses near the impatt which
occur in an open dielectric waveguide realization. High per-
formance of this type of device can be attributed to metal
cavity use. Another example of a prototype transceiver cir-
cuit 7 constructed by ERA Technology, UK is shown in Figure 3
Notice the twopole band pass ring filter and the balanced
mixer configuration. Another very popular class of integrated
circuits uses the printed circuit technology by combining a
variety of transmission lines which are integrated on a single
substrate suspended in the E-plane of a split rectangular me-
tal waveguide housing. An example of such an integrated re-
ceiver is seen in Figure 4. Here the filters and the matching
networks are realized using fin-lines, coplanar lines and
microstrips - all produced by standard printed circuit tech-
niques. This type of design is well-suited for frequencies
up to 100 Ghz, beyond which printed circuits are considered
inappropriate. Balanced mixers at 94 GHz have been built with
a typical noise figure of 8 dB, which includes the IF amplifier
contributions. At Bell Laboratories a similar technique has
been used8 with standard waveguides providing the inputs
through transitions. This is well-integrated, easy to imple-
ment, relatively inexpensive, and has adequate design informa-
tion (or theoretical results).

Passive devices for the integrated circuits have to be
compatible with the rest of the circuit elements. In general,
they are made by modifying or manipulating dielectric trans-
mission lines which provide the interconnections. Once again,
image guides are most popular at higher frequencies, viz., 60
GHz and above, and striplines (printed circuits) in the lower
frequency range. Although the performance of these components
is certainly inferior to their metal waveguide counterparts,
the other advantages compensate for the deficit.

Finally, a very essential part of many systems is the
antenna. From an integrability standpoint, dielectric or
microstrip antennas are ideal for mosL applications and can
be built as an integral part of the system. The usefulness
of antennas in millimeter-wave and FIR stems from the fact
that optical techniques can be combined with conventional
circuit techniques. However, if vprv hi&b gain or extreme-
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ly narrow beamwidths are required, use of conventional parabo-
lic or other reflectors is still the best choice. Dielectric
antennas (including the printed-circuit type) at millimeter
wavelengths are sometimes classified into two groups, viz.,
surface-wave and leaky-wave types, although strictly speaking
both of them continuously leak energy as a mechanism for
radiation. The surface-wave types, which are usually uniform
or tapered rods, are usually end-fire, while the leaky-wave
antennas radiate off broadside and are frequency scannable.
Figure 5 depicts some of the typical antennas. Two subjects
of current interest are phased arrays and feeds using dielec-
tric-type antenna elements.

CONCLUS IONS

It is fairly evident at this time that in spite of a
slow and somewhat problematic start, millimeter-wave technolo-
gy and, in particular, the mmlCs and QOICs have begun to find
a multitude of important applications. The many advantages
offered by them over conventional microwaves or optical sy-
stems will ensure their continued development and use. It is
projected that combinational methods of integration will con-
tinue to prevail for some time. They are commercially avail-
able today. Fully integrated monolithic far infrared and some
microwave circuits are expected to emerge into production stage
during this decade, while mmlCs will slowly head in that direc-
tion. Dielectric-based integration techniques have already
established their feasibility though further work on some as-
pects, such as non-reciprocal devices, is needed. A quest for
better, low-loss dielectric materials also continues. At the
present stage, mmlCs have not attained the state of maturity
and economic viability that microwave systems have reached.
However, as research activities throughout the industry progress
new technologies and schemes of integration are expected to
emerge. There is little doubt about their cost-effectiveness,
and according to most experts in the area, the 1980's will see
mmlCs go through a phase of strong challenges, critical tests,
and tremendous advancements.
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Dianes ani hqas substantiAlly7 hi-yher g-ain thian the leaky-wiave antenn-a alone. k

nartic ular aivaitage of both these t-rpes of anta nnas is t'neir iat'egrability

wiha -ilcrcwaveguile inerae ircuit.
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_irrantly. a g-reat lei! of intearest hqas been Diacel in thie levelo;Tment of

integrated c ircuits for :nillimeter-#ave freque3ncies. Dieecri wveguiles of

rectangular cross-setion trovile one of the most attractive teachnolo-ies3 for

t'ae re9a I iz a - o n o)f thi3 o bjac t iv e . -)i _eectr ic, ;la re9gui I es i-hibit ay

imTyortant charactelristis3 i .n this frequency range incluiing low loss, low cost

and relativie!V low manufactuiring, tolerances3. ?or thiis reason, ie have

investigOat-I a number of antenna struictures whih onsist of acorotriatelIv

.Tolifiel rectangular guiles. Thiese antennas 'oui !b reaily7 integ-rable iit-i

a iielactric wave3gile basel syste3m.



The antennas iisCUssei are o f the9 la ky-%rav e r i .e t bh -is i

structure 00fl813 ts of a r,,e r i oic a 11y pert-irbel re ct an gul ar iav e gui

?erturbations -oonmonly usel are noto3hes or metallic2 strics. %3ceail

str.iTs 'have been sho-or to be sunerior r 1 1, this rsport uises metallio2 strircs

exc,:lusivesly. This antenna radiates essentially broadside. 3in c s te

propalgation constant along the structure is frequency jeterilent, the beam is

frequency scannable.

7P. IJFOR' STRI-? IDTH ANT77N14A3 - q7 R

The leaky-4~ave antenna ( Y4 A) vith uniform metallic s, rins has beeni

s3tuiiel extensively7 by several investigators 2 5. Thaese antennas are

strictly7 pe rioldi. The distance between the strins3 ani thre stze of the strics

are co)nstants. A tyniz al antenna of this tyte is show-n in Figure I w.i~th ts

relqteli cooriinate system. For eXpericental Durcose the antenna has been fed

w~ith a rectangular metal -waveguile fittel wirth an optiTallv iesig-nei feed horn

1..Thus, the feel end Of the li-el-ectr-;-i aveaguije 43 ta-Cerel for tat:ohino,

c:Urloss. Thes teta'Llic strips of -il :4-j are placei SVlng one broa!-welal. D,

th e sr)a c in c bet-,een elements is chos0en to be on the o r d-ar of a gUi4

-wav ele-ng7th. This allows the st'1,ruc ture t3 o s u r.ro rt+ a slow traveling wave,

e k,1 k . his -.wave attenuates along the gui 1e lue to eniergy"laig

away from. the antenna in the form of raliation. k3 is tv-cioal of traveling

w'ave anteinnas, this antenna is many wavelenz-ths1 Long7 in the wavie rorocagation

,or z direction. D)ue to the high frequency eTrloysi. the anitenna is ronysic-allY

quit s 3ort.

For tolerate- strip size, this antennal ?an be iescribei in te rms of .simtle

linear array theory. By igno)ringl suc2h e-Ffects as .Uc Uql o ounling, b'a ciwari

reflections at I isCOnt inui ties, ani interaction fith.I the feel, thie s3trips 2an

be oosilerelias the elements of a linear array. The eler~ents a-e iienti'cal,

have constant sroacing) D, ani are eitlby a traveling, wave withI a -oTmtlex

propagation constant "K.



'riven k ', the arrayl factor, AF, is given by

-,nera N is the numtber of elements, AO~ is i oonstant, ani is3 th"Ie C M Te -1

luant'-ity

The a onlition for a field mnaxima (tposition of a mam- beam)' i-s th at

ae ~j~2'Y (- +'-I , +2 , o r

meare i.s the free szaoe wavel-enatn, ani A , 3 the --idiei -aeln' -iven

by

-. ......'

Thtenasaregenraly iesigned to have only one main beam ~ h iil

-eion. -n a sastendl guile m-ode of ope-r-ation, this mePans one beati q thie

uttera half sLaCe, ':Q> '>O ani its mirror ima-e in thie lo:-r hlf .3tace.

To insure :'he e xistence of only one main beart, c Are T.ust be tikeq oc L nsu re

that t~he: arg,,xment of the inve1rse sine function in "quatiin hve bslt

value less than unity for only one integ-er value of n.

Detertination of the element pattern re'luires pr-icase -nwilg f thIe

3urrent on a iiven strip. As this is unknown, a coteeanalytical

~?crr~o2of the rslietion rattern 43 imr1tosible?. ",onven -ntly, the --etemfnt

pattern is: a slow~ly varyinc; function of angla -,h-ereas the armyv factor is

rartily varyingl. Thus'1 the '-cLane 'the doaneic c-ontains the, guile axis)~

fa-fl mtt'e rn is given acc urately- by the air r ay factor. Th e 13

bea'nwilths are given by solving, -. iation 'I ) for t'ie hialf no-ier rojaits. 3tn-1

thie trozagation co3nstat is corttlex, the? bea-m;'iith leei riticaIlly on the

T a- of of 7'I on the_ nu r of 4rcs..aanary porti-on of, insteni if et-enling -iuber4 l



The above li3CUSion Dr9SUPcOSeS 'knowleige of tne Iroracatio stnt.

Aittra ani Kastner '3,have recently divel-ope I a spectral !oq4 3ol-,tion f-or

'<3. I tore convenient Tethol is to assume that the real tortio)n of the

rora a t 4on constant is ilenti cal t o the a rop a-ation constant of the

unpe-:rt':rb-d -uie. This --an be founi vii the fecie iletrcThitant

7---ath o I Xlthough this teth-orl gives no information on theq inTaginary

portion of %c, ani hence the beamwiithi, this ass'ittion hais been founi to be

Us3e ful ani V al1il fo r strics o)f s Tal t o o lers te size. ceieta

tachniju93 can then b e usel t o I eter tine the: beam-wi ch , -aia, and the

characte3ristic-s in the I--ciane , the a dane t ransve-?rse to thae ui -e ax 3

3ilelobe ani 3nifire raliation levels -also i ?p-en 1 on fee l ani ermInaat ion

effe-C ts. These are xnacount-al fo)r in our si-ttie lierarray theory i must

thous be Mel3urel.

TIs sec t'-on i .eusses3 thIe -11lilicy o f t'Ie: ab ove - r o iT, A t 'I an i

3o'111e3 -he eaaosi betwe-en va-os aratete rs, the cot), OiaatO

-onstait, ani t'oc :ar-fieti1 ?hara,2teri~ti3:,. To th-is 3 -n '1 -aiqht ilentical

antnnas we ! onistructel *,aryin,7 onl,7 the strin--qilthn, i. "he'se aIntcennas

e re construlctal of no'lyethe 1 Fe . & -= 2. - , anl ha I ro ss -sec tiono ral

Ti.ten s io ns o)f x. Ic .5 6 !'n. 1ch anteqna h-al I.S str-cs of co)nstini qlc

setarac el by 'D ru. m T.O'n?.Th first strinc waT's oae avr

7:r.m frot 7 the feeal to minimmize: feel intera-ction. 7-orT aintenina to) qn*o-e'nac

raItio './D r-.ngel frIo- J? to) r~3 ho u ho ut this retort, toe f i x 9
freqiiency Teasirc3.T-ets 4erg tale? at i . i

?a-ilIani near-fie li rTeasuremnenta -vere %ale on each of thne qn an 'l 3

rrti :3 t the coi ,X rI-a rordagation -3onstant f or eac h ancnn i . 1 A~

I -.r.tinel -3A ig ure 2 shows :;R: .~ k7  as a func tion ofI toie ri o

lecerinelfrom far ani near-fiell 4latA. 3-oth T-et"1ols show that co-Tr 'O

sto4ir si-es, re9Tai-4ns v irtuaIlly letia t 1- t -1n -1 r 1re0i iaqJ';!'I

Iae -A 3 = r.3m. The1 fa-Ir - fil 11 nt no hos that theI real coi

io re as 3 a- of)r l a rg7er 3trit sizes. Dee to basic- .T tr -32 3 4 ,n -1 t*'I

T-? 1Teaurte nts we h11Ve '1 3scoerl ? th"Ie far-fi ell1 ateA to he'0- -tre retaaoID t'-' I



near-ielidata.

a XT-inatIiOy of' thle frie raiationl tatter:?nS 3hows Bi7,nifioant rpatte3rn

ie- araiation for strips larger than P.iD > D.:5, i.e3., silelobe ant en-11fi-*re

radliation levels are greatly increased. T2his is MOSt li'elI 1.19 to uitiil

,couxling7 arii matcliinic effects. Iniloubtleily the transition --oT. open iet

leaky-give structurE is more severe w.hen the str-L size- is I are rs.ti.~i

~nresi aiain. Hience -.e see thnat atroximtating the real nrtion of K,

with the Lr'o Pacation constAnt Of an1 7netre uide is -,a'.i 4o Ver terin7e

of usful tri-iilths.

?-ur e 5 s h ows e( z Lt M c as a function of lD. Thie 4Tagiiarypotn

7-c, s seen to) leeni strongly on this rati. The beamwiiths list La7

sv-til iar behav ior. knt:ens 4i th narrow strips '11e 9S al P( Z's and

oorrestoin-,v nar-row beamts. The drawback o)f these: anten-nas is3 thait a lar:4e

niuTber -of strips are required to r-aiiate all the incilecit Sowe v a- the1

crolsie lrecio 'M~ insuffic- 4int nuztber o)f strirjs -will reutsu-bst-antial

nfr aiton. Thi3,%~ wa _3v ience l in- thqese- Xterixents. The Antenna f4:tn

.na rrowest s triprs /D .12 )2 ha Iefni fi4re ra ii at ioq wich :exceelelq ' thle

m~ain beat tower level, 4-n scite Of hain 3 trits. 3u iin- ' Io' ranena

4nCrea3ses manufacturinc- tolerances and are thus tore- iifficult- to reaqlize.

Fiaure 3 show-,s that an opt"tit radiator e xists for ~II/ T'. se of

-tt strin-wiith shoull allow construction of thie shorte-st izossible nena

aTi antenna io-zl ialso hnave the wilest beamt. s liscussel -abo)ve thigih.

anena ih restrit-.fiiths are3 nocrac-,ical. ThtitiZaton ;-I theI- sense

,fTt-nttizin7 -enlfi re and sileloba radiation levels qnl in taxcitiz-Lin gain-

occursfor d"D -D.1~

Figu-re I showos a t~pi-al slaeraiationntn for- an antennIaa with~

D D. Z le re We~ see tnle coarac teri s t i n a rrow beat ims at O

nterstinlythe ;ai -i higher on the inmnetallizel siie o)f the atna

The baithis arcr-oximtaly 4.5 I whilp the__ ain is3 1-1. Te -ln

catter '19;enn ire . -r the beatms are3 jaite bro)ai. Thle 13

b :eamwiths a r:?3 an'. o? on thae no n -tta11iz4- anI T tealize sites -

ra esz.qe3tirely
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Scanning c haracteristis3 wJere StUiieli ov~er the frequency range fror T t

9~ ;:6 ITH he 3C aa-nnn haracteristics 010sely 'lly'd th"Ie resul1ts Cr-?i ote-- viea

tie lisruersion relation of the uintertuirbei --uile. The T-a-*n beam gcanoci

atroiately 9'0 over this range of frequencies w-ithi little -Ip gailti-on ;in

riaoncharacte--ristiz s. The 'ase of higher li-31ectric co'nstants wolli allowf

w.ier scanning ranges

The cre-;ious seCtion liscussel in antenna ihi:ch was strictlyce'onc

3ot h D) ani W were constants. in hisection th.,e onlition thiat -. be !onstant

3 7 r.ax- ani significantly better antennas are 1-3sina- l tes- tei. :t has

bee n shD-oc that vary-ng 4d within a rather large range affects onl7 theI-

i-mag-ia-v -.norti on of ',c, anid not the real Dert. Thi alos4eisg fi

antenna iin th aryn stri -iD ths

'ot-'-at4ion 'or this attroac h is the traieoff found i th- e last section

be-twe beamtwilth and anitenna leng-t. .it the cresent schemte. narrow 3trics

can be u-sei at the -Lnitial rortion of the antenna werhe the bulk-- of the zower

:s ri~atei. Tis insu-res a narrow beat. The1- latr Str:iDs can thn be ~i
e::' :ceni raaiate the to-wer betore the antenna te -nMnattion.

.Xldedi be-nefits of this design scheme are reduced mutiai L Lu-I andfl

intratin ffects since the initial1 strics are stal. klso. the trasiio

ceveal tri-wi Th ariationf schem-es '1ave been inesiati ;s i to

bca e-ctec tei fr-r. the abov-e disc:ussion, the best antennma tatt,?rns wee rolucel

byI antennas htnta-,erel the stric-filth as a fu-nctiLon dis-1tance.- ,-he

fist strit -was c2hosen to be ereeynarrow. gach osctv ti ste

tai-e lar-er by 3ome factor unti '4 reachIes some convenie nt 3;-ze- The 3st ri

s3z i-Z s then T ta in-It t-ine I, nt iIT os t of the tjowe qr i s r a Ii te anrd 1- te antennA ;:

tern-Lnatei . 3y troter lesign of the tite r funictL'on, the arerture iarbto

c-An be he-ll irtal :!onstant for I D-D trins. :he rest of thie di-stribution

:scoroteiclbv in inraigra t of i'~reta ,ea-y . ~e il
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measurements shoi this to be the case.

Tapering the length of the strips p has a siMilia r effect on the

propagation constant. This effect is somewnat weaker than the eff.ct of 4iith

tatering. Combining both strip-;iith and strip-length tatering gives greater

control over the arerture distribution. A longer effectite aperture is tore

easily produced.

Such an antenna -%as built xd tested with very good results. This

antenna has cross-sectional dimensions of 3.16 x 1 .62 m-, an overall length of

151 tm, and ;I strips -which span the last 133 -= of the antenna. 7he strip

spacing is one guided wavelength, D = A = T.9 t. The shorter strips are

placed symetrically along the guiie axis The -dth, in, and the length,

of the nth stri are given by:

s 1 KineK by

.175- . 0 5n (tm) I <_ n < 2

2-3nK--K 1]

1.o+.11n ()1 < n<

(b)

2 ( r.) 23 < n < 1.1

The far-field radiation of this antenna is given in ?igure . his

antenna has main beams at T-9f. The beams are very narro-i :ith 3 d3

beamwidths of 3.9 and S.7 on the metallized and nontetallizel sides

respectively, Tompared ;ith an antenna iith constant . (see Figure 1), this

antenna shows T.arked improvement. The imtrovement is not only in -he

beami dth, wnich ;{as expected, but also in endfire suptression, silelobe

levels, and roll-off past the 3 13 point. The 23 dB beat: ii-h is only

slightly wider than the 13 dB beamwilth. The highest sidelobes are less than

the letection level of 25 d3 below the main beat power level. The taIn lobes

are remarkably free from shoulders and other perturbations. Directive gain of

this antenna is 1-.5 d3, a~troxitately 3.5 13 nigher than ;ie unio ase.

%s eXPected, the scanning characteristis and the *{-:lane tattern ire verT
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similiar to those of antennas -with constant i.

V. THORI 1TAG7,UTDE LEAK(Y-1AV, A.NTI'ik

Thie previo usly iescribed antennas operate in a sustenli -guile vtoie of

operation. The exctension to image guile is straight forwiari. The antenna is

simnply,, mounted in -a ground plane. This3 has the effect o)f su-bstant-,-llIy

in:zreasina, the antenna gain by elimninating the back, lo)be anI subsquenqrtly

increasing the pow~er in the front lobe . m'r~any arplicaqtions thouoh, this3

antenna has the lrawrback of producing a very -file beam in the Dian? transvrerse

to the guile axis.

To- reduce the bea-raidth in the transverse plane an antenna was built

iihconsisted of an antenna ais describedl in section T11, etbeddei in a
rectangular trough with a metal flare attached on the side 71~ This antenna

is shown in -7gir . '4,ith this arrangem~ent, the antenna behave s like- a

linear array in the longitudinal (or ~)plane ;ih1ile the raiiatio)n rpa 'tarn

resembles that ofa horn in the transverse ',or -V Lane.

The iel1ctric2 rod isei in th.,is antenna hai cross-sct al ienis of

3 X~ 1 .4 T-M. The antenna hial 32 t a r:jre I strips 3separa te by a guilIed
;iaveleng-th. nhe trougah deth -N&5 chosen arbit:rarily to be m i. Tie flare

length .was chosen to be VJ in 3y Todeling the H-r-lane characte' ristic3s lith

an H-Llane sectoral haorn, an oitin flare angle of X =1 4. qs 2hosgen. This4

angle -;,as axper-Lentally observed to maxi'~ize the an

The far-field E and H-tlane radiation patte rns are giv en in Fi,,ure 3

The 13 beamnwilths in the "-p,lane is -t similiar to atoth tare
str ,1 LA. The d4-tlane half power beam..-iith is 130. Thi issgifcn

better than le aky-ve antennas3 without the flare. The gain of this an-tenlna

is 26 d13. The 3ilelobe levels3 are at least 2-) 13 below the maim beatr~.

7.-.nnini 2haractearist"ics were similiar to the3 treviius cases.



_ leaky--wave antenna consistina of a periodically perturbei rectangular

iieletric wave-uile ani several of its variants have been stulied at

millimetar-wavel-engths. Tha relationship between various tarameters ani the

radiation characteristics were investigated. This stuiy motivated the Iesign

of antennas with t apered strip-iiths to better :ontro1 the aperture

distribution. Strip-length variations -fere also stulied. k combination of

these two methods yielded an antenna with very narrow beams and -25 13

silelobes. Drawbacks of this antenna are its 2elatively low gain, 17.5 J3,

and the broad beamwidth in the plane transverse to the guile axis. The

horn-image guile antenna overc-mes these two liffiCulties by mounting the

leaky-wave structure in a metal trough and by using a metal flare for

increased beam zontrol.
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A Beam Waveguide Linearly Polarized
KU Band Feed System

John. B. Flannery

Sylvania Systems Group
Communication Systems Division
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Needham Heights, Mass. 02194

Introduction

This paper provides a description and theory of operation for the GTE linearly polarized KU

band Beam Waveguide Feed System. The feed is designed for use with large Cassegrain

antennas typical of those associated with satellite communications earth stations. The beam

waveguide technique permits fixed ground installations of the transmitters and low noise

receivers and eliminates the large equipment room usually mounted behind the reflector

vertex.

The feed was originally developed for the INTELSAT Standard "C" ground terminal antenna.

Though not originally designed for frequency reuse applications, its cross-polarization per-

formance is compatible with this requirement. Therefore, with the simple addition of filters

to provide two orthogonal ports in both receive and transmit, the design also satisfies the

frequency reuse requirements of the EUTELSAT (European Telecommunications Satellite)

programs.

The feed system shown in Figure 1 consists of a tapered corrugated wall horn, a matching

network, a TE21 mode coupler, three differential phase shifters, a choke coupled rotatable,

motor driven orthogonal mode transducer (OMT), a transmit rotary joint, a receive rotary

joint, a drive motor and a servo amplifier system incorporated in the control panel subassembly.

The rotary joints and the choke coupled orthogonal mode transducer allow the feed polarization

to be aligned with any orientation of the satellite antenna system.

The basic KU band feed has provision for automatic closed loop tracking by means of a TE21

mode coupler shown in Figure 2. This TE21 Difference Mode Coupler provides the required

linearly polarized tracking capability in the 11 GHz band. To do this, two orthogonal TE21

difference modes, excited by the coupler, are combined in a quadrature hybrid, the outputs
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80-226AA

8173-80E

Figure 1. Photo Of Feed Assembly

Figure 2. TE21 Difference Mode Coupler
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of which are left- and right-hand circularly polarized difference signals. As a circularly po-

larized tracking device, it will receive a linearly polarized tracking signal of any polarization

orientation.

For simplicity, the operation is described as though the coupler were operating in the transmit

mode. However, by reciprocity the same field configuration exists in receive. The device shown

is actually two TE21 mode couplers interlaced around the circumference of the centrally

located circular waveguide.

Coupler No. I excites the TE21 mode field configuration shown in Figure 3. By inspection, it

is apparent that this mode radiates a horizontally polarized elevation plane difference pattern,

and a vertically polarized azimuth difference pattern. On the other hand, coupler no. 2 which

is rotated 45' relative to No. 1, radiates a vertically polarized elevation plane difference

pattern, and a horizontally polarized azimuth difference pattern. Since the two field patterns

are in space quadrature, exciting them simultaneously through a quadrature hybrid results

in circularly polarized tracking difference patterns. We next address the basic design of the

tracking system which employs this type of higher order mode tracking coupler.

COUPLER #1 COUPLER #2

TTE21

(a) VERT. POL. = AZ. A (b) VERT. POL. = ELEV. A (c) CP TRACKING
HOR. POL. = ELEV., HOR. POL. = AZ. A DIFFERENCE MODE

4740-81

Figure 3. TE21 Mode Coupler Operation
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Tracking System Theory of Operation

Consider the system in receive. If a linearly polarized signal is received directly on the RF

bore sight axis of the antenna, only the TE1 1 mode is excited in the feed horn. Figure 4 shows

the decoupling of the TEll mode to the output terminal, so there is no effective signal to the

tracking receiver.

COUPLING (PORT NO.2) MODE COUPLER DATE 5 FEB 1981
DIRECTIVITY (PORT NO. 1) COUPLING & DIRECTIVITY TEST ENG'R 11

10 GHz 12.4 GHz

0 -____

-.

10 -- _---_----

a 0-

4735-BI

Figure 4. Mode Coupler TEl 1 Coupling and Directivity

If now, the received signal is off axis a TE21 mode is excited in the horn. Figure 5 shows the

effective coupling of the TE21 energy to the receive terminal. The magnitude of this TE21

mode is proportional to the angle off axis within a restricted segment; its phase, for any given

polarization orientation, is determined by the direction off axis.

Assume the receive signal arrives off axis only in elevation. Assume further that it is above

the bore sight axis of the antenna. The excited TE21 mode will be coupled out of the tracking

mode coupler and processed to the input of the tracking receiver. At this point, its phase is

adjusted to be the same as that of the sum channel signal at the tracking frequency.
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COUPLING (NO.2 PORT) DATE 5 FEB 1981
DIRECTIVITY (NO. 1 PORT)

11.0 GHz TEST ENG'R 21 MODE GEN & MODE COVER

12.4 GHz

0---

COUPLING

20-

30-

40.. .

50-

60 . -

4734 7I

Figure 5. TE21 Mode Coupling and Directivity

If now, the signal is received from some other direction, its phase at the receiver input will

vary accordingly. Thus, from the magnitude and phase of the difference signal arriving at the

tracking receiver, error signals are generated to bring the RF axis of the antenna in line with

the source. Figure 6 is a dual antenna pattern showing a sum pattern at the receive beacon

frequency and a difference TE21 mode at the output of the quadrature hybrid port No. 1.

Horn Description

The feed horn transmits at power levels up to 2.5 KW CW in the 14 to 14.5 GHz frequency

band and simultaneously receives in the 10.95 to 11.7 GHz band. The design consists of a

conical horn with its wall corrugated by chokes, resulting in equal tapers in the E&H planes.

The choke depth is selected to be between one quarter and one half over the receiver bands.

The choke spacing, while not critical, requires a uniform periodicity. The resultant r "opogating

mode in both the 14 GHz and 11 GHz frequency bands is equivalent to the sum of the TEll

and TM11 modes. Combining the dominant and higher order modes results in field radiation

patterns with extremely low side lobes and near perfect symmetry about the horn axis.
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-- ° 21---

0 I
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Figure 6. Antenna Pattern Receive and Port #1

(Mode Coupler) E-Plane and Difference f = 11.20 GHz

The horn length and aperture size are selected to minimize beam width variations with

frequency across both bands by incorporating a phase error of 900 to 100' at 11.5 GHz in the

horn aperture. As frequency is increased, the phase error increases, thereby broadening the

beam in a manner to partially compensate for the electrically larger aperture. Typically the

beam width remains constant over the 11.5 to 14 GHz bands to within 10 percent.

Beam Waveguide Description

As pointed out previously, the beam waveguide mirror system as shown in Figure 7 directs

the energy to and from the feed horn and the Cassegrain antenna subreflector. The configu-

ration utilized is based on optical techniques, though corrected for diffraction effects by using

slightly elliptical curved mirrors. It refocuses the energy for proper shaping and positioning

of the waveguide mirrors. The configuration consists of two flat mirrors and two curved

mirrors, the size and shape of which are designed to reduce spillover and increase efficiency.

Reflectors B&C are approximately 83 feet from each other. Thus, the energy travelling from

mirror B to mirror C, for example, initially converges toward that focus point, as suggested

in Figure 7. This is the correction for diffraction effects mentioned previously. These effects
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Figure 7. Optical Ray Path of Beam Waveguide Feed

cause the energy to spread as it approaches mirror B, as shown in Figure 7. A similar situation

exists for energy travelling from mirror C to B in receive. Reflectors A&D are planar. In

operation, reflectors A, B, C, and D move as a unit where the azimuth platform rotates.

Reflector D is on the elevation axis and rotates also when the disk is steered in elevation. In

this way the energy from the beam waveguide is always directed through the hole in the main

reflector vertex.

As part of our system, GTE supplies the subreflector. This unit is shaped in such a way as to

optimize the power illumination of the main reflector. Since this results in distortion of phase,

shaping coordinates of the main reflector are supplied to the customer. The shaping program

contributes approximately .5 dB of system gain.

The corrugated horn generates a spherical wave front at reflector B, the apparent center of

radiation being near the throat of the horn, and almost frequency independent. Reflector A

serves as a right-angle bend between the horn and shaped reflector B. Reflector C focuses the

incident planar wave front to a point which, when imaged by reflector D, appears near the

vertex of the large dish.
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Polarization Control

In a linearly polarized satellite communications system, it is necessary to align the polarization

of the ground station antenna with that of the received satellite signal. This capability must

be provided in the feed.

To provide this capability, it is necessary to rotate the orthomode transducer which is used

to combine the receive and transmit rectangular waveguides into the circular waveguide of

the feed proper. The two outputs of the OMT are connected to the low, noise, amplifiers and

high power combining network by means of waveguide rotary joints. The circular output of

the OMT is connected to the field proper by means of a choke coupled rotary section. This

operation is automated and controlled by an operator from a control panel.

When these components are assembled and measured as a unit the first test is swept VSWR

in both the receive and transmit bands. Figures 8 & 9 show good compliance with specifications

in both bands. The multiple traces are for different polarization orientations as represented

by different settings of the rotary joints and the OMT.

FEED ETAM K-BAND DATE 8 SEPT 1980
CUSTOMER T/W SYSTEMS TEST X.S.W.R RX

10

0

50 ----- ---- - - _ _ _

10.95 11.2 11.45 11.7

TEST ENG'R
FREQUENCY (GHz) WITNESS -L,,

Figure 8. VSWR Receive
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FEED ETAM K-BAND DATE 8 SEPT 1980

CUSTOMER TIWSYSTEMS TEST TRANSMIT VSWH 300 ROTARY JOINT INCREMENT

0 --

10

20

< 30

Ii

w

40

14.0
14.0 14.25 14.5/

FREQUENCY (GHz) TEST ENG'R -.02

WITNESS ._

Figure 9. VSWR Transmit

To meet the requirements of axial ratio it is necessary to tune three different A phi sections.

The application of these differential phase shifters compensates for elepticities in the horn

matching section and TE21 mode coupler. Figures 10 & 11 show the final tuned results.

FEED ETAM K BAND DATE 13 SEPT 1980
CUSTOMER TIW SYSTEMS TEST Rx AXIAL RATIO

0 

A. --- -----

-- J- -

-30

40

50

10.95 * 11,7

FREQUENCY IGH,)

Figure 10. Axial Ratio Receive
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FEED ETAM K-BAND DATE 10 SEPT 1980
CUSTOMER TIW SYSTEMS TEST AXIAL RATIO

14.0 14.25 14.50

10

20

w
0

30

-,

40

50j 
AF~uNY

FREQUENCY {GHz? TEST ENG'R

WITNESS _______-

Figure 11. Axial Ratio Transmit

This configuration works very well for linear polarized transmit and orthogonal receive sta-

tions. To modify for frequency reuse it is necessary to add a diplexing filter and broadband

OMT as shown in Figure 12. Because of the waveguide size we are operating in (.922 inch

diameter), a multiplicity of modes can propogate with a deleterious effect on VSWR. To help

compensate a symmetrical excitation at the ortho port is used.

HTE21 COUPLER

I II LIFILTE H.P.A

H.P.A LNA 4741 81

Figure 12. Frequency Reuse
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Figures 13, 14, 15 & 16 show the excellent isolation characteristics between ports.

FEED ETAM K-BAND DATE 8 SEPT 1980

CUSTOMER TIW SYSTEMS TEST RX TO TX ISOLATION

0 10.95 11.2 11.45 11.7

0
CC 20

< 30
-j
LU

40

50

FREQUENCY (GHz) TEST ENG
WITNESS

Figure 13. Isolation Measurement Receive To Transmit

FEED ETAM K-BAND DATE 8 SEPT 1980

CUSTOMER TIWSYSTEMS TEST rX TO TRK NO 1 ISOLATION

0

10 -

Cr 20

>
30

0C

4J 0

61
14.0 14.25 14.5 _ -

FREQUENCY (GHz)

Figure 14. Isolation Measurement Transmit To Tracking Channel 1
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FEED ETAM K-BAND DATE 8 SEPT 80

CUSTOMER TIW SYSTEMS TEST TX TO TRX NO. 2

0

10

cc 20

-J 30 -

50
50.p

14.0 14.25 14.5

FREQUENCY (GHz) TEST ENG'R .

WITNESS

Figure 15. Isolation Measurement Transmit ToTracking Channel 2

FEED ETAMKBAND DATE iEfia
CUSTOMER TIW SYSTEMS TEST RX TO TRK NO. 1 ISOLATION

u30

>

I-

40.-...

50 .. . . ____- .. . .
1095 11.2 11.45

FREQUENCY (GHz) TEST ENG'R
WITNESS .

Figure 16. Isolation Measurement Receive To Tracking Channel 1
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The frequency selective surface (FSS) described herein reflects radio waves within a

small frequency band, but it is nearly transparent to radio waves outside this band.

This ellipsoidal FSS is an ordered arrangement of dipole - like elements on an elliptical

surface. The design and testing of an elliptical FSS requiring a highly curved geometry

to be taken into account during the design process, is the topic of this paper.

The basic requirements of this ellipsoidal FSS are to be reflective in a band centered

at roughly 9 GHz and to be relatively transparent at frequencies above 10.5 GHz and

below 7.5 GHz. More specific requirements are given in a companion paper by D.

Killion to be presented at this symposium. That paper describes the use intended for

the ellipsoidal FSS in the APS-80 radar.

A literature search revealed that most of the previous FSS work involved surfaces

much less curved than the surface required for this project. Nevertheless, Schenum's I

presentation of the effects of element length and element separation on FSS

performance provided excellent starting point dimensions for the experimental design.

t m mm mm iwi m lllillli mlml
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2.0 THEORY

A radio wave of any wavelength striking a reflector causes surface currents to flow in

that reflector. These surface currents re-radiate the wave.

A polarized radio wave of wavelength X striking a sheet of elements of length X/2

excites these elements as if they were resonant dipoles (Figure 1). These dipoles, if

they are oriented parallel to the E field, re-radiate the wave.

Should the length of the elements be much different from X/2, the elements will not be

strongly excited and these dipole elements will be more nearly transparent to the radio
wave. Similarly, if the dipole elements are not nearly parallel to the polarization of

the incident wave, the surface becomes more transparent.

A current element can be considered as an infinitesimal dipole. The composition of a

current can be considered to be a combination of current elements of any length.

Therefore, a solid reflector, being equivalently composed of dipoles of any length, will
"reflect" any wavelength radio wave. Whereas a sheet of dipoles of length X/2

oriented parallel to the E field will reflect only wavelengths in the neighborhood of

X/2(or nX/2, n=l, 2, 31 ...).



/ \
ELEMENT

A/2

NOTE: DASHED LINE REPRESENTS CURRENT VS. DISTANCE
ALONG THE ELEMENT. THIS PLOT IS CHARACTER-
ISTIC OF A HALF WAVE DIPOLE.

Figure 1. Excited Element of Length /2
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3.0 APPROACH

- Build an FSS on a simple flat surface.

- Experiment with various fabrication techniques such as electrodag

silk screening, electrodag painting, and copper tape.

- Experiment with various dimensions on the FSS which deviate from

those used by Schenum. Test to see if the reflective bandwidth

requirements are met.

- Project a selected flat FSS design onto the more complex curved

surface (ellipsoid).

- Adjust parameters on the curved surface FSS to meet specified

reflective bandwidth requirements, testing after each parametric

adjustment.

- Make E and H plane-pattern tests comparing the performance of the

FSS with that of a solid reflector.
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4.0 PROCEDURE

4.1 FLAT SURFACE FSS

Various techniques were examined for fabricating the flat surface FSS. These

techniques placed reflective element strips on thin plastic by either silk screening with

eletrodag, painting with electodag, or using small s-rips of reflective tape. Silk

screening proved to be a poor technique for fabricating the FSS. The eletrodag did not

easily go through the silk screen. When it did go through, it smeared. Another

material besides eletrodag could have been used for silk screening. However, the

experience with the eletrodag coupled with the projected difficulty of eventually

having to silk screen onto a curved surface (for the final product) led to the

abandonment of the silk screening technique.

The second method (painting with electrodag), was more successful. Masks made of

scotch tape kept the electrodag from smearing. With extreme care, the worker could

round off the ends of the electrodag elements and avoid the high voltage breakdown

expected in pointed tipped elements.

The third method, using reflective tape strips on the thin plastic sheet, also proved to

be practical.

Estimations for good dimensions for the element length, element gap (end to end) and

element separation (broad side) were based on the results of Schenum. The dimensions

(Figure 2) chosen for fabrication appear in the Table below. These FSS's were tested

for frequency dependence of reflection and transmission in the small chamber

illustrated in Figure 3.



ELEMENT SEPARATION

ELEMENT
GAP

ELEMENT LENGTH

Figure 2. Pictorial Definition of Demensions

ELEMENT

LENGTH GAP SEPARATION

#1 .42" .11" .57"
#2 .52" .11" .38"
#3 .62" .11" .38"

Table: Dimensions of Flat Surface FSS's Fabricated



CHAMBER WALLS
COMPOSED OF
ABSORBER

LOG PERIODIC
RECEIVER

LOG PERIODIC SOURCE

FSS PLACED HERE FOR TESTING

Figure 3. Test Chamber
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4.2 CURVED SURFACE

After a design for the flat FSS was developed, it had to be transferred to the

ellipsoidal curved surface. Designs employing techniques which only slightly modified
broadside element spacing to compensate for the difference between the flat and

curved surface did not yield the required reflection band.

The successful technique was to project a flat FSS vertical spacing onto the curved

elliptical surface in the manner shown in Figure 4. Each row of elements is projected

toward the focus of the ellipse where the transmitting source is to be located. One

could view this design as a point source at the focus transmitting to each row of the

flat surface. Where the lines of transmission intersect the ellipse is the projection of

the flat surface FSS element broadside spacing onto the ellipse.

The successful dimensions in order to obtain a reflective band between approximately

7.5 GHz and 10.5 GHz which is centered near 9 GHz are: flat surface vertical

separation = .75" (this dimension was projected onto ellipse as shown in Figure 4),

element gap = .07", element length = .625" The width of each element was .15"

The semi-major axis of the ellipse used is a = 2.12".

The semi-minor axis of the ellipse used is b = 1.82".

The curved FSS was placed in the chamber (Figure 3) and tested. Element length and

gap parameters were finely adjusted to meet the reflective band requirements. The

band test results of the final design are given in Figure 6 (presented in the results

section of this paper).

E and H Plane tests compared the FSS patterns to those of a solid elliptical reflector.

For both the FSS and the solid reflector, waveguide feed was centered at the focus F

(Figure 5). Sample E and H plane test results are presented in the results section.



F1

F2 I)>SEPARATION BETWEEN ROWS

FLAT FSS WITH ROWS SPACED
EQUIDISTANTLY FROM ONE ANOTHER

WHERE THE LINES FROM THE
MARKS ON THE FLAT SURFACE
TO Fi INTERSECT THE ELLIPSE
IS WHERE THE ROWS OF
ELEMENTS ARE PLACED ON
THE ELLIPSE

Figure 4. Projo-cting The Flat Surface FSS Onto The Ellipse



F2

Figure 5. Positioning of Waveguide Feed With Respect To The Ellipse
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5.0 RESULTS

The test results referenced in section 4.0 do indeed indicate the satisfaction of design
requirements alluded to in section 1.0: high reflectivity near 9.0 GHz and relative

transparency above 10.5 GHz and below 7.5 GHz.

The frequency-selective response of the FSS, as tested in the chamber illustrated in

Section 4, is depicted below in Figure 6. This shows the FSS is highly reflective near 9

GHz and is relatively transparent above 1.05 GHz and below 7.5 GHz.

The results of tests comparing the ellipsoidal FSS and a solid perfectly reflecting

ellipse appear in Figure 7. The patterns were made with the waveguide feed centered

at one focus of the reflector (Figure 5).
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Figure 6. Frequency Selective Responses of FSS
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6.0 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Should one desire to build a curved surface FSS with reflective frequency requirements

different from the ones described for this project, the following suggestions should be

helpful.

(1) The element length should be approximately X/2 (X being the wave-

length of the center frequency of the reflected band).

(2) Small consistent deviations in gap length do not seem to affect the

frequency reflective band significantly. In the example described in

this paper, the reflective properties of the FSS met the prescribed

requirements both when all gaps were .07" and when all gaps were

.10."1

(3) The vertical separation of elements should follow the pattern

depicted in Figure 4. Note that shifting the projected plane surface

either up or down produces an acceptable projection onto the ellipse.

An HP 25 program for producing the projection is printed in the

Appendix.
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FOOTNOTES

LG.H. Schenum, "Frequency Selective Surfaces for Multiple Frequency Antennas,"
Microwave Journal, May 1973, pp. 74-76.
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APPENDIX

HP 25 Program

This program determines the vertical position (y coordinate on the diagram) where

rows of elements should be placed on the FSS ellipsoid.

Variable List

Inputs

m = slope = n (.75) n = -1, 1±2, ±3, ie., m is the slope of the line from

focus F1 to a given marking on the vertical line (from which the

projection is being made)

Q = - focal length (measured from center of ellipse)

a 2/b 2 = (semi-major axis / semi-minor axis) 2

2= (semi-major axis) 2

Outputs

x, y (point of intersection of line with the ellipse)
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SHAPED LENS ANTENNAS*

J. J. Lee and R. L. Carlise

Defense Electronics Operations

Rockwell International

Anaheim, CA 92803

INTRODUCTION

As the demand for EHF technology increases along with the

recent advances in the development of low loss dielectric materials

and numerically controlled machines, dielectric lenses have become

viable candidates for EHF antennas. For the design of low cost,

light weight and high performance lens antenna systems, lens

shaping is a powerful technique.

Shaping techniques can be applied to design dielectric lenses

for different applications. The constraint of aperture power dis-

tribution can be imposed to control the main beam shape and side-

lobe level. For excellent scanning capabilities the lens can be

designed to be coma free by imposing the Abbe sine condition. For

multibeam systems where low sidelobes and high crossover in gain

between overlapping beams are required, a combination of aperture

control and coma correction can be implemented.

Based on these different requirements, three different lenses

were designed and fabricated. Preliminary test results were

obtained and are reported here.

SPECIAL SHAPED LENS

The first lens designed and fabricated was shaped to trans-

form a standard sin u/u pattern into a Taylor type distribution.

*This work was supported by NAVEI1,X under contract N00039-79-C-0207.
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However this is by no means a limiting case. The transformation

can be applied to any reasonable aperture distribution. As an

example, the lens can be shaped to produce the well known J1 (u)/u

pattern for earth coverage with maximum efficiency, or any other

aperture distribution which meets specific requirements.

The lens was designed to operate at 44 GHz with a Taylor type

aperture distribution achieving both amplitude and phase control.

The computed far field pattern was for a beamwidth of 3.0 degrees

and -40 db first sidelobes. The lens is 43 A in diameter with a

focal length of 46 X and horn aperture of 2.85 X. The horn illum-

ination is transformed by both the first and second lens surface

to produce the desired aperture distribution as depicted in Figure

1. The measured far field pattern of this lens at 44 GHz is shown

in Figure 2. The measured gain is 34.5 dbi with a 3 db beamwidth

of 2.9 degrees. Note that the beamwidth for a cosine illuminated

aperture of 43 X would be 1.5 degrees. The first sidelobe is seen

to be on the order of 32 db below the peak while the design goal

was 40 db. This sidelobe degradation is believed to result from

the surface mismatch of the lens. Also it was later found that a small

portion of the first sidelobes of the feed horn pattern was inter-

cepted by the lens. It is anticipated that with surface matching

and feed control the sidelobes would be well below -32 db as pre-

dicted.

As expected the scanning characteristics of the special shaped

lens were very poor. The adverse effect of cubic phase errors for

off axis beams are manifested by hiqh coma lobes and main beam
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distortion. As the offset angle increases, the beam deteriorates

even more, making the special shaped lens unacceptable for scan

applications. This requirement led to the development of the

second lens for wide scanning capabilities.

WIDE SCANNING LENS

The second lens was designed and fabricated to meet the Abbe

sine condition for wide angle scans. In this case no special

transformation on the aperture distribution can be made. The dis-

tribution was basically the sin u/u horn pattern in amplitude, but

modified in phase by the lens. This means, of course, that the

sidelobe would not be as low as -40 db, but still at an acceptable

level. The configuration of the lens is shown in Figure 3. The

measured patterns are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, there is

no coma or main beam distortion with scan. The wide angle scanned

beam has almost identical characteristics as the beam on axis.

Again, the lens surfaces are not matched, but it has very little

differential effects on the sidelobes of -23 db as the beam scans.

The mismatch would indeed be a critical factor if the sidelobe

were on the order of -40 db.

For multibeam systems, the horn phase centers were displaced

off axisat intervals of one horn width (horns touching each other)

to maintain the desired beam configuration. However the horn

size is usually too small to have a proper lens illumination for

low sidelobes. But if the horn size were increased, the cross-

over level would decrease. These conflictinq requirements led to

the development of the third lens configuration, which scans well
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and encompasses low sidelobes with good beam crossover levels.

SHAPED MULTIBEAM LENS

The third type of lens is a combination of the special shaped

lens and the wide scanning lens. As well known, the Abbe sine con-

dition basically requires that the lens be spherically concaved

in contour to be coma free. This is the principle used in the

second lens. The first lens has a pronounced convex surface,

therefore, zonning is introduced in N A increment to force an

approximation of the Abbe sine condition. However the highly con-

vex profile of the first surface of the special shaped lens

deviates so much from the circular arc that too many zones would

be required to satisfy this condition of coma correction.

To make the lens profile more practical, a less severe taper
23

given by E(r) = [l-(r/l.05) ] with a uniform phase was specified.

In this case, the lens is shaped for -36 db sidelobes with a 30

beam width at 44 GHz. For 36 db directivity, this lens is

smaller in diameter, only 30 A , because the aperture efficiency

in this case is higher, about 48 percent.

When coma correction is applied along with shaping, the cross

section of the lens becomes zig-zag shaped as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the measured patterns of the overlapping beams

at 44 GHz. These results were obtained by o~fsetting the feed horn

from the axis with one horn size each step. As predicted, the lens

collimates very well to form a high quality beam despite the osten-

sibly erratic surface zoned for coma reduction. The first sidelobe

level of the central beam is -30 db, not as low as predicted, yet

considered to be remarkable for an unmatched lens. The sidelobe

level can be anticipated to be well below -30 db when the sur-
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faces of the lens are perfectly matched with quarter-wavelength

layers of proper dielectric material.

For off axis scans, it can be seen that the coma distortion

of the main beam is almost completely eliminated, and the sidelobe

degradation is correctably small. Again, substantial improvements

can be made by careful surface matching. A smaller step size in

the discontinuity jump of zoning would also lower the sidelobes,

because the scattering loss is expected to be further reduced for

off axis scans. In addition, the intrinsic cubic phase error

would decrease because a better approximation to the Abbe sine

condition is achieved, leading to even lower coma lobes.

Note that the beam crossover level is only 4 db below the

peak, a feature not easily attainable with -30 db sidelobes by

single horn feed. On an expanded scale, the 3 db beamwidth was

measured to be 3.4 degrees, slightly larger than the predicted

value of 3.1 degrees. This discrepancy is possibly due to the

phase errors of the feed pattern and the diffraction of the zone

ridges. It was found that the ratio of scan angle to the incident

offset angle of the feed is very close to one.

The measured peak gain of the prototype multibeam lens

antenna is 33.3 db. The computed directivity is 36.3 db. Thus,

the total loss is about 3 db which accounts for the spillover of

the horn, surface mismatch, diffraction, dielectric loss and

horn copper loss. With surface matching and a smaller step size

in zoning, the loss can be somewhat reduced to about 2 db.

From these preliminary test results, the superior features

of the shaped lens with coma correction are clearly demonstrated.
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The experiments also successfully verify the accuracy of the

theoretical analyses and predictions.

SUMMARY

Three different lenses are reviewed, each with its own appli-

cation. Each design can have many configurations, depending on

the requirements of the various systems. A more detailed design

analysis will be the subject of a forthcoming paper; however, it

is hoped that this information will stimulate a renewed interest

in the design of dielectric lenses.
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PHASED ARRAY ALIGNMENT WITH
PLANAR NEAR-FIELD SCANNING

OR
DETERMINING ELEMENT EXCITATION FROM

PLANAR NEAR-FIELD DATA

W.T. Patton

1. INTRODUCTION

The usual function of a near-field antenna test facility is to determine the far-
field pattern of the antenna. The far-field pattern is that part of the angular
spectrum of the antenna which has wave numbers less than the characteristic
wave number of free space corresponding to the operating frequency. This
part of the antenna's angular spectrum is frequently called the visible spectrum.
Perhaps a more significant use of such a facility is in aligning the antenna. An
example of this is the use of a near-field facility to align the beamformer of a
phased array antenna for a tactical radar system, where the area of the array
controlled by each beamformer port consists of 64 elements. The conditions
and methods required to extend this technique to the alignment of individual
elements of the array will be considered below.

2. SPECTRAL DOMAIN RELATIONSHIPS

Some of the fundamental relationships between the antenna aperture and the far-
field pattern can be illustrated using an array of 9 identical elements such as
that shown in Figure 1.

D

Figure 1. Nine Element Array - Aperture Diagram
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It is convenient, in the analysis that follows, to represent the array distribution
as a convolution operation between the aperture function of a typical element and
an array of delta distributions with the amplitude and phase imposed on the array
by the beamforming network. It is just this amplitude and phase information that
we will seek to recover from the far-field spectrum of the array.

The angular spectrum is the Fourier transform of the aperture function. In
this case it will be the product of the spectrum of the element supported on the
rectangular area dx/X x dy/X with the spectrum of the array supported at nine
discrete points. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

xd
Dx

Figure 2. Nine Element Array - Angular Spectra Diagram

Two important features of the angular spectrum are apparent in this figure.
First, to recover the angular spectrum of the array it is necessary to remove
the spectrum of the element. This may be done either by using a priori data on
the element spectrum or by using data gathered by the near-field facility using the
procedure discussed in Section 3 below. Second, the array spectrum is periodic.
In this case it has a period X/Dx in the u direction and X/D v in the v direction.
Thus all necessary information about the aperture function of the nine point-
source array is contained in a rectangular section of the u-v space of dimension
N/D x x/D v as illustrated in Figure 3. In fact because of the periodic nature
of this angular spectrum, all the information bout the angular spectrum of an
array of point-sources with any number of elements having this same inter-
element spacing will be contained within the same region of the u-v space.
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V
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Figure 3. Angular Spectral Domain of an Array

The angular spectrum of the nine element array can be written as

1 1 D D + n --
S(uv) = fe(uV) E E a e ( (1)

m=-i n=-I m,n

where fe is the Fourier transform of the element aperture function.

From this expression and the well-known orthogonality relations of Fourier it is

clear that the array coefficients can be recovered from the angular spectrum by
the operation

D D f2 D f2D V-j 27r(\m-- Llu

am,n x xS 2 y e dudv (2)

2D x  2D

We note that this operation makes use of two elements of special knowledge about

the array and its spectrum: the element spectrum and the interelement spacing.
It can be easily extended to an array with any number of elements merely by ex-

tending the range of the indices m and n.
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In applying equation (2) to an array spectrum obtained from a near-field test
facility, we must first properly align our phase centers. Implicit in (1) is the
location of the phase center at the central element of the array. The phase
center used in computing the angular spectrum from a planar near-field meas-
urement plane is typically some distance in front of the array aperture
and also laterally displaced from the array center. Therefore an appropriate 2

transformation of the computed angular spectrum must be made to shift the phase
center to one of the elements in the array aperture before (2) is used.

Another important condition that must be considered if we are to recover the
array excitation coefficients is that all the data be accessible in visible space.
This requirement is easily satisfied in the case of a rectangular element grid if

2 2

+ < 4(3

In a case where Dx = Dy the above condition gives Dx > \/-, /2.

This restriction is quite innocuous for a non-scanning array. Unfortunately for
a scanning array, it is not compatible with the requirement to prevent grating
lobes of the array from entering visible space for any angle of scan. However,
the fact that the array can be scanned offers a solution to the dilemma. Remem-
bering that a linear phase distribution over the array aperture is equivalent to a
translation of the angular spectrum with respect to the unit circle and the element
pattern, we can determine the entire array spectrum by shifting it so that in two
or more scan positions all parts of the fundamental period of the array spectrum
are brought into visible space. In this way the necessary data for most arrays
of practical interest can be recovered and used to determine the array excitation
function.

3. ELEMENT PATTERN

The angular spectrum of the radiating element can also be determined by scanning
the array. This follows since a linear phase distribution is a translation of the
array spectrum with respect to the element spectrum as noted above. The vari-
ation of the peak spectral value (main beam) with scan is due to, and an indication
of, the element spectrum. In principle then, it is necessary to scan the array to
each point at which the element pattern is to be evaluated and perform a full near-
field scan. This process would be extremely slow and costly if the same number
of data points were taken in each scan as required to determine the array spec-
trum. However, since the elements are small, the element spectrum is gener-
ally slowly varying and therefore can be evaluated with relatively few scanned
sets of data in the measurement plane. Rapidly steering the array during th-
measurement will allow many points of the element pattern to be obtained with a
single planar scan.
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The density of the points at which the element spectrum must be determined is
controlled by the length "L" of the effective scanner motion in both the X and Y
directions. The spacing between such points is numerically equal to

Au =X/L x, , and

(4)

respectively. Lx and Ly are generally made enough larger than the array to
insure covering the larger amplitude region in the near-field at the extreme
scan limits. They may even be larger than the physical scanner motion, when
zero padding of the measurement plane is employed. The array should be steered
to each direction formed by all combinations of multiples of Au and Av to evaluate
the element pattern there. The number of scan positions can, however, be re-
duced by a factor of 5 by using knowledge of the array beam shape near its peak
to estimate the value of the element spectrum at positions adjacent to the scan
position. Such techniques to reduce data collection time are important since the
complete element spectrum must be evaluated for each frequency at which the
array is to be aligned.

The amount of data required to evaluate the element spectrum can be further re-
duced by reducing the density of sampling points in the measurement plane asso-
ciated with a particular scan position and frequency. The data-point density must
be large enough to filter out the higher-order array spectra or to prevent it from
folding into the lower-order spectrum contaminating the element spectrum data.
When the array itself has extremely low sidelobe levels, there is little incentive
for making the sample density greater than that required to cover the main beam
of the array out to the first null. This can usually be done satisfactorily with
from four to eight sample points in each direction, depending on the size of the
measurement plane relative to that of the array.

4. DATA PRECISION REQUIREMENTS

An analysis of errors introduced in the measurement process can be performed
in the same manner as an analysis of the effect of array errors themselves. In
the following analysis w, will treat errors as random noise which contaminates
the measurements and therefore the spectrum that we are trying to determine.
We are concerned about the level of the this noise, both with respect to the total
array output or the peak of the spectrum, and with respect to the amplitude of a
single array element or a single near-field measurement. The processing of the
data generally provides some gain in the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, limited
by the extent and coherency of the data. For example, if all measurements taken
in the measurement plane were approximately equal, the gain in signal-to-noise
power ratio would equal the total number of sample points. The actual gain is
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less than this to the extent that the amplitude of the measured field decays rapidly
when the probe moves away from the aperture of the antenna under test. A useful
estimate of the gain in signal-to-noise power ratio is transforming between aper-
ture or measurement plane and the angular spectrum is given by

A
Forward Processing Gain n N - (5)a ee (5

S

where

n a = aperture efficiency of the array excitation,

Ne = number of elements in the array,

Ae = area occupies by an element, and

As = sample cell area.

An error introduced in the data in the spectral domain due to round-off error will
not be significantly reduced in transforming back to the aperture plane because
most of the spectral data of significant amplitude are restricted to relatively few
spectral points. An estimate of the reverse processing gain is given by

L L
Reverse Processing Gain-- x Ay (6)n aA

a

where

Lx Ly is the area of the measurement plane, and

na A is the effective area of the antenna under test.

We can see from (5) and (6) that, if we are dealing with a small array of a small
number of elements, the forward processing gain can be expected to be small
while the reverse gain is large. The product of forward and reverse processing
gains, however, equals the number of sample points processed. The process of
transforming data from the measurement plane to the aperture plane should have
a gain given by 2

_j 2 z 2+ (nD )2+(mD )2

m ey
n, m

M-A processing gainz m2 Y(mDy (7)

n,m D ) + (m D 2
n, m Y
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This will usually differ insignificantly from unity.

5. SPECIFIC EXAMPLE

As a specific example, consider a circular array of 4350 elements with an ele-

ment spacing of 1. 06X in each row with the adjacent rows displaced 0. 53, along
the row and 0. 293\ vertically. The array has an aperture distribution designed
for peak sidelobe levels of -50 dB with an aperture efficiency of -2. 1 dB.

The element configuration and angular spectrum are illustrated in Figure 4.

V

- (.943,1.706)

I / -
I I

1H'.06 X H_I0I

f---. I::::::! .293 ;k
r = (1.89, )

= I

Figure 4. Angular Spectral Domain of ' Triangular Grid Array

Here we see a triangular grid in the aperture domain that can be viewed as a rec-
tangular grid 1. 06X x 0. 586X with a similar rectangular grid place in the center
of the cell. These transform to the angular spectrum as a rectangular grid of
grating lobes 1/1. 06 x 1/0. 586 with a similar grid of grating lobes located at the
center of this cell. There are three choices for the shape of the support of the
periodic angular spectrum illustrated in Figure 4. Two of these are rectangular
in shape with different aspect ratios and one is romboidal. None of these shapes
fits entirely within the unit circle. Therefore it will take at least two scans to
cover the entire spectrum. The tall, thin shape is the only one that can be covered
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in two scans. This is done by steering the array up and then down by an angle
whose sine is 1. 706/2 or 0. 853. This will allow half of the spectrum to fit within
the unit circle since 0. 8532 + 0. 4722 = 0. 926 < 1.

If the measurement plane grid is 3 cm x 3 cm, or 1.4 square inches, we can esti-
mate the forward processing gain using (5) to be

3.56
FPG = 10 log 4350 -- 2.1 = 38.3 dB

1.4

Thus an RMS measurement error of -32 dB is adequate to achieve a spectral error
of less than -70 dB RMS, which will produce an error of less than 1 dB at the -50
dB sidelobe level with 90% probability. However, when the measurement is being
used to align the array, a measurement error becomes part of the error alloca-
tion of the array, so that even greater precision must be provided.

The allocation of array errors to the measurement process must be shared be-
tween the various error sources. We must distinguish between error sources
that are independent from sample to sample, like roundoff error and receiver
noise, and those that are correlated over large segments of the array, like probe
sway in the scanner due to its alignment, or motion-induced phase variation in the
probe-receiver RF path. To insure that a correlated error will not cause more
than 1 dB increase in the array sidelobe level, its effect must be more than 18 dB
below that level of at -68 dB for a -50 dB design sidelobe level. This is an amp-
litude error of approximately 398 in 106. This error can be produced by a periodic
phase error of 0. 8 milliradian or a peak harmonic probe position error (z) of
0. 00045 inch.

An important source of error in the spectral domain comes from the process of
removing the probe pattern and the array element pattern. If the total number of
data points processed is 1216, a total processing gain of 48 dB is available. With
38 dB gain expected in the forward direction, we can expect only 10 dB gain in the
reverse direction. Thus probe calibration precision must be better than -20 dB
RMS to achieve a -30 dB error allocation to the test facility. A precision of -25
dB would consume 1/3 of this allocation. The measurement error in the array
element pattern starts first with the ability to shift phase in the array. Using 6-
bit phase shifters this amounts to -30. 8 dB rms error. If we take eight sample
points in each direction or use a measurement grid 48 x 48 cm, our forward gain
is reduced to 38. 3-24 = 14.3 dB. This process gives an RMS error of -45 dB in
the spectral representation of the array element pattern, which is independent at
each spectral point (scan angle). Since the array element pattern is slowly vary-
ing, we can expect large processing gain (36 dB) in tr,', sforming these errors
to the aperture plane, giving a residual effect of -81 dB. This error is
negligible relative to other sources of error.
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6. DATA COLLECTION RATES

The total number of data points required to define the element pattern in the area
of the array pattern support can be estimated by

N 1.706 x 0.943 16 216N x 2 =0.197 x29
(2.857)

If we can estimate five pattern points for each scan position, then

216

s 26
212

If there are 16 horizontal moves per data point, then N - 26 and data collection
time at 2 ms/beam position is sv 26

-3 12

T 2x10 x2 - 0.315sec
f 26

Time to collect data at 10 frequencies is

T = 10 x (0.015 + 0.315) = 3.3 sec,

where 15 ms is the time required to change frequency.

If the distance between data points in one data set is 48 cm, the scan velocity can
be as high as 14.5 cm/sec.

Since this rate is near the nominal (15 cm/sec) scan rate of the scanner used for
acceptance testing of the array,- we can conclude that the entire data set for ele-
ment coverage can be obtained in a single nominal scan of the measurement plane.

The time required to collect data for array alignment can be estimated from the
requirement to obtain two beam positions and 10 frequencies. This time will be

T = 10 x (15 + 2) = 170 ms.

With data required every 3 cm, the scan rate can be

V = 3/0. 17 18 cm/sec.

This is greater than the nominal scan rate, indicating that this data also can be
acquired in a single scan.
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ABSTRACT

An iterative procedure is described for determining the discrete

element excitation amplitudes of a small (in-phase) linear array that

will generate a directional beam antenna pattern having a wide null at a

preassigned far-field angle away from the beam peak direction and having

all of its pattern sidelobes at or below a preassigned sidelobe level

envelope. The wide null involved is created by causing two adjacent

single-valued zeroes of the directional beam pattern to become coinci-

dent at the desired far-field angle. Antenna patterns of this nature

can be useful in narrowband interference-reduction applications whenever

the angular relationship between the peak direction and the null position

remains constant.

The problem of scanning the double-valued null position throughout

the antenna pattern sidelobe region is evaluated with respect to two typ s

of feed networks ")r the array. One feed network contains variable power

dividing components such that the array element excitation amplitudes can

be adjusted to properly position the double-valued pattern null. The

other network contains an orthogonal multiple-beam-forming device as well

as variable power dividing components such that the beam weighting ampli-

tudes can be adjusted to properly position the pattern null. Patterns

of this nature can be useful in applications where the angular relation-

ship between the beam peak direction and the null position varies in some

predictable manner.

Prepared for presentation at the
1981 Antenna Applications Symposium
Allerton Park, Monticello, Illinois

September 23-25, 1981
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are applications for directional beam antenna patterns that

have a deep null region occurring in the sidelobe structure at some speci-

fied far-field angle measured away from the pattern main beam peak.

Various objectives for optimizing the properties of a nulled antenna

pattern have been reported Fl]-[5]. Tseng [5], in particular, has shown

how the Taylor distribution [6] impressed on a continuous line source or

a large linear array aperture can be generalized such that the resulting

antenna pattern will have a deep null region centered at a preassigned

angular position. For Tseng's purposes, a large aperture is required in

order that a sufficient number of zeros in the pattern will be available

for controlling (to a large extent) the sidelobe level characteristics

of the complete pattern. Tseng also showed that the null region might be

scanned by varying the relative amplitudes of only the outermost elements

in a large array.

The antenna pattern for a small linear array does not possess a

sufficient number of zeros to permit such a generalized approach toward

establishing a null region. This report is concerned with the specific

problem of positioning a small array pattern double-null at a preassigned

location with respect to the main beam peak while constraining all of the

sidelobes that occur in the far-field pattern to be at least a preassigned

dB level down from the main beam peak. The pattern double-null will be

created by causing two adjacent single-valued zeros of the pattern to be-

come coincident at the desired location. The angular width of the region

in the neighborhood of a double-null position is shown below to be greater

than that of a single-valued null, particularly if the levels at the side-

lobe peaks on each side of a null of each type are essentially equal.

For some narrowband applications, the width of this double-null character-

istic may be satisfactory. The introduction of more than one double-null
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point into the antenna pattern will not be considered in this report, since

the primary intent is to describe a method of controlling the pattern side-

lobe levels when a double-null exists.

Since a pattern double-null as just defined is a sidelobe which has

'disappeared', modification to a previously described technique [7] are

discussed for controlling the remaining sidelobes of the antenna pattern

at desired suppression levels. As in this reference, the antenna pattern

will be approximated by its array factor. The array factor will be re-

stricted to be a real-valued voltage pattern such that its directional

beam peak is broadside to the array axis and its sidelobes are always

formed between two adjacent zero crossings of the voltage pattern ex-

pression.

II. BACKGROUND

Consider a small linear array of N equally-spaced elements having an

illumination An of the form

I
(1) An = Z T. cos(2id n)i=O

where the series coefficients Ti are real valued and normalized such that

T = 1.0. Let the axial coordinates dn of the array elements be ordered

by index n such that

(2) d 2n-N-1 for 1 < n < N.
n 2N

With this symmetry*, the array factor R(z) can be written as

N
(3) R(z) = E An cos (2d nZ)

n=l

where

(4) z = N(I ) sin 0

* The symmetry of the array factor expression means that, when a double-

null occurs at a positive z-value, one also occurs at the corresponding
negative z-value. When the element spacing is taken larger than 0.5X ,
additional double-null points within the array factor period may appear
in real space. To avoid the former situation, the use of a complex
illumination function in place of (1) would be required. Adapting the
remaining expressions used in this report to handle complex forms appears
to be straightforwar'd provided attention is paid to monitoring the
directional beam pointing direction as non.-zero phase terms are introduced.
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relates the array factor variable z to the far-field angle Oof real space

depending upon an element-spacing-to-wavelength ratio.**

The array factor (3) is an even function and its absolute value is

periodic in N. When the Ti-coefficients of the aperture illumination (1)

are appropriately selected, the array factor will have N-1 zeros and N-2

sidelobe peaks within one period. Because of the pattern symmetry, however,

both the zeros and the sidelobe peaks within the period must be paired off

(counting away from the directional beam peak) such that the number of in-

dependent positions for either is given by the integer part of the ex-

pression (N-l)/2. Should I in (1) be taken equal to IP [(N-1)/2], any

combination of I zeros and/or sidelobe peaks can be independently manipu-

lated by the selection of the T.-coefficients. Note here that an (N =)1

even numbered element array will have an array factor with odd symmetry

about the point z = N/2. At least a single-valued zero position must

therefore occur at this point. An odd numbered array has even symmetry

about the point z - N/2 and a slope reversal point (i.e., a pattern mini-

mum or maximum value) will thus exist at this point.

Taylor [6] showed that the Ti-coefficients in (1) for 1 < i < I (in

the notation used here) are equal to twice the normalized array factor (3)

values at the matching integers for 1 < z < I. Altering any single Ti-

coefficient will change the pattern sidelobe structure somewhat, thereby

causing a movement of a pattern zero. A zero occurs in the array factor,

of course, whenever a value of z (say zd) makes the right-hand side of (3)

equal to zero. For such a zero to be double-valued, the derivative of (3)

with respect to z must also be equal to zero when evaluated at the point

z = zd*

N

(5) dR = Z : d A sin (2nd z).
dz n=inn n"

z = z d

** While this report employs an aperture normalized variable z in the
discussion, it must be emphasized that the far-field angle e is dependent
upon the free-space wavelength. The frequency bandwidth of the results
presented herein are therefore limited.
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For the array illumination (1) under consideration, it is necessary

to use two of the independent Ti-coefficients in creating a double-null

at a specified pattern point in order to satisfy both (3) and (5) simul-

taneously. The remaining 1-2 Ti-coefficients are thus available for con-

trolling pattern sidelobe levels. Noting that both a pattern double-null

and a sidelobe peak are slope reversal points in the voltage array factor,

it is apparent that I-1 conditions might be imposed on (5) and one condi-

tion on (3). The resulting set of I equations could be solved for the

I Ti-coefficients provided an appropriate means of selecting the z-values

for each of the slope reversal points was at hand. One sidelobe level, of

course, would remain uncontrolled under this situation.

This report describes an iterative method for determining both an

appropriate selection of the slope reversal z-values and a suitable

choice of the sidelobe left uncontrolled. Results are presented showing

that an array factor can often be obtained which has a preassigned double-

null position with all of its sidelobes at or below a preassigned envelope

level.

II1. AN INITIAL PATTERN

In order to evaluate the nulling technique discussed in this report,

comparisons are made with the initial array factur shown in dB down form

in Figure 1. A small (N=) 20-element linear array where the aperture

illumination uses (I = IP[19/2]=) 9 Ti-coefficients is involved. The Ti-

coefficients listed in Figure 1 were derived [7] to meet the arbitrary

20/30 dB down sidelobe envelope shown. The illumination taper across one-

half of the array elements is also plotted. The aperture efficiency for

this excitation (0.314 dB) was calculated using the (power) definition.

N
(6) [ E An] 2

n=l
N 2

N Z A n
n=ln

The sidelobe behavior of this initial pattern is plotted in voltage form

in Figure 2. Its 9 independent voltage zero-crossings and its 9 sidelobe

peak positions are noted by their z-coordinates. Recall this pattern was

derived by specifying 9 sidelobe levels meeting the 20/30 dB envelope.

The same procedure [7] can be used to create a double-null pattern by
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specifying one particular sidelobe atoc dB down (i.e., R(z) = 0) with the

other eight sidelobes at the envelope values. Of course, no control on

the position of the double-null point exists with this technique. That

is, for the 20/30 dB envelope the first sidelobe will disappear at z =

1.708, the second at 2.633, the third at 3.556, the fourth at 4.463, the

fifth at 5.445, the sixth at 6.451, the seventh at 7.472, and the eighth

at 8.511 respectively. The ninth sidelobe will disappear at z = 10.0

where the pattern null is actually triple-valued because the number of

array elements happens to be even.

Figure 3 compares array factors of the pattern having a double-null

at z = 3.556 and the initial pattern. As the third and fourth zeros of

the initial pattern moved into coincidence at z = 3.556 in the double-null

pattern, the remaining zeros shift very slightly. Of importance, observe

that the angular width of the double-null region at the 40 dB down level

is at least three times as wide as the region of either nearby single-

valued null in the initial pattern. At the 60 dB level the ratio is approxi-

mately eight to one.*

IV. DOUBLE-NULL POSITION CONTROL

One means of introducing a controlled position double-null into the

array factor (3) generated by the aperture illumination (1) is to alter

the two Ti-coefficients which match up with the integral z-values bounding

the z-value of the desired double-nul position. That is, by letting

T. T.' + Aj, T j  = T'+ + Aj+ I , and z = zd in (3) and (5) respectively,

two equations in two unknowns result.

(7a) C11 A + C12 Aj+ 1 + C13 = 0

(7b) C21Aj + C22 Aj+ 1 + C23 = 0

* It is recognized that a still wider null region could be obtained if the
two zeros did not actually become coincident but were allowed to remain
separated by an amount such that a sidelobe existed in between the two
zeros having its peak value exactly equal to the dB down level at which
the angular measurement was being made.
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where

N
(8a) CI cos (2lrdnlzd) cos (2dnJ)

n=l

N
(8b) C12 = E cos (2dnzd) cos [2rdn(J+l)]

n= 1

N
(8c) C13 = E An cos(2d nZd)

n=l

N
(8d) C21 = E d sin(2d nz d) cos(27d j)

n=1

N
(8e) C22 = Z dn sin(2ndnzd) cos[2d(j+l)]

n=l

N
(8f) C23 = E d A sin(2rdnZd)

n=l n

Solving (7) for the Ti-coefficient adjustments A. and +I', is straight-

forward using Cramer's rule.

The desirability of having control on the pattern sidelobe behavior

as the position of a double-null point is varied is shown by Figure 4.

Here the voltage array factors of the pattern having a double-null at

z = 3.556 and a pattern having a double-null at z = 3.250 are compared.

The latter pattern was obtained using (7) with j 3 and the Ti-coeffi-

cients of the former pattern. Note both array factors have the same

R-value at all integral z-points other than z = 3 and z = 4 in agreement

with Taylor's observation relative to the Ti-coefficients.

The sidelobe behavior of the two patterns, however, is quite different.

In shifting the double-null position from z = 3.556 to z = 3.250, the

first two sidelobes have dropped below the 20/30 dB envelope while the

other six have risen above the envelope. The fourth sidelobe (counting

by slope reversal points) is only 21.734 dB down, i.e., well above the

desired 30 dB level.

Figure 4 illustrates the modifications that have been made to a least-

squares-error iterative technique [7] for controlling sidelobe levels wnen

the requirement to also control the position of a double-null point is
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introduced. Ten errors are shown in the figure which may be used to con-

tribute terms to the error function being minimized. Eight of these errors

are the deviations of the sidelobe peaks of an approximating pattern from

the desired sidelobe envelope. The ninth error (i.e., e3 here) is the

deviation from zero of the approximating pattern slope reversal point in-

tended to be the double-null point. The tenth error is the deviation from

zero of the approximating pattern value at the desired double-null point.

Obviously, ten errors involving nine variables will generally only

minimize the value of the error function. An example is shown in Figure 5

where the desired double-null point was z = 3.250 and the desired sidelobe

levels were the 20/30 dB envelope. Using equal weighting on each of the

ten error terms leaves large errors in the e3 and e10 terms (probably

those of the most importance) when the error function reaches its minimum

value. While it is possible that some weighting scheme could be devised

to reduce these important errors, the following alternative was adopted.

Note in both Figures 4 and 5 that at least one of the approximating

pattern sidelobes was at a level lower than the desired envelope. The

iterative procedure as modified for the purpose of this report does not in-

clude any contribution from the error existing at one of the sidelobes ad-

jacent to the desired double-null position. Thus, the error function sums

nine terms with nine variables and the function value converges to zero

(when it converges). Of course, the uncontrolled sidelobe may have risen

above thc desired sidelobe envelope when convergence occurs.

For the case of a desired double-null point at z = 3.250 leaving the

second sidelobe out of the error function gives the array factor of

Figure 6. The second sidelobe level has dropped to 51.951 dB down, well

below the assigned sidelobe envelope. Thus, the price for meeting the ob-

jective of a desired double-null position having all sidelobes at or below

a preassigned level would seem to be a slight dimunition in the available

antenna gain of the pattern. A possible trade-off situation exists in

that the angular width of this pattern null (at 40 dB down) is quite large.
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V. ITERATIVE CONTROL PROCEDURE

The procedure devised to control the position of a patter-i double-null

point and to constrain the pattern sidelobe levels is summarized as follows:

a. Choose the desired sidelobe level envelope R e(z).

b. Select an initial set of I(=IP[(N-l)/2])Ti-coefficients.

c. Calculate the excitation amplitudes (1) for N elements located

at the aperture points (2).

d. Calculate the voltage array factor (3) at a grid of z-points

suitable for determining each slope reversal point z rj and each

zero crossing point z ck of the pattern.

e. Select the desired double-null point zd and its associated

i-index id based upon the j and k index counts of step d.

f. Adjust the Ti-coefficients by (7) for i = i d and i d + 1 to

obtain an aperture illumination that will generate the double-null

point at zd.

g. Calculate an approximating array factor (3) and determine the

array factor values R a(Z rj) at its slope reversal points and the

array factor value Ra (z d ) at the desired double-null point.

h. Calculate an error function of the form

(9) E(Ti) = [Ra (zd)] 2 + E [R a(Z) - R e(Zi )]

i=l

where Re (z) R a(Z ri) for the index i = iu of the single sidelobe chosen

to be uncontrolled and Re (z) = 0 for the index i = id of the sidelobe

chosen to 'disappear'

i. Minimize the error function (9) by the Newton-Raphson method [8]

applied to the I simultaneous equations.

(10) 3E(T.) =- 0, 1~, 2. . . I

T.

j. Using the new set of Ti-coefficients from step i, return to

step g until the error function (9) converges to its minimum

value.
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The computer program devised to carry out the iterative procedure is

considered proprietary and is not presented herein. It is noted, however,

that maintaining the proper ordering of all the slope reversal points

R a(Z ) from iteration to iteration is essential for successful use of the

procedure. For this reason it is desirable to return to step f instead

of step g occasionally during the iteration process. That is, continuously

forcing the double-null point to exist tends to prevent the disappearance

of any slope reversal point.

For some of the cases examined, the double-null point turned out to

be essentially a triple-null point. Specifically, the sidelobe chosen to

have its own calculated level replace the envelope level also 'disappeared'

to more than 80 dB down. Figure 7 is a plot of the sidelobe region of the

voltage array factor for a desired double-null position zd = 6.000 with

the fifth sidelobe uncontrolled. For the scale of this plot, it is im-

possible to determine whether the pattern behavior near z = 6.000 behaves

as an exact triple-null position or as a double-null position with a

single-null close by.

VI. RESULTS

A large number of array factors have been computed for double-null

patterns as zd was varied between 1.708 and 10.000. Three important re-

sults have been extracted from these computations.

Figure 8 shows how the aperture efficiency (6) varies for the range

1.750 < Zd < 10.000 by 0.25 increments in zd. The efficiency degrades

significantly only when a double-null point is positioned such that the

first sidelobe of the pattern turns out to be the sidelobe controlled at

its calculated value instead of the desired envelope value. It is conjec-

tured that the array illuminations derived by this iterative technique will

represent a near-optimum compromise between narrow antenna beamwidth and

sidelobe suppression when a double-null point is required to be present in

the antenna pattern. Note that the minimum loss values occur at the points

where the double-null position was uncontrolled while the maximum losses

are at the points where triple-nulls exist.

Figure 9 shows how the array element excitations vary for the range

1.750 < z <10.000 by 0.25 increments in z The relative amplitudes

plotted here have been normalized to unity power across the array elements
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to assist in evaluating the requirements that would be placed on various

feed network configurations for producing double-null patterns. For

example, to scan the position of a double-null point throughout the side-

lobe region of an antenna pattern by means of a variable power divider

network directly feeding the array elements, it is apparent that all ele-

ments in a small array will probably require amplitude adjustments. The

accuracy required at each power dividing junction of the feed network

appears to be just within the state-of-the-art. Note again the cusp-type

behavior of each curve occurs at the points where the double-null position

was uncontrolled.

Figure 10 shows how the Ti-coefficients vary for the range 1.750 < zd

< 10.000 by 0.25 increments in zd. The relative values of these coeffi-

cients have been normalized to unity power in order to investigate the

possibility of designing a variable power divider feed network capable of

electronically scanning the double-null position across the pattern side-

lobe region. Here the network would feed the beam ports of an orthogonal

multiple (sin x/x) beam-forming device connected to the array elements.

It is apparent that all ports of the variable power divider will require

substantial output level changes. The change in sign of the Ti-coefficients

for 2 < i < I, of course, means that a 1800 phase reversal at that output

port is necessary. The accuracy needed at each power dividing junction of

the feed network, however, may well be somewhat beyond the state-of-the-art

since many of the output values must be more than 40 dB down. Once more

the cusp-type behavior occurs at the uncontrolled double-null positions.

It is worth noting that one additional result was found in using this

iterative procedure. The range of desired double-null positions reported

above was 1.708 < z < 10.000. Figure 11 shows now a typical pattern result

when the desired double-null position is taken at a point zd <z = 1.708.

For this case the first sidelobe of the initial pattern was selected to

'disappear' with the second sidelobe left uncontrolled. The desired

double-null position was zd = 1.625. Observe that the uncontrolled side-

lobe rises higher (to 19.856 dB down) than the desired envelope. Trials

with other choices for the uncontrolled sidelobe behaved similarly. It

is conjectured, therefore, that a desired double-null position cannot be
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located at a point closer to the directional beam peak direction than the

point halfway between the first two nulls of the initial pattern (setting

a desired sidelobe envelope) and also meet the desired envelope levels

with a resulting double-null pattern.

VII. CONCLUSION

A procedure has been described which was shown to establish a theore-

tical aperture illumination for a small discrete-element linear array that

will generate an antenna pattern having both a wide (double-valued) null

located at a preassigned angle measured away from the pattern's directional

beam peak and sidelobe characteristics meeting a preassigned sidelobe level

envelope. While this procedure uses an aperture-normalized angular variable,

converting the results to a real-space far-field angle is straightforward.

The array element pattern has been neglected but this effect could easily

be taken into account by the selection of the arbitrary sidelobe envelope

should a known element pattern exist.

It is intended to extend the aperture illumination derivation techni-

que to handle those cases where multiple double-null positions are involved

and where complex aperture excitations can be employed.
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ABSTRACT

The least mean square pattern synthesis method is extended to include

constraints such as pattern nulls at a given set of angles. The problem

is formulated as a constrained approximation problem which is solved

exactly and a clear geometrical interpretation of the solution in a

multidimensional vector space is given. The relation of the present

method to those of constrained gain-maximization and signal-noise ratio

maximization is discussed and conditions for their equivalence stated.

For a linear uniform N-element array it is shown that, when M single nulls

are imposed on a given "quiescent" pattern, the optimum solution for the con-

strained pattern is the initial pattern and a set of M weighted (sin Nx)/sin

x-beams. Each beam is centered exactly at the corresponding pattern null, ir-

respective of its relative location. Several illustrative examples of pat-

terns with imposed nulls are included. In addition, curves are derived,

which allow an estimate of the number of nulls required to suppress the

sidelobes within a given sector, or alternatively, an interference source of

given bandwidth, to a desired level.
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I. Introduction

The problem of forming nulls in the radiation pattern of an antenna, in

order to suppress interference from certain directions, presently receives

much attention. Most work is in the area of adaptive nulling systems,

as discussed by Applebaum [I] where a performance index such as the signal-

to-noise ratio is maximized. In the case where jammers are the dominant

noise source this process automatically places pattern nulls in the directions

of the jammers. A seemingly different approach is that of Drane-Mcllvenna [21

where another index, antenna gain, is maximized, subject to a set of null

constraints on the pattern. In both methods the performance index is the

quantity of prime interest, whereas the role of the antenna pattern is not

too clear, which - to an antenna engineer - is unsatisfactory.

The purpose of this paper is to show that the problem can be formulated

as a direct pattern synthesis problem which includes the pattern nulls. The

method is based on least mean square or Gaussian approximation [3] which

allows an attractive geometrical interpretation in a multi-dimensional vector

space. It will be shown that under certain conditions the present approach

yields the same result as the methods of constrained gain maximization

and as SNR maximization. The least mean square error criterion with

single null constraints has been lucidly discussed [4] in very general

terms and as applied to satellite multiple-beam antennas. In contrast, we

will study the classic problem of pattern synthesis for a linear array of

isotropic elements, which leads to a slightly different formulation and some

complementary viewpoints and results.

2. Formulation of the Problem

We consider a situation where an array antenna is being illuminated by

desired signals and also by highly dominant interference signals from

certain, discrete directions. The optimum antenna pattern for this case is

reasonably defined as the desired pattern in the absence of the jammers, the
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so called quiescent pattern, suitably modified so as to form pattern nulls

in the interference directions. The degrees of freedom available in the

antenna pattern are thus used in first place to form the pattern nulls, with

remaining degrees of freedom being used for approximation of the quiescent

pattern.

The corresponding antenna pattern synthesis problem consists of determ-

ining the closest approximation Pa to a given, quiescent pattern Po, subject

to a set of null constraints. The solution of this problem requires a defini-

tion of "distance" between two patterns and this will be defined in Gauss'

sense as the mean square difference between the patterns. This particular metric

provides an over-all measure of approximation, and, in contrast to, for instance, the

Chebyshev approximation places no explicit bound on the maximum deviation from the

desired function at any particular point. However, it is the only metric that

allows the approximation problem to be solved with any sense of generality.

For simplicity we consider a linear array of N isotropic antenna elements

with uniform, half-wavelength spacing. Setting u - sin 8 where i is defined in

Fig. I, the antenna far-field pattern is described by the array factor

N

p(u) = x n e
- ir u ()

where xn denotes the complex excitation of the n:th array element.

The synthesis problem can now be stated mathematically: Find the pattern

pL(u), sach that the mean-square difference
1

S(Pa) = 5 I Po(U) - Pa(U)12 du = minimm (2a)
-i

subject to the constraints

Pa(Um) = 0, m = 1,...,M (2b)

where (um}1 denotes the angular location of the M interference sources.
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We assume that the desired, quiescent pattern is given as a sum of N

harmonics, as represented by (1). For the general case, where po(u) has any

functional form, po may be simply approximated by the first N terms of its

Fourier-series expansion. Although the synthesis procedure then involves two

subsequent approximations, it can be shown to lead to the correct least-

mean-square approximation of the initial pattern.

3. Method of Solution

The synthesis problem posed above is most conveniently formulated in a

multi-dimensional vector space, where each point represents one array excita-

tion, which allows a clear geometrical interpretation of the approximations

involved. From the solution for the array excitation the desired pattern is

then simply given by (1). The underlying principle for this equivalence be-

tween array excitation and radiation pattern is of course Parseval's theorem.

We introduce an N-dimensional excitation space X, in which the array

excitation ., is represented by the vector i (xl,..,xN). The

inner product of two vectors we define as (x,y) EXnY n , where *denotes

complex conjugate, and the norm II-iL = (9,X)

In order to express the mean square error E in terms of the array excita-

tion we substitute (1) in (2a) and obtain after integration

1 2 N 2
E 2 f I PO - Pa I du L Ixn - Xan =5 0 - R (3)

-I n=1

where K. and R a are the excitation vectors corresponding to the patterns

p,) and Pa, respectively. Likewise the pattern constraints (2b) can be ex-

pressed as constraints on the array excitation. The mathematical expressions
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simplify somewhat if we first multiply the pattern function p by a phase

factor exp(iu), where

2 (4)

which shifts the phase center of the pattern to the array center. Substituting

this new function in (2b), we find, in view of (1), that\null at u - um requires

N

7- x ei( ) - =0 . (5)

Defining constraint vectors Ym by

M = e - i  e ( eUM e iNru )  (6)

finally let us write (5) as orthogonality conditions on the array excitation

, m ,...,M. (7)

Note that we now have characterized each jammer direction u,by one constraint

vector.

In view of (3) and (7) the synthesis problem as expressed by (2) now

becomes

2.
I IX 0  a a I = min. (8a)

( a, ) =0, m = 1,..,M (Sb)

where x. and xa denote the unconstrained and constrained array excitation,

respectively.

Equation (8) shows that the desired solution Xa is orthogonal to the

constraint vectors , A geometrical interpretation of this relation is

obtained if the excitation space X is divided into an M-dimensional sub-space
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Y, spanned by the vectors [._Jj and its (N-M)-dimensional ortho-

gonal complement Z. Any vector R now has a unique decomposition [51

+ (9)

where 5 E Y, iE Z, LzY, and due to this orthogonality

2= 11y12 + 112,2 (10)

Using this decomposition for Xo and Xa we get from (8), (9) and (10)

E =1Yo  ya u12 + 1,zo - al112= min. (Ila)

( XaY m ) = ( Ya'7M = 0, m = 1,...,M . (lb)

Equation (lb) yields

7a =0 , (12)

and therefore E in (Ila) is minimized by setting ia io leading to the

sought constrained excitation

R a X 0 Y 0(13)a Ro - o

and the least mean square error

Emin = 1 0 - 3i a 2 
- 1102 (14)

Equation (13) and (14) constitute the mathematical solution to the posed

probiem. Its properties will now be discussed from various points of view.

The method of solution is illustrated in Figure 2. The excitation ROO

which is to be approximated, has the projections yo and io in subspaces
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Y and Z. Equation (8b) implies that the approximation 3a is orthogonal to

the constraint vector set which spans Y, and therefore Xa is

confined to the subspace Z. Under these circumstances the best approxi-

mation to io is obtained by setting ia a Zo, since of all elements i c Z

this point is closest to xo.

Returning to the solution for the constrained excitation as given by (13)

we note that Yo is a linear combination of the vectors Ym and therefore

Xa may be written M

X o - L OM(15)

where the coefficients am will be determined later. Presently, we infer

from (15) that the sought excitation ia is composed of the quiescent excita-

tion xo and a weighted sum of the vectors Ym. Note the dual role of these

vectors: initially they characterized a constraint, now they represent an

array excitation.

As for the resultant antenna pattern, it follows from (15) and the

linear relation between the array excitation and the pattern, that the

constrained pattern Pa(u) will be the quiescent pattern po(u) with M beams

superimposed. The beam corresponding to the excitation Ym we call a cancel-

lation beam, denoted by qm(u), and it is easily shown by using (6) in (1) that

sin NT(u-um)/2
qM(u) = -(16)

sin r(u-ur)/2

F~r the case of M nulls in the pattern the constrained pattern becomes

-M sin Nw(u-U)/2

Pa (U) P(U) - Q m (17)
0 sin r(u-um) /2



When N is large (17) can be approximated as
M

NI
P a =P - N L C MsitIC [Nl(u-uM)/2] (18)

1

Thus the pattern po is simply given by the quiescent pattern po and M

superimposed sinc-beams. This result agrees with the single-jammer case con-

sidered in [11 and the general conclusion in [4].

The M cancellation beams represent M degrees of freedom and clearly it

should be possible to realize M pattern nulls with these. However, it is

noteworthy that each of these beams is centered exactly on the corresponding

null, irrespective of their relative location and that the beam shape, given by

sin(Nwu/2)/sin (7u/2), is fixed, regardless of how much the individual beams

overlap. Similar observations hold for the cancellation beams corresponding to

higher order pattern derivatives. These properties are consequences of the

isotropic array elements and the least-mean-square approximation we have adopted.

The present synthesis method with single null constraints can be shown [6]

to yield the same pattern as does SNR maximization 11] in the limiting case,

where the jammers become infinitely strong. This latter condition forces the

optimum SNR-pattern to maintain true nulls, rather than shallow dips, in the

jammer directions and then the two methods are comparable, as shown in the appendix.

Further, we also find equivalence with constrained gain maximization [21 in

the special case where po is a maximum gain pattern, on which a set of

nulls is imposed. Minimizing the pattern change e then simultaneously minimizes

the gain cost, and thus the constrained least mean square pattern coincides

with the constrained maximum gain pattern.

Compared to these methods, however, the pattern synthesis method is a

wore direct and therefore conceptually more appealing approach, which provides

valuable insight into fundamental pattern properties.
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4. The Synthesized Pattern

The pattern Pa, which satisfies the desired null constraints is given by

(17) where, however, the coefficients am so far are unknown. They may be

determined from (15) and (lib) which leads to the following system of equations:

(73F* ) (71 71 (71 372 '' (371 TN) 1

(72 71 (72 -32 ' (19)

Applying Cramer's rule and substituting into (18) yields

ix - (20)

where the Gram determinant G - G(Yl,...,7M) is the coefficient matrix in (19),

see [5], and Dm is the determinant of the same matrix with the m:th column

replaced by the column vector ((Yl,Xo),..., (YM,Xo)). Note that there are

only as many equations as there are constraints and usually therefore (19) will

represent a small system of equations, which will be easy to invert.

To illustrate the synthesis method we have programmed (20) on a digital

computer and calculated a few actual patterns. We considered "sinc-patterns"

defined by the function sin(Nnu/2)/Nsin(Tru/2) and Chebyshev patterns,

since they are in a sense complementary - the former have sidelobes of con-

stant width and varying height, the latter have sidelobes of varying width but

constant height.

In the first example we chose the original pattern po to be a sinc-pattern

with three single nulls located at uI - 0.21, u2 - 0.22, u3 - 0.23. Figure 3

shows th.t in this case we do achieve 36 dB sidelobe cancellation over this

sector. In the next two examples the unconstrained pattern is a 40 dB Chebyshev
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pattern in which we place 4 single nulls over a narrow sector (0.22, 0.28) and

8 single nulls over a wider sector (0.22, 0.36), respectively. In both

cases the nulls are equally densely spaced Su - 0.02 apart. The resultant

patterns, given in Fig. 4 and 5, show a sidelobe cancellation of 30 dB and

51 dB, resp., over the sectors. This is a surprising fact. Intuition would

lead us to expect less cancellation for the wider sector, which contains a

larger number of nulls, i.e., a larger number of superimposed sinc-beams,

whose uncontrolled sidelobes we might expect to add up to a relatively higher

average sidelobe level between the nulls.

Finally, we show a sinc-pattern and a 20 dB Chebyshev pattern in Figs. 6

and 7, again with 4 single nulls equispaced over the interval (0.22, 0.28).

The sidelobe cancellation in this case is 34 dB and 32 dB resp., which is of

roughly the same magnitude as the 30 dB obtained for the 40 dB Chebyshev pattern

above. This indicates that it takes as many degrees of freedom to suppress the

sidelobe level for example from 20 dB to 60 dB as from 40 dB to 80 dB.

5. Wideband Sidelobe Cancellation

A jammer located at a fixed direction uj, with a fractional bandwidth

B = Af/f, will, in the antenna pattern, appear to cover a finite angular

sector, centered at uj and of width

Au - Buj (21)

due to the frequency dependence of the antenna. A problem of practical interest

concerns the number of pattern nulls required to suppress the sidelobes to a

desired level in this sector (or bandwidthL This Question will be addressed

below.

We limit ourselves to cases where the M nulls are spaced equidistantly over

the ntilLing sector Au, such that uI and uM coincide with the left and right

end-points of the sector. The spacing between the nulls is therefore
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6 -Au/(M-1) - (uM-ul)/(M-I). As a measure for how well we suppress the original

pattern po over the desired nulling sector Au, we define the power cancellation

ratio max Pa(u)2

C = u Au
max po(u) 2  (22)

uEAu

To investigate how the cancellation ratio depends on the pattern po, the

array element number N, the sector Au, and the number of nulls M, we calculated

several patterns with imposed nulls. Typical results appear in Fig. 8 which

shows C = C(M,N - 41), with Au as a parameter. The location of the nulling

sector is rather arbitrary, although for the case Au - 0.025, we had to dis-

tinguish whether Au is symmetrically located over a sidelobe maximum or over a

pattern null. The reason for this is that when we have only 2 or 3 nulls, symmetry

conditions may create the effect of an extra null. This effect disappears with an

increasing number of nulls. Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from

Fig. 8:

- the sidelobe cancellation is relatively independent of the type

of original pattern po, (sinc- or Chebyshev pattern)

- the cancellation is relatively independent of the actual sidelobe level

- the cancellation increases faster with M than it decreases with Au.

In other words, doubling the nulling sector requires less than doubling

the number of nulls to maintain the same cancellation.

These results indicate that the main feature which determines the cancellation

is the ripple rate of the sidelobes. The rate depends almost solely on the array

element number and is approximately the same over most of the sidelobe region of

all practical patterns. (Exceptions are the one or two sidelobes near the main

beam of a Chebyshev pattern). This then suggests that we can model the sidelobe
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pattern by a simple sinusoid and that the cancellation obtained for this case

provides a good estimate for the sidelobe cancellation of the general pattern.

We have evaluated such a simple model, where the sidelobes are approxi-

mated by the function sin(Nru/2) and have calculated the cancellation versus

M, the number of nulls on the sector 0 4 u 4 Au. This corresponds to a nulling

sector adjacent to a natural pattern null. To allow for a possible difference

when the nulling sector is close to a sidelobe maximum, we also placed the sector

at n/2 4 u 4 /2 + Au, and chose the lower cancellation value of the two

cases. The results are summarized in Fig. 9 which shows sidelobe cancellation

as a function of the variable NAu - NBuj. Given the array element number N,

the jammer direction uj, and bandwidth B, we can thus, from these curves determine

the number of nulls required to achieve a desired cancellation.

6. Summary and Conclusion

We have extended the general method of least mean square pattern

synthesis [31 to include null constraints on the pattern. The problem has

been posed as a constrained approximation problem and an exact

solution has been obtained. The relation to other methods to achieve pattern

nulls under mathematically well-defined conditions has been indicated. For a

linear uniform array we have shown that when M single nulls are imposed on a

pattern the constrained pattern is the sum of the original pattern and M

weighted sinc-beams. Each beam is centered on the corresponding null, irre-

spective of how closely spaced they are or how much the beams overlap. Several

illustrative examples of patterns with imposed nulls are given.

In addition, we have derived a set of curves which allow a simple estimate

of the number of pattern nulls required to suppress the sidelobes to a desired

level in a given sector. For adaptive antennas, these curves thus give an
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estimate of the number of adaptive loops required to suppress an interference

source of given bandwidth.

Finally, it is worth noting that, although we have formulated the 
con-

strained synthesis method for a linear array with isotropic, 
half-wavelength

spaced elements, it is not limited to these cases. It can readily be for-

mulated in more general terms, in which case any desired linear passive beam-

forming network may be included in the antenna. It is hoped that this approach

can contribute to an understanding of the fundamental properties 
and limits of

an adaptive antenna.
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(dB)
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u-sin 0

.. ,Ce 4. Initial 4U dB Chebyshev pattern with four nulls equi-spaced

over tne sector (0.22, 0.28). Sidelobe cancellation - 30 dB,

pattern change E = 0.001, gain cost - 0.04 dB.

41 array elements.
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Fi :ure 5. Initial 40 dB Chebyshev pattern with eight nulls equi-

spaced over the sector (0.22, 0.36). Sidelobe cancellation

= 51 dB, pattern change c - 0.004, gain cost - 0.15 dB.

41 array elements.
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Vi~ire 6. Initial sinc-pattern with four nulls equispaced over the

sector (0.22, 0.28). Sidelobe cancellation = 34 dB,

pattern change E =0.03, gain cost = 0.13 dB. 41 array elements.
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Fizire 7. Initial 20 dB Chebyshev pattern with four nulls equispaced

over the sector (0.22, 0.28). Sidelobe cancellation - 32 dB,

pattern change c - 0.04, gain cost - 0.03 dB. 41 array elements.
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INTERFERENCE SOURCES AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN ADAPTIVE NULLING ANTENNAS*+

Alan J. Fenn

MIT/Lincoln Laboratory

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Abstract

It is sometimes desirable to know how many interference sources an

N-element array or N-beam multiple-beam antenna can adaptively null. This

problem is usually addressed by considering the antenna to have at most N-1

degrees of freedom available for placing nulls on interference sources.

However, if some of the N-1 sources are very close together, it is possible

that less than N-1 degrees of freedom are used. This paper will

quantitatively describe this effect for specific examples by examining the

eigenvalue spread of the interference covariance matrix. It is shown in the

simple case of two equal-power interference sources in the field of view of a

multiple-beam antenna, the two dominant eigenvalues are approximately equal

when the source separation exceeds a half-power beamwidth. In other words,

two degrees of freedom are used when two interference sources are separated by

greater than a half-power beamwidth. This effect is also investigated for an

array, and the results are compared against a multiple-beam antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

A measure of the susceptibility to interference for an adaptive antenna

is the spread of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, formed by signals

received at each antenna port, or the "channel" covariance matrix. The

spatial location and strength of the interference source (or sources) affects

the eigenvalues and the interference-to-noise ratio prior to adaption. The

, This work performed in this paper was sponsored by the Defense Communications
Agency.

+"The U.S. Government assumes no responsibility for the information

presented."
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quiescent (before adaption) radiation pattern of the adaptive antenna affects

the initial value of the interference-to-noise ratio. However, the

eigenvalues depend only on the radiation pattern and location of each element

of either an adaptive phased array or multiple-beam antenna (MBA). That is,

they are independent of scan angle. This is because the channel covariance

matrix is formed prior to weighting or beam forming.

It is convenient to think of the eigenvectors corresponding to those

eigenvalues which are large compared to receiver noise levels, as representing

beams pointed in the direction of a given interference source. Typically a

null is created, for a single-lobe eigenvector beam, by setting the amplitude

level of the quiescent radiation pattern and the eigenvector beam equal in the

direction of the interference source and then combining them 1800 out of

phase.

Often the number of degrees of freedom used, by an adaptive antenna in

any given scenario, is assumed equal to the number of interference sources

nulled. This is usually in error. A count of the number of large eigenvalues

present in the channel covariance matrix is a very accurate estimate of the

degrees of freedom used. It is the intention of this paper to show how the

eigenvalues change as the separation between two equal-power interference

sources varies. This is investigated for a multiple-beam antenna and a

thinned array. The case of more than two interference sources is also

addressed.

II. FORMULATION

The adaptive nulling algorithm used in this paper is a modified

Applebaum-Howells analog servo-control-loop processor [1'2 ]. For this

algorithm the steady state adapted antenna weight column vector is given by

-I

where I is the identity matrix

R is the channel covariance matrix
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p is the effective loop gain

wo is a beam steering vector which gives a desired quiescent
radiation pattern in the absence of interference sources.

For an N-channel adaptive nulling processor [I+pR] is an NxN matrix. The

covariance matrix elements are defined to be

FBW

R f 2 E (w) E* (W) d (2)
-p,q FBW FBW q 0

2

where FBW is the fractional nulling bandwidth

Ep(w), Eq(w) are the voltages measured in the pth and qth channels,

respectively, over the nulling bandwidth

Wo is the center frequency

* denotes complex-conjugate.

The covariance matrix is Hermitian (that is, R - Rt where t means complex-

conjugate-transposed) which by the spectral theorem can be decomposed in

eigenspace as
[3 ]

N

R- I X_!_t (3)
k-l

where Xk, k-l,2,...,N are the eigenvalues of L

k' k-l,2,...,N are the eigenvectors of R.

The matrix product ±k _kt is an NxN matrix which represents the

projection onto eigenspace for Xk* Comparing Eqn. (2) and Eqn. (3), it is

observed that the eigenvalues have units of voltage squared, that is, the

eigenvalues are proportional to power.

Substituting Eqn. (3) in Eqn. (1) and using the orthogonality property of

the eigenvectors leads to the following expression for the adapted antenna

weight vector,
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N ,Ik
- <ek;W>e (4)

k-I.+p~ -- -k

where <,> means inner product.

Eqn. (4) shows how the quiescent beam steering vector is modified in the

presence of interference sources. The vector <ek t w >e is the projection of

the kth eigenvector on the quiescent antenna weight vector. If, for example,

a single interference source (which gives rise to a single eigenvalue XI and

eigenvector e) lies on a null of the quiescent pattern, then <etWo>=O.

This means that no adaption is necessary and w=-. However, if a source lies

on a sidelobe of the quiescent pattern, the inner product of e!I with Ho will

be non-zero. This projection is then weighted by the quantity p 1 /(l+Ilx) and

subtracted from w.. For a large value of X, corresponding to a strong

interference source, the product pI is much greater than unity. This implies

that uXi/(l+iil) l. Similarly, a weak interference source which has PXI much

less than unity results in ii 1/(I+pX)_O. If another source sufficiently

separated from the first is added, a second large eigenvalue, X2' will

occur. Two terms (k-1,2) would then be significant in Eqn. (4).

From the above examples it is clear that strong sources result in a

larger change with respect to the quiescent weight vector than do weak

sources. Eqn. (4) has been shown to be dependent on both interference source

location as well as power level. Basically, the quiescent beam steering

vector is modified by removing any projections of interference source

eigenvectors on - This causes the antenna to form a null in the direction

of the interference.

In the following section, the eigenvalues of R are used to describe the

degrees of freedom of adaptive antennas. Specific examples of multiple-beam

and phased array antennas are given.
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III. TWO INTERFERENCE SOURCES

Multiple-Beam Antenna Results

A nineteen-beam MBA was chosen for a demonstration of the eigenvalue

spread (AX) as a function of separation between two interference sources. The

beams are located in a hexagonal grid which is shown in Figure 1. The antenna

diameter was chosen to be D=150X. With uniform aperture illumination the

half-power beamwidth of each beam of the MBA is 0.390; the composite pattern

of all nineteen beams results in the 20 diameter spot indicated in Figure I.

Standard spherical coordinates are used to represent a far-field point at

(0,0), where 0 is the angle measured from boresight and 0 is the azimuth

angle. Two equal-power sources of interference are assumed to be located

within the 20 coverage area. Source #1 was chosen to be fixed at the half-

power point of beam #1 (0-0.1950, 0-0°). Source #2 was allowed to vary in

angle from boresight, beginning with 0-0.1950 in increments of 0.050 for 0=00

fixed. The nulling bandwidth was assumed to be narrow in order to minimize

the effects of bandwidth on the results. Thus, there are only two eigenvalues

different from quiescent noise in this case. The two elgenvalues, X1 for

source #1 and X2 for source #2, are shown in Figure 2 as a function of source

separation angle A6. When the two sources are at the same location (A=00 ),

only one large eigenvalue appears (one degree of freedom is used) which is

3 dB higher than for a single source. As the second source is moved away, its

associated eigenvalue (X2) rises from 0 dB and is nearly equal to X,

(AX=1.7 dB) when the separation angle is equal to the half-power beamwidth of

the antenna. (The spread for separations greater than one half-power

beamwidth decreases only slightly.) As is expected, Xi decreases slowly as

the sources move apart since source #1 begins to behave as a single source.

Additionally, source #2 was varied in position on a circle with a radius equal

to a half-power beamwidth and centered at source #1. It was found that the

eigenvalue spread (XI-x 2) was between 1.6 dB to 2.0 dB for twelve positions

spaced uniformly about the circle.
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20 COVERAGE AREA

Figure 1. Hexagonal beam positions for a 19-beam multiple beam antenna.
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From the above results this implies that a source separation of

appr-x mately one-half power bea-rw!dt, or larger is required to cause the MBA

to use two degrees of freedom. In the following section it is shown that the

same criterion applies to an adaptive array.

45 11

40-

35- t I-x 2  1.7dB

230-
W 25- 19-BEAM MBA

- 1D 5150X
> 20-

z HPBW = 0.390

0 IA9= HPBW

5

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

SOURCE SEPARATION tAe (deg)

Figure 2. Eigenvalues for two equal-power interference sources as a function

of angular separation in the field of view of a 19-beam MBA.

Phased Array Antenna Results

A ten-element uniform circular ring array was chosen for demonstrating

the eigenvalue spread for two sources in the field of view of a thinned
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array. As for the MBA example, the array diameter was chosen to be D=150X and

the cov-rage area is again chosen to be two degrees in diameter. The array

elements have a diameter of D e=35X which produces a half-power beamwidth

(rotationally symmetric) that subtends this 20 diameter coverage area. This

array configuration, shown in Figure 3, has the highest resolution (narrowest

beamwidth) for a given planar aperture size [4 ]. For uniform illumination, the

ring array half-power beamwidth is related to the aperture diameter by

HPBW'0.72X/D radians. The half-power beamwidth for the present example is

0.2740.

As was done in the MBA example, two sources are assumed to lie within a

20 coverage area. Source #1 is fixed at the half-power point (8=0.1370,

-0°). Source #2 varies in position from 0=0.1370 in increments of 0.050 for

$=00 fixed. There are only two eigenvalues ( 1 , X2 ) different from quiescent

noise (again, with narrowband nulling) in this case. These are plotted in

Figure 4 as a function of source separation A0. This behavior is very similar

to that for the MBA shown in Figure 2. Eigenvalue X1 Is reduced in power by

approximately 3 dB as the sources separate beyond a half-powe- beamwidth. &

minimum eigenvalue spread (approximately 0.7 dB) occurs at approximately one

half-power beamwidth separation. Next, source #2 was moved uniformly for

twelve positions on a circle with a half-power beamwidth radius centered at

source #I. The eigenvalue value spread (X1-X2 ) was between 0.2 dB and

0.5 dB. Thus, like the MBA, two sources of interference separated by a half-

power beamwidth or more use two degrees of freedom.

In the next section the eigenvalue spread for three interference sources

is examined. A discussion of the case where there are as many interference

sources as there are degrees o! freedom then follows.

IV. THREE INTERFERENCE SOURCES

MBA and Array Results

With two interference sources the previous sections showed that each

source consumes a degree of freedom when the separation between sources is
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Figure 3. A ten-element circular array designed for a 20 coverage area.
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Figure 4. Eigenvalues for two equal-power interference sources as a function

of angular separation in the field of view of a 10-element ring array.

greater than the antenna half-power beamwidth. This section examines two

simple configurations of three equal-power sources, one is a straight line

(constant azimuth angle), the other an equilateral triangle. In each

configuration, the sources are separated by a half-power beamwidth.

First, consider the 19-beam MBA shown in Figure I. For three sources on

a straight line (e=0.1950, 0.585', 0.9750; 000) the three eigenvalues are

found to be XI- 39 .1 dB, X2-38.2 dB, and X3-32.1 dB. This is a spread of
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7.0 dB which indicates that three degrees of freedom are not completely

used. However, with three sources on an equilateral triangle (each side a

half-power beamwidth) the eigenvalues are found to be X1=39.7 dB, X2 -37.2 dB,

X3-37.1 dB. The spread is 2.6 dB which suggests that three degrees of freedom

have been nearly completely used.

The ten-element array (see Figure 3) shows a somewhat different behavior

from the MBA. For three sources on a line (6-0.1370, 0.4110, 0.6850; =O°)

the three eigenvalues are computed to be X1-42.4 dB, X2-41.4 dB, and

X3=39.1 dB. The spread is 3.3 dB which implies that three degrees of freedom

are almost fully used (this was not true for the MBA). With an equilateral

triangle configuration, the eigenvalues are X1-41.7 dB, X2-41.3 dB, and

X3 -41.1 dB, which is a spread of only 0.6 dB. Again, three degrees of freedom

are being used.

From these examples it seems that the equilateral triangle source

configuration causes an adaptive antenna to use its degrees of freedom more

completely than for three sources on a straight line.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this paper is to illustrate quantitatively the utilization of

antenna degrees of freedom when interference sources are present. This is

done by relating the eigenvalue spread to the spacing of the interference

sources. It is shown that when two interference sources are spaced less than

one-half power beamwidth apart, the covariance matrix possesses only one

dominant eigenvalue, indicating that only one degree of freedom is required to

null both sources. As the source spacing approaches a half-power beamwidth, a

second eigenvalue approximately equal to the first occurs. Thus, for the case

with two interference sources, a source spacing of one half-power beamwidth or

more is required to cause the antenna to fully utilize two degrees of freedom

to null the interference. With three interference sources, the equilateral

triangle configuration (with half-power beamwidth spacing) caused the a'ray

and the MBA to use three degrees of freedom more completely than did a

straight line configuration.



A scenario of interest is the placement of N interference sources in the

field of view of an N-port adaptive antenna, such that N-i degrees of freedom

are consumed by N-i of the sources and the Nth source jams the system by

capturing the last remaining degree of freedom. From the previous discussion

one might conclude that the eigenvalue spread among the N eigenvalues should

be less than 3 dB to insure the use of all degrees of freedom. Based on the

results given for two and three sources, a minimum necessary condition to

achieve this is to separate the sources such that no two are less than a half-

power beamwidth apart. Because the antenna beams represented by the

eigenvectors, however, can have complicated patterns when many sources are

present (e.g., bifurcated beams), this approach will not necessarily be

successful. The exact configuration of the interfering sources affects both

the eigenvalues and the interference-to-noise ratio. More research into this

problem is clearly required.
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CROSS-POLARIZED RETRODIRECTIVE ARRAYS

Helmut E. Schrank
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Abstract

This paper discusses an extension of the Van Atta reflector
array principle, allowing an incident RF wave to be reradiated
back in the direction of arrival but with the reradiated wave
orthogonally polarized relative to the incident polarization.
This performance can be achieved for an arbitrarily polarized
incident wave (including elliptical) and is done without the
use of conjugate phase shifter devices or other adaptive feedback
circuits. Instead it is achieved by simple interconnections
between radiating elements of the array.

The basic form of this generalized Van Atta reflector is
passive, but it could also be extended to an active device
by adding amplifiers between each pair of interconnected elements.
Another variation is the ability to switch from the disclosed
cross-polarized to "flat plate" reradiation, thereby allowing
the device to also perform as a conventional Van Atta reflector.

Van Atta devised a method of interconnecting elements of
an array of antennas so that incident plane RF waves are
reradiated back in the same direction from which they came, i.e.,
retrodirectively. The principle is extended to planar arrays
by interconnecting pairs of elements that are equidistant from
the array center with transmission lines of equal electrical length.

The principal advantage of Van Atta reflectors lies in their
ability to perform as effective retroreflectors over wider angular
regions than either an equivalent size flat plate or a trihedral
corner reflector.

One limitation of existing Van Atta reflectors is that their
performance is restricted to the polarization and frequency band-
width of the radiating elements used. For example, a Van Atta
array of parallel dipoles can receive and reflect only the
linear polarization component of an incident wave corresponding
to its dipole orientation, over the limited operating bandwidth
of the dipoles.

If circularly polarized elements (such as spiral or helical
radiators) are used to form a Van Atta reflector, then only one
circular sense of polarization can be received and reflected.
Or if (as suggested by Sharp and Diab) a dual polarization
Van Atta array is made bv arranging half vertically polarized
and half horizontally polarized elements "to reflect any polarization",
then the array will reradiate incident polarizations the way a



flat plate reflects, i.e., linear polarizations are reflected
unchanged, circular polarizations are reflected orthogonally,
and elliptical polarizations are reflected with ellipse
orientation unchanged but with sense reversed. Furthermore,
the effectiveness of such an array in terms of radar cross-
section is reduced by a factor of four relative to an equal
size array with all elements alike.

The extension of Van Atta's principle discussed in this
paper not only overcomes most of the limitations of the
state-of-the-art Van Atta reflectors, but allows a particular
configuration which retroreflects any (and every) incoming
polarization with its mathematically-orthogonal polarization.

A generalized Van Atta array is one using dual-mode
radiating elements (capable of radiating two independent
orthogonal polarizations) with both terminal pairs connected
to corresponding elements by equal length transmission lines.
The configuration described will receive an incoming plane
wave of any polarization and re-radiate a plane wave of
the precise orthogonal polarization back in the direction of
arrival. This is true for linear polarizations of any oreinta-
tion, for circular polarizations of either sense, and for
all elliptical polarizations.

An advantage of this technique over existing cross-polarized
response systems is that it can be achieved with completely
passive components, whereas various existing retroradiating
schemes require active phase sensing and conjugating devices,
adaptive feedback circuits, and/or phase shifting networks
to accomplish orthogonal polarization responses. Another
advantage is that both the retrodirectional feature and the
cross-polarizing action of this approach are completely
automatic and instantaneous, whereas the more complex existing
schemes require a finite time interval for sensing, direction
finding, adapting, and "settling" before a desired response
is formed. Also, the technique is capable of responding simul-
taneously to multiple incident waves of different directions
and polarizations, whereas existing schemes work only in one
direction at a time.



AN INVESTIGATION OF A SIX-PORT
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

by
Brad Hiben

R.F./Antenna Systems Research Laboratory
Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, Illinois

ABSTRACT A relatively simple and inexpensive method of measur-
ing complex circuit parameters at microwave frequencies is ex-
plored. Use is made of the increasingly popular automated in-
strumentation systems.

INTRODUCTION

In the microwave range of frequencies, accurate measure-
ment of phase has always been more difficult than measurements
of the magnitude of a given signal. The introduction of vec-
tor-voltmeters and network analyzers in the last 15 years has
made it much easier to make phase measurements. However,
these instruments are complex and frequency limited.

It has been recognized that a six-port network can be
used to measure the complex circuit parameters of active and
passive circuits. Using two of the ports as inputs for
"reference" and "unknown" signals, power measurements at the
remaining four ports, or side-arms, as they will be called,
provide sufficient information for the calculaton of the rela-
tive amplitude and phase of the "unknown" signal referred to
the "reference" signal. In this role, the six-port functions
as a network analyzer nr vector-voltmeter.

Also, the six-port can be used to determine the absolute
power absorbed by a load terminating a transmission line if
the "reference" and "unknown" signals are proportional to the
signals incident on and reflected from the load, respectively.
Figure I shows a six-port network which can be used to measure
complex circuit parameters.

An outstanding feature of the six-port measurement con-
cept is that phase is not mea. ;ured directly. Phase is deter-
mined from the four scaler power measurements. No frequency
conversion or sampling techniques are necessary since power
can be measured directly at the test frequency. This allows
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Fig. I A six-port network being used as
a microwave measurement system.



the frequency of operation of the six-port measurement system
to be arbitrarily high.

The plausibility of the six-port technique can be demon-
strated as follows. Figure 2 shows a transmission line where
A and B are the complex voltage wave functions for the signals
incident on and reflected from the termination, Z1 , respec-
tively, and measured at reference plane R. Knowledge of the A
and B waves permits the computation of the reflection coeffi-
cient and the power absorbed by the termination. Since A and
B are complex, they can be written as

A = Ax  + jAy = A I Iarg A (1a)

R = Bx = jBv = I B arg B (lb)

There are four variables to oe determined in equation (1)
which indicates that a system of four linearly independent
equations is sufficient to determine A and B. These equations
can be provided by the four side-arm ports of the six-port
network. This also indicates that any six-port network can be
used as long as the side-arm ports provide linearly indepen-
dent combinations of the waves A and B.

HISTORY

The six-port technique can be traced to A.L. Samuel [11,
who, in 1947, constructed an impedance meter using four probes
placed one-eighth wave-length apart on a slotted transmission
line, as shown in Figure 3. With A, B, R and Zjdefined as be-
fore, the powers at ports 3-6 are given by

= z1 Z A + RI2  
(2)

4 1 IA - jBI (3)

0

= I IA - RI (4)

Pr= IA - jBI 2 (5)

where Zois the characteristic impedance of the line. Using
the law of Cosines and manipulating a bit renders

JAR 1 10 70 (P3 - P5O +  j(P4 PC).()
4
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Fig.2 A transmission line showing forward and reflected
voltage wave functions.
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Fig. 3 Samuel's reflectometer
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Note that equation (6) is only proportional to reflection
coefficient. Upon inspecting equations (2) - (5) more close-
ly, it is realized that they are not a linearly independent
set. Any three are linearly independent with the fourth being
determinable from the other three. in order to be a legiti-
mate six-port, one more independent linear combination is
needed. This can be provided through the use of a leveling
loop.

Samuel used an oscilloscope to display the reflection
coefficient of the termination. By hooking the detector out-
puts to the differertial inputs of a scope, as shown in Figure
4, the deflection of the beam from certer is proportional to
the real part of" the reflection coefficient. This is because
P3- P5 is proportional to the real part of the reflection coef-
ficient and P4 - Pg is proportional to the imaginary part.

In the early 1970's, Cletus Hoer and Glenn Fngen of the
National Bureau of Standards began an extensive investigation
of the six-port measurement tecnique for use in standards ap-
plications 72-4]. They realized a six-port sysbem jaing hy-
brids so that a wide frequency range could be covered. Also,
the magni tude of A, as previ-ously defired, was measured di-
rectl y usin<; a Aire2t pr' aI coupier. Dr e ry this

, _ 5 )  + P_ - ) (7)

4 P7

- (pI - 2X 2 4[L I- (P3 P5
) 2 

-* (p4  - P8 ) a

absorbed 7

16P 7 -

are attained 7. is the incident power given by I/Z0 'A
The power absorbed by the termination is given by tne inci-

dent power times the power transmission coefficient of the
termination.

Much of Hoer and Frngen's work involved the development of
methods to calibrate arbitrary six-port networks so that accu-
rate results could be obtained regardless of imperfections in
hardware. They have developed calibration schemes that derive
a set of network constants which fully describe the imperfect
network, taking into account its imperfections. Moreover, in
some cases these network constants can be found using no abs,-
lute standards. in concept, this property should make possi-
ble very accurite measuremerts using equipment that is rot of
high quality.

The Nd1 has, becaus: ultimate accuracy is of' prime con-
cerr in their work, rmade their six-p<,rt systems out of very
high qual ity 2cmporents and at Treat cst. The purpose of
this irves i ,ion was t , build a simpl;e six-port measurement
syst :j'. ' <vj / : 1v:iI bJ e c'mjr c ,, components and make
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performance measurements concerning its operation.

THFORY

This investigation dealt only with reflection measure-
ments, i.e., power absorbed by the termination and reflection
coefficient. The principles are the same for transmission
measurements.

The six-port power meter was realized using a scheme de-
veloped by Hoer and Fngen. In general, the power absorbed by
a termination is given by

Pabsorbed = P3Q3 + P4Q4 + P505 + P6Q6 (9)

where the Q's are the network constants mertion.ed earlier, anc
the P's are the side-arm powers measured for the given termi-
,u un. iiie ietwork constants are merely a set cf constants
such that when multiplied by the appropriate side-arm power
values and summed, render the value of the real power absorbed
by the termination. These constants are unique to each
six-port and, therefore, must be determined for the particular
six-port being used.

The constants are found bv planing a termination that ab-
sorbs a known amount of power at the test port, such as a
standard power meter. Then the powers at the side-arm ports
are measured and used to form an equation like equation (9).
Then a sliding short is placed at the test port and the powers
at the side-arms are measured for three settings of the offset
short and three more equations like (9) are formed. This
forms a system of equations that can be written:

P! P 3, ,6 Q3

o . . . . . 04 (Io)
0 . . 05

. .. . . '6 .6Q6

J

where Pl is the power known to be absorbed by the first termi-
nation. Note that the power absorbed by tne snort is zero and
that the -ffsets of the shorts do not need to be known. The
re;worx cost2t3 car be solved for by inve-ting the P matrix.



Note that each s ide-arm power 1s assciated wi trn a s1ngle
network constant. This implies that the side-arm power values
need not be in absolute power, but merely linearly proportion-
al to power since the network constants are essentially scal-
ing factors. In concept, these network constants ideally des-
cribe the six-port. The accuracy will be a function only of
how accurately power at the side-arms can be measured. When
using crystal detectors the accuracy becomes a function of the
linearity of the detector.

The reflectometer was iealized using Samuel's scheme as
modified by Hoer and Fngen. 'ote that five side -arm power vt-
lues are used, and, hence, this is actually a seven-port re-
flectomi eter. Oniy four side-arm power measurements are neces-
sary, and, therefore, one of Lhe side-arm p',ower values can be
eliminated allowing equatior (7) to be rewriltter, as

(P3  P5 ) + j(2P4  P3  - P5) (11)

m 
4 P7

However, the seven-po,,u reft'ectometer was investigated here
since the redundant port increases accuracy.

For best results, an error correction scheme was used.
The scheme used here models the non-ideal functions of the
measurement system, such as the finite directivity of a direc-
tional coupler, as an additioral two-port inserted between an
ideal reflectometer and tne levice under test, or DUT [5].
Figure 5 is a signal flow-graph of the error model used
here. ?' is the actual refiection coefficient of the
DUT. ]Ifn is the reflection coefficient that is indicated by the
ideal reflector as it looks at the DUT through the error net-
work. Fquivaerntly stated iS the reflection coefficient of
the DUT as indicated by the real reflectometer. Mason's rule
can be used to express the signal t'low graph as a mathematical
relationship for the actual reflection coefficient of the DUT
in terms of i t, ie sarc ref Iection coeffi<i ent and the error
parameters. This W i s

_ F (12)

E21E 12 + E22 + El1 ).

1ice F 2 r .: d prouct n ecuation (1?), there are ac-
tually three err-;r p, rar( ,rs t b(, solved for. To determine
these, three krwr, A f ffe ricrt. After s lving for
the error par;Imtrs, 1t acltuai re Cti coefficient of a
DUT can he wrLtt, in ...r s ,' tre ret' (ction coefficient
as ind cate.l by the- , r r -t rr ,er ', 0 , and
the reflecti-, r ,:-, fi en:, 1 1,, , e, I . , short arbi-
trjry termir, I ,L .. r rri r2flectometer.
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Fiq. 5 Siqnal flow qranh of the error correction

scheme used with the seven-port reflectometer.



This gives

ru M "S 0O S 2131 ( r + r (p0  - rs-r )(A + 1) - Um PS - P Pm - ro rs + r(I + A))
a 0oa

Fquation (13) is nry s3hown to make a po)ino. For each of
the reflection crc ff lcierts used, five power measurements have
to be made. an~ fd "a are measured o nly u ri1nPg c ali b ra -
tion, but they fi,_ u 1d e me as ur-ed at mary (tLhe mnore, the
b)etter) frequence . Thenr equati7or (1,)must be solIved . it
i s obv ious that, the s ix- po r t measurement technique is not
practical un ess :At) a,-, t '!ni t ic. measurement system i s used
Tnis is what was on here.

XP M FNT i 1,S FTU P

Figure u sowsth reuc t real ize th~e six-port power
meter and seven-po-rt re .eoto meter . It consists o f five 1 3 0c
hybrids, a quadriture hybric and a Hewlett-Packard reflectior
test unit. d uniloo are coaxial. The reflection test unit
consists of a ?~dB dual direcuicnal couple-r, a line stretcher
and a APC-'( conniector at t he test pr0 A and B are the inrc i-
dent and reflected voltage(_ wtive funP.c t ions measured a t some
reference plane as inr i>1 e before. Th e ab solIut e phase
shift.s and atenaton 5 ignal are not shown since the
cal ibration proce,(dure ta'_1Ke -e of t'hese. The junction shown,
nris six side-arm ovorts, n , tr' h only fo ur o r five are re-
qu Ired . The side-arm cromninratio-,ns cho'sen to real ize the incas-
uremnert system, aire srorrie w 10 dtrbl trary -,ince it is onl 1y re-
(i ir od th i at !' " 1 r pr t :; r , 1dc6 r I inrlr 1y inrd(,eend e nt cominbinra -
t ions of ' nhe i r- I er, r- : r ;t'ie t e si t'nrals. Fcr t h is hybniud

matrix rm I, ft m rrj b Lx is, required witn the fourth
po-rti b e in P.F,'i y C ~e i r i nr ports Th 7 uarantees that
the side-arm,, w 11 e i ep er ,r t.

vi fh tru ii ybtr w- r e _! v L taib IE, tn ne two rK co -
vere tuerang F 4 1

'j t ~ nz .~achsic-arm port was
terrinatled wltr, ai L, r 'ie prtn in rts
squ;ire- law r ego r, 1> ra0vlt was propor-

'Ph as' ct jri, ;r-,c e 551 n system that
was used w,__ -,r k - It, o - p ] np ut er- It was
the system c rt n ' '',' 'pL r m aru our puts to
p'Ieripheral nrit i,~ Cc t-,,eration- and
measurement o ii c 2 L'ected data
ac r d utp P J' a plo'-tter.

Drg~ d( A' tt oert in
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voltmeter and an i-iP-532,A un iversaI counter. The voltmeter
was used to measure the detector voltages to 1 micro Volt re-
solution and the counter was used as a frequency meter. Botn
units can be interfaced to the controller using the HP-IB bus
which is Hewlett-Packard's realization of the IFFF 488-1975
standard. The function each unit is to perform, as well as
measured data, can be communicated over the bus. Fach detec-
tor was switched onto the vol tmeter using a computer con-
trolled switch.

A programmable oscillator was not ivai'able, but a pro-
grammable power supply was. The power supply was used to pro-
vide the control voltage tor a voltage controlled oscillator.
To precisely controi the frequency provided by the oscillator,
a discrete closed Loop feedback system was used as shown in
Figure 7. The controller instructed the power supply to out-
put a voltage. The frequency meter would then feedback the
oscillator's actual frequency to the controller which adjusted
the power supply voltage according to a binary search routine.
The resolution of this sy-tem was limited to +400 KHz by the
resolution of the power supply, which is 50 mV.

The standard power needed to calibrate the six-port power
meter was obtained from a Boonton microwatt meter which out-
puts a voltage that is proportional to power. The voltage was
input to the controller through the voltmeter. The controller
scaled the voltage to attain the actual power incident on the
power meter. FigureR snows the complete automatic set-up.

Unlike the six-port powermneter calibration scheme, the
calibration scheme used witi the reflectometer required true
power to be input. therefore, it was necessary to convert the
detector voltages into true power. Two methods w:ere used to
accomplish this and their results were compared. The first
approx imated tIe detecttor response as linear and a single
strai-ht line Ctr,-ti)n w;:s used to convert detector voltane to
jower. This w;Is called the linear detector calibration
sc rem,. The secbn -roke the detect, r's response into several
sr I i straIght I ir, e prox imations . r or a given detector
vol igc , :9 prtic, i ;,r str ilt-Line functio r was chosen to
convert detector v otc to p, ower. This can be called a

kok-up ta0ie method. rie two metnoads are portrayed graphi-
cally in Figure 1).

w. 'ppe)I, Ira ' 4 ( lro / .e! O a ;ur ir . ,, :,<, n tele rankle -of

4th Mi- - 7, ,'7 ,  ) , I r t r i x-p rt power
rete, r an r ' t.', r . .. . I r c to-)me (" 'f r
P-r i ,r, 1to : r .. i~l rr<;wmo a u a
Appr'.,tx Mate . c.aribrate the

w rme er , r r, . ,' ... , . ' , ibrate tine re-
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Fig. 7 The discrete closed loop frequency control system.
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flectometer wOen under computer control.

The accuracy of the six-port meter was tested by placing
known terminations at its test-port and then making stepped-
frequency measurements using the six-port. Laboratory grade
APC-7 and GR-900 terminations were used. The power incident
on the termination was known from the calibration procedure
described previously. Since the incident power and the impe-
dance of the termination were known, the actual power absorbed
by the termination could be computed. For the 50Q, 100Q, and
200 Q terminations used for accuracy testing, the values of
absorbed power indicated by the six-port power meter were ac-
curate to within approximately 0.3 dB. Figure 10 is a graph
showing the point by point errors between the value of power
known to be absorbed by the termination and the power that was
indicated absorbed by the six-port.

To roughly determine the dynamic range of the six-port
power meter, a matched termination was attached to the test
port and the incident, or input, power was varied. For each
level of incident power, data was taken at all 51 frequencies
from 400 MHz to 950 MHz and the dB errors from the actual va-
lues were computed. The absolute values of the errors were
averaged and plotted in Figure 11 along with the greatest ab-
solute error for each level of incident power. Figure 10
shows that a worst case error of 0.5 dB was attained for ap-
proximately a 15 dB range of input power. The range over
which the average error was less than 0.5 dB was greater than
20 dB. Figure 10 indicated that these dynamic range figures
may have been higher had greater input power been available.

The seven-port reflectometer was also tested using known
loads. Figure 12 is a sample of the output generated by the
reflectometer computer program for a 20O(termination offset by
an 8.33 cm air line. The markers are shown, as well as the
start and stop frequencies. The solid circle indicates the
expected value. It is hard to draw a conclusion concerning
the detector calibration schemes since in some cases one
worked better than the other and vice-versa. The worst case
errors in reflection coefficient for the linear detector cali-
bration method were 0.09 for magnitude and 2.30 while the
worst case errors for the look-up table detector calibration
method was 0.03 for magnitude and 3.00. In both cases, the
typical errors were less than 0.01 in magnitude and less than
1.0

CONCLI]S ON'S

It was determined that a known detpctor response was im-
portant and that the above figures could be improved. This
investigation did indicate that a six-port measurement system
which is adequate for many purposes can be constructed out of
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Greatest absolute error vs. applied power.Graph of:
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Fig. 11 Graph of the error between the power absorbed by a matched
load as indicated by the six-port power meter and the power
actually absorbed by the termination as input power is varied.
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Fiq.12 sample outp)ut from the seven-port reflectometer program.
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readily available commercially produced components.
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yA GEODESIC LENS ANTENNA FOR 360
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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a parallel-plate figure-of-revolution geodesic surface that

can be used in cojunction with phase shifters and either a fixed or commutating

power distribution network to form a high-gain low-sidelobe 360f electronic

scanning radiation pattern. Other pattern shapes are electronically selectable;

e.g., an omni pattern, and a selectable-width 360 electronic scanning sector

pattern, etc. For this application a typical feed would be a multimode radial

line fed by either a turnstile junction or 2N port unitary matrix with the

appropriate power division/mode selection network. The geodesic surface may

also be used to create simultaneous multiple beams over 360 azimuth. In this

application, the feed network would be a combination of a 2N port unitary

matrix (e.g., Butler Matrix) and fixed phasors in which the matrix outputs are

connected directly to the inside circumference of the geodesic structure.

The essence of the geodesic structure is derived from the fact that the electro-

magnetic field is constrained to follow, in a controlled fashion, geodesic paths

between the parallel plates, redistributing itself in a highly advantageous

manner prior to radiation into free space. Radiation takes place directly from

the parallel plates at the output, shaped in the form of a horn of some sort.

An hourglass type reflector may also be used to narrow the elevation beamwidth,

if desired. In this case, the geodesic pathes are altered from the case where

no reflector is used, but this represents no problem.

A SUBSIDIARY OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

1111 LOCKNEED WAY 0 SUNNYVALE. CALIFORNIA 0 9A031
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a geodesic lens antenna for 360 azimuthal coverage

The RF energy from all the elements at the input feed are simultaneously phased

ano spatially distributed to form the radiation pattern, in contradistinction

to the conventional circular array. Thus, the statistical population is from

2 to 3 times greater than in a conventional circular array so that lower side-

lobes are easier to obtain.

Other conventional approaches include the use of geodesic structures with

additional lenses such as the parrallel-plate Luneburg used in conjunction with

circulators at every element, or additional phase shifters at every element.

Although it may not be obvious, these additional devices at the output (phase

shifters, lenses, circulators, radiating elements, etc.) are not needed, using

this geodesic approach; consequently much simplification of hardware is realized.

In the process, appreciable cost, weight, volume etc. is saved and performance

is enhanced at the same time. Other advantages are more subtle; for example,

the generation of multiple simultaneous beams does not suffer from the high

sidelobe problem associated with the conventional circular array/Butler matrix

approach. A cylindrical harmonic modal expansion of the fields will reveal a

much improved behavior for this approach compared to the conventional circular

array. The net result would undoubtedly be lower sidelobes for this approach.

Since this approach is physically very simple, it is inherently low loss, a

common attribute to all parallel plate geodesic structures.

This paper is presented in 3 parts: the first part derives the geodesic structure;

the second part addresses applications very briefly, and the third part gives an

example of what might be a typical application.



1.0 Derivation of the Geodesic Structure

Figure 1 depicts a generalized figure-of-revolution geo-

desic structure. Although not shown, the surface is act-

ually the mean surface between parallel plates.

Equations (1) through (9) derive the geodesics for the

general case. A special case of interest is the cone,

since it is the easiest to manufacture. (9) through (ii)

are the geodesics for the geodesic cone. From these equations,

the geodesic paths are plotted in Figure 2 for a typical

set of parameters as shown. Equations (13) through (18)

relate the output power,2(y0 ), to the power at the input

feed circle,P(Oi).

For the geodesic cone, Figure 3 is a plot showing M2 the

ratio of the projected radiating aperture size to the out-

put cone diameter,D0 . Obviously, it behooves one to choose

rarameters that yields a large value for M 2 .

To get some idea of the instantaneous bandwidth capability

of a geodesic cone design using phase shifters, Figure 4

shows the maximum angle of incidence vs. r3/r . For a given

design at center frequency, there is no phase error; however,

using phase shifters, an essentially quadratic phase error is

introduced at the aperture as frequency changes. Thus, the

total instantaneous bandwidth is limited to that shown (in



hertz). The example given illustrates that a -50 dB

sidelobe level at center frequency would become -47 dB

at the frequency extremes for an instantaneous bandwidth

of 365 MHz using the parameters given.

2.0 Applications

Figure 5 depicts four different aperture designs and Figure

6 depicts 3 feed approaches. These configurations can be

used in any combination, depending upon the application.

The simplest ccrfiguration would use aperture (A) with

feed (E), but low sidelobes are not obtainable. Feed con-

figuration (F) was therefore chosen to be used with aperture

configuration (A) for the example to follow, a design that

will be reduced to hardware.

3.0 Design Example

Figure 7 shows a cross-sectional view of an antenna being

developed at LMSC. It operates in the 3 modes specified.

Figure 8 is a plot of the amplitude distribution and Figure

9 its far-field radiation pattern in the pencil beam mode.

Figure 10 is a 900 scanning sector pattern. The sector

pattern width is selectable between 100 and 3600 The omni



pattern is not shC'wn but is another mode of operation.

Figure 11 is a schematic representation of the feed and

mode-selection network. Figure 12 depicts a 3600 cut of

the geodesic cone using a different set of parameters for

another application, illustrating the low sidelobe capa-

bility of this lens.
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M2 , THE RATIO OF THE PROJECTED RADIATING
APERTURE TO THE OUTPUT CONE DIAMETER
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APPLI CATIONS

APERTURE:.

(A) RADIATION FROM HORN

REFLECTOR (B) HORN FEEDS REFLECTOR

- (C) HORN FEEDS LENS

LENS

(D) OUTPUT PROBES FEED
LINE SOURCES

LINE SOURCE

FIGURE 5



APPLICATIONS

FEED

(E) SIMPLE PROBE FEED
"i0 TO 13 DB SIDELOBES

*MULTIMODE CAPABILITY
-PENCIL BEAM
-SECTOR BEAM,

VARIABLE WIDTH
•OMNI BEAM

PHASE SHIFTERS
PROBE

(F) ELECTRONIC COMMUTATING FEED
-ULTRA LOW SIDELOBES
*MULTIMODE CAPABILITY

*PENCIL BEAM
MATRIXSECTOR BEAM,

VARIABLE WIDTH
-OMNI BEAM

COMMUTATING/MODE PHASE SHIFTERS
SELECTION

ROBES (G) MULTIPLE BEAM MATRIX FEEDR (NO PHASE SHIFTERS)
-MULTIPLE BEAMS OVER
3600 AZIMUTH

UNITARY MATRIX *REQUIRES LARGER
& FIXD PHASORS MATRIX THAN (F)

FIGURE 5
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PARALLEL PLATE INPUT PROBES (7)

7 INPUT (OUTPUT)
UNITARY MATRIX
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A COMMON-APERTURE X- AND S-BAND FOUR-FUNCTION FEEDCONE

J. R. Withington and W. F. Wi'liams

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Abstract only uplink/downlink operation at S-band but also

an X-band system, paralleling the existing S-band
A paper discussing a prototype X/S-band system, for simultaneous or separate system uplink/

feedhorn that enabled simultaneous X-band and S-band downlink operations. Because no complete X-band
reception from a geometrically symmetrical Cassegrain system existed for accomplishing this, certain wave-
reflector antenna was presented at this symposium in guide components, such as an X-band diplexer and a
i 9. Silice th at timc, th z-'ut! ns to problems wide-band polarizer, were designed and built. When
discussed in that paper were incorporated into a new all of the ne., and existing S- and X-band components
(second generation) X/S feedhorn and combiner. In- are assembled, we will have for the first time a
cluded were developments to make the feedhorn/com- complete S- and X-band system in one feedcone. Each
biner a broadband device at both X- and S-band. The future S- and X-band feedcone constructed for the
bandwidth is necessary for simultaneous reception/ DSN network will use only those portions of this
transmission at frequencies widely separated within design necessary to perform the required task.
each band. Once in place, all of these feedcones will have the

ability to be easily upgraded to include further
A (transmit/receive) feedcone fitted with a sophistication as necessary for future DSN

second-generation feedhorn is being built. X- and operations.
S-band receivers and transmitters in the feedcone
and on the antenna will enable the NASA/JPL Deep
Space Network to transmit and receive simultaneously The Feedhorn Concept
from the same common-aperture Cassegrain feed.

Jeuken and Vokurka (Ref. 2) suggested this tech-
Three development areas are considered: nique of feedhorn operation in different frequency

bands. The corrugated feedhorn derives its operat-
(1) The Horn. Incorporating the findings dis- ing characteristics from the fast wave structure of

cussed in the first paper, a new wide groove the feedhorn walls, and this characteristic is
corrugated horn was designed and built, obtained by grooving the walls perpendicular to

power flow so that the surface impedance becomes
(2) The Combiner. In order to handle the much capacitive. For this to occur, the input grooves

broader bandwidth and power handling capabil- must be between X/4 and X/2 deep (1 = free space
ities required for the fully diplexed system, wavelength for a conical horn) at the operating fre-
anewcombiner section was designed and built. quency, or in the range X[(2N-l)/4] to X(2N/4),

where N may assume any integer value. Once this
(3) X-Band Component Hardware. An efficient fast wave is established, the grooves may gradually

broadband diplexer and a high-performance become shallow and inductive and the fast wave will
modified iris polarizer to cover the 1.6-GHz still exist and propagate.

bandwidth X-band requirements were designed
and built. There are two basic degrees of freedom in the

design of such a feedhorn:
The concluding portions of this paper deal with

the feedcone for a highly diversified frequency sys- (1) The groove structure used o create a condi-
tem and the components that will be used to demon- tion to support multiband operation.
strate simultaneous X- and S-band uplink/downlink
capabilities. Design of new X-band components, feed- (2) The flare angle and final aperture size to
cone layout, capabilities and performance are obtain a desired pattern beamwidth.
discussed.

Because of the periodic behavior of the corruga-
tion impedance in the frequency spectrum, there will

Introduction be a multiplicity of frequency bands for which any
corrugated horn will support the proper fast waves.

An article discussing a prototype X-S-band feed- For instance, a groove depth can be found that is a
horn that enabled simultaneous X- and S-band recep- multiple for the two frequency bands (N = 1,3 for
tion from a Cassegrain antenra was presented at this S- and X-band), which presents the correct boundary
symposium in 1979 (Ref. i). That feedcone has conditions to support this corrugated hybrid mode.
quite successfully demonstrated an alternate method
to the standard Deep Space Network system of multiple Now consider the second degree of freedom, the
subreflectors and dichroic plate for dual-band flare angle. As a horn with fixed flare angle
reception. becomes longer, the aperture becomes larger and radi-

ation patterns become narrower. A point is reached,
Since JPL is engaged in a Network Consolidation however, when additional size does not make the pat-

Program, involving centralized control of existing tern narrower or the feedhorn develop higher gain,
antennas and construction of new reflector antennas, generally because of total phase error in the aper-
a second-generation feedhorn/combiner was conceived ture. For this discussion we may call this "gain
to show that this common-aperture feedhorn system limit" or "saturated operation." As size is further
was capable of performing all necessary functions increased, some change in pattern texture may be
the DSN would be called upon to perform with exist- detected; however, the pattern remains essentially
ing and future X-S-band spacecraft, including not unchanged. Therefore, flare angle alone determines

1



the final pattern "saturated" beamwidth. For both The Combiner Concept
generations of common aperture feedhorns, this full
flare angle is 34.2 degrees. In fait, both feed- The following specifications were the constraints
horns are the same size overall (1'.96 mm high with a in defining an X-S device to efficieiit!" "combine"
1219-mm aperture diameter). Figure I is a picture S- and X-hand.

of the new reedhorn and the principal feed

components. Fr een:Yandwid th

2.1 to 2.3 , Hz ,.t S-band (9.09%)

.. 7.1 to 8.6 GHz at X-band (19.1%)

Receive

S-band, 2.2 to 2.3 GHz; VSWR 1.2:1
X-band, 8.2 to 8.6 GHz; VSWR 1.2:1

X-band, 8.A to 8.5 GHz; VS'WR 1.1:1

lie ransmit

S-band, 2.11 to 2.12 GHz; VSWR 1.1:1

X-band, 7.145 to 7.235 GHz; VSWIR 1.1:1

". +- Dissipative Losses

S-band, 0.2 dB
X-band, 0.02 dB (relative to horn without

combiner)

, ' Power

S-band, 20 kW CW
X-band, 20 kW CW

The technique chosen to feed S-band into the

feedhorn combiner is through a circumferential slot

in the side of the feedhorn. The original concep-

- .tion and analysis was assisted by Dr. S. B. Cohn
(Ref. 3), and is illustrated in Fig. 2. The radial

line slot injection region is within the feedhorn
proper at a diameter "d" that, at the desired center

frequency, effects the best impedance match in the
plane of the slot, i.e., the short reflected back

from the X-band input section at S-band. The dimen-

sion "b" is chosen to be less than one-half wave-

length at the highest X-band frequency. This elim-

inates any possible X-band propagation within the
TM 0 radial modes, where m 

= 
number of )./2 varia-

tions around the circumference. The TEr0 radial

mode is excited by the X-band HE,1 wave. There-
fore, the radial line band stop filter in the slot

is designed to stop X-band in the TE20 radial line
mode, and also to present a short circuit looking
into the annular opening at X-band.

Fig. 1 The second-generation X/S horn with the

Mod 11 combiner. S-band bridge assemblyTUE
X-band polarizer packaging, and - (4

X-band diplexer. S4

X-BAND
INPUT

One now sees the possibilities. A groove depth PORT\b
can be chosen which satisfies the depth require- 5 2
ments within two (or more) frequency bands for d S1 0
proper corrugat ed feedhorn operation, and with a
sufficiently large aperture to just be "saturated" CROSS-SECTION
in the lowest band so that the higher hands would RADIAL LINE.
be operat ing wel 1 above thi s po int for near lv equal "
pattern character st i,-s. It is there ore possible
to illuminate a reflector antenna evficientlv at
two widely spaced frequencv bands usihng a single S3
corrugated feedhorn. The problem only remains to
excite or "comb ine" the two raither diverse frequency
bands (in our ase, N- and X-bind) in the teedhorn. Fig. 2 The combiner concept.



The X-band is conventionally fed through the i

throat of the combiner, which flares fairly abruptly 0 (a)
from the round waveguide input to the diameter of

the S-band circumferential slot. 4 E-PLANE

First-Generation Configuration 8

The X-band throat section of the combiner flares
from the WC-137 round waveguide input to the diam- 1 2

eter of the S-band slot over some 100 mm, and was
corrugated with groove depth on the order of 10.16
rMn. A unique concept for this corrugated horn, 0 16
relative to others that have been used, is the

abrupt change in corrugation (groove) depth in the 2
region of the horn where S-band is introduced. 2
Grooves in the feedhorn were 49.40 mm deep, are >

0.378 wavelengths at 2.295 GHz (S-band) and 1.392 24

wavelength deep at 8.45 GHz (X-band), and exhibit

the proper corrugated surface boundary conditions
for both bands. However, the particular configura- 28

tion of the X-band chokes in the S-ba-d radial line
designed for the combiner did not allow the full 32
groove depths to be used in the input region where
only X-band was present. This was in order to allow
S-band tuning irises to be placed as nLear as possible 36

to the slot/feedhorn junction to obtain the maximum I
possible bandwidth. The resulting abrupt change near

the combiner S-band input represents a potential dis-

continuity in groove impedance for the X-band and
will be frequency-dependent (the electrical depth
of the two grooves changing at different rates); (b)
an exact "match" is only possible a one frequency.
This dispersion effect was the primary cause of 0

extraneous moding in this early feedhorn, as was ob- E-PLANE 1

served initially in the 8.45 GHz X-band radiation -4
patterns (Fig. 3b).

The first-generation combiner slot (see Ref. 4 -8
for photos and a detailed discussion), a thin radial
line only 8.89-mm wide, surrounds the horn at a horn
diameter of about 119.4 mm. Since grooves of the -12
feedhorn were 3.55 mm wide, this slot width created d
a pitch ratio (defined as the ratio of groove width Z do1

0 -16
to groove period) interruption along the corrugated
surface in the feedhorn and resulted in a second
moding problem. The very narrow radial line was 0 -20

chosen to help assure that no X-band energy could I

penetrate the S-band portion of combiner. However,
this narrow line also tends to make the S-band -24

passband more limited (as determined by the imped- I
ance variation with frequency looking into the -28
combiner). The radial line X-band rejection chokes
isolated the X-band so successfully that no X-band

noise could be detected as coming from the S-band -32 -

system. But because the X-band chokes reflected a I
short to the top of the groove (see Fig. 4 for
definition or "top," and "bottom" and "width" of e -36 I

grooves), it represented a third cause of moding

in tne feedhorn (119.4-mm diameter) was selected 36 0 36
for a best impedance match at 2.3 GHz and this re- ANGLE, dog

sulted in a narrow bandwidth of approximately
50 MHz over which input VSWR was less than 1.2:1. Fig. 3 Radiation patterns at 8.450 GHz, (a) E and

H plane patterns of second-generation

The Second-Generation Configuration feedhorn, (b) E and H-plane patterns

of first-generation feedhorn.

Because the first-generation horn revealed that
the abrupt step impedance discontinuity was the
major cause of extraneous X-band moding (indicated
by the level of cross-polarization in the L5-degree

radiation pattern cut), appropriate groove depths range. This would give the least (symmetrical) im-
were necessary that both satisfied the fast wave pedance mismatch at the hand edges for the broadest
structure of the HEl1 mode, and gave a groove impe- possible bandwidth. The final model of the full
dance match at the center of the desired X-band scale, second-generation horn was made with X-land

3



WIDTH OF "

GROOVE

TUNING

X-BAND 11 -7

GROOVE GROOVE

Fig. 4 The Mod II X-band radially tapered input
section. IRIS'

input grooves at 11.43 mm and output grooves at
48.89 mm, giving the ideal match at midband, 7.8
GHz, unfortunately a frequency region of no planned Fig. 5 The S-band tuner section.
use. At 7.8 GHz, the two groove deDths at the ab-
rupt change are 0.2971 ( = X-band free space wave- 7 show the patterns of the full-scale first genera-

lengths) and 1.297>, the "perfect" match. This re- tion and second-generation feedhorn. (Note the sig-
suited in measured -43 dB cross polarization, a good nificant change in the amplitude patterns at 8.45
result indeeL. At 7.1 CHz, the selected depth re- GHz.) In Fig. 8 we compare the S-band patterns of

suits in a 0.2711 input groove and a 1.181 output both feedhorns. There is basically no difference in

groove, a mismatch giving rise to a cross-polariza- the amplitude pattern structure at S-band.

tion level of -32 dB; however, this is still accept-
able. At 8.45 GHz, the selected (7.8 GHz) depth re- S- and X-band Tuning
suits in a mismatch from 0.322 to 1.405, and similar
(-32 dB) cross-polarization levels (Ref. 1,5). The combiner along with its four 12.7-mm-wide

input waveguide terminals is not matched to stan-
dard S-band waveguide. The additional matching must

The first-generation X/S-band combiner performed be done with a transformer-tuner that transforms the

its function well. It extracted the S- and X-band 12.7 mm waveguide height (b) to tne 54.6 mm height
receive signal from the horn at low loss, and there of standard S-band (WR-430) waveguide and at the

was no interaction of the two frequencies in the same time provides the necessary tuning to match the
combiner to degrade either system; i.e., no addi- input impedance over the required bandwidth to a

tional noise contribution was detectable in either VSWR (voltage standing wave ratio) of less than

system. Because of this, the basic original design 1.2:1. The graph shown in Fig. 9 represents the
was used for the second-generation combiner. How- VSWR looking into any one of the four combiner input
ever, this unit was, at S-band, of such narrow band- terminals under two-terminal (diametricallv opposite)
width that it could not be used for simultaneous S- linear polarization excitation. The requirement on

band reception and transmission. Broadening the S- the tuner is to develop a response VSWR of less than
band bandwidth of the earlier combiner so that 1.2:1 from 2.1 to 2.3 GHz.
receive/transmit functions could be included was

another major objective of the second-generation The transformer-tuner (Fig. 5) was designed and
development, is fabrica qd using a three-step, two-section wave-

guide structure to transform from the 12.7-mm height
(b) waveguide combiner input (standard 109.2-mm

In the second-generation combiner, the radial width) down to a narrow height guide of only 3.12mm
line section was widened to 12.7 mm to increase the (bl), increasing to a section of 39.4-mm height (b2)
S-baudn performance. So as to have no pitch ratio and then to the full 5

4
.6-mm height of standard

interruption, this slot width determines the width WR-430 wavegulde. At the final step, an inductive
of the grooves for the rest of the horn. The iris is inserted into the 39.4-mm size that tunes

second-generation feedhorn has 12.7-mm groove width the total combination across the required band. The
with a 3.55-mm wall for a pitch ratio = 0.78 VSWR response of the transformer-tuner and combiner
(Ref. 6). The S-band center is now lower (2.2 GHz), is also shown in Fig. 9. Note that there exists a
and therefore a new injection horn diameter of 127 small region above 2.25 GHz where the '.'SWR exceeds
m, is used. Four X-band reject radial line chokes 1.2:1, but this receive-only region is less critical
are used to maintain the required high X-band isola- than the lower or transmit end of the band, and is
tion and now reflect a short to the bottom of the fully acceptable.
groove so as to eliminate that wave interruption. As

with the first-generation combiner, tuning irises The tuner-combiner is designed to transmit 20-kW
were required to be inserted into the radial line CW power, or 5 kW into each tuner port urier circu-
area to achieve an acceptable performance across the lar polarization excitation. Calculations of volt-

S-band. It was convenient to place these irises as age breakdown in the 3.12-mm-height section of wave-
metal blocks inserted into portions of the X-band guide indicate that it has this capability with suf-

chokes. A disassembled picture of this combiner is ficient safety factor. However, if the transmitter

shown in Fig. 10. With no pitch ratio nor radial requirement should become 100 kW (possibly future
slot interruptions, and only the minor dispersive requirements) or more at a later date, there is a
effects of the groove step discontinuity, acceptable serious question about the performance of this par-
concentric patterns were obtained. Figures 3, 6 and ticular transformer-tuner design.

4
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Fig. 6 Radiation patterns at 7.175 GHz, (a) E and Fig. 7 Radiation patterns at 7.800 ]Hz, (a) E and

H plane patterns of second-generation H plane patterns of second-generation

feedhorn, (b) E and H plane patterns feedhorn, (b) E and H plane patterns

of first-generation feedhor... of first-generation feedhorn.
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3.5
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4-

8-

30.0

12 12

36

I WIDEBANO COMBINER

~1.5

4E-PLANE 1.2

24

321.0
8 21)50 2150 2250 2350

.",2 - FREQUENCY, MHz

I l Fig. 9 The VSWR at input to the second-generation
'- 32.7 combiner and at the tuner input.

Z16 -dog
0

S24 It was f. Lc that some improvements could be achieved
I by building a gradual radial taper from the thrat

I1 0

28 to the 34-degree flare angle and at the same time
tapering the groove over the same transition
(Fig. 4). Using this method, the best VSWR we could

32 obtain was no better than .23:1 over the band (7.1
I~~b to8.il)it a gradual ra SWR taver frthe eeiehra-

queicy range of 8.4 to 8.5 GlHz. Since a VSWR of
38 1.23:1 at the transmit band is too high, a pair of

I irises placed in the WC-137 waveguide input section
72 36 0 36 72 dropped the transmit band VSIWR to 1.05:1. These

irises were spaced so as to have little effect on
ANGLE, deg the receive band, which remained at a 1.07:1 VSWR.

Fig. 8 Radiation patterns at 2.295 CHz, (a) E and
H plane patterns of second-generation,
(b) E and H plane patterns of first- A new approach to tapering the depth of the slots

generation feedhorn. is being considered. Instead of linearly tapering
the slot depths, we taper them so as to gradually
"profile" the hybrid guide wavelength as we move
from the throat to the diameter of the S-band input
slot. With this idea, as suggested bv Dr. A. David
olver :aL ueen Marv College, England, we hope to be
able to remove the tuning irises in the input X-band

Early investigations into the causes of X-band waveguide and improve the overall performance. This
moding indicated that the abrupt flare angle change approach holds the promise of minimizing the VSIR as
in the throat of the feedhorn could be a source of well as any higher order mode effects th'it may
problems in obtaining the desired X-band bandwidth. arise in the throat r 'gion.



Fig. 10 The Mod Ii X/S combiner showing S-band ports.

Calculated Performance for DSS 13 the subreflector and finally the physical optics

Demonstration Application scattering (Ref. 7). In the other technique, the

horn radiation pattern is used to determine its
As in the first-generation case, the measured spherical wave coefficients (Ref. 8), and these are

horn patterns of Figs. 3 and 8 are used in a scat- then used to determine currents on the subreflector
tering program with the DSS 13 subreflector (includ- at its unique range from the horn, instead of assum-

ing the vertex plate and outer spillover control ing far field. These techniques agreed to within

flange) to determine the final primary reflector 0.5 percent, and so the far field approach is used

excitation and efficiency for the 
2
6-meter parabo- for all calculations herein.

loid at DSS 13, Goldstone, California (Fig. 11).

Figure 12 shows the DSS 13 scattered patterns in
Two techniques are used to determine these sub- X- and S-band. One can observe the effect of the

reflector scattered patterns. In one, the measured S-band designed vertex plate at X-band with a
pattern is used to determine current excitations on smaller, perhaps modest effect at S-band. Although

.. --

Fig. 1I Fhe X-S Lormnon-ape rture fet ,dconu, ISS I , ldt n , ('1I i: rnia.
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Fig. 12. Subreflector scattering second generation horn from the DSS 13 subreflector:

(a) at 8.450 GHz; (b) at 2.295 0Hz.

subreflector blockage of radiated power is reduced Planned Capabilities

to essentially zero at X-band, a corresponding X-
band loss is noted (relative to S-band) in illumi- This new feedcone will transmit 2.11 to 2.12 GHz

nation efficiency and phase efficiency, due to pat- and receive 2.2 to 2.3 GHz at S-band, and transmit

tern distortions related to the (oversized at X- 7.145 to 7.235 GHz and receive 8.2 to 8.6 GHz at
band) vertex plate. X-band. Each function is fully independent and each

band diplexed, to allow any combination of functions

The efficiencies calculated from these scatter desired (Fig. 13, Ref. 9).

patterns are tabulated in Table 1. The 71.3-percent
value at X-band is about 5 percent higher than the The S-band waveguide bridge (Fig. 1) design

heretofore standard DSN (22-dBi gain) feedhorn requires the polarization of the S-band signal to be
used, or about +0.3 dB. The efficiencies from the a "hard-wired" function. Right-circular polariza-
narrowband first-generation horn ire inlulded tor tion (RCP) will be the one provided. As is standard

comparison, in IPL/DSN S-band feedcones, the system will consist

of a switchable low-noise listen-only path, or a
While the performance of the second-generation fully diplexed path for simultaneous transmission/

feedhorn is slightly less than the first (but very reception. The system will have a single S-band

acceptable for our demonstration goals using an maser preamplifier. Because of X-band rejection

existing station, DSS 13), it should be pointed out uncertainty in the new combiner section, a waffle-

that the especially critical X-band performance can iron filter is placed in front of the maser for
and will be optimized upon other (new) antenna con- added X-band isolation. This will add 3.4 K to an

struction. Here the concentricity (therefore mini- approximate 24 K (baseline) system noise temperature.
mal cross polarization) in the amplitude patterns It is expected that tests on the antenna will indi-
gained in the second-generation feedhorn are highly cate sufficient X-band rejection to warrant its re-
desirable for high-performance (shaped) dual- moval. (Ultimately, cryogenic filtering within the
reflector antenna application, amplifiers will be developed.) In the diplexed
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to the receive system over that band. The receive The phasing at each port is controlled by "equal-
output of the diplexer is fed directly into a JPL length" waveguide runs, two, 90-degree hybrids, and a
X-band Block Il-A maser preamplifier (100 MHz in- magic "T" (all in the WR-430 waveguidc). Coupling
stantaneous bandwidth) that for the present will the magic "T" to the correct two ports of the two
only monitor the primary receive band of 8.4 to 8.5 90-degree hybrids "hard wires" either RCP or LCP
GHz. An approximate system noise temperature for operation.

that system is 30 K. A listen-only path could con- The listen-only low noise path includes a dual
ceivably drop this to 27 K or 28 K, but at the same
time would degrade the diplexed receive link by 7 K -54 dB ioop coupler for phase calibration, a VR-430

two-position switch, and approximately 910 mm ofdue to an additional waveguide switch and plumbing. WR-430 in front of the waffle-iron filter and

This option is of course available if the need ever W-an m r. In the diple-rod te and

arises. The output of the X-band maser is fed into diplexer, 2130 mm of WR-430 and another W1-430 two-

an X- to S- downconverter whose S-band output is

also fed into the multimission receiver, whose out- position switch are inserted between the first
put is distributed to users. A new X-band trans- switch and the waffle-iron filter. The second switch

mitter system (Refs. 10, 11) located in the feedcone is necessary for S-band maser calibration. The S-
band transmitter is located outside of the feedcone,

itself will supply the required 20-kW signal for the below the main reflector in an equipment room.
X-band uplink demonstration.

it was necessary to run some 4270 mam of W4R-430
A dual -54 dB loop coupler at S-band and a dual I a eesr ornsm 20m fW-3

-54 dB cross-guide coupler at X-band are supplied aluminum waveguide between the S-band transmit fil-
-54 B cossguie cuplr atX-bnd re uppied ter on the floor to th2 transmitter input part at

to monitor the respective transmitter signals, run te o the loor dipte er iput tha

phase calibration checks, and perform other required the top of the S-band diplexer to complete the

microwave tests. Both an X-band and S-band calibra- transmitter waveguide run.

tion system will be supplied for maser calibration. Feedconc Components
The calibration system will incorporate noise diodes
(three levels), a receive-band signal source, such This feedcone is basically two separate systems
that the system can be operable as a noise adding sharing a common feedhorn aperture. Except for the
radiometer. All microwave switches, the X-band X/S feedhorn/combiner, no new S-band hardware was
polarizer, and both calibration boxes will be remote- developed. Much the same thing can be said for the
ly operational. The signal paths, components, and X-band system, except for the aforementioned X/X-
cone interfaces shown in Fig. 13 are those necessary band diplexer and the broadband polarizer. The fol-
to operate a DSN standard fully operational feedcone. lowing are excerpts of the more pertinent character-
However, in this R&D feedcone some of the X-band istic of each.
transmit functions (doppler extraction, for example)

are scheduled for implementation at a later date X/X-Band Diplexer
(Ref. 12).

Planned Feedcone Layout The original analysis and design was done by

W. G. Erlinger of Wenzel/Erlinger Associates (Ref.

In keeping with the idea of interchangeability 13). This design consists of three separate com-

in the consolidation program, the feedcone starts pnents: a center "T" combiner section and two E-

as a standard DSN straight base cone shell to which plane cavity-type band stop filters (BSF), one each

has been added a 1963 mm cone extension (Fig. 14). in cascade in the transmit and receive arms of the

The extension was necessary because, since the phase diplexer for added isolation (Fig. 15).

center of the horn moved back into the throat of the
horn (as it does in the wide flare angle feedhorn), The "T" combiner section consists of a high-pass

the aperture and mounting structure of the feedhorn filter in the receive arm designed to have a cutoff

move that much closer to the subreflector. An frequency of 7.44 GHz. This cutoff frequency was

adapter ring (37.3 mm thick) is used to mount and computed by minimizing the ratio of dissipation

position the X/S feedhorn/combiner in the cone. A loss per unit length at 8.4 GHz to rejection per

standard DSN X-band polarizer package, consisting of unit length at 7.235 GHz. Its length is determined

WC-137 spacers, two WC-137 rotary joints, a quarter by the required rejection. The transmit arm is

wave plate type polarizer, and a motor-driven rotat- realized with an N = 7 Chebyshev bandpass filter,

ing mechanism that orients the polarizer for the which was necessary to provide approximately 40 dB

desired polarization, is bolted to the bottom of the of transmitter isolation at the receive frequency.

combiner plate. A new four-section stepped transi-
tion from WC-137 to WR-125 and a dual -54 dB cross The "T" section combiner was electroformed

guide coupler are inserted between the polarizer (copper electrodeposited on an aluminum mandrel),

plate and the WR-125 two-position switch to complete while the two BSFs were constructed of three flat

the new polarizer package. plates, all machined separately, and then pinned

and bolted together to give a section of WK-125

The X/X-band diplexer, a "T" str-cture in appear- waveguide with inductively coupled "E" plane

ance, is placed with the receive th. ugh arm cavities.

between the WR-125 two-position switcih and the -35 A two-cavity BSF used in the receive line was
dB calibration coupler on the X-band maser. The originally designed for 40-dB rejection of the
transmit arm of the diplexer is joined to the X-band transmit band (7.145 to 7.235 GMHz); a four-cavity
transmitter positioned directly below it on the cone RSF used for the transmit line has better than
floor by 3660 mm of WR-125 water-cooled waveguide. 70-dB rejection of 8.4 to 8.5 GHz. Both prototypes

showed signs of moding and overcoupling between the
The S-band system will employ a waveguide bridge cavities. The design goal of 40-dB isolation for

network to feed the combiner (Fig. I shows the the two-cavity BSF was achieved by respacing the
majority of the waveguide components). The S-band two cavities. However, respacing was not possible
signal is fed through four separate circumferential with the four-cavity BSF. Here it was necessary to
ports 90 degrees apart on the side of the horn. solder a periodic "fish bone" type filter structure
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Fig. 14 Second-generation X-S feedcone, general layout.

(0.318 mm high) to the broad wall opposite the four Dissipative loss (combined):<O.05 dB

cavities in the filter. This structure effectively (<3.0 K)

controlled the mode coupling in the filter, was well

matched, and added little to the dissipation of the Isolation/rejection

network. (7.145 to 7.245 GHz): >73 dB

The transmit arm of the "T" was tuned in conjunc- Measured performance of the transmit arm is as

tion with the four-cavity BSF, and as such must be follows:

used as a single unit. However, the receive arm of

the "T" and the two-cavity BSF were matched inde- VSWR: <1.07:1

pendently and are meant to be used together or (7.145 to 7.245 MHz)

separately depending on the desired isolation. The

high-pass receive arm has >33 dB of rejection of the Dissipative loss: <0.08 dB

7.145 to 7.235 GHz band, and the two-cavity BSF

added some 40 dB more. The four-cavity filter has Isolation/rejection

over 70 dB of isolation from 8.4 to 8.5 GHz. (8.4 to 8.5 GHz): >110 dB

Measured performance of the receive arm is as WC-137 Broadband Polarizer

follows:

Our standard polarizer converts a linearly polar-

VSWR (8.2 to 8.6 GHz): <1.17:1 ized TE°II mode, generated from rectangular TE1 o by

(8.40 to 8.6 GHz): <1.07:1 the WR-125 four-step transition, into a circularly

11



Fig. 15 The X/X-band displexer showing the center "T" section and the two band stop filter

sections.

polarized TE°II mode by "quarter-wave plate" action. Following fabrication and installation, testing will
Because of the wide separation of the transmit and take place at the Microwave Test Facility at DSS 13,
receive bands, the performance over this extended Goldstone, California, and will measure system
range of the quarter-wave plate is unacceptable and noise, power handling capabilities, and microwave

will be replaced with a modified iris-type polarizer component performance.

(Fig. 16). Individually, the modified irises are
thin, rectangular and tooth-shaped. They are used This feedcone greatly extends the state of the
in pairs, placed symmetrically in the guide, and art in DSN performance and will enhance DSN capa-
give the effect of two ridges in the round guide. bilities in the future.

When cascaded with other "tooth" iris pairs of var-
ious heights (constant width) both a good match and
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TECHNIQUES FOR LOW SIDELOBE, HIGH EFFICIENCY
OFFSET DUAL REFLECTOR ANTENNAS

C. J. Sletten
Solar Energy Technology, Inc.

Bedford, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT: Ideal paraboloidal dish illuminations for -30 to
-40 dB sidelobe levels with 70 to 80% aperture efficiencies
can be realized using either Cassegrain or ellipsoidal offset
subreflectors fed by conical corrugated horns. All antennas
are optimally tilted by the Japanese criteria for symmetric
beams, low crosspolarization, and no aperture blocking. New
techniques for computing the horn near-field patterns on the
subreflectors and for correcting the phase center errors of
the horn pattern by shaping the subreflector surface are
reported.

For generating or scanning multibeams by horn motion
the best focal surfaces of the offset dual reflector systems
are computed for best azimuth, best elevation and best com-
promise patterns. These dual reflector systems with high
magnifications can produce multibeams with -30 dB sidelobe
levels over more than + 80 beamwidth intervals. Techniques
for computing the diffraction patterns for scanned beams are
described. Also, the effects of dish aperture diffraction on
pattern bandwidth are presented.

A demonstration model antenna with 8 ft. circular
aperture operating in the 12 gHz satellite communications band
is being designed and tested by Chu Associates, Inc. based on
the techniques presented in this paper. A 120 conical corru-
gated horn has been constructed to illuminate a shaped
Gregorian subreflector about 30" in diameter. This paper will
stress new and practical analytical design and present avail-
able results.

INTRODUCTION

In sat ellite communications for both ground and
satellite borne systems, antennas with very low sidelobe levels
and high aperture efficiencies are in demand to reduce micro-
wave interference due to traffic congestion to and from the
geostationary satellite orbit. Multiple beam antennas with

This work is sponsored by NASA Lewis, Cleveland, Ohio, under
Contract NAS 3-22343 with Chu Associates, Inc., Littleton,
Mass., with subcontract to Solar Energy Technology, Inc.,
Bedford, Mass.
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sidelobes 30 to 40 dB below main beam peaks are required with
aperture efficiencies approaching 80yOa. iultibeam patterns
with these characteristics, scanned more than 4 beamwidths
from the on-axis beam, are obtainable with tecnniques presented
in this paper. Such limited scanned antennas have applications
to military and commercial radars as well as to space communi-
cations.

Offset dual reflector antennasI (see FIG. 1) designed
according to Japanese tilt criteria offer attractive solutions
because optimum aperture distributions can be realized without
aperture blocking. Also symmetrical beams with very low cross-
polarization (and low VSWRs) are achieved. Wide-angle multi-
beams can be generated because of the high magnifications of
dual reflector systems. Conical corrugated horn design and
subreflector shaping are used to control the main dish ampli-
tude and phase distributions.

The model antenna chosen to demonstrate the stringent
NASA requirements on ground based terminals has the following
dimensions and characteristics:

Main Reflector: offset paraboloidal section of circular
aperture 96 inches in diameter; center point 62" above
paraboloid axis; focal length 70".

Gregorian Subreflectors Nearly ellipsoidal in shape.
Eccentricity 0.538; axis tilt from paraboloid axis, 5.14';
approximate diameter 30"; foci separated 35".

Corrugated Conical Horns Semiflare angle 120, length 30".

Antenna Characteristics at 12 gHz (calculated)

3.W. pwr = 3/40 Gain = 48.5 dBi

Sidelobe levels 1st and 2nd <30 dB others <40 d3

Antenna aperture efficiency = approx. 70%

ANTENNA DESIGN TECHNIQUES

The offset dual reflector configuration was optimized
using formulas given in Ref. 1. A Gregorian subreflector was
selected over a Cassegrain because lower sidelobes can be
obtained without subreflector shaping. The illuminated section
of the subreflector has a diameter greater than 15A. The
magnification and f/D are appropriate to scanning a 30 cone
by feed horn motion. 10/0 of the 8 ft. diameter dish is used
for all beams.
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IDEAL APERTURE DISTRIBUTIONS

The next step in the design is to determine main
reflector amplitude distributions on the circular paraboloidal
aperture (the aperture phase distribution is assumed to be
plane) to achieve -30 dB to -40 dB sidelobe levels with 70 to
80% aperture efficiencies. For circular apertures with con-
tinuous field distributions, there is no"best" distribution in
the Dolph-Tchebyscheff sense but fortunately "ideal" amplitude
distri u ions derived from Case studies by SET, Inc. and
others '1 exist which produce-beamwidth vs sidelobe character-
istics summarized in TABLE I. The important result from these
studies is that when the best theoretical data available is
compared with Case 2A, computed pattern for 30", 120 flare
horn, the dish aperture distribution obtained with the Japanese
optimized Gregorian antenna produces the near ideal antenna
patterns required by NASA specifications. In FIG. 2, this
diffraction pattern calculated from the corrugated conical horn
near-field pattern on the subreflector transformed to the main
dish aperture is shown. A Fourier transform of the aperture
distribution on the 8 ft. dish produces this pattern assuming
no aperture phase errors. Case 2B, TABLE I, gives pattern
characteristics when phase errors are included.

CORRUGATED CONICAL HORN DESIGN

The analytical procedure of Clarricoats , et al, was
extended to obtain the near-field patterns of the corrugated
conical horn in the region of the subreflector. The important
finding in this research work is that on long conical horns
with semiflare angles less than 200 the length of the horn
(the distance from the horn aperture to the subreflector sur-
face) can be used to control the edge illumination taper on
the subreflector. The horn amplitude pattern dependence on
horn length ia given in FIG. 3. By computing the horn patterns
for different separation distances to the subreflector several
of the nearly ideal dish aperture distributions of TABLE I can
be obtained. Small flare corrugated conical horns have small
phase errors (see FIG. 4) however, that can be corrected by
subreflec tor shaping.

A corrugated conical horn approximately 30 inches
long with a semiflare angle of 120 was designed based on theory
reported here and constructed by Chu Associates for best opera-
tion in the 12 ghz band. Experimental measurements of near-
field amplitude and phase approximated closely the computed
patterns of FIGS. 3 and 4.

SUBREFLECTOR DESIGN

Unfortunately conical corrugated horns with semi-
flare angles of less than 250 do not have a fixed center of
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phase point but the center of phase generally moves forward
with increasing polar angle, 9, of the horn pattern, depending
too on the radial distance, R, from the horn apex. The phase
pattern for the 30", 120 conical horn at 47.5" from the horn
apex is shown in FIG. 4. On a Gregorian subreflector antenna
these phase distribution departures from a true spherical wave-
front cause a greater amplitude taper (due to ray direction
near edge of horn pattern) on the main dish, producing lower
aperture efficiencies and sometimes lower sidelobes (if phase
errors are small). A numerical method of subreflector shaping
was developed that references the near-field rays from the
horn to the paraboloid focus, Fo of FIG. 1. For the horn phase
errors of FIG. 4, the shaped subreflector surface varies from
that of a true ellipsoid only near the edge of the principal
pattern of the horn which produces the z-axis, S direction
dish pattern. Even at the edge of this central illuminated
section of the subreflector, the surface shaping to correct
the horn phase errors is only a few tenths of an inch (departure
from an ellipsoid).

The computer technique for phase correction by sub-
reflector shaping is similar to the numerical technique re-
ported in Reference 1. The illuminated subreflector aperture
should be at least 15 wavelengths in diameter to minimized
diffraction caused crosspolarization. The subreflector area
was enlarged from that required to produce the phase corrected
principal beam with ellipsoidal borders to provide beam scan-
ning out to + 30 by horn motion., This border enlarges the sub-
reflector diameter to about 30" and also reduces the small
(forward) spillover associated with 15 to 20 dB horn tapers
on the subreflector. The phase correction is only fully effec-
tive on the principal antenna pattern.

FOCAL SURFACES FOR BEAM SCANNING

A new method for computing the best focal surfaces
for locating sources to feed reflector antennas was developed
to exploit the wide angle characteristics of high magnification
dual reflector antennas. Both the location of a conical horn
vertex (center of phase) and the orientation of the horn axis
can be determined for the best scanning patterns. The best
focal surfaces for azimuth-plane, elevation-plane, and com-
Dromise-plane patterns are found by a ray tracing technique
that maps a received congruence of rays incident on the dish
aperture onto a flat "screen" oriented at right angles to the
horn axis. 3y mathematically focusing (translating) this
screen the sharpest traces of the dish edge rays can be dis-
played. This optical method gives useful information about
the beam pointing direction and the magnitude of scanning
aberrations. In addition, an aperture diffraction method was
then developed to compute sidelobes and beamwidths on scanned
beams. In FIG. 5 a diffraction pattern is shown for the 8 ft.
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antenna scanned 30 from the z axis by conical horn reposition-
ing. These results confirm that the optical raytracing tech-
nique gives the correct focal surfaces for best azimuth and
elevation plane patterns and that these patterns have acceptable
gains and sidelobes at 30 scanning of the 3/40 beam pattern.

Radiation patterns will vary slightly with frequency
due primarily to diffraction from the main aperture. These
effects were studied by computing the near-field patterns of
the circular paraboloid section in the region of the subreflec-
tor surface. Based on these studies, it is expected that the
model antenna will perform satisfactorily in both the 12 and
14 giz satellite communications bands.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

FIG. 1. Offset Dual Reflector Geometry for Reference Surfaces

FIG. 2. Diffraction of Circular Aperture Illuminated by a
30 Inch, 120 Corrugated Horn- No Phase Error

FIG. 3. Amplitude Function of 27 Inch, 12° Corrugated horn

FIG. 4. Conical Horn Phase Curve

FIG. 5. Diffraction Pattern Scanned 30 in Azimuth Focused
at Best Azimuth Focus
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TABLE I

APERTURE EFFICIENCY, HALF-POWER POINT, AND SIDELOBES
FOR DIFFERENT CIRCULAR APERTURE ILLUMINATION FUNCTIONS

Case Apt BW u 1  S u S2  i S Siu S2l S/2 u3 S 4 I 4
fEff 1/2 1 3 U ~ 4 5

Pwr____________ -,J ______
1) 1.001.62 5.12 -17.57 8.42 -23.81 1.62 -27. 96 14. 80 -31.08117 96-33.60'

(ZA) 0. 71 2. 04 6. 66 - 33.22Z 9. 33 -41. 35 12.08 -43.67 15.O07-44. 88 18.17'-46. 79.

(ZB) 0.69 2.06 6.97 -30.96 - - 11.66 -37. 59 15.12 -43. 71-18.21 -46.48:

(3A) 0.74 Z. 00 6.51 34. 02 9.06 -39.78 11.86j-41.02 14.89 -42.72 18.02-44.52

(3B) 0.68 2.08 6.95 -41.31 9.13 -44.99 11.81 -43.46 14.87J-44.67 18.001-46.35

(4A) 0.81 1.88 5.97'-26.71 8.91 -32.45 11.197 . 5. 07 -39.48'18.19-41.96,

(4B) 0.71 2.06 6.72;-34.68 9.35 -39.79 12.26 -43.01 15.32;-45.83 18. 38'-48. 25

(5A) 0.88 1.82 5.71 30.77 8.35 -28.38 11.58 -31.75 4.77-34.71 18. 00-37.18I f i
(5B 10 8 1.865.851-35.57 8.34 -29.35 11.57 - 32. 51114.77 35. 43 17.94- 37.87;

(5C) 0.80 1.90 6. 031-45. 48 8.31 -30.50 11.55 -33. 39i14. 76 '-36. 26.17. 94'-38. 68I t
(6A)!0. 81 1.91 6.101-30.01 8.89 -33.18 11.93 -36.92 15.03 -39.88.18.15L42.31

(6B)'-0. 71 2. 03 6.63!-40.93 8.96 -36. 9411 2. 03 -40. 52 15. 11 -43. 361 18. 22745. 73
F i

(7Aj0O.80 1.92 6.18 -30.28 8.79 -38.42 11.65 -35.72 14.84r~39. 58i17.97-40.96

(7B) 0.80 1.92 6.14 -31.83 8.70 -35.95 11.65 -35.49 14.83 1-39.03,17.97-40.55oooI I4
(7C) O. 80 1. 91 6.11 1-33.21 8.62 -34.06 11.66 -35.35114.82.-38.40 17. 97 - 40.29

u - 2 a sin Q S = Sidelobe dB from Beam Peakek -
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NEW ADVANCES IN WIDE BAND DUAL POLARIZATION

ANTENNA ELEMENTS FOR EW APPLICATIONS

SUMMARY

This paper describes the performance achievements in the design of

wide band dual-polarized array element(s) intended for EW applications.

Gain tracking, within 4 dB, phase tracking, within 350, and active match

(VSWR) near boresight under 2:1, were realized. Element efficiency, i.e.,

Gain/Directivity, was typically greater than 75 percent. Parametric design

requirements are summarized.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper reports the results of a company-funded effort directed

toward achieving multi-octave integrated, dual-polarized, array element(s)

for EW array applications.

A requirement existed for wideband, dual-polarized arrays with the

following properties:

(1) Greater than 2 octaves of bandwidth with continuous coverage.

(2) Amplitude tracking between orthogonally polarized corresponding

elements within the array within +3 dB over the band.

(3) Phase tracking between orthogonally polarized corresponding ele-

ments within the array within +200 over the band.

(4) Array coverage: 1200 (minimum).

(5) Orthogonal coverage: 30 ° (minimum).

(6) Element efficiency: 75% (minimum).

(7) Small package, ruggedized fot tactical airborne applications.
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(8) Element power handling: 100 watts (cw).

(9) Cross-polarized content: -20 dB or lower.

In addition, for maximum utility in the selection and application

of polarization techniques, each array element should provide independent,

orthogonal polarizations within the element.

2.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM/SOLUTION

To solve the problem, it was first necessary to find two compatible

orthogonal array elements with design freedom for providing necessary

aperture tapers for similar spatial coverage and gain. For maximum ef-

ficiency, uniform illumination was chosen for the array-plane dimension.

For the orthogonal plane, the illumination taper was empirically adjusted.

By holding circuit losses within the elements, within limits, gain and gain

tracking was assured.

The unique requirement for independent polarizations and maximum

utility in this respect necessitated the selection of array elements with

phase centers close to the aperture plane. Elements exhibiting minimum

phase center deviations and/or axial tracking over the band were a must.

Similar dispersion characteristics from the input to the aperture plane

were required.

For one polarization, TE1 0 , waveguide radiation was provided while

for the other polarization, TEM stripline and notch radiation were provided.

It had been previously verified that the phase centers for these elements

would track or hold constant within the required limits over the band.
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3.0 ACHIEVEMENTS

The array developed to satisfy the requirements is shown in the photo-

graph as Figure 1. Observe that eight elements were used for developing po-

larization narallel to the array, and nine elements werp used for developing

polarization orthogonal to the array. By this arrangement, the array phase

centers for both polarizations were coincident even though the orthogonal

elements were offset by half an element width.

S66382

Figure 1. Wide-Band Dual Polarized Array



In Figure 2, gain tracking for several orthogonally polarized ele-

ments near the center of the array is presented. Amplitude tracking is

well within the +3 dB limit over most of the band.

EM STO
J1

,(NEW)

HORN NO. 5 NO.5
5dB 5dB 5d8

4.0 8.0 12.4 18.0

Figure 2. Center Elements Gain Tracking (Vertical and
Horizontal Polarizations)

On-axis phase tracking for an orthogonal pair of elements near the

center of the array is displayed in Figure 3. Phase tracking is well

within ± 0, the objective requirement. Below 6 GHz, some dispersion

occurs, and the phases depart approaching the±200 design window.

E .0 S/L NOTCH
REF 0.O00I

% I-

+4.7 CM
AIR

REF PLANE
EXTENSION

S/L NOTCH

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

FREQUENCY (GHZ)

Figure 3. S/L and Horn Elements Relative Phase vs Frequency
with Phase Compensated Cables (20 deg/cm)
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Figure 4 shows the summed output from a 900 hybrid when two orthog-

onally polarized, near-center-elements were illuminated by rotating linear

polarization. To fill in the envelope, several passes were recorded over

the frequency interval using different sweep rates. From 7 GHz upward,

the envelope response measured typically less than 3 dB with approximately

5 dB maximum. Below 7 GHz, singular response values on the order of 7 to

8 dB were noted. This test provided an independent check of the results

given earlier in Figures 2 and 3. For example, for a point where the gains

are equal, a phase difference of 20 ° from quadrature results in an axial

ratio of approximately 3 dB.

S/A 8.2 S/A 12-12

REFERENCE LEVEL S/A 5.8 W/ 10OB ATTN. W/ 12 OB ATTN.

6.0 GHZ 8.0 12.4 18.0 1HZ

OPA W/HYBRID AND PHASE SHIFTERS

Figure 4. Dual Polarized Common Phase Center Array Boresight,
Response to Rotating Linear Polarization
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Mid-band array plane element patterns are given in Figure 5, with no

change in incident signal or receiver settings so that plotted outputs are

relative.

-V(SIL)

/ . H (HORN), / "(GAINS RELAIVE)

Figure 5. Array Element(s) Coverage (Mid-Band)

Similarly recorded patterns for the orthogonal plane are displayed

in Figure 6.

• ~ . -7... -, /

SOURCE V '(HORN)-! " '). SOURCE

H (SIL)

-g r , .

Figure 6. Elevation Coverage (Mid-Band)
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Additional orthogonal plane beamwidth data is presented in Figure 7

showing elevation beamwidth tracking with frequency.

10

Co

LU 8 0

3: 60-

o •o HORN

LU 40 /

20- 07 --

S/L

0? I i I I I
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

FREQUENCY(GHZ)

Figure 7. Orthogonal Plane Beamwidth Data (Elevation Beamwidth

Tracking vs Frequency)
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Derived gain data from Figure 2 is plotted in Figure 8. As

can be seen, gain was typically well within 3 dB for the near-center,

orthogonally polarized elements. For convenience, the data is iden-

tified as vertical and horizontal polarizations (i.e., test coordinates).

Both passive and active matches were determined for the elements. Test

results indicated an average passive match of 2/1 to 2.5/1 depending on

the element and position within the array. Active match was determined

as less than 2/1 over 90 percent of the band, with a noted singular maxi-

mum value if 3.1/1. Thus element efficiency was better than 80 percent.

12

110-

CM

z 4 o -VERTICALPOLARIZATION

2 - o HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION

~0

m -2

-4 I
4 6 12 18

FREOUENCY (GHZ)

Figure 8. Boresight Element Linear Gains
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4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Significant advances in the state-of-the-art of array elements in-

tended for use in EW systems applications have been presented.

As a result of these efforts, the EW system's engineer is afforded

a new design dimension. Dual-polarized, continuous-coverage systems can

be configured with confidence to cover the widest possible bandwidths with

the fewest number of antennas for those applications where size and instal-

lation space are premium commodities.
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SUMMARY

This paper describes a high-power jamming antenna system. The

incorporation of a microprocessor in the RF coupler gives the system a very

rapid frequency-hopping capability, enabling it to be time-shared between a

number of threats. The antenna is electrically very small (approaching one-

twentieth of a wavelength at the lowest operating frequency), but gives good

omni-directional patterns up to 70 MHz. The system has an instantaneous

bandwidth of approximately I percent, and a maximum efficiency of 40 percent.



I. INTRODUCTION

A high power pod-mounted VHF antenna system has been developed that

operates over the 20-100 MHz band and has the capability of switching between

frequencies in a fraction of A second. The system consists of an antenna,

a coupler and a microprocessor-based controller.

The antenna system has been designed so that two identical systems

can be installed under the radome of an Integrated Electronics Equipment

Pod (Podpak III). This severe size constraint has resulted in a unique

antenna configuration, that is best described as an elongated conical mono-

pole over a ground plane. The other two parts of the "system" are the

coupler and its associated microprocessor controller (see Figure 1).

II. FEATURES

The primary features of the system are:

o High power handling capability (600 watts C.W.)

o Microprocessor-based controller ensures maximum system flexibility

o Rapid tuning capability (high power to high power in 45 milliseconds

minimum)

o Compact size (the coupler and controller occupy 2.0 cu. ft.)

o Light weight - airborne systom weight is 25 lbs.

o Compact configuration - Two systems can be installed in a Podpak III

o Digitized tuning process

o Wide bandwidth (coupler operates over the 20-100 MHz band with

input VSWR better than 2.0:1)

o Omnidirectional radiation pattern (all radiation patterns are

substantially omnidirectional (±2 dB) over the frequency range 20-75 MHz)

o Vertically polarized.

III. PURPOSE

This equipment was originally designed for installation in an airborne
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pod-mounted J -mei. Its compact size combined with its fast switching speed

makes it a state-of-the-art Antenna for High-Power VEF applications.

IV. THEORY OF OPERATION

The coupler consists of a series of inductors and a capacitor (each

with an associated vacuum switch) arranged in a series-parallel combination.

The antenna is connected to the output port of this coupler, which effectively

places part of the inductor/capacitor combination in series with the antenna.

At any frequency in the 20-100 MHz range, a predetermined setting of the

switches controlling the inductors and capacitors will result in the input

port of the coupler and antenna combination presenting a 50W impedance match

to the transmitter.

Operation of the switches (which affect the amount of inductance or

capacitance placed in series with the antenna) is controlled by an AEL-

developed microprocessor-based controller.

The controller uses readily available microprocessor logic boards.

The controller accepts input data relating to frequency of operation and,

after reference to its internal memory, sets the switches controlling the

inductive and capacitive elements, so that the input impedance to the antenna/

coupler combination is adjusted to approximately 506 (the tuned input VSWR

is less than 2.0:1 at all frequencies in the 20-100 MHz band).

A major advantage of the microprocessor approach, is the ability of

the microprocessor to improve its performance by a repetitive "learning"

process. The microprocessor memory contains a tuning algorithm which tells

the processor how to adjust the tuning sequence, in the event that the stored

"switch state" data does not give the required 2.0:1 VSWR. In this circum-

stance, the microprocessor will initiate a "tuning search" around tht

previously stored data, and, as has been found in practice, will rapidly

locate the correct switch-state settings, and then set the switches to
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obtain the correct input VSWR. The "learning" part of the process occurs

when the microprocessor memory is updated with the new switch-state data.

Then, some short time later, when that same frequency is selected again,

the corrected switch data is instantly available. A primary advantage of

this microprocessor ontrolled coupler is the speed at which changes between

frequencies can be made.

Figure 2 shows the retuning sequence. Prior to the start of the

retuning process it is necessary to load the data relating to the new

frequency into the microprocessor memory. The microprocessor will, upon

receipt of this information, refer to its memory, and extract the stored

data relating the settings of the relays (at this frequency) to give the

required 50 . input impedance for the antenna/coupler combination. This data

is held in a temporary store until it is called for by the microprocessor.

The initial phase of the retuning sequence is the removal of the

high power RF to the coupler. In a situation where solid state amplifiers

are driving the antenna system, this can be achieved by removing the RF drive

to the final high power amplifier stage. This only requires a bias level

change in the intermediate power amplifier, and only takes microseconds to

complete. A time of I millisecond has been allowed for this operation, and

any other associated logic changes. In a second phase of the retuning process,

several changes occur simultaneously: Initially the high/low power RF

switch is set in the low power position, and the frequency synthesizer is

set to the new frequency. (Note that the synthesizer is not an integral

part of the antenna system, but the two have electrical interconnections in

an overall system); at the same time the relay-state data is extracted from

the temporary stores, and the relays are set to give the required VSWR

at the coupler input. At this point a low power tuning signal (about 10 mW)
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at the new frequency is passed through the coupler into the antenna. The

time period (20 milliseconds) allowed for this phase is dictated by the

closing speed of the relays, and of the high/low power switch (both 20

milliseconds).

It is now necessary to check that the input VSVR of the system is

below the required 2.0:1, and this is done by the low power VSWR detection

circuit. A voltage out of the VSWTR detection circuit is compared with a

known voltage threshold. In the relatively unlikely event that the voltage

is too high (that is, there is too much reflected power), the retuning process

is stopped until a separate "tuning search" is successfully completed.

If the voltage out of the VSTAR detection circuit is less than the

threshold voltage, then the "tuning" part of the tuning sequence has been

completed, and only switching of the RF power level remains to be done. A

time of 1 millisecond has been allowed for the VSWR detection and other

associated logic operations.

Assuming that the input VSWR of the coupler/antenna is acceptable,

the high/low power switch can at this time be set back to the high power

position, an operation taking 20 milliseconds. Then,all that remains to be

done, in the retuning sequence, is the reapplication of the high power RF

signal, a bias change operation for which 1 millisecond has been allowed.

As Figure 2 indicates, the total time for the retuning process, from

high power to high power, is approximately 43 milliseconds.

V. MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION

The antenna system consists of three subassemblies: the antenna sub-

assembly, the coupler subassembly and the microprocessor subassembly. In a

non-flying configuration, the three subassemblies above are controlled by a

cable-connected test box that can perform all the functions usually controlled

by the aircraft, and which also contains built-in test equipment (BITE) and
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timing circuits.

The antenna subassembly can best be describ " b an elongated conical

monopole (i.e., of elliptical-shape when seen in horizontal cross-section)

over a ground plane. This shape was mandated by the need to radiate vertically

polarized energy from an (electrically) very small antenna -- two antennas

are required to be installed inside (and under the radome of) a Podpak III.

The antenna has an elliptical upper surface approximately 29" (major axis)

by 12" (minor axis), and the conical sides support this upper ellipse surface

approximately 6 inches above the ground plane. The ground plane is formed

by the lower surfaces of the equipment boxes (amplifier, exciter, couplers,

etc.) that are suspended from the pod's strong-back, directly above the

antenna. Note that in the attached photographs showing the antenna/pod/wing

configuration, the whole assembly has been inverted for convenience during

the development. In an operational situation, the pod hangs below the wing

on a pylon, and the antenna (inside its radome) is nearest to the ground. The

overall effect of the equipment cases suspended above the antenna, is to form

a ground plane that is 13 inches wide by approximately 9 feet long.

The feed point of the antenna at the cone apex lies on the ground

plane center line, and passes through the ground plane, to the feed point

of the adjacent coupler subassembly. The antenna-to-coupler mechanical

coupling is flexible enough to allow some relative lateral and longitudinal

movement between the two components, and is also a quick-disconnect point

between the antenna and coupler, allowing one to be removed without the other.

The coupler subassembly occupies a box approximately 13"xl7"x5k" on

the opposite side of the ground plane from the antenna. This box contains

(on the top side of a shelf approximately 13"x17") the switches, coils and

relays necessary to perform the impedance adjustments that are the most vital

part of the whole system. The layout of the ceils and switches has been very
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carefully planned to eliminate all possible stray inductive and capacitive

pickups, and to keep mutual coupling between RF coils to a minimum. The

developmental coupler contains a pair of fans to circulate ambient air.

The microprocessor subassembly, a single printed circuit board

approximately 12"x15", occupies the space on the bottom side of the 13"x17"

shelf within the coupler box. The microprocessor board also receives ambient

air cooling from the two installed fans. This choice of location within the

coupler box, has resulted in a very compact automated coupler. The leads

from the external connectors to the microprocessor board, and from the

microprocessor board to the switches, are kept at a minimum length.

A fourth subassembly, though not an integral part of the antenna

system, is the test box. A test box is necessary during the development

phase of the antenna system, to generate the signals that the antenna system

would ordinarily receive from the aircraft, and to permit alignment and pre-

paration of an antenna system for in-flight use. The test box can therefore,

upon receipt of a frequency input at its keyboard, generate the 12-bit word

that the system would normally receive from the aircraft, and then indicate,

on an LED display, the time that the system takes to switch to the new

frequency. The test box also generates the voltages needed by the system,

for operation in the absence of aircraft power supplies. The test box is

supplied with 115V 60-cycle powcr.

VI. TEST PROGRAM

In order to make the test program as realistic as possible, AEL has

constructed a full-scale mockup of an aircraft wing, with a pylon and pod.

(See Figure 3). The wing mockup (20 feet long) and the pod mockup (12 feet

long) are installed on an azimuth-over-elevation antenna positioner on a

test tower adjacent to the Antenna Test Laboratory. The wing mockup can

be rotated through 360 degrees in azimuth, and can be tilted 45 degrees in
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elevation. The signal transmitted from the antenna/coupler is received on a

log-periodic antenna at the other end of the 150 foot range. The antenna-

positioner controls and all the necessary receivers and data-recording

equipment are installed behind a viewing window in the Test Laboratory.

In the course of the test program, the resultant radiation patterns

of the antenna/wing combination were extensively measured. A series of

conical cut patterns were recorded at 10 MHz intervals in the 20 - 100 MHz

range. The results of the 20, 50 and 90 MHz measurements are shown in

attached Figures 6, 7 and 8. The results clearly show the effects of wing

resonances on the overall pattern shape.

General antenna/coupler efficiency measurements were made using both

field strength and Wheeler Cap methods. The results corresponded to ±10%; the

efficiency reaching a maximum value of 407, ± 57 at 70 MHz.
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FIGURE 1: Schematic Layout of Microprocessor Controlled Coupler

for High Power VHF Pod-Mounted Antenna
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ARSTRACT

Historically it has been difficult to combine transmitters which are

closely spaced in frequency onto the same omnidirectional antenna. Two prin-

cipal techniques have been used: cavity combining and transmission line hy-

brid combining. When using cavities, the minimum separation is limited by

the amount of insertion loss that is acceptable and by the frequency stability

of the cavities. in the POO MHz land mobile frequency band, cavity combining

has been used to combine transmitters as closely spaced as 0. MYz with ? dR

of insertion loss. When comhininq transmitters separated less than 0.5 MHz,

hybrid combining has been used. When two transmitters are combined usino this

technique, half of the p each is dissipated into a matched load. Further,

each time the number of transmitters being combined is doubled, an additional

3 dR is added to the ins'ertion loss.

A new technique has been developed which utilizes transmission line hybrids

to combine the transmitters, but which does not suffer from large insertion loss.

The power that was previously dissipated in the resistive load is radiated in a

manner that produces an omnidirectional pattern. The antenna and network that

accomplish this combine signals with 90 degree phase shifts. Measurements show

that it is possible to combine R transmitters arbitrarily close in frequency

with 15 dP of isolation between adjacent channels, less than 0.5 dr insertion

loss, and with horizontal pattern circularity better than &3 dR.
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Satisfactory techniques exist for operating many receivers on the same

antenna, however, this is not the case for transmitters. Therefore, this

paper will describe the techniques which have been used in the past to combine

transmitters, and the limitations in frequency spacing and insertion loss which

minimize their performance. Then a new techninue will be described which re-

moves those limitations. This technique has negligable insertion loss, no

practical limitation in frequency separation, and provides some additional

benefits in terms of port-to-port isolation.

STANDARD TECHNIQUES

Two standard techniques have been used to combine transmitters onto a

single antenna, cavity combining and hybrid combining. The first uses hiqh

Q band pass cavities, as shown in Figure 2, whose outputs are combined in a

transmission line junction. The transmitted signal passes through the cavity

and alengthcf cable to the junction. The length of the cable is adjusted to

place a high impedance at that point to all other frequencies, and thus, the

transmitted signals are routed to the coax feeding the antenna. Isolation is

BANDPASS

TRANSMITTERS CAVITIES

Figure 2 Eight transmitters combined using cavities and

a junction.



determined by the power divided between the impedances of the 50 ohm ntr,

and the hiqh impedances of the other cavities. This type of combininq is,

therefore, frequency sensitive because of the characteristics of the r.av-

ities.

Cavity combiners have been built usinq cavities with an unloaded Q

of IO,ono. The measured iPrertion loss of a sinale rAvitv from such i

combiner is shown in Figure 3. With transmitter spacinqs of 0.5 MHz, an

S cavity combiner has an insertion loss from the input to the cavity to

the output of the junction of 2.Q dRP. Isolation between transmitters i,

only 10 dB so circulators are required to provide acceptable decouplinn

between the transmitters.
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Fiqure 3 Measured frequency response of a sinqle

cavity tuned to the P.20 MHz hand.

The second technique, hybrid comhininq, use- 3 d, quadrature hybrids to com-

bine nirs of transmitters. Pairs of hybrids are then combined in an
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additional hybrid, and this procedure can hb contirind .m -, lov.n in Fi'uiv

The technique is not frequency snsitive sn the trariwmitter, can he so.cel

as closely as desired. However, whenever a hybrid is used, th~r -is a

loss because of half of the nower is dissipated in a matched nad' oi t'K

fourth port of the hybrid. Al', therr' is abaW 1 ,' r ',r (Cn ,'

the h brid, _ _o ,on-:ihine c, § t, .I.

techhiqup produces clo'e tn 10 dQ' of '2, ;,, , -

lat ijn in the hybrids ard , tK , VS',)T t ' , -'r. t : ..'. 0
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The limitations in isolation, insertion 1!, tm tlei x ilitv w, js , I C

frequencies using the previusl y dest'rbed i.ec',i(uas ;0r" -viden,.. 1hvrri,:'

combining suffers only from hiqh irnertion los%; therefore, imnrovements in

this technique were investigated. In particular, if power that was discipatei

in the loads could he radiated, this technique would yield a highly flexible

a pprn.a L h.

Antenna for Four Tran)nItter;

The circuit shown in Figure 5 has this property. There is one quarter

wavelength hybrid added to the cir(ui t0h3t we.i- wrevi(,isly, and the

tran i ission l ines feedinq he IvurI(is have to.,., (ptu.e hI Produce a
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quadrature phase progression at the output. The transmission lines are also

the same length, and radiators have been added so that noneof the power will

be dissipated in loads. If the radiator pattern is designed properly, the

vector sum of all the patterns will produce an omnidirectional pattern. In

particular, if the radiators are unidirectional, firing radially outward in

a north, east, south, west progression and have a cos n pattern with phase

center at the origin, the desired pattern will result. Table I shows the

phase progression for the signal from each transmitter, and Figure 6 illus-

trates the way the pattern from each radiator adds to form the composite.

TABLE I

Transite Phase at Radiator
Transmitter

Number j N F S W4

1 0 qo IR0 o°

2 9 00 180 0 900 0°

3 0O0 00 900 0 O°

4 10 090 0 00 00 °

The isolation for the transmitters is provided by the hybrids and musL be

maintained at the radiators. The radiator isolation takes two forms. First,

there is coupling directly from radiator to radiator, and second,there is

the contribution due to the VSWR. The limitation in the isolation between

transmitters is produced by the vector sum of all three signals.

An array of vertically polarized corner reflectors was constructed and

four hybrids were used to feed them as described in Figure 5. Measured VSWR

of the radiators was under 1.5 to 1 at 820 MHz where all the measurements pre-

sented here were taken. The half voltage beam width was adjustpd tn 90 deqrees.

by varying the length of the sides of the corners makinn the overall diameter
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Figure 6 Pattern addition of separate radiators in a

multitransigitter array of four.

of the array IS inches The separate hybrids had isolation in excess of 25 d

and isolation between adjacent corner reflectors was over 20 dR. Insertion

loss of the hybrid array was less than 0.5 dR from any transmitter port. The

measured pattern of one of the corner reflectors is shown in Figure 7 with

the composite pattern obtained by feedinq one transmitter port. The other

corner reflector patterns and composite patterns are essentially identical

with appropriate rotation. The isolation from transmitter port to trans-

mitter port to transmitter port was qreater than IR dR for all comhinations.

An t-enn-a for Ei jht Tra nsm-i tters

It is desirahle to exoand this concept to more transmitters, and Figure 2
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(a)
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Fiqure 7 Measured patterns of four Port multitransmitter
antenna (a) element pattern, (b) composite
pattern.



m

illustrates how the radiators can he interleaved to handle eight trans-

mitters. In addition to the original set of radiators, another set ha';

been added and rotated 45 degrees from the first. The two sets of radiao(r

are fed by separate independent sets of hybrids. Pattern addition of .i

separate set of radiators occurs as shown previously in Fiqure 6.

T Q M[ TTFRS HYBRIDS ANTFNNAS HYBRIDS TRANSMITTERS

Figure 21 Fight antennas interleaved in eight multitransmitter
antenna.

Again, an array of corner reflectors was assembled at 820 MHz whose

measured VSWR into any radiator was less than 1.5 to 1. The overall dia-

meter of the array was 40 inches after adjusting the half voltage heamwidths

to 90 degrees. Two sets of 3 dB quadrature hybrids were attached, and the

composite far field pattern shown in Figure 9 was measured while feedini one

transmitter port. The other seven composite natterns were again virtually

identical and the pati-erns, of the corner refl ,ctors were ai o very similar

ho fwe< in I Nu"

i ,, m mim mm lm m Nm m
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Figure 9 Composite pattern for eight multitransmitter antenna,

measured with one transmitter excitinq four radiators.

There is an interesting point to note regarding the isolation figures

for the antenna shown in Table 2. Some of the figures are in excess of 35 dB

as highlighted, while the minimum is 17 dB. The isolation in any single hy-

brid is only 25 dR and the isolation between radiators was measured at 20 dP.

The high isolation occurs between transmitters feeding one set of hybrids and

select transmitters feeding the other set. Isolation within the hybrids is

not of importance in this case and the contribution due to the VSWR is also

negliqable. It can be shown that cancellation occurs between the signals

coupled between the radiators at two of the ports of the second set of hy-

brids and adds at the other two. This fact can he used to provide high iso-

lation for adjacent channel transmitters.

Antenna for Twenty Transifitters

Additional radiators can be interleaved in sets of four and 20 transmitters
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TABLE 2

Measured isolation of eight multitransmitter antenna

Input Nutput Coupling, Input Output Coupling

Port Port dB Port Port dB

1 2 23.4 5 1 35.7*
3 27.1 2 17.6
4 18.0 3 38.2*
5 36.0* 4 18.0
6 3R. 7* 6 22.3
7 I2.0 7 35.0
R 17.0 R 19.3

1 24.0 6 1 39.0*

' IR .5 2 40.2*
4 ?R.7 3 18.5
5 17.6 4 18.0
6 41.7* 5 23.2
7 17.7 7 20.5
8 41.2* 8 29.2

3 1 27.9 7 1 18.0
2 18.0 2 17.7
4 33.8 3 45.5*
5 38.8* 4 45.2*
6 1R.5 5 34.8
7 45.5* 6 20.3
8 17.5 2 25.7

4 1 18.0 8 1 17.4
2 28.8 2 42.0*
3 34.1 3 17.5
5 18.0 4 50.0*
6 18q.0 5 20.0
7 45.2* 6 28.2
R 52.7* 7 25.8

* Isolation greater than 35 dB where cancellati-n takes place in

opposite hyhrid matrix.
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can be combined using this technique. A model scaled to 40' of the R?0 MHz

size was constructed and tested at 2050 MHz. Only 12 of the 20 radiators

were included in the model to simplify the construction, and their con-

figuration is shown in Figure 10. The radiators adjacent to the ones

attached to the hybrids are there because their mutual coupling is import-

ant. This model was pattern tested to determine the shape of the composite

horizontal pattern since the phase center of the radiators is quite far from

the center of the array. The measured radiator pattern is shown in Figure Ila

after it had been adjusted to have a qO degree half voltaqe beam width. Some

time was spent shaping this pattern to sharply roll off in amplitude past

90 degrees to try to minimize the nulls in the composite pattern shown in

Figure Ilb. Isolation between transmitter ports was maintained at the 20 dP

level by keeping the radiator VSWR below 1.3 and the isolation between radi-

ators greater than 25 dR. The hybrids had isolation greater than 25 d8.

7.("

N E S W

W E1
_ ! R I iy, , I

I NPUTS

Figure 10 Top view of antenna tested in 20 multitransmitter
configuration at 2050 MHz.
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SYSTEM D[SIGN

The multitransmitter antenna provides isolation between transmitter

ports which can be made greater than IR dR from any port to any other port.

In addition, it has been shown that for the eight transmitter combiner

adjacent channels can have isolation in excess of 35 dB. It is believed

that the latter property carrier through to combiners for more transmitters.

These properties are independent of the frequency of the transmitters.

Cavity combining, on the other hand, is hiqhly frequency sensitive, pro-

viding more isolation to transmitters farther away from their center frequency.

The two techniques can be combined to utilize the strengths of both to pro-

vide enhanced performance. Figure 12 shows schematically an eiqht trans-

mitter combining antenna with cavity combiners attached to each port. The

transmitter combininq antenna provides 35 dR of isolation for all adjacent

channels, and the cavities provide isolation greater than 15 dP for fre-

quencies separated I MHz or more. For transmitters spaced 0.?5 MHz or more,

the combination provide. isolation in excess of 35 dR for all transmitters.

S? ANTENNAS

HYBRID
COMBINER

AMCAVITIES . . .

Figure 1? Fight multitrans-i tter anennna and cavity combining
put together.
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SUMMARY

A technique ha; been shown which permits the combining of many tran'-

mitters onto one antenna array while maintaining an omnidirectional horiz,'nl

pattern. It involves usirg quarter wave hybrids to combine the transmit i-,.' in

a manner that produces a (O degree phase progression on the outputs to feed

the radiators in the array. The radiators are designed to produce a coMPosite

pattern which is omnidirectional while maintaining the isolation nece,'sarv for

proper operation of the combiner. This technique can be combined with cavity

combining, using the advantages of both techniques, to provide site desiqners

with a powerful new tool.
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MULTIMODE PLANAR SPIRAL FOR DF APPLICATIONS

D. D. Connell

B. J. Lamberty

Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Washington

I. INTRODUCTION

The several modes available in multi-arm log-spiral antennas can be useful

in wide-angle direction-finding applications. The lowest order mode

radiates a circularly-polarized sum beam, while all of the higher-order

modes yield circularly-polarized difference beams. The radius to the

active region of the antenna is directly proportional to the mode index

so that the far-field pattern maximum of the difference beam occurs at

larger angles as the mode index increases. Thus, by using the one basic

sum (E) mode with the various difference (A) modes, different A/ slopes may

be generated. Wider angle coverage and higher accuracy angle of arrival

determination is thereby available than if only a single set of patterns

were used. Also, this approach has the potential of combining wide-angle

search capability with narrow-angle location accuracy using a single (cir-

culary-polarized) antenna.

The present research was undertaken because the available data base on multi-

arm spirals is sparse. Much has been published on two-arm structures, con-

siderably less on four-arm varieties, and, to the authors' knowledge, very

little for more than four arms. A moment-method technique was employed to

calculate input impedance and radiation patterns at three frequencies (nominal

and 10%), for all six modes of a self-complementary (30 degree armwidth)

6-arm planar spiral. Computations were also performed for non-self-comple-

mentary spirals for the two lowest-order modes. The calculated impedance

values show excellent agreement with Deschamp's (I ) analysis for N-arm comple-

mentary structures. Limited measurements on 15, 30, and 45-degree armwidth

spirals showed self-complementary impedances consistently lower than computed

values, as also observed by Deschamps. Measured radiation patterns show

generally good agreement with computed patterns.

This work was performed using Indepcndent Research and Development funding

of The Boeing Aerospace Company 1980-1981.
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II. BACKGROUND

For a rotationally-symmetric, N-arm antenna, it may be shown 2 ) that the

set of excitation functions

vi = V ej2mff(i - l)/N (1)

form a complete basis set, so that any arbitrary excitation must be a

linear combination of these modes. v. represents the unit voltage on1 ,m

the i-th arm of the antenna, where arm 1 is taken as reference. The arms

are fed in a phase progression of 2mn/N radians, where m is the mode index.

m=l yields a sum beam, while m=2 ,3,...,N-l yield difference beams, all cir-

cularly polarized. The in-phase mode m=O (or, equivalently, m=N) also gives

a difference beam, but is essentially linear in polarization.

Prediction of the location of the active region is essential in determining

where the outer radius of the spiral may be truncated. 
Atia has shown(

3 )

that the phase velocity along a spiral arm is very nearly that of free space.

By using this fact, and accounting for the arm-to-arm phase offset intro-

duced by (1), the point at which adjacent arms are in phase may be easily

calculated. This is the point where maximum radiation will occur. For a

planar spiral, this approach predicts that the active region lies at a

circumference of m wavelengths, as might be expected from physical reason-

ing. This result is fairly insensitive to spiral wrap angle variations.

The impedance of self-complementary structures has been predicted by

(1)
Deschamps (

. The admittance of a single arm with respect to common ground

is: N
Y E Y e (2)
a i=l m

where
Y 4 sin(e/2)(3

m cos(me)-cos(6/2)

and where: n is the impedance of the medium, m is the mode index, and

o = 27/N.

This result has been observed to yield impedance higher than measured values,

and an empirical correction factor of 0.77 has been determined for six-arm

(1)structures
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For non-self-complementary structures, the impedance is no longer indepen-

dent of arm shape. However, a general expression still exists to relate

the impedance of the antenna to that of its complement(
4 )

ZIZ = Z2  (4)
sc

where Z and Z2 are the impedances of the antenna and its complement,

respectively, and Z is the self-complementary impedance. For example,sc
in a six-arm structure, the product of the 150 armwidth and 450 armwidth

impedances must be equal to the square of the 30° armwidth impedance.

Note that while the Z-notation has been retained, all impedances of truly

frequency-independent antennas are purely real.

III. ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT

A. Method

The computations presented in this paper were performed by using the WIRANT

computer code on a CDC Cyber 170/720. WIRANT is a moment-method code

developed at Boeing in the early 1970's, and uses constant-current basis

functions with point matching. The normal version of the code is (core)

limited to approximately 200 straight-wire segments, but a recent modifi-

cation by one of the authors has extended that capability to roughly 500

segments using an out-of-core matrix solution technique. The WIRANT wire-

modeling approach is to outline the spiral arm with very fine wires, and

to connect the inner and outer segments with another segment at each junction.

This approach was chosen rather than one where the spiral arm segments are

approximated by single wires whose diameters increase with the spiral radius,

(3)as in the code described by Atia (3  This latter approach tends to limit

the size of the spiral since the wire diameter can become a significant

fraction of a wave-length at large spiral radii, which violates the thin-

wire assumption inherent in the moments technique. Also, many practical

spiral antennas are of the photo-etched variety and, hence, the arms are

flat strips instead of round wires. While this generally makes no signifi-

cant difference in the radiation patterns, input impedance predictions may

not be valid using an expanding wire code. The wire outline technique has

a further advantage in enabling the feed area to be modeled more accurately.
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Multi-arm spirals are most conveniently fed by soldering the center con-

ductors of N individual coaxial lines to a tab on the inner truncation

radius of the spiral. Figure 1 shows one arm of one of the wire models

used in the analysis, complete with a mesh representation of the feed

tab. The tapered outer end of the arm represents the effect of trunca-

tion at a fixed radius. Only one arm of the structure is used as input;

the other arms are represented by a rotational "imaging", causing the

rank of the matrix (in the moments solution) to be equal to the number of

segments on one arm only. The single segment extending from the origin to

the tip of the feed tab in Figure 1 is the source segment; all arms are

fed against the datum node at the origin. This configuration is valid for

all but the in-phasemode. In this mode, the vector sum of the arm voltages

is not zero and the antenna must be fed against an infinite ground plane,

accounLed for via imaging. This imaging requires the use of a few addi-

tional wire segments oriented perpendicular to the plane of the spiral.

In all modes, the source segment is impressed with one volt, so that the

input impedance is just the reciprocal of the current on this segment.

All of the spirals investigated were planar and had a wrap angle (a) of 83.70.

This angle was chosen for a one-turn expansion ratio of 2:1. The feed

radius (inner truncation radius) was 0.1 wavelength at the nominal center

frequency of 4 GHz. In an effort to conserve computer time, the outer

truncation radius was tailored to the mode being investigated. In all cases,

the outer circ'mference was at least twice the active zone circumference

at midband.

B. Results

1) Input Impedance --- Spiral armwidth is the primary means of controlling

input impedance. Figure 2 shows the computed arm impedance as a function

of armwidth (6) at 4 GHz for modes 1 and 2. The discontinuity at 6 = 300

(self-complementary) is because the narrower armwidth models could not be

as finely gridded without violating certain wire-modeling guidelines. To

bound the problem, the self-complementary case was run as both fine- and

coarse-grid structures. The results at -10% in frequency are similar but

the discontinuity is larger at 3.6 GHz and smaller at 4.4 GHz. This indi-

cates that some outer end effect is present, even with an outer truncation
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circumference of 4 wavelengths (twice the circumference of the mode 2

active region). Deviation from true frequency-independence is also present

at the inner truncation, as demonstrated by the increase in reactance with

increasing armwidth.

The impedance calculated from equations (2) and (3) is also shown in

Figure 2, and is in excellent agreement with the fine-grid model. Equation

(4) was used to extrapolate the computed impedances of the large-6 spirals

to those of their complements. For mode 1, it is seen that the agreement

with the small-6 spiral impedance computations is excellent as far as the

slope of the curves is concerned.

Agreement between extrapolation and direct computation of small-6 spiral

impedance was better for model than for mode 2.

Figure 2 also shows the measured arm impedances for 15, 30, Lad 45 degree

armwidth spirals. The spirals were photo-etched on .060" thick teflon/

glass circuit board, with a .30" feed diameter and 12" outer diameter. They

are fed via six 0.086" semi-rigid coaxial cables through a six-port beam

forming network. (5 ) Flat RF absorber (AN-77) was placed approximately 10

inches behind the antenna to prevent scattering from the beam forming net-

work and to simulate free-space conditions.

These data were obtained by inserting a dual directional coupler in one

of the coaxial feed lines and phase-compensating the other five lines.

The short-circuit reference was established at the feed tab of the spiral,

and swept-frequency measurements were made from 1 to 2 GHz. The outer cir-

cumference of the spiral was 4 wavelengths at 1.25 GHz. The measured values

in Figure 2 represent the real part of the impedance at the center of the

Smith Chart locus. The locus was generally within ±.07 in reflection coef-

ficient (Z = 50 ohms), and fairly well-centered on the real axis.

The experimental arm impedances are generally lower than the computed values,

as observed by Deschamps. However, the most striking feature of the com-

parison is the difference in slope of the two curves. The measured values

exhibit a lower slope and hence less sensitivity of impedance to arm-width

than indicated by the computations. If the empirical correction factor of

0.77(1) is applied, the two curves are in close agreement for the 150
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armwidth. (The correction factor is, incidentally, very close to that

obtained by averaging the dielectric constant of the circuit board with

that of free space). For wider armwidths, computed values are then lower

than measured values. Since the spiral arms are modeled by a wire outline

for computational purposes, it is reasonable to expect that a narrow arm

is more accurately represented than a wide arm where the wires are further

apart. This is suspected to be the case in Figure 2, since the error

increases monotonically with armwidth once the empirical correction factor

for the self-complementary case is applied.

Figure 3 shows the computed arm impedance as a function of mode index,

for the self-complementary spirai at 4 and 4.4 GHz. The theoretical

impedance from equations (2) and (3) is shown for comparison. The agreement

is very good at 4.4 GHz; the 4 GHz curve is also in good agreement except

for the value at m=2. This is probably caused by end reflections as dis-

cussed above. Note that the closed-form theoretical values are perfectly

symmetric about m=3. This is because mode index pairs which are equally

spaced on either side of mode 3 (1800 phase progression between arms)

represent opposite senses of phase progression. For example, mode 2 phas-

ing is 0,120,240,..., whereas mode 4 is 0,-120,-240,..., etc. Since impe-

dance is independent of arm shape for self-complementary structures, the

impedances of such mode pairs must be equal. The experimental values are

shown for comparison and have been discussed above.

2) Radiation Patterns -- Computed radiation patterns for all six spiral

modes are shown in Figures 4 through 6. The coordinate system is defined

so that 0 is the angle from antenna boresight, and 0 is the cylindrical

angle in the plane of the spiral. 0=0 coincides with the center of the

feed tab of arm 1. Figure 4 shows 0-variable cuts at =0. The two traces

on each pattern represent the maximum and minimum of the polarization

ellipse, i.e., they represent the envelope which would be observed by rota-

ting linear polarization. All patterns are normalized to their own maxima.

Pattern integration indicates that all the difference oes have about the

same directivity, while the sum mode directivity is on the order cf 2 db

higher.
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The difference beam peak is observed to move further off boresight with

increasing mode index, as would be expected from current rings of larger

and larger diameter. Thus, the A, E -crossover point may be made to occur

at variable 6-angles over an angular range of about 20 degrees. Patterns

show that the difference beams suffer from increasing axial ratio with

increasing mode index. This could be due in part to truncation effects,

since any currents not radiated in the active region reflect from the

arm end and travel inward, radiating the opposite sense polarization and

contributing to high axial ratio. This phenomenon is very pronounced in

the mode 5 pattern, where a vestigial lobe appearing on boresight. Com-

parison of the phases of the lobes (not shown) show that the minor lobe

is indeed cross-polarized. This behavior is not evid-nt in the lower-order

difference modes since these modes are reflected as oppositely-polarized

difference modes. Mode 5 (or, in general, the N-1 mode) is unique in that

it is reflected as a cross-polarized sum beam.
( 6'7 )

Figure 5 illustrates a similar set of patterns at 0=30 degrees. This angle

was chosen since the fields must be periodic in 600, and hence represents

a half-perl-i. The patterns are not qualitatively difference from those

of Figure 4. Note that in both figures, the in-phase mode (m=0) is essen-

tially linearly polarized.

Figure 6 shows the 0-variation at fixed 0-angles. The value of 0 was chosen

for each mode to correspond to the beam peak location. Each pattern exhibits

the 60-degree periodicity inherent in a six-arm structure. However, it is

apparent that higher-order Fourier components are increasingly present as

the mode index increases. The mode 4 pattern, for instance, shows a pro-

nounced 120 variation combined with the expected 60 behavior; the higher-

order components in the m=5 and 6 patterns are more complex and not readily

identifiable (note, however, that the dominant polarization in the m=6 mode

is nearly purely a 60 variation). These irregular variations are not fully

understood, but the end-reflection phenomenon is strongly suspected since

it does introduce field components whose phase variation in 0 differs from

that of the initially-excited mode.

The computed patterns show generally good agreement with measured data. The
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experimental patterns are not shown for the sake of brevity. The primary

area of disagreement is toward e=900 and greater, as would be expected since

the computational model does not allow for radiation from feed lines, di-

electric supports, etc.

Conclusions

Input impedance and radiation patterns have been computed using the method

of moments, and compared to measured data for a 6-arm planar spiral antenna.

The study was undertaken to evaluate potential use of this antenna for DF

applications. The study showed that the WIRANT moments code can be used to

accurately predict patterns and impedance of all possible modes in multi-

arm spirals.

The zero order mode is linearly polarized, the m=1 mode is a circularly

polarized sum mode and all higher order modes are "circularly" polarized

difference modes. Successively higher order difference modes have pattern

peaks at successively larger angles off boresight, varying from about 0=25

degrees for mode 2 to about 0=45 degrees for mode 5. Also, successively

higher modes have increasingly greater axial ratios.

Input impedance of the spiral antenna varies with mode and with arm width.

Measured variation with armwidth was not as sensitive at that predicted by

the computer model. The discrepancy is believed to be caused by a lack of

sufficient detail in the wire model of the wider-arm spirals.

The multimode, multiArm pirp1 appears suitable for DF applications where

broadband wide angle, high accuracy angle of arrival determination is a

consideration.
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ABSTRACT

An adequate matrix representation for the network parameters of virtually any array

element geometry can be obtained through numerical modelling. Practical active or

passive feed networks are also easily represented as a matrix of network parameters.

Thus properties of the array (array element excitation, near and far field pattern, driving

point impedance, gain, etc.) can be obtained from a solution of the connected networks.

While the techniques involved are not new, there does not appear to have been extensive

application of numerical modelling techniques to the complete antenna-feed subsystem.

The power available in these techniques is illustrated, in this paper, by a numerical model

of log-periodic arrays of driven monopoles interlaced with parasitic elements. The code

has been implemented both as an interactive design tool on a minicomputer and on a

larger system to handle several coupled arrays on surfaces of revolution.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the network formalism and present some

comparison between computed and measured results. It will be demonstrated that when

the parasitic element lengths of a log-periodic monopole array are adjusted properly, a

backward slow-wave is developed on the structure. Typical plots of radiation pattern and

impedance are presented. Results for several coupled arrays on a truncated cone are also

given.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

In analysis, design and development of antennas, the antenna is often considered

separately from its feed network and from the rest of the system of which it is a part.

System performance specifications are often allocated over the various constituent

subsystems. Traditionally the antenna allocations are translated into some of the

following specifications on antenna performance: pattern, gain, coverage, polarization,

bandwidth, VSWR and sidelobe level. Usually there is not a one-to-one correspondence

between meeting specifications and system performance. Hence it is frequently

advantageous to model an antenna together with several other components of the system

to obtain an overall transfer function for the system. With recent advances in numerical

techniques for the solution of electromagnetic field problems and improvements in

computer technology it is possible to obtain accurate transfer functions from an incident

field to a receiver through an antenna and other components of a reasonably complex

system. The path may include aircraft response, antenna transfer function, coupler

circuit and transmission lines. Several such end-to-end models have been used in

calculating the pulse response of avionic systems on aircraft exposed to EMP. The

approach is to combine the network representation of radiating systems with that of the

transmission line or lumped element equivalent circuits of the rest of the system. For

example, by considering the antenna and feed network as an entity, network parameters

can be synthesized to provide prescribed maxima or nulls in the scattering pattern of any

antenna. This is important in maintaining low radar cross-section of aircraft in military

applications. In this paper, a combination of electromagnetic modelling techniques and

network theory are used to calculate the performance of a log-periodic monopole array

containing driven elements as well as parasitic elements. This is a particularly good

example because the nature of the problem is that very accurate modelling of the

radiating system is necessary and antenna performance cannot be separated from the

properties of the feed. The performance of several log-periodic monopole arrays on a

conducting conical surface are also obtained by representing the conical surface as a wire

mesh.
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2.0 NETWORK FORMALISM

An impedance matrix formulation of combined antenna and feed network is illustrated in

Figure I. Both antenna and feed are represented by multiport Thevenin equivalent

networks. The open circuit impedance matrix is a convenient representation for arrays in

which element currents become small upon open circuiting the antenna terminals. An

array of dipoles is an example. The dual, a generalized Norton equivalent circuit with a

short circuit admittance matrix, is more convenient for slots in which element voltages
become zero upon short circuiting the terminals. The network to the left in Figure I is

the generalized Thevenin equivalent circuit of an antenna array, which may be visualized

as an array of dipoles with each feed point represented as a port of the network. The

open circuit impedance matrix of the array is ZA and the open circuit voltages induced on

each element by an external incident field are represented by a column matrix VR. The
voltage at the accessible terminals of the antenna is represented by a column matrix, VA,

and the corresponding currents by IA ' The feed network can be similarly characterized as

a Thevenin (or Norton) equivalent circuit as shown on the right of Figure 1. If there are

sources in the feed network, they are represented by Thevenin open circuit voltages, VT,
in series with the terminals of a passive network represented by an open-circuit

impedance matrix, ZF . Usually an antenna is excited either as a transmitting antenna or

a receiving antenna at a given time. In the transmitting mode, VR is a null matrix and VT

is the only source term. Similarly in the receive mode, VT, is null and VR is the source.

A solution of the antenna-feed network consists of solving for currents at the accessible

ports. With the port currents known, all the properties of interest in the antenna array
can be calculated: antenna transmitting pattern, driving point impedance, scattering

pattern, gain, and receiving effective height function.

Using the relations, VA = VF and -A = "1F' it is readily shown that the port currents may

be obtained from

IF=[ZA + ZF]'- VR (Receive Case)
(I)

IA =[ZA + ZF]I VT (Transmit Case)

Once IF or 'A are known, the other properties of the antenna may be calculated. For
example, in the transmit case the terminal currents, [A? may be used together with the
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current distribution on the elements (or the element patterns) to calculate the near or far

fields of the array. The antenna gain may be obtained directly from the far field pattern

and power into the feed network without performing the usual pattern integration.

Network and mismatch losses are automatically included in the result. Similarly the

driving point impedance may be obtained from the feed port voltage to current ratio. The

active impedance of an element, i, is the ratio VA(i)/IA(i). In the receiving mode, the

currents IA = -IF may be used to calculate the scattering pattern of the antenna. The

ratio of open circuit voltage at the feed port to the field incident on the antenna is the

effective height function of the array. Methods for representing array antennas and

detailed examples of solutions will be given in the following section.
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3.0 APPLICATION TO A LOG-PERIODIC

MONOPOLE ARRAY WITH PARASITIC ELEMENTS

The intent of this section is to illustrate the application of network techniques to

antenna-feed system modelling. The antenna-feed system discussed is a log-periodic

monopole array in which a parasitic monopole, shorted at its base, is located between

each base-fed driven element. The configuration is that investigated empirically by

Barbano (Ref. 1) but generalized to allow different sets of scaling parameters for driven

and parasitic elements. The model was extended to several coupled arrays of log-periodic

monopoles on the surface of a conducting cone.

The exact image form of the Isbell Log-Periodic Dipole Array (LPDA) does not exist

because of the method of reversing the phase of the feeder lines at adjacent elements. It

has been shown that the k-6 diagram of a log-periodic dipole array fed by a transmission

line without phase reversal (a configuration which does image) has no solution in the

backward slow-wave region (Ref. 2) and therefore is not capable at Pseudo frequency

independent performance. Other ways of feeding log-periodic monopole arrays (LPMA)

have been developed which do support a slow backward wave (Ref. 2 and 3). However,

LPMA's are in general more sensitive to design parameters than LPDA's. Indeed the

performance of the LPMA with parasitics is extremely sensitive to design parameters.

3.1 ARRAY GEOMETRY

Geometry of an LPMA interlaced with parasitic elements will be defined as shown in

Figure 2. The parasitic array has an envelope defined by the angle, ap, and the envelope

of the driven array by a D, The algorithm for generating the distance R(N) is R(N) R(N-

D) t. Odd numbered elements are the driven elements, the longest of which is located at

R() = KLOW/T where KLOW has been termed the low frequency truncation constant.

KLOW 0.25X (i.e., it is the length of an element in wavelengths which approximately

defines the low frequency edge of the active region). The first driven element is chosen

as the next longer element to assure that the active region is well inside the array. The

distances from the apex are generated, starting with R(I), by the recursive relation

R(N) R(N-I) r
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The corresponding lengths are obtained from

L(N) R(N) • TAN D ) ,NOD D

L(N) R(N) • TAN (cp) , NEVEN

The process is terminated when the length of the parasitic element becomes

L (NEVEN) < KHIGH T

where KHIGH = 0.19 X. Because the test is applied to the parasitic element, the number

of elements outside the active region is greater at the high frequency end than the low

frequency end of the array. This is to accommodate the increased directivity in the

backward direction and possibly higher coupling to parasitic elements in that direction. A

unit cell of the LPMA geometry consists of two elements. To satisfy scaling rules, the

height to diameter ratio is a constant from cell to cell. However, the parasitic element

height to diameter ratio may be different from the driven element ratio.

3.2 IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF LPMA

Obtaining an impedance matrix for an LPMA which could be used to predict design

parameters of an LPMA with parasitic elements was somewhat challenging. For most

applications involving monopole arrays (i.e. all elements driven or parasitic element

arrays in which the interelement spacing Is not too small), available theoretical

treatments for self and mutual impedance are entirely adequate. We have found the

integral equation method of T.T. Wu (Ref. 4) to give good results for the self-impedance

terms. The induced EMF method using sinusoidal current distributions generally provides

adequate values for mutual impedance. Computer implementations of these models

provide good accuracy without incurring excessive computation time. Unfortunately

these codes were found to be inadequate in calculating design parameters of an LPMA

with parasitic elements. The inaccuracies increased as the scaling parameter, r ,

approached unity (i.e. as the interelement spacing became small). The difficulty was not

experienced for an LPMA consisting entirely of driven elements-even for closely spaced

elements. In an attempt to resolve the issue, measurements were made of the self- and

mutual-impedance of monopoles. Measurements were made over a wide range of

monopole heights, height to diameter ratios, and interelement spacings. A typical

measurement of self-impedance is compared in Figure 3 with calculations from the Wu

model. Also shown are calculations obtained from a wire antenna moment method code
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(WIRANT). In general, all three models agree well. Some difference is to be expected

because of approximations in modelling particularly of the antenna base region in the

models. Measured and computed mutual impedance as a function of element separation

are shown in Figure 4 for three different heights which characterize the active region of
an LPMA. Again all three models (empirical, EMF method, WIRANT) yield results in

essential agreement.

Some other assumptions inherent in the impedance model were investigated experimen-

tally. One of these is that the (open circuit) mutual impedance between monopoles

imbedded in an array is well approximated by the mutual impedance between isolated

elements. This is a common assumption based upon the fact that currents induced on a

monopole open-circuited at its base are small relative to the near resonant currents of

the loaded monopole. A measurement of mutual impedance between monopoles of height

.22 X separated by .IX was compared with a similar measurement with an open circuited

monopole midway between them. The difference was negligible. The effect of an

adjacent element on self impedance was also measured. This result is shown in Figure 5

as a function of the separation of the adjacent element. The solid curves are the

measured self-impedance when the second monopole was removed. Maximum variation in

amplitude of self impedance is about + 2 ohms (or + 5%). The maximum change in phase

due to the presence of an adjacent open-circuited element is + 70 . These are very small

errors but are significant due to the nature of the array current distribution.

The net result of the experimental effort is that the theoretical models, the moment

method code, and the empirical model yield very consistent results. It was observed

experimentally that performance of the LPMA with parasitic elements is very sensitive to

the length of the parasitic elements (or angle, a .) and to interelement spacing. This

provides a clue that even small errors in calculated impedance parameters may be

significant. Ordinary log periodic dipole antennas are not usually considered to be high Q

devices. However an essential ingredient in log-periodic operation is approximately 1800

phase reversal of feeder voltage between adjacent elements. For electrically small

interelement spacing this suggests the possibility of large stored energy in the vicinity of

the elements. In the log-periodic monopole array with parasitic elements large phase

differences with respect to the free space propagation phase occur when the structure is

adjusted to support a backward slow-wave which is necessary for true log-periodic

performance. As a result of these considerations, it was decided to include scattering

from open circuited elements in computing the open-circuit impedance matrix. This was
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done by modelling the entire active region with the WIRANT code. The short-circuit

admittance matrix was obtained by successively placing one-volt sources at each base

segment with all other base segments grounded to the image plane. The open-circuit

impedance matrix was then obtained by inversion. The resulting antenna impedance

matrix when combined with the parasitic element LPMA feed network matrix, yielded

results in excellent agreement with experiment. With the resulting code, design

parameters could be predicted accurately. Calculated radiation patterns, input imped-

ance, active element impedance and current distribution along the array were in good

agreement with measurement. The code was extended to include several coupled arrays

of LPMA's on conducting truncated cones and cylinders. The conducting surfaces were

included in the antenna impedance code by wire mesh modelling of these surfaces.

3.3 IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF FEED LPMA WITH PARASITIC ELEMENTS

A network representation of the feed for an LPMA with alternate elements parasitic is

shown in Figure 6. Driven elements are connected to a transmission line of characteristic

impedance, R 0 , and propagation constant, Y . Parasitic elements are terminated in short

circuits. For convenience, the feed port (port '0') of the transmission line is taken to be at

the apex of the LPMA and the opposite end of the line is terminated in its characteristic

impedance. It is also convenient to feed the transmission line with a Thevenin source

impedance equal to the characteristic impedance of the line. The Thevenin equivalent

representation of the feed is obtained by finding the open circuit voltages at driven

element ports and the impedance matrix of the reduced feed network (i.e., the feed port

is imbedded) with the voltage source, V0 , short circuited. The Thevenin equivalent of the

more general case of mismatched feed can also be obtained. This is most easily obtained

by writing the admittance matrix of the network without the feed port imbedded, taking

the inverse and then applying the Thevenin theory. The somewhat less general case being

considered provides better insight into the phase relationships which exist between ports.

The open circuit voltages vector is given by

V In V e"r
oen odd (1)

V " 2-

V 0 n even
n



where r n is the distance of the Nth port from the apex of the LPMA. Similarly, the

impedance matrix of the reduced network is

Zl Z12  ZIn

Z21  Z22

Z (2)

Zn1  Znn

where

Zij = --o e- y I r i - r jl iandj odd
2

Z.j = 0 iorj even

3 PATTERN, GAIN AND IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS

RADIATION PATTERN

Antenna patterns were calculated in the moment method code by computing the reaction

between a distant source produ,. 'g an incident plane wave and the computed current

distribution on the array elements. It will be useful to have a simple analytic expression

for gain in terms of the base currents on the elements. This will be used to define a

performance function for optimizing design parameters. The coordinate system for

pattern calculations is oriented as shown in Figure 7 with the positive Z-axis in the

direction of the maximum for a slow backward wave. The vector potential of this current

distribution has only an x component whi-h may be written

NL f n (x)
A n e-j (-n) dx

n-I 41r Ir -rni
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where r = X nix + z is the position of an element of current and I n(x) is the current on

the nth element. Using far field approximations and, assuming quarter wavelength

monopoles with a sinusoidal distribution, the far field pattern becomes

-j Z0  er cos § cos 0 Cos I Tr sin g cos 0]
E9 2 0 re- (g)

2 - sin2O cos 2

(5)

sin OCos r sir 0 Cos
" Z0  e-Jkr L--(

I - sin2O cos 2

NL
where F (0) E C

n=l I ejk Zn cosO

is the array factor.

PERFORMANCE FUNCTION - ANTENNA GAIN

In order to optimize parameters of an array it is desirable to have a single measure of

performance. The antenna gain in the backward direction is one measure. In order to

include impedance mismatch, the antenna gain is defined as the ratio of the radiation

intensity to the average available power

r2  P (=0, ) (6)

4 " AVAIL
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The radiation intensity, u, may be written

-jkr 2 (2)

4 7 r 1 n = 1

where the distance of each element from the apex, r, has been substituted for -zn.

For an array of monopoles above a perfectly conducting half space, the available power is

I 12 R
AVAIL 2 0

where R is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line which is equal to the

source impedance (see Figure 8). For a Thevenin source V0

V
1 02R

0

and
2 2

V V
P 1 0oo (3)rAVAIL 2 0 R = 8 R

Substituting (2) and (3) in (1)

G=480- N 2R0  n=l n "jkrnj (4)
V e

3.5 INPUT IMPEDANCE

It will be assumed that the NL port network of Section 3 has been solved for NL currents

at the ports of the feed network which are connected to monopoles. The problem is to
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find the impedance at the input port which is imbedded in the formulation of Section 3.Vo
Referring to Figure 8, currents I, 12 • •NL are known and the impedance ZIN =

0is

to be expressed in terms of the known currents. For the NL+l port network of Figure I

NL NL

V = E Zok Ik = Zoo 10+ E Z. o k (1)
0 n=1

where Z = R is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and the mutual

impedances between the 0t h port and the nt h port are

- YRk

Z = R e (2)

Now write

I k ] Vs (3)
S

The quantity I-Ik/Vs] is the monopole current due to a unit Thevenin voltage source (Vs

= 1) at the input to feed network. This is the quantity which has been determined by the

method of Section 3. The next step is to express '\s in terms of Vo and 1.

Vs  V0 + 1o R0 (4)

Substituting (3) and (4) in (1) yields

N F k
Vo 0 R0 10 -(V + 10 Ro) Z Zok V (5)

n=O
Let r NL z'

Let r = n Zok - and solve (3) for Vo/1 0  the result is:
n=0 L. S

V
z Rr (6)

in i 0 1 +r

Equation (6) expresses the input impedance referenced to the apex of the LPMA in terms

of quantities which can be calculated from solutions of the reduced network of Section

3.2.
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4.0 RESULTS

Several codes were developed to calculate performance of monople arrays on conducting

surf aces. The first of these was written for interactive computer aided design and was
implemented on a mini-computer. The impedance matrix was generated using the
theoretical models discussed in Section 3.0. The feed subroutine provided the option of
calculating the impedance matrix of a phase reversing feed for a log periodic dipole array
(LPDA), a log-periodic monopole array with differential feed (LPMA) or a log-periodic
array with alternate elements parasitic (parasitic LPMA). This code was then imple-
mented on the Cyber machine and coupled with the WIRANT code to calculate the

antenna impedance matrix and to calculate antenna patterns. Initial verification of the
code was to compare results for an LPDA with Carrel's (Ref. 5) calculatiors. These
results are shown in Figure 9. While Carrel used a different model for element

impedance, the results are seen to be in excellent agreement. The calculated current
distribution for an LPDA design with similar configuration to Carrel's is shown in Figure

10. Note that the envelope angle, ap, for the parasitic elements is larger than the
corresponding angle, a D' for the driven elements. This is characteristic of optimized
parasitic LPMA's and is usually necessary to generate a backward wave. The current
distribution has the phase di.tribution of a backward wave and a magnitude which tends to
have lower current amplitudes in the parasitics than the driven elements. Calculations

are shown for theoretical element impedances and for WIRANT impedances. For these
relatively small values of T, both models give nearly the same results.

An experimental model of a parasitic LPMA was constructed as shown in Figure 11. The

design parameters are T = .95, aD = L49, ap adjustable, 2D = 10 and Qp = 8.9. This
differs from the Carrel parameters in that the interelement spacing is much smaller. The
length to diameter ratio of the parasitic elements is different (smaller than) the ratio for
the driven elements. The measured current distribution, with parasitics adjusted for best
impedance match shown in Figure 12. Characteristics of the current distribution are very
similar to those of Figure 10. The transmission line characteristic impedance was 72
ohms. The measured input impedance normalized to 50 ohms is shown in Figure 13 over a
frequency band corresponding to two periods of the array. Also shown are a few
calculated points using the WIRANT version of the code. The VSWR circle is slightly
larger for the calculated impedances. It will be noted that parasitic LPMA's are not as
well matched to the line as LPDA's. Measured and computed patterns are compared in

Figure 14. The computed pattern is the H-plane pattern of the antenna. The measured
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pattern, with a necessarily finite ground plane, is a conic through the beam maximum, 630

from the normal to the ground plane. The WIRANT version gives better null definition.

The measured beam width is also somewhat broader.

A computer model for several LPMA's distributed circumferentially around the surface of
a cone was also developed. The configuration is shown on Figure 15. The angular

displacement is uniform and the elements are fed with a uniform phase progression at

some multiple of 2 r /N radians per element. This produces circular polarization along --he
axis of the cone. The surface of the cone was modeled with a wire mesh and was

truncated outside the active region of the arrays. Other aspects of the code were similar

to its counter part on a flat ground plane. The construction of the WIRANT model is such

that the effects of the conducting cylinder and mutual impedances between elements on

the same array and in different arrays are all taken into account. Note that the cone

maintains the frequency independent geometry. An experimental model was constructed

on a solid metal cone. The arrays were fed by a Butler type feed network capable of
either 2 r/N or 4 r/N radians phase shift between adjacent arrays. The active input

impedance measured at one of the arrays over about an octave in frequency is shown in
Figure 16. Calculated impedances covering a frequency range equal to the scaling

parameter T 2 are also shown. All impedances have been referenced to the tip of the

cone. A little thought will show that this is the only point about which impedances will
repeat in successive frequency intervals corresponding to the period of the array. The

period is T 2 since a similarity cell of the geometry contains two elements. Some

calculated patterns are compared with measurements in Figure 17. The two patterns with
a peak along the axis of the cone are the E and H plane patterns for a 2 r /N mode. The

patterns with a null on axis are 4Tr/N patterns. Fairly good agreement is obtained
between measured and calculated patterns. Experimental patterns have nulls in the

backward direction due to tower blockage.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper was to illustrate that rather complex electromagnetic field

problems can be accurately solved simultaneously with the networks connected to them.

The result demonstrated is a code which can be used as a design tool for determining

dimensions to satisfy some performance criteria. The particular example is extremely

sensitive to small variations in the design parameters. For example a 0.10 change in angle

of the parasitics was four d to have a significant effect on the impedance plot and value of

the maximum VSWR. It follows that this particular configuration is susceptible to

tolerance errors. Indeed it was only after attention to tolerances in the manufacturing

process that good agreement between calculated and measured results was obtained. This

paper also illustrates that careful experimental evaluation of the various numerical/

theoretical models is indispensable.

The code structure employed in this model has been adapted to more general conformal

phased arrays. Feed and antenna immittance matrix subroutines are user defined.

Typically, antenna equivalent circuits are obtained from theoretical models or moment

method codes. Antenna element patterns on complex structures have also been obtained

from Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD). One application of this code was to

predict the pattern of a ring array of microstrip patches on a missile of cylindrical cross-

section with various appendages. The element pattern of a patch in this geometry was

obtained from GTD and input in tabular form to the array pattern code. Currently these

codes are being implemented on the CRAYI where it is anticipated that conformal phased

arrays with several thousand elements and their feed networks can be accommodated.
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THE IMPEDANCE OF THE GUYED QUARTER WAVE MONOPOLE

By

Steven M. Wright and Paul W. Klock
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Illinois, Urbana Illinois
and

J. Dane Jubera
Harris Corporation, Quincy Illinois

1 INTRODUCTION

The quarter wave monopole has been the subject of considerable

time and effort by many researchers. Currently this antenna finds

wide use as the radiator for many AM broadcast stations.

Unfortunately, a problem arises when one of these simple monopoles

is constructed; the input impedance is often significantly different

than predicted by theory. This difference is the subject of this

study.

AM broadcast towers are typically of open tower construction,

supported by several sets of guy wires, and insulated from ground by

a ceramic insulator. They are erected over a substantial ground

screen, typically 120 quarter wave radials. A quarter wave tower in

the broadcast band will vary in height from approximately 50 to 200

meters. Individual towers can vary in many details, however.

Because of these variations, the input impedance of the towers can

vary greatly from one to another, requiring matching networks at the

base of each antenna. These networks, known as antenna coupling

units (ACU), can be very costly. In addition, there is a growing
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interest in reactively controlled arrays for the broadcast band.

Accurate knowledge of the impedance behavior of the antenna is

critically important in the design of such an array. Clearly,

accurate input impedance predictions would save the manufacturer

considerable design time and cost by allowing tighter design windows

to be used in the ACU at each antenna.

A three-part study was undertaken in an attempt to determine

the cause of the impedance variations seen in the antennas. First,

a general study was made of broadcast antennas, hoping to see a

clear variation from the theoretical model which could cause the

observed differences. Several areas were examined, including the

feed region, guy wires, and the ground screen. Second, an

experiment was performed to study the effect of guy wires on the

input impedance of the tower. Third, a brief examination was made

of the presently used theoretical techniques for predicting the

input impedance. Two well-known moment method programs were

acquired, and used to predict the input impedance of the antenna

used in the experimental stage. This report summarizes the initial

study, and discusses the results of the experiment. Complete

results of the study can be found elsewhere Ell.

2 AVAILABLE BROADCAST TOWER IMPEDANCE DATA

Many researchers have experimentally measured the

characteristics of the monopoles. These measurements can basically

be divided into two groups. The first group contains carefully
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controlled laboratory measurements of simple monopoles over ideal

grounds. The second consists of experiments in the field on existing

towers. This section compares the results of these measurements to

the theoretical predictions.

One carefully conducted and documented study of the monopole

was performed by Mack [2]. His report details the precautions taken

to remove the effect of the finite ground plane and the feed region.

In this manner his data should provide a check for the theoretical

predictions for an ideal monopole over an infinite ground plane.

Basically, his method consisted of extending the center conductor of

a very narrow coaxial transmission line through a hole in a large

ground plane. The outer conductor of the coaxial cable connected

flush with the ground plane, which was many wavelengths across at

the frequencies used. Measurements were made with slotted line

techniques from beneath the ground plane. His results are in

excellent agreement with the theoretical results in Table 1, which

were obtained from a moment method program using piecewise

sinusoidal, subsectional expansion and basis functions. For

comparison to further theoretical results, it should be noted that

at 90 degrees Mack's monopole had a height to radius (H/A) ratio of

35.6. Broadcast towers have an H/A on the order of one to two

hundred. Based on the excellent agreement indicated in Table 1,

Table 2 was compiled with resonant and quarter wavelength

information for monopoles with H/A in the range used in broadcast

towers. The same moment method program was used to obtain the data

in both Tables 1 and 2.
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TABLE 1.

WlPEDANCE DATA FOR MACK'S MONOPOLE

TABLE 2.

IMPEANCE DATA FOR MONOPOLES WITH DIFFERENT H/A

H/A Rhesonant height Resonant 90 degree
in degrees aresist ance impedance

I I

~360 061 3.1 41.74 j 2 1.99

180 85.35 35.94 42.95 + 21. 86

120 85.13 33.99 43.93 + jZ1.40-

90 84.83 36.06 44.83 + j21.40 .

45 33.96 j 36.31 48.04 + j19.39;
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A set of impedance measurements made on three typical broadcast

towers was provided by the Harris Corporation [3]. The towers

varied in height from 49 meters to 120 meters, but were virtually

identical in every other respect. All had 120 radials approximately

equal in length to the tower height. Each was constructed of

triangular tower sections 6.1 meters long, having a face of 1.1

meters, with the bottom 1.5 meters of each tower tapering into the

base insulator.

Impedance data for the antennas are given in Table 3. The

towers are referred to by their geographical locations, in the

Iranian cities of Birjand, Damghan, and Khash. The data in Table 3

were obtained by linear interpolation between the measured points.

TABLE 3.

IMPEDANCE DATA FOR SEVERAL AM BROADCAST TOWERS

H/A Resonant Height Resonant 90 degree
approximate degrees I Resistance ,impedanc e

Birjand 225 73 32 64 + J01

Damghan 165 77 33 55 - j70

Khash 90 75 -29 55 + j75

IwWJ 92 80 35 53 J52
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Comparing Tables 2 and 3, the differences between the measured

and theoretical values for the impedance of the towers are readily

apparent. At resonance the physical height of the tower is

approximately ten degrees below what would be expected for a

cylindrical monopole of similar shape, and the resistance is

somewhat lower. At 90 degrees, the impedance is considerably

different than predicted by the simple theory, in both the resistive

and reactive components. In short, the broadcast towers have

apparent lengths much longer th their physical lengths.

Additional impedance data for a broadcast tower were found in

an article by Morrison and Smith, in which they detail the

measurements they made on the WWJ tower in Detroit, Michigan [4].

The WWJ tower is a 122 meter, uniform cross section square tower,

approximately 2 meters on a side. The lower 6.7 meters of the tower

tapered into the base insulator. Unlike the antennas in Iran, the

WWJ tower had only one set of four guys, attached approximately half

way up the tower. An H/A of 120 was used for purposes of

comparison. No effort was made to determine the equivalent radius

for a cylindrical tower, due to the difficulty in determining the

effect of the open, tapered tower. However, it is noted from Table

2 that a fairly large error in H/A does not have a significant

effect on the theoretical predictions of 90 degree and resonant

impedance values, or resonant length. Data for the resonance and 90

degree height of the WWJ tower are included in Table 3. It can be

seen that this tower also has an apparent length longer than its

physical length. The resonance comes at a shorter length than
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predicted by theory, and the 90 degree impedance is considerably

higher than predicted. However, the variations are not nearly so

marked as those for the Iranian towers.

Based on the consistent results in the above studies, it was

concluded that one or more factors not included in the theoretical

models is significantly affecting the impedance of the broadcast

tower. Thus the next stage of the project was to study several

possible causes of the observed variation from the simple theory.

3 FACTORS AFFECTING THE IMPEDANCE OF THE BROADCAST ANTENNA

Several possible explanations for the observed impedance

variations were studied. Theoretical work by Wait and Pope [51,

along with experimental work by Maley, King, and others [6-10],

conclusively demonstrated that the ground systems typically used in

broadcast antennas would not change the 90 degree impedance more

than a few ohms. Brown and Woodward [11] performed a series of

experiments from which they concluded that base regions of

demensions found in broadcast installations would not significantly

affect the input impedance either. In addition, several other

factors, including the effect of the open tower, and the depth of

the tower galvanizing, were studied by Klock. All of these factors

were found to have little effect.

Another difference between broadcast antennas and the idealized

model is the guy wires. Investigations of their effect could not be

found in the literature. However, there were several indications
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that the effect of the guys was important C1]. For example, a

lengthening effect due to guy wires would help explain why the

resonant impedance is lower for the Iranian towers than for the

tower at WWJ. As mentioned earlier, the latter tower had only one

set of guys, attached at the middle of the tower, as compared to

several sets on the Iranian towers.

Because of these indications of the importance of the guy

wires, and the lack of available data, it was decided to construct

an antenna and make measurements in order to determine the effect of

the guy wires.

4 EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF GUY WIRES

4.1 Antenna Location and Configuration

The antenna was located at the Monticello Field Station of the

University of Illinois. This site had been previously used for

radio location experiments, and already had a suitable ground screen

installed. A large ground screen, with a radius of approximately 65

meters was made of 23 by 23 centimeter square mesh of ten gauge

copper wire. The screen was buried at a depth of eight centimeters.

At the center of this screen was an octagonal screen of eight by

eight centimeter square copper mesh. This section measured 7.3

meters from the center to each side, and covered a concrete pad of

the same dimensions. A sketch of the antenna site is included as
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Figure 1.

Although the dimensions of the ground plane would have allowed

a full scale model of a broadcast tower, a three section push-up

mast was used. The mast had a full height of 14.66 meters, being a

quarter wavelength at 5.113 mHz. This was roughly a five to one

scale to the center of the broadcast band. In addition,

measurements were made with the tower at a length of 10.44 meters, a

quarter wavelength at 7.180 mHz. The dimensions of the tower at

both heights are shown in Figure 2.

Unfortunately, because the tower did not have a uniform radius,

the proper H/A to use for theoretical analysis was somewhat

arbitrary. It was decided to use the bottom 6.1 meter section of

the tower to determine the H/A, primarily because of the importance

of the feed region on the impedance characteristics. In addition,

Hallen has calculated the effective radius of a square tower to be

.5902 times the length of one side [12]. Based on these factors, an

H/A of 348 was used in all theoretical analyses of the shorter

tower, and an H/A of 488 for the longer tower.

Metallic guy wires were made from stranded galvanized steel

wire, approximately ten gauge. Only one set of guys was metallic,

and they were attached to a guy ring approximately seven centimeters

from the top of the monopole. Less than seven centimeters of wire

seperated the top insulators from the tower, so that any top loading

was insignificant. Three guys were used, seperated at 120 degree

angles to each other. The wires came off the tower at an angle of

45 degrees, and were cut into three sections by insulators. Each

m mmmn a nmBnnni
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section was less than half the height of the tower. This geometry

is illustrated in Figure 3

Insulators were roughly four centimeters long, with

approximately one centimeter seperating the loops of each guy wire.

The guys were attached so that they were interlaced, putting the

insulators under a compression. The insulators roughly scaled to

those used in the broadcast band, which typically are fifteen to

thirty centimeters long.

4.2 Experimental Equipment and Measurement Technique

Impedance measurements were made with a GR 1606-A impedance

bridge. A GR bridge oscillator was used as the exciter because of

its high power output. A Collins receiver served as the detector.

Impedance curves were obtained by maintaining a constant tower

height and sweeping the frequency. The impedance was measured as an

unknown at the end of 1.5 meters of Belden RG-8/U type 8327 FR-i 50

ohm coaxial cable. Raw data was referred to the antenna by

transforming the measurement down the transmission line.

In addition, a correction factor was used to account for the

leads connecting the transmission line to the antenna and the

bridge. Figure 4 is a sketch of the antenna feed region, showing

the connection to the antenna. The inductance of the clip leads was

measured, and the electrical length of the line was determined on

the basis of the measurement of several known impedances. The only

problem occurred in measuring the impedance of the antennas just
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below the half wave resonance. When the magnitude of the reactance

became large enough, the bridge had to be set to the "high" setting

for reactance. This caused inaccuracies which showed up in the

impedance curves. Fortunately, only one or two data points for each

antenna required this setting.

4.3 Experimental Results

Four configurations of the antenna were measured: 10.44 meter

monopole with and without metallic guys, and 14.66 meter monopole

with and without metallic guys. The experiment was repeated with

separate tower heights to provide a check on the data, and also to

provide more information to help determine the cause of any

irregularities.

Results will be presented as impedance curves. As before,

theoretical results for antennas without metallic guys were obtained

from a moment method program using piecewise sinusoidal,

subsectional expansion and basis functions. The theory assumes a

cylindrical monopole with an infinite p.e.c. ground plane.

4.3.1 Monopoles with Dielectric Guys

The initial measurements were made on the 10.44 meter monopole,

without metallic guy wires. Dielectric guys, consisting of nylon

cord or rope, were used for support. The results are compared in

Figures 5a and 5b to the theoretical impedance for a monopole with
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an H/A of 348. It is immediately apparent that the results begin to

significantly differ from theory at lengths greater than 100

degrees. The divergence from theory above 100 degrees was seen in

all four antenna configurations. It is interesting to note that the

theoretical reactance curve is somewhat steeper than the measured

curve. This can be corrected by assuming a smaller equivalent H/A,

but this is unjustified. It can also be corrected by allowing for

the effect of a shunt capacitance in the feed region. While the

effect of a small shunt capacitance will be of little importance

near resonance, it will become important away from resonance where

the magnitude of the impedance increases.

In order to check this possibility, the base capacitance was

measured by cutting off the lower ten centimeters of the antenna,

and measuring the impedance in exactly the same way as for the

entire antenna. In order to improve accuracy, several capacitors in

the same range as the measured base capacitance were also measured

with the same equipment. These capacitors were then remeasured on a

GR "twin-T" type bridge, which allows very accurate measurements of

high impedances. The value of the base capacitance was adjusted

based on the two sets of measurements of the known devices. The

resulting value for the base capacitance was 14.3 picofarads.

Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to discuss the validity of

such a measurement. It is not clear exactly what is being measured,

or even the meaning of "base capacitance." Mack had a simple

geometry, and was able to determine the base capacitance not

included in the theoretical model. However, the geometry used in
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this experiment was not as simple. Certainly varying the H/A of an

analysis accounts for some capacitance in the feed region. In

addition, the moment method analysis brings in another complication

by varying the size of the feed region as the number of subsections

is varied. Therefore, exactly what part of the base capacitance

needs to be accounted for is unclear, and should certainly be the

subject of further study.

Obviously there is a precedent for measuring the capacitance of

the base of a monopole over ground. Mack, and Brown and Woodward

did so in their experiments [2,11], and Schelkunoff discussed the

base capacitance in detail [13]. However, it is felt that at the

present time measuring the base capacitance as done here should be

viewed as an engineering approximation. The validity is perhaps

best established by referring to the precedent set by others, and by

the agreement with theory which results from taking it into account.

Figures 6a and 6b compare the results for the 10.44 meter

monopole to the theoretical curves. The theoretical results have

been corrected by including the 14.3 picofarad base capacitance in

parallel with the input to the tower. Numerical data for the

resonant heights and 90 degree impedance can be found in Table 4.

Agreement is found to be very good with this factor included in the

theory. It appears that this is the major reason for the divergence

from the theoretical curves seen in Figures 5 a and b. Therefore,

from now on this factor will be included in the theoretical

analysis.
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4.3.2 Towers with Metallic Guys

Before discussing the results of the measurements on towers

with metallic guys, a short explanation of the theoretical model

used is in order. Another moment method program was used, a

thin-wire code written at the Ohio State University. This program

also uses piecewise sinusoidal, subsectional expansion and testing

functions. The geometry was modeled exactly as in Figure 4, with

the mirror image of the antenna used instead of a ground screen.

Figure 7 outlines the model for the monopole and one guy, along with

their images. Thirteen unknowns were used on both the tower and

each guy wire. This choice allowed one complete subsection between

each insulator in the guy wires. As the sinusoidal expansion

functions closely approximate the actual current on each guy

section, increasing the number of subsections on each guy changed

the results very little.

The capacitance of each insulator was measured on the GR

"twin-T" bridge. Once measurements of the antenna were complete,

the insulators were removed along with several centimeters of the

guy wire as leads. Initially the capacitance of the insulators with

the leads attached was measured. Then the insulator was removed

leaving only the leads. The capacitance of the leads was measured,

and the difference was taken as the value for the insulator. Three

different types of insulators were used, all similar in size. One

type was ceramic, one was plexiglass, and the third was another type

of plastic. The same type of insulator was used at the same height
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in all guys. The ceramic insulator (2.3 pF) was used at the top,

the plastic (1.6 pF) in the middle, and the plexiglass (1.4 pF) at

the lower section and at the bottom.

One final detail in the theory concerns the handling of the

junction between the guy wires and the tower. One half of one

subsection at the ends of each guy overlapped the tower, as shown in

Figure 7. The overlapping subsections were separated from the tower

by the radius of the cylindrical monopole used in the model. The

endpoints of the overlapping subsections were at the same height as

the middle point of the end subsections on the tower. This is

pointed out here because it was discovered that these details can

significantly affect the results from the moment method program.

Further discussion of these sensitivities, along with some results

which demonstrate the problem, can be found elsewhere [1].

As was the case with the dielectric guy wire supported

monopoles, agreement between measurement and theory was very good.

The results of the measurement for the 10.44 meter guyed tower are

compared to the theoretical results in Figures 8a and 8b. The

agreement is nearly the same as it was with the non-guyed tower;

excellent below 100 degrees; and reasonable beyond that. Referring

to Table 4, the theoretical prediction for the first resonant height

was off by only half of a degree for the shorter tower, and only 0.8

degree for the longer tower. Considering the simple theory, it is

felt that this is very good agreement. In addition, the 90 degree

impedances are predicted closely by theory.
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Probably the most interesting comparisons are between the guyed

and non-guyed towers. Figures 9a and 9b compare these measurements

for the 10.44 meter tower, and Figures 10a and 10b for the 14.66

tower. Referring to Table 4 again, it is -een that the first

resonant height is lowered by about 3.5 degrees in both cases. The

half wave resonance is depressed approximately 5 degrees. This

agrees very well with the predicted shifts in the impedance seen in

Table 4. Agreement is particularly good for the quarter wave

resonance.

It is interesting to note that the effect of the guy wires is

not just to shift the impedance curves, effectively lengthening the

towers. Rather, both the resistance and reactance curves become

steeper with the addition of the guy wires, more than can be

accounted for by simply increasing the H/A by the increase in

apparent length. In addition, the quarter wave resonant resistance

is decreased, and the half wave resonant resistance is increased.

All of these effects are predicted accurately by the theory, as

shown in Figures 11 a and b.

4.4 Discussion of Results

As seen in the preceding section, the effect of the one set of

guy wires used in the experiment was significant. The quarter wave

resonant resistance and length were decreased, and the reactance at

90 degrees increased significantly. It is felt that this is the

cause of the discrepancy between measured and theoretical results
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reported by others [3,41.

Because of the cost of computer time, an antenna with several

sets of guy wires has not been analyzed. It is reasonable to assume

that including more guy wires will increase the magnitude of the

changes observed. Previous work by Klock supports this assumption.

Another factor which can greatly change the effect of the guy wires

is the capacitance of the insulators. To test their effect, a

monopole with an H/A of 435, and one set of guys, just as in the

experimental antenna, was analyzed using different capacitances for

the guy wire insulators. All insulators were the same in any

particular case. The results, given in Table 5, demonstrate that

accurately measuring the capacitance of the insulators is an

important step in pred±cting the input impedance.

TABLE 5.

EFFECT OF INSULATOR IMPEDANCE ON 90 DEGREE
INPUT IMPEDANCE OF A GUYED MONOPOLE

Insulator impedance (ohms) 90 degree impedance!

-J3,000 46.43 + j62.77

-jlO,O00 43.93 + ja5.43

-J15,000 42.96 + j39.13

-j25,OOO I 42.13 + j33.90
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A study was made of the input impedance of the guy wire

supported monopole, as commonly used in the AM broadcast band.

Several studies were reported where the measured impedance of

broadcast towers differed significantly from theoretical

predictions.

The characteristics of the broadcast tower thought to be

causing the discrepancy were examined. It was found that neither

the feed region nor the ground system would significantly affect the

input impedance of the typical tower installation. The guy wires

had not been previously studied, but indications were that they

could cause the observed impedance variations. Therefore, a

monopole was constructed, and measurements were made to determine

the effect of the guy wires.

It was found experimentally that the presence of metallic guy

wires had a significant effect on the input impedance of the tower.

Furthermore, the effect was accurately predicted by theoretical

analysis with the method of moments. It was found that one set of

guy wires at the top of the antenna lowered the quarter wave

resonant height by more than three degrees, and also increased the

ninety degree impedance significantly. The half wave resonant

height was shifted downward by more than four degrees.

In order to improve the accuracy of the theory, several factors

should be considered. First, the theory was based on a simple thin

wire technique. Results have indicated that this is inadequate,
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particularly for dealing with junctions. Second, a more detailed

study of the treatment of the feed region is needed. Finally, the

measuring equipment and techniques used were somewhat crude and old,

and could probably be greatly improved. Considering all of this, it

is felt that the agreement between theory and experiment is quite

good.
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ALTERNATE FORMULAS FOR NEAR-FIELD COMPUTATION

Paul E. Mayes
Electrical Engineering Department

University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801

In antenna analysis, the need often arises to evaluate the
fields due to a known distribution of sources in an infinite
homogeneous medium. The conventional approach is through the
appropriate vector potential. Hence, the first step is to integrate
over the volume occupied by the source. One differentiation is then
required to find either E or H (depending on whether the source is
electric or magnetic current) and a second differentiation is
required to find the other. This procedure is not necessarily the
best, particularly when numerical techniques are employed.
Numerical integration followed by numerical differentiation is apt
to consume a large amount of computer time in achieving the desired
accuracy.

The alternate way of solving Maxwell's equations for the fields
directly, without introducing potentials [1]-[3], deserves
consideration. The procedure will be outlined here and some
examples will be given to show that significant savings of time and
effort are possible.

THE INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS

Maxwell's equations can be written

curl E = -jw v H - K (1)

curl H = j w E + J (2)

where E , H , K , J are the complex vector point functions which
represent the time-harmonic electric field, magnetic field, magnetic
source current density, and electric source current density,
respectively, assuming exp(j w t) time dependence.

Since (1) and (2) are linear, it is permissible to consider the
electric and magnetic sources independently. Considering K = 0
first, taking the curl of (1) assuming the medium to be homogeneous
in , and substituting for curl H from (2) yields

curl curl E - k2E = -jw J (3)
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2 2
where k = w 2e • By a vector identity valid in rectangular
coordinates,

grad div E- V2E - kE - -jwV! J (4)

Taking the divergence of (2), assuming homogeneity in c

div E = (-l/j w£)div J (5)

whence (4) becomes

V2E + k2 E = (-i/jwE: )(grad div J + k2j) = jE (6)

where SJE is a vector source function which can be used to find E
when J is known.

To relate the magnetic vector to the electric current, take the
curl of (2) and substitute using (1)

curl curl H = grad div H - V2H k2H + curl J (7)

and since div H = 0 when K = 0,

2_H + k 2 H = -curl J = -SJH (8)

In a similar fashion it is possible to derive the following
relations between fields and magnetic sources:

2H + k2 H = (-l/j ) (grad div K + k2 K) = -SKH (9)

72E + k2 E = curl K =-S (10)-KE

Equations (6), (8), (9) and (10) are second-order, inhomogeneous,
vector differential equations with source terms, S, which can be
evaluated by differentiating the functions that describe the given
sources. The left-hand side involves the Helmholtz operator which
also appears in the familiar relationship between vector potential,
A, and electric current density, J,

V2A + k 2 A = -J ()

But whereas calculation of the field from A requires the vector
differential operations

H curl A and jwe E =curl H - J (12)

after (11) is inverted, inversion of (6), (8) , (9) and (10) gives
expressions for E and H directly in terms of the appropriate source
function. The solution-of (11) which represents outgoing waves at
infinity is well-known to be

= (1/4 r) ( J(r") G(r,r) dV (13)
Jv
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where

G(L,rL) = exp(-jk LJ. - i' I)/ I - I (14)

V is the volume occupied by the source and r and r' are position
vectors to the source and observation points, respectively.
Comparing (6), (8), (9) and (10) with (11), the expressions for E
and H are immediately obtained. For electric currents we have

E(r) =(l/jwE 4 7) f [(grad' divD + k2) J(r*)] G(r,r ) dV" (15)

H(r) = (1/4 iT) J (curl' J(r')] G(r,rA) dV' (16)

For magnetic currents

E(r) =(-1/4 7) J [curl" K(j')] G(r,L*) dV* (17)

H(r) = (I/jwi 4 7) f [grad' div' + k 2) K(r')] G(r,r') dV* (18)

Previously, these equations have been applied to the formulation of
integral equations for scattering and antenna problems [4]-[6]. We
now demonstrate that they can often be used to simplify the
derivation of formulas for the exact fields of given sources. In
cases where analytic integration is not possible, the evaluation of
the fields is efficiently done numerically since only integration
must be done numerically rather than both integration and
differentiation.

NEAR FIELDS OF FILAMENTARY CURRENTS

The approximation is often used that the fields produced by
currents flowing on thin wires are negligibly different if the
current is concentrated in a filament along the axis of the wire.
It is also common practice to approximate physical currents with
functions that are discontinuous and/or that have discontinuous
first derivatives. Equations (15)-(18) readily demonstrate that
fields with higher-order singiilarities are produced by such
currents. The calculation of near-fields of piecewise continuous
filamentary currents often arises in the moment method of solving
antenna and scattering problems involving thin wire structures. In
these cases the current may take the general form

J(x,y,z) = z Iq(Z) P(z;zq_,Zq+) 6(x) 6(y) (19)
q=l
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where I (z) is a complex-valued function that describes the current
amplitude and phase within the qth subinterval, z- <Z <Za+ where
P(zz qz .) = 1. For points outside the qth sub-interval,
P(z;zqZq+) = 0. Applying (6) to (19)

q-'- q+ q
-J WE -_SJE (x) 6((y) {q (Z_) (Z-z

Iq(Zq) '(Z-Zq+) (20)

+ Iq'(Z q_) (z-z q_) - Iq.*(Zq+) 5(Z-Zq+)

+ [I q"(z) + k21 q(z)] P(z;zq- Zq+)}

The terms involving the Dirac delta 6(z-z ) and its
derivative 6'(z-z ) arise from differentiating the discontinuous
function P(z;zq_,Zq+) as a distribution.

The parallel component of the near-field of a dipole antenna
with the often-used sinusoidal approximation for the current is very
easily obtained from (20). In this case

I q(z) = Aq sin k(z-z q) (21)

where A and z are constants that assume different values for
differeng sectiong of the antenna. In any case, we note immediately
that

Iq" + k Iq = 0 (22)

except at the junctions between subsections. Hence, the integration
to find the near-field is a simple exercise.

4Tr k 2 E 2 (Pz) = -in ? {-Iq(Z )[ / zA(exp(-jkR)/R]q=l q z "=z T
+ I(Zq ) [ / z'(exp(-jkR)/R] Iz =Zq+ 2

Iq (zq) [exp(-jkR)/R] Iz-=Zq_ q + (exp(-jkR)/RI z=za+

It should be noted at this point that the near-fields of any
current distribution which piecewise satisfies (22) is1expressib e
as a summation of the fields of point sources with R -  and R -

singularities. As a result the near-field produced on the
cylindrical surface a small distance from such a filamentary current
will display maxima in the neighborhood of these point sources. The
sources occur at points on the filament where the current or its
derivative is discontinuous.

Let us now use the results obtained above to derive a
well-known formula for the parallel component of the E-field of a
centerfed thin linear dipole. In this case,
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If(z) = I sin k(z+H)

I 1 (z) = kI cos k(z+H)M

(24)
I2(z) = -Im sin k(z-H)m 0<z<H

I2"(z) = kIm cos k(z-H)

It is apparent from these expressions that the current is
everywhere continuous but that discontinuities in the derivative
occur at z = +H and z = 0. Substituting from (24) into (23), we
obtain the result

Ez(p,z) = -j30I m {exp(-jkR )/R1 + exp(-jkR 2)/R 2  (25)

- 2 cos kH exp(-jkr)/r}

where

R1 ./ + (zR)= R2 r = /p (26)

What was a tortuous exercise involving some ingenious integration
and subsequent differentiation when using the potential method [7]
is a very simple procedure in which neither the integration nor the
differentiation is complicated.

It is readily observed from the form of (25) that the point
sources at z = 0, +H produce singularities in only the imaginary
part of the fields at those points. Figure 1 shows how Ez(z)
changes as the observer moves away from a half-wave filament with
the sinusoidal current of Eq. (24). For this case (kH = 7/2) the
slope discontinuity at z = 0 disappears and the point sources occur
only at the ends of the dipole. The effect of the point sources is
quite pronounced at distances which correspond to a normalized
radius from 0.01 to 0.15 and remain observable out to P/X = 0.2.

Moment method solutions might be improved by avoiding basis
functions that are discontinuous or that have discontinuous
derivatives [8]. We have seen that computation of the near-fields
is greatly simplified if the current is described in terms of
functions that satisfy the one-dimensional wave equation. For these
reasons, we investigate the near-field of a filamentary current
having a spline distribution and compare the results with the
near-fields of spatial pulses of rectangular and triangular shape.

For the rectangular pulse

J(x,y,z) = z P(z;-H,H) 6(x) 6(y) (27)

we find
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jwE 47 E z(p,z) = (l+jkR1 ) (z-H) (R1 ) -3exp(-jkR1 ) (28)

-(l+jkR 2) (z+H) (R2)-3exp(-jkR 2) + k2Az(p.z;-H,H)
where

Az(p,z;zl,z 2 )  -- 1 exp(-jkR)/R dz' (29)
z1

For the linear triangle,

J(x,y,z) = z [1- jz/H] P(z;-H,H) 3(x) 6(y) (30)

the field is

jwE 4n Ez(p,z) = exp(-jkR1 + exp(-jkR 2)/R2

-2 exp(-jkr)/r} H + k2 Az(p,z;-H,H)

Of course, the field of a short sinusoidal triangle is obtained
by using (25) when kH is small. In each of the fields expressed in
(25), (28) and (31), the singular terms attributable to function
and/or slope discontinuities are readily observed.

A current pulse which has no discontinuities and which has a
derivative with no discontinuities can be constructed using
functions that are solutions of the one-dimensional wave equation.
Let

J(x,y,z) = z I(z) P(z;-H,H) ,(x) 6(y) (32)

where

I(z) = (A + B exp(-jkz) + C exp(jkz)) P(z;-H,-pH)

+ (A + B exp(-jkz) + C exp(jkz)) P(z;-pH,pH) (33)

+(A+ + B+ exp(-jkz) + C+ exp(jkz)) P(z;pH,H)

and p is a constant between zero and one. The coefficients A, B, C
are determined so that I(z) and its first derivative are continuous
at +H and at +pH. Consequently only the last two terms of (21) are
nonzero. Since the functions having B and C coefficients
satisfy f"(z) + k f(z) = 0, we obtain

I"(z) + k 2I(z) = k2 (A_ P(z;-H,-pH)
(34)

+ A P(z;-pH,pH) + A+ P(z;pH,H)]

and the field produced by this type of current pulse is given by

jwE 4Ir E (p ,z) = k2 [A -A (p,z;-H,-pH)
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+ A Az(p,z;-pH,pH) + A+ Az(p,z;pH,H)]

Note that this formula contains no terms due to point sources and
hence the field very close to a filament of this current will be a
smoother function than that near a rectangular pulse (very bad since
both function and derivative are discontinuous) or one of the
triangular pulses (not so bad at the ends, but has a third peak in
the center which the field of a rectangular pulse does not have).

The parallel E-field of a 0.2 wavelength rectangular pulse is
shown in Figure 2 for a distance of 0.01 wavelength from the
filament. The imaginary part is seen to vary greatly near the end
of the pulse compared to the value at the center. The double peak
of a 0.2 wavelength linear triangle pulse at the same distance is
shown in Figure 3. In this case the field variation is somewhat
less since only slope discontinuities occur. However, since a
discontinuity is present at z/H = 0 as well as at z/H = +1, the
field attributable to this length source is not slowly varying at
any point along its length.

The imaginary part of the parallel E-fields due to sinusoidal
triangle pulses and exponential spline pulses at a distance of 0.001
wavelength for lengths of 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 wavelengths are
compared in Figures 4 and 5. These plots confirm the smoother
behavior of the field of the spline pulse. In particular, the field
of the spline pulse is seen to be almost constant for a significant
part of the pulse width.

ANTENNA EXCITATION

An example of primary source for antennas is the magnetic frill
which is described by a magnetic current density (9].

K -0 [p ln(b/a)] 5(z) P(p;a,b) (36)

when one volt is presumed impressed across the annular slot from
inner radius, a, to outer radius, b. The electric field produced in
a homogeneous medium b[ this source can be found from Equation (17).

47, ln(b/a) E z(p,z) = Jf (pA-a)- 6 (pA-b)] G(R) doA diV (37)

where

G(R) = exp(-jkR)/R

R = [p2 + p02_ 2pp ' cos 0' + z
2 11/2 (38)

The integration on p' is easily performed, yielding
2,

4TT ln(b/a) E z(p,z) = a aexp(-jkR a)/R-exp(-jkRb)/R] do- (39)0z
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where Ra = RIpt=a and Rb = RIpI=b

The numerical evaluation of (39) is much more readily done than the
procedure which uses the vector potential [9] since no numerical
differentiation is required. Figure 6 shows computed values
of IJE/k as a function of distance along the axis of the cylinder
for several different values of p/a. Note that the field on the
axis varies slowly as distance from the plane of the frill increases
whereas the field on the antenna surface p/a = 1 is more highly
peaked for small values of z/a. Once beyond z/a a 10, the fields in
all cases are very nearly the same.

Although the frill is an appropriate source for cylindrical
monopoles fed through a ground plane, a magnetic current ribbon
conforms better to the geometry of a cylindrical dipole. In this
case

K -Or (1/2w) P(z;-ww) S(p-a) (40)

for a one-volt source. The z-component of the incident field due to
(40) is Tw 3

2-rE z = -(a/w) w [Il+jkRa) (p/a cos 0'-1)(R )3 exD(-jkRa )1 dO'dz

where R = + + a2 - 2a cos + (z-z ) (1)

The results for the current ribbon as illustrated in Figure 7 are
seen to be less peaked than those of the magnetic frill.

Computation of the near-fields of the magnetic frill or ribbon
using the above formulas is readily done and gives a representation
of the incident field which corresponds more closely to the physical
situation than some popular approximations that are currently in
use.

CONCLUSIONS

Some formulas have been presented for calculating the fields
produced in a homogeneous medium by arbitrary distributions of
electric or magnetic current. These formulas do not involve
potential functions. Hence, no derivatives of potentials are
required to find the fields. Rather, the differentiation is applied
to the density functions which describe the given sources. The
alternate viewpoint afforded by differentiating the current brings
forcefully to attention the properties of source distributions that
contribute to certain singular field behavior. This leads to
consideration of alternate basis functions for use in the method of
moments.
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In several examples it has been demonstrated that the procedure
presented here leads more straightforwardly to formulas for the
fields. In those cases where analytic evaluation of the resulting
integrals is not possible, the fields are found directly through
numerical integration and no subsequent numerical differentiation is
required. Although not necessarily producing a savings of effort
for every current distribution, the technique provides a very useful
alternative to the classical potential method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many realizations of components in stripline involve abrupt changes

in the geometry of the strip. Thus it is common for a step in the strip

width to occur (Figure 1). Bends, tee and wye junctions are also

frequently employed. To be able to accurately design stripline networks,

data is needed for each of these discontinuities in the line as well

as for the characteristics of the uniform line.

The problems of representing stripline discontinuities have received

considerable attention in the years since 1965. A summary list of much

of the published work is given in Gopinath [1]. Most of these papers employ

static theory to obtain an equivalent circuit that produces approximately the

same effect on stripline waves as the discontinuity in question. Some

approaches deal with the electrostatic problem which is capable of

yielding only a capacitive circuit element, thus ignoring any contribution

which an inductive element might be required to make. Others consider

separate electrostatic and magnetostatic problems, thus ignoring the

interaction of the fields present in the dynamic case.

Consideration of dynamic integral equations has not been extensively

applied to stripline discontinuity problems. It offers the possibility

of computing more accurate data since it involves the solution for the

time-harmonic fields that satisfy boundary conditions which closely

correspond to the physical model. However, exact solutions cannot be

expected. Rather, it is common to reduce the integral equation to a

system of linear algebraic equations by means of the method of moments

[2]. This technique must be used with care, however, since rapid
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convergence to an accurate result is not guaranteed. An important consider-

ation in the success of the moment method is the proper choice of basis

functions for representing the unknown current. Newman and Tulyathan [3]

subdivide a microstrip antenna into rectangular subsections called "patches"

and represents the current on each patch by a sinusoidal triangle function

along the direction of currant flow with a uniform distribution along the

orthogonal direction. Wang, et al. [4] uses the same patch current distri-

bution as Newman to describe the currents on scatterers. Richmond, et al. [5]

expresses the electric field of the patch with a sinusoidal triangle current

along both the direction of current flow and the orthogonal direction in terms

of an exponential integral. The sinusoidal triangle current is frequently

used because the electric field can be found easily with no surface integrals

to evaluate. Glisson and Wilton [6] use uniform and linear triangle

(rooftop) current patches to solve for the current on scattering strips and

plates. Singh and Adams [7] use a nonrectangular patch with a sinusoidal

triangle current in both the direction of current flow and the orthogonal

direction.

Another crucial point in applying the moment method is the amount of

computer time required to compute the fields due to the basis currents.

The approach used by many authors to find the electric field due to the

current on each patch is the potential method. With this technique, the

current density vector is first integrated over the source region then

riffe-entiated with respect to the observation coordinates. If a moment

method solution is desired, the impedance matrix elements are evaluated

by an additional integration involving E.

These orocedures can be simplified by solving for the electric field

directly from the current density vector as shown in Mayes [8], [9], Hanson
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and Mayes [10], and Walsh and Srivastava [ill. Analytical differentiation

of the current is followed by an integration over the source region. This

procedure not only reduces the effort but also exposes field singularities

due to source discontinuities. The direct approach provides an early

warning about possible numerical difficulties due to these singularities

which are not as obvious when using the potential method.

This work addresses these two aspects of applying the moment method

to solution of dynamic problems involving discontinuities in stripline.

In particular, methods of computing the dynamic electric field produced

by several subsectional basis currents are investigated. Each subscction

is in the form of a flat rectangular area, or "patch," corresponding to

subdivision of the portions of a stripline in the vicinity of a discontinuity.

Three alternate forms are assumed for the current on each patch: (a) uniform,

(b) sinusoidal triangle and (c) exponential spline. The fields produced

by these currents involve intractable integrals. Such integrals can be

accurately evaluated by a digital computer, but the process is very

expensive. Nevertheless, computer programs were written for this purpose

so that accurate values of the field would be known. Subsequently, the

integrals have also been evaluated by employing various series repre-

sentations of the integrands. Convergence of these series is compared

and it is demonstrated that the field can be computed to a sufficient

accuracy much more rapidly by a judicious choice of the series that is

used.
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2. CALCULATION OF E FOR A SPECIFIED CURRE'iT DISTRIBUTION
z

The patch under consideration lies in the x = 0 plane with z intercepts

of b, -b and y intercepts of -a, a (Figure 2). The z-component of the

electric field is now derived.

2.1 Uniform Current Distribution

The expression for uniform current as a function of y and z is given

by

J - z J P(y;a) P(z;b) SI(x) (2.1)
so

The notation P(y;a) means a pulse function of y of unit height and half

length a (Figure 3). The amplitude value J must be chosen by a normalizing
SO

technique. It is desired to have a current of one amp flowing across the

middle of the patch at z 0, thus, J 2 - which yields

whic

J = aP(y;a) P(z;b) 6(x) (2.2)
2a

The electric field can be found by solving Maxwell's Equations directly

without the use of vector potentials. The result, given in Mayes [81, is

0. 1 2 - e-jk1ir-r* 1
E -- i ( [7'(7'J) + ] e dV' (2.3)j4 7w JV Ir - r

where the orimed coordinates denote source points. To find the z component

of E

E - z'E (2.4)

z

For a current flowing in the z direction
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-~ 2+kJ - J + k J (2.5)
az2  z

Inserting (2.5) into (2.4)

1 1 a 2 1 -jI k-r
E=- - J +kJ d' (2.6)
z v4Tre [- z'2

where

1-r ' - '1 -R = [(x - x')2  + (y y') -+ (z - z') 2 1 /2

Evaluating (2.5) for the uniform current and substituting into (2.6)

yields

E P(Y';a) 5(x')[S'(z' + b) - '(z' - b)

V1

+ k2 P(z';b)] - dV' (2.7)

where the pulse function was differentiated using the convention shown

in Figure 4.

Equation (2.7) can be divided into three integrations

E E +E +E
z z1 z2  z3

where

E = j8 a d (x') P(y';a) W'(z' + b) - dV' (2.8)
z R

E 5(x) P (y';a) fz' b) e-k
z 2  JS'a R

~-jkR

E5- 5(x') P(y';a) P(z';b) e dV' (2..0)
z, j8-wa r, R
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To evaluate (2.8) and (2.9), the following property of the Dirac

delta function is used

j 6'(x - x f(x) dx -- f'(x)0 (2.11)

Thus, the spherical wave kernel must be differentiated with respect

to zT. Letting w -eJk /R and using the chain rule for composite

functions

3w 3w 3R

where

3W -e-Jk (1 +jkR)

3R -(Z - Z')
;Z1 R

Using (2.11) and (2.12) to evaluate (2.8) yields

15 a ~ e jkfx 2+(y-y') 
2+(z+b)2 1/

z~~~~ + 2Tr - [ 2 + (y ' z + b) 2 3/

(l + jk(x 2 y Y)2+( )21) dy' (2.13)

where

Equation (2.9) is of the same form as (2.8) and can be found by

inspection. Replacing b with -b and making a sign change gives

a -jkfx 2+(y-Y') 2 +(-)2 1/2

E .15 ( (z-b) e +(-b I
z2 2-r -a [x 2 + (y - y') 2 + (z - b) 2 13 /2

-(I + y~ 2 7 Y) 2+ (z - b) 2 ) dy' 2.4
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Finally, E is simply given by

E 30rb a e-jk[x 2+(y-y') 2+(z-z') 2 1/2 (2.15)
Ez3  "J f-b f [x 2 + (y - y,)2 + (z - z')211/2 dy'dz'

-b -a

2.2 Sinusoidal Triangle Current Distribution

The expression for a current density varying as a sinusoidal triangle

in the z-coordinate and uniform in the y-direction is given by

" z 2asin(kb) sin[k(b - jzi)] P(z;b) P(y;z) 6(x) (2.16)

where J s 1/2asin(kb) to insure one amp of current flow at z 0.

Using the procedure found in Mayes [81, E can be found to be2

1 r kEz j4---- j (x') P(y';a) 2asin(kb) [S(z' + b) + d(z' - b)
v'

-jkR
- 2 cos(kb) d(z')] R_ dV (2.17)

The x' and z' integrations are trivial due to the properties of the delta

function. The expression for E becomes
a  -J 1l a -jkR 2

- 5 ~ a e 1 e
z J asin(kb) R I j R dy'

-a -a

a -JkR 3R

-2cos(kb) e dy] (2.18)

-aj

where

R, [ x 2 + (y - 2 + (z + b) 21/2

R x 2 + (7 ) 2 + (z - b) ] / 2

R3 ( x' + (y - y') + z21i
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2.3 Exponential Spline Current Distribution

The exponential spline current has a Gaussian shape along the z-

coordinate and was chosen constant as a function of y. The general

expression is given by

J - z J P(y;a) I(z) 5(x) (2.19)so

where

I(z) - (A + Be- jkz + Cejkz ] P(z;Pb,b)

+ (D + Ee-jkz + Fejk z] P(z;-Pb,Pb)

+ [G + He- jkz + Iejkz P(z;-b,-Pb)

The notation P(z;Pb,b) denotes a pulse starting at Pb and stopping at b.

Jso is determined only with the second pulse at z - 0 and is given by

Sso 2a(D + E + F)

The geometry of this current is shown in Figure 5.

The constants A-I can be calculated by enforcing boundary conditions

on the function and its first derivative at the four boundaries. The

constants A-C, E-I are expressed in terms of D, the dc value of the center

pulse. As seen in Figure 5, the following boundary conditions must be

satisfied

1. M(b) - 0

2. M'(b) - 0

3. M(Pb) - Q(Pb)

4. M'(Pb) - Q'(Pb)

5. Q(-Pb) - T(-Pb)
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~~z

M (z) -

2T 2PbI

Q~z) 2pb 2b
'C y

T(z)

a

2a

Figure 5. Pulse divisions for the exponential spline current distribution.
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Figure 6. F-xponential spline current distribution wiith 1/2a 1, Pb 0.5b.
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6. Q' (-Pb) - T'(-Pb)

7. T(-b) = 0

8. T' (-b) - 0

Applying conditions 1, 2, 7, and 8 immediately yields

B -A ejkb (2.20)
2

A -jkb

2

Sjkb2

Using conditions 3-6 and substituting in (2.20) produce a 4 x 4 matrix

1 - cosk(b - Pb) -e-jk(Pb) -ejk(Pb) 0 A D

jsink(b - Pb) e-jk(Pb) -ejk(Pb) 0 E 0
ejk(Pb) ejk(Pb) cosk(b - Pb) - 1 F -D
0 eb-jk(Pb)

0 -e k ' Pb ) e j sink(b -Pb) L 0

(2.21)

Evaluating (2.21) for A, E, F, and G by using Cramer's Rule and the

following trigonometric identities

eja + e-J
2

sin 9 -j
j 2

sin(a + B) - sin a cos B + cos a sin $

cos(a + 3) - cos a cos 3 - sin a sin 3

sin(29) 2sin I cos
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yields

A -G -Dw (b) (2.22)

B-I- -D (b)jkb

C -H -D w(b) e-jkb

where

u (b) s sin (k Pb)
sin(kPb) - sin(kb)

With the constants known, J(z) can now be plotted (Figure 6). The

expression for the current 1(z) in (2.19) can be written as

1(z) - M(z) P(z;Pb,b) + Q(z) P(z;-Pb,Pb) + T(z) P(z;-b,-Pb)

The functions M(z), Q(z), and T(z) can be changed from complex exponentials

to sinusoids by using (2.22)

M(z) - Ati - cosk(b - z)3

Q(z) - D + 2Ecos(kz)

T(z) - Ati - cosk(b + z)]

In evaluating (2.5) for the exponential spline current, several

derivatives become trivial by using the following propertv of the delta

function
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xd(x - x 0  X 0 6(x - x0)

Using equations (2.11) and (2.22), the second derivative of I(z) can be

expressed as

I"(z) - -k 2 (Beijkz + Ce jkz P(z;Pb,b)

-.k 2 Ee-ikz + Fe jkzl P(z;-Pb,Pb)

-k 2 [He-jkz + Ie Jkz] P(z ;-b,-Pb)

Substituting into (2.5) yields

J32 2 1 k Pya)_S___

3z2  z z 2a(D + E + F)Pya) ()

- [AP(z;Pb,b) + DP(z;-Pb,Pb) + GP(z;-b,-Pb)]

Using equation (2.6), E zis given by

E j 301? [ b a e-kRPb ~a jk
Ez A( R )X ~ ~ dy'dz' + D - dy'dz'L Pb -a -Pb -a

-Pb a

+Gr f ejRdy Idz'l (2.23)
j-b -a R

where

R [x 2 + -y y')2 + (z - ' /

and

1_120wr
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3. CALCULATION OF E FOR A SPECIFIED CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
y

The y component of E can be evaluated by using the same techniques

found in Chapter 2. To find Ey

E -y.E (3.1)

For a current flowing in the z direction

y.[(VJ) + k] y-z (3.2)

Equation (3.2) is substituted into (2.3) to obtain

r0 1 a'jkI -ikl-r"'I
j41Twe e dv' (3.3)

Using (3.3), E will be evaluated for each current distribution.y

3.1 Uniform Current Distribution

Equation (2.2) is differentiated as shown in (3.2) and substituted

into (3.3) to yield

Ey I I L- S(x')[S(z' + b) 6 (z' - b)]

V1

•[6 (y' + a) - 6(y' - a)] e dv'
I -- --

The integration is done by inspection,

5y -1 2 -j3 -
-j e R R3 + 4 (3.4)

where

• mmm n mmmmm m mmmI
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, = [x2 + (y + a)2 + (z + b)2]1 / 2

R N [2 + (y- a)2 + (z + b)
2]1 / 2

R3  [x2 + (y + a)
2 + (z - b)2 11/2

R [x2 + (y -a)
2 + (z - b)2]1 / 2

3.2 Sinusoidal Triangle Current Distribution

Equation (2.16) is differentiated as shown in (3.2) and substituted

into (3.3) to yield

Ey 2a b 3(x')[6(y' + a) - 6(y' - a)]Ey -j27ra sin(kb)

¥VI

•{sin(k(b - z'))[S(z') - S(z' - b)]

- k cos(k(b - z')) P(z';O,b)} e_-- dv'

15 X f
- J 2 1a sin(kb) S(x')[S(y' + a) - 5(y' - a)]

VI

•{sin(k(b + z'))[6(z' + b) - 6(z')]

+ k cos (k(b + z')) P(z';-b,O)} R dv' (3.5)

Replacing the cosine functions with complex exponentials and

simplifying yields
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15b -jk(R 2+z'-b) b -jk(R2-z'+b)E ~~ dz'15 !e 
z

E 2a sin(kb) Rj dz' + R2  dz'

y - 20 0

b -jk(R +z'-b) b -jk(R z'+b)
i e - dz'- f e Rdz'

o o1

0 -jk(R 2-zp'-b) 0 -jk(R 2+z'+b)

i R dz' e dz' (3.6)

-b -b

0 -Jk(R-z'-b) 0 -jk(Rl+z'+b)

+ J dz'+ J e  dz'

-b -b

where

Rl = x2 + (y + a)2 + (z -Z')2]1
/ 2

R2 - [x2 + (y - a) 2 + (z - Z') 21/2

3.3 Exponential Spline Current Distribution

Equation (2.19) is differentiated as shown in (3.2) and substituted

into (3.3) to yield

E -j 2 .a(Dl+ E + F) j (x')[d(y' + a) - 3(y' - a)]

VI

S(S(z' - Pb)[A + B e-jkz' + Cejkz '

+ 3(z' + Pb)[D + E e-jkz' + Fej k z ' ]

- 5(z - Pb)[D + E ejkz + FeJkz

- S(z' - Pb)[G + Ee - jkz ' + Fej k z '

- jk[Be - JLz' - Cejkz' ] P(z';Pb,b)
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-jk(Ee-Jkz' _ Fe kzl P(z';-Pb,Pb)

-jk[He"k - Iej~ P(z';-b,-Pb)}, dv' (3.7)

The integrations involving the delta functions in all three space

coordinates are easily evaluated. Using equation (2.22), the closed

form expressions become

E - A[1 - coskCb - Pb)] - [D + 2E coskb]}
yl

f-JkR1  -jkR -jk-R -jkP,

eR + + e 3  + e~ (3.8)

where

R 1 M 2+ (y + a) 2 + (z - Pb) 2 ] 1 2

R 2- (x2 + (y + a) 2 + (z + Pb) 2] 
1/2

R 3 - [x 2 + (y - a) 2 + (z - b21/

R (x 2 + (y - a) 2 + (z + Pb)2 ]1/ 2

The remaining integral expressions are then added to E to give

j B ed'jk(R 2+z ) b -jk(R +Z' ) yK I R dz'
2 Pb R

b -jk(R 1-Z') b -jk(R 2-z) 7Frjk e _______ ( R dz
Pb dz'
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Pb -jk(R2+z') Pb -jk(R1 +ZI)

+ jkE f e --R d -I e R -dz'

2:P -Pb 1

FPb jjk(R ZI) Pb -jk(R 2-Zt)

+ jkF fP R, dz' -f e R 2-dz'

- b -jk(R 2 +Z) -Pb -jk(R. 1 +z?)

+ jkH I R dz' - R dz'

L-b 2-bJ

-Pb -jk(R1 -z) -Pb -jk(R 2-Z)

+ jkI[ f R dz' - re R dz

-b -b

where

R, = £x2 + (y + a) 2 + (z - 1) 211/2

R 2 + (y - a) 2 + (z - 1) 2 1/2 (3.9)
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4. EVALUATION OF THE FIELD

The integrals appearing in the expressions for the electric field are

not expressible as a finite combination of the elementary functions. The

evaluation of the integrals was performed by a number of different methods.

First, the integrals were performed by numerical integration with tight

error bounds so that one could have good "exact" results with which to

compare other methods. Second, the integrals were performed by expanding

exp(-jkR) in a Taylor's series and keeping only two or four terms. The

resulting integrals after expanding are found in [12]. This is numerically

efficient but not sufficiently accurate. More details can be found in a

Master of Science thesis of the same title as this paper by D. Sall, 1981.

Third, the integrals were performed by expanding exp(-jkR) by taking out

exp(-jkr), and leaving exp[-jk(R - r)] for more rapid convergence as in

[13]. This method is numerically efficient as well as accurate.

Figures 7 and 8 give E as a function of z and y, respectively, forz

a thin ribbon which was chosen so that the exact results in closed form

for the sinusoidal triangle [14] might be used. Comparisons in all cases

were done with numerical integration with extremely good results. Note the

smoothness of the results near the end of the ribbon for the exponential

spline. The physical fieli from a thin ribbon is unknown, but it is not

like that resulting from the uniform or sinusoidal triangle currents.

Figures 9 and 10 show E as a function of z and y, respectively,z

for a square patch such as might be used as an expansion functicr. Note

u~scontinuities near the edge of the patch. Expanded scales near the edge

of the patch are used in Figures 11 and 12 for E as a function of z and
z

yv, respectively. Results of E may be found in the thesis.
V
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Figure 7. E z',along the z-axis for a thin ribbon by expanding in

powers of (R - r) with x/' = 0.0, v/ = 0.0, b/ = 0.05,
a/b =0.001, and n =0.5.
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powers of (R - r) with x/)' = 0.0, z/ = 0.0, b/\ 0.0,
a/b = 0.001, and n =0.5.
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The field from various current distributions on rectangular patches

may be computed accurately and efficiently by the techniques given above.

The choice of basis function for use in a moment method computation is

still not fixed but certainly some function which would produce fields

which are physically alike would seem appropriate.
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ABSTRACT

We give a simple, closed-form, approximate solution for the transmission

coefficient of a normally incident electromagnetic plane wave through a

screen made of periodic metal grids (inductive screen), or made of metal

plates (the complementary capacitive screen). E-plicit formulas are also

presented for cascading screens and dielectric slabs. 1hen compared with

the exact solution, our approximate simple formulas show good numerical

accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper studies the transmission of electromagnetic waves through

a thin screen made of periodic grids or plates shown in Figure 1. Such a

screen finds application in diverse areas; it may be used as an antenna

radome [1] - [51, as a microwave frequency selective surface [6] - [9],

as a laser mirror [10] - [16], as a solar filter [17] - [20], and as an

artificial dielectric [21] - [22]. Under the assumptions that the incident

field is a plane wave and that the screen is of infinite size, the present

transmission problem can be solved rigorously by the standard mode-matching

technique [1] - [3], [19]. Unfortunately, the solution is contained in an

infinitely large matrix equation, which must be truncated and inverted

numerically with the aid of a computer. Hence, it is desirable to develop

a simple closed-form solution to the transmission problem. Not only _oes

the simple solution eliminate the need for a complex computer progr-m, it

also gives the explicit functional dependence of various design parameters,

and allows one to isolate the "cause" and "effect."

Simple formulas for the transmission/reflection coefficient through

the screen in Figure I have been reported in the literature. The earliest

one was given by MacFarlane in 1946 [23]. Two of the most popular and use-

ful formulas are given by Chen [3] and Ulrich [15]. Comparatively speaking,

Chen's formula is more accurate while Ulrich's formula is simpler. In the

present paper, we present a refined version which combines the merits

of both Chen's and Jlrich's formulas. Furthermore, by using a scattering

matrix approach, we extend the formula to cover the case of cascading several

screens, which can be the screens shown in Figure 1, or dielectric slabs.
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As expected, our simple formula has the following limitations:

(i) The accuracy of the power transmission coefficient is within about

5% for most cases of practical interest. (ii) The formula is valid only

when the incident direction of the plane wave is normal to the screen and

the periodicity of the cells in the screen is less than one wavelength.

(iii) When cascading, the separation between screens/dielectric slabs

cannot be very small.
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II. SINGLE SCREEN WITH ZERO THICKNESS

Let us consider the scattering problem sketched in Figure 1. The

incident field from the lower half space is given by

•i ^ -jkz

E (r) = u e , for z < 0 (1)

where the time factor exp(+jwt) has been suppressed, and k = 27 = /c is the

wavenumber. The unitary vector u satisfies the relation u • u = 1 and

u z = 0. It specifies the polarization of the incident field, e.g.,

u = x for a linearly polarized field, and u = 'x ± jy)/v for a circularly

polarized field. The screen is made of metal periodic grids/plates, and

it can be either of the following two types:

(i) Inductive screen (Figure 2a), which reflects at low frequencies

and transmits at high frequencies (high-pass screen).

(ii) Capacitive screen (Figure 2b), which transmits at low

frequencies and reflects at high frequencies (low pass

screen).

Because of the periodic nature of the problem, we may represent the

scattered field by a double Fourier series (Floquent space harmonics),

namely, ' -jzjypqz

u Te + u L T Q (x,y) e , for z > 0

E(r) = (2)
•jk +jy pq Z

u Re+jkz + u R 0 (x,y) e for z < 0
p q Pq'Pq

The double summations in (2) are over the range

p,q = 0, _, t2, ... , except p = q = 0
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They represent the so-called "grating lobes." The transverse variation

of the (p,q)th grating lobe is

Q (x,y) = exp[-j a (px + qy)]
pq a

and its propagation constant is

2 27 2 2 2 1/2
S[k - (a_) (p + q2)pq a

Throughout this paper, we assume that the spacing a is small so that

(a/,',) < 1i (3)

Hence, iy pq are all negative imaginary, and the fields of the grating
pq

lobes decay exponentially away from the screen. Thus, under condition (3),

the quantities of practical interest are the transmission coefficient T

and the (voltage) reflection coefficient R of the main beam. Their deter-

minations are discussed below.

Circuit model. As long as the screen has zero thickness, (7 = 0 in

Figure 1) the scattering problem in Figure 1 can be exactly replaced by an

equivalent transmission line problem sketched in Figure 3. The screen is

described by a normalized shunt admittance 2Y. From the transmission line

theory, it is a simple matter to show that

1
T = 1 + (4a)

R i (lIY) = T - 1 (4b)

which applies equally to the inductive (Figure 2a) and capacitive

(Figure 2b) screens. From the Babinet principle [24], the coefficients
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of these two complementary screens are related as follows:

Tca p =-Rind  , Rcap -Tin d  (5)

From here on, we concentrate on the inductive screen. Let us write the

coefficients in polar form

Tind = 1Tindl e , Rind = IRind e (6a)

Because of the conservation of energy

jT! 2  + IRI = 1 (7)

and the fact Yind -JIYindI, it may be shown that

cos eI = T , 0 < 1 < (7/2) (6b)

2 = 1 + (7T/2) (7/2) <2 -< (6c)

As a check, for c 0 in Figure 2a (a perfect conducting plane), we have

from (8) that 91 = 1/2 and a2 = r, as expected.

Approximate formulas for admittance. The scattering problem in

Figure 1 can be formulated exactly in terms of an infinite set of linear

equations [11 - [3]. After truncating the infinite set of equations at

a large finite number (say 50), it may be numerically solved with the aid

of a computer. We call such a solution the "exact solution." By matching

the extensive data that we have generated from the exact solution, the

following approximate formula for the admittance is obtained:

[ la. 2

Y.=d j)(3- 1 ) , (LZLO) (8a)ind cap Zn csc( a

m~lmu ilnln lllllm-a)
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where

a = (1 - 0.41 -)l(a/X) , 6 = (a - c)/2 (8b)a

Note that Yind depends only on two parameters: a/X and c/a, and it is

independent of the polarization parameter u. The particular functional

form in (8) is inspired by the work of Ulrich [15]. It is interesting

to note that a total transmission (Yind - 0 and Tin d = 1) occurs at

a = . - 0.41(6) (9)

A a

For most practical screens, (6/a) < 0.3. Hence, total transmission occurs

when a is slightly less than one wavelength.

Other formulas in the literature. Based on Marcuvitz's solution [26]

for a one-dimensional periodic grid, Ulrich [153* presents an approximate

formula for Y namely,"ind'

Yid (J) - -l 1 )

Yind (-j)(S1  I (Ulrich) (lOa)
Zn csc (-11)

where

6

B (1 - 0.27 -)/(a/X) (lOb)

When compared with our formula in (8), we note the factor in the square

bracket in (8a) is absent in (1Oa), and 3 in (8b) is slightly different

from 3i in (10b). Another approximate formula is given by Chen [31, namely,

*A factor 2 in the denominator is missed in Eq. (13) of [15].
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find j X2 - 1 FcosT~ 'a _____)___

a 1 a

7 ci n 2)1A2 TL i (Chen)

aL

In references [7], (8], Arnaud, Pelow, and Anderson give a formula similar

to Ulrich's, namely,*

Yind _ (-J) 1 , (APA) (12)

2() Zn[csc(7--)]
X a

The argument of the cosecant function in (12) differs from that in (10a)

by a factor of 2.

Numerical results. Results for the transmission coefficient T as a

function of a/A for an inductive screen with zero thickness is presented in

Figures 4 to 7. The "exact" solution is the numerical solution based on the

analysis of [] - [3]. Four approximate solutions are calculated from (4a)

with Y given in (8a), (10a), (11), or (12). We note that for (c/a) > 0.7,

both LZLO's and Chen's solutions have good accuracy. For (c/a) < 0.7

(small aperture size), all simple formulas are no longer reliable.

*Equations (1) and (2) of [7] contain misprints. Our Eq. (12) above

is obtrin-! from Fos. (M) and (12) of [8].
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III. SINGLE INDUCTIVE SCREEN WITH FINITE THICKNESS

All of the formulas in Section II apply to an inductive or capacitive

screen with zero thickness (T = 0 in Figure 1). When the thickness is not

zero, the aperture section of an inductive screen may be considered as

a square waveguide. The dominant mode in the waveguide is the TEl0

mode whose propagation constant is

+k - (i/c)2  if c > 0.5A

r = (13)

-jv(i/c) - k if c < 0.5X

Based on one-mode approximation for the aperture field, Chen [31 found

an approximate formula for the transmission coefficient of a thick

inductive screen*, namely,

T thc -e3 jkit 1 (14a)
thick + Yind - Z tan(FT/2) 1 + Yind - Z cot(FT/2)

where

2a2
Z j(8')(-)(r/k) (14b)

For numerical calculations,. Y given in (8) and (11) are used in (14).
ind

The results are presented in Figures 8 to 10. We note that (14) is fairly

accurate. Two remarks about the thickness effect can be made:

*The exponential factor in (14) is missed in Eq. (7) of [3].
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(i) When the TE mode in the square waveguide section of the screen

is below cutoff (c < 0.5X), (14a) is approximately equivalent to

T ej (k-F)t(5
Tthick Tthin (15)

or

IT/ 5. ~ (~2-1 dB . 16)ITthick Tthin -54.6 2c

The numerical data in Table I demonstrate the accuracy of (16). It is

observed from (15) and (16) that, when c < 0.5X, the thickness effect

introduces the TE10 mode attentuation in the transmission coefficient.

(ii) When c > 0.5X, the total transmission (T = 1) of a thick screen

occurs at a lower frequency than that of a thin screen. As an example, for

c/a = 0.7, the total transmission of a thin screen occurs at a/X = 0.94,

which may be calculated from (9) or observed from the numerical curve in

Figure 10. For the same screen with a finite thickness T = 0.2a, the total

transmission occurs at a/k = 0.85.

As a final remark, the formulas in (14) - (16) are applicable to an

inductive screen, but not to a capacitive screen. In fact, when the screen

is thick, relations in (4b), (5), and (6) are no longer valid.



TABLE I.

Ratio of IT thic /T thi 12

aIX C/A tr/X jExact From (14) From (16)

0.3 0.21 0.06 -7.5 dB -7.5 dB -7.1 dB

0.3 0.24 0.06 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0

0.7 j0.49 0.14 -1.28 -1.25 -1.6
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IV. CASCADING SCREENS AND DIELECTRIC SLABS

In practical applications, we often cascade metal screens and dielectric

slabs in order to obtain the desired transmission characteristics and/or

mechanical strength. In this section, we provide a formula for calculating

the transmission through such a cascade structure.

As sketched in Figure i, let us assume that there are N (possibly

different) sheets in cascading. For a typical nth sheet, its reference

plane is located at z = d + d 2 + ... + d With respect to this

reference plane, the sheet is symmetrical and its (transmission, reflection)

coefficients are denoted by (T n,Rn). If the sheet is a metal screen (inductive,

or capacitive), we may calculate its coefficient by the simple formulas

in Sections II and III. If the sheet is a dielectric slab (Figure 12), its

coefficients are given by the well-known expressions,

T - (1 - r 2 ) eJ(k-k')T (17a)n 112ae

1 - r exp(-j2k'T)

R n r[l - exp(-j2k'T)] jkT (17b)n 1 2 e1b

1 r exp(-j2k'r)

where k' = kv¢, E = relative dielectric constant of the slab, and

r = . (18)
1+ 7

When the slab is lossy, c has a negative imaginary part. The square root

vT should also have a negative imaginary part.

The interaction among the N sheets can be accounted for by using

the scattering matrices [26]. To be exact, the matrices are of infinite

order. In the present paper, we use the so-called "one-mode interaction."
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It means that only the main beam, not the grating lobes (the fields

represented by the double summation in (2)), is used in calculating

the interaction. This approximation is valid when the intersheet

distances (dl,d 2, .... dN-1 ) are small in terms of wavelength. As

shown later by numerical example, good accuracy of the one-mode interaction

is maintained for a surprisingly small d .n

Using the one-mode interaction, our final results of (R,T) for the

cascading structure in Figure 11 are

T = A - (BC/D) (19a)

R = -(C/D) (19b)

The coefficients (A,B,C,D) are calculated in the following steps. First,

for each sheet, we determine a 2 x 2 scattering matrix S , where

nnTn 1 - 4)21

= n(20a)

R -j2kZnnl n 1

n n

n 1 1 +  d2 +  "'" +  dn-i n 2,3, .. , N (20b)

Then

:1 SN -1 ... 2i (21)

For the special case N = 2, (19) is simplified to become
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T = (22a)

1 - R1R 2 exp(-j2kd1)

2
T 2R, -j2kdI

R = R + 1 Ze 1  (22b)I - R1R2 exp(-j2kd1 )

We emphasize that in applying the formulas in (19) through (22), R isn

the reflection coefficient of the screen n in reference to the plane

z = dn (Figure 11), namely, the ratio of the reflected and incident

electric fields at z = d . One should not use reflection coefficients
n

which refer to other planes. Another remark concerning the present

cascading formula is in order. Within the approximation of the one-

mode interaction, the final result in (19) is independent of the relative

horizontal position of the screens. In other words, as long as the spacings

dld 2' ... are maintained in Figure 11, (19) remains valid when screens

are slid or rotated in their respective horizontal planes. In practical

applications, sliding or rotating may be used for the suppression of

higher-order space harmonics and/or the cross polarization.

Double Screen. Figures 13 to 15 show the transmission coefficients

of a double inductive screen with interscreen spacing d = a, 0.5a,

and 0.2a. We note that the present "one-mode" formula in (22) is accurate

only when d > 0.5a. It is interesting to note that in both Figures 13

and 14, the transmission curves have a second peak at a frequency lower

than the usual peak at a \ X as predicted by (9). This peak at the lower

frequency can be predicted by the relation

Arg.[R1 R2 exp(-j2kdl)] = 2n7 , n = 0,±l, (23)
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Under the condition in (23), the transmission coefficient in (22a)

becomes

TT 2

T= 1 (24)
i- JR1R2 1

which usually is a local maximum. For the example in Figure 13, this

peak occurs at a = dI = 0.423A where RI = R2 = 0.879 exp(jl51.5*),

and (23) is indeed satisfied.

Thin Double Screen Approximated by Thick Single Screen. When the

spacing dI of a double screen is small, the present "one-mode" formula

in (22) is no longer accurate, as seen from Figure 15. However, such

a double screen can be well-approximated by a single screen with its

thickness T equal to dI. This approximation holds well for a < X

(Figure 15). In conclusion, in cascading two identical screens, (22)

applies when spacing d1 is large, and the thick screen approximation

applies when d is small.

Single Screen on Dielectric Slab. The "one-mode" formula in (22)

remains reasonably accurate for spacing dI = 0.la (Figure 16).

However, it fails to predict the rapid oscillation near a A X when dI

is reduced to zero (Figure 17).

Cascading complementary screens: The two screens (both of zero

thickness) in Figure 2 are complementary, i.e., when one properly lies

on top of the other, they form an infinite screen with no perforation.

Their transmission and reflection coefficients are related in the manner

described in (4). Now, let us consider the two cascading complementary

screens. The transmission coefficient of the composite screen is obtainable

from (22a) and (5), namely,
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-TinRin (25)
T 1 + Tind Rind exp(-j2kd1 )

For given dimensions a and c, there exists a "resonance" wavelength k

IY = , when A = o (26a)

Substitution of (26a) into (4a) gives

. 0 0

Tind = 0.707e,4 5  Rind = 0.707e j l3 5  (26b)

Let us choose the spacing between the screens such that

1dI =- n n = 1,2,3,... (27)

Under the conditions in (26) and (27), we calculate T from (25) with

the result

T = , when =X 0 (28)

Thus, the composite screen has a sharp transmission peak at 0 . Based0

on the exact numerical solution, we have determined the resonance wavelength

A as a function of a and c, and the result may be presented in a simple
0

formula, i.e.,

_ 1.502 - 1.266 c (29)
A "a
0

For example, when c/a = 0.7, (29) predicts that the resonance defined in

(26) occurs at a = 0.616 'o, which agrees extremely well with the exact

solution in Figure 18. Making use of (29) in (27), we obtain the interscreen

spacing necessary for resonance:
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d 1n

a 3.004 - 2.532(c/a) n = 1,2,3,... (30)

In summary, when (29) is satisfied, a single inductive or a single

capacitive screen has a transmission coefficient Tj = 0.707

(3 dB transmission loss). When we cascade two complementary screens

whose geometry satisfies (29) and (30), the transmission coefficient

is T = 1 (total transmission). In Figure 18, we plot T of a composite

screen with c/a = 0.7, and d1 given by (30) with n = 1, 2, and 3. As

predicted by (29), total transmission occurs at a/A = 0.616. For n = 1

(smallest spacing d1 ), the resonance curve is relatively broad. For n = 3,

the curve is sharper, and has three other peaks with !T, equal to -8.5,

-1.8, and -3.8 dB.
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Figure 1. A metal screen illuminated by a normally incident plane wave.
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Figure 3. Trasmission line model for the scattering problem in Figure 1
~r~en =0.
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Multibeam antenna systems are rapidly gaining popularity;
particularly, in the satellite and spaceborned applications.
Up to now, multiple feed networks are generally the Butler
matrix type and usually have an even number of radiating

elements or beams. Lockheed Missiles & Space Company (LSC)
Space System Division (SSD) have in the past 4-5 years be~n
heavily engaged in the analysis and development of the RN
triangular E1,2,33 subarrays for multiple beam application
as well as a multiple beam design to be located at the focal
point of a Cassegrainian reflector system for an adaptive [4]
antenna system.

The original mathematical formulations of the RN2 feeding
matrix [Ij are greatly simplified in this paper to render
this work physically realizable and user oriented. A step-
by-step algebraic synthesis procedure is given to obtain the
overall RN matrix network required to form independent and
orthogonal sets of beams to occur in real space. An illustra-
tive design example of a 27 beam matrix (R=3,N=3) including
actual test result of the hardware implementation are given.

[1] J.McFarland; "Derivation of the Feeding Matrix for the 3N
2

Multiple Beam Array Family"; LVSC D522569;dated April 1978.

[2] J.McFarland; "The RN2 Multiple Beam Array Family and Beam
Forming Matrix"; E/APS International Symposium, June
1979, Seattle, Washington.

[3E W.Gee,J. cFarland; "A Generalized Algebraic Synthesis Procedure
of an RN Multibeam Matrix Network"; LMSC D714648,in preparation.

C41 G.G.Chadwick, J.CharitatW.Gee, C.C.Hung,and J.McFarland;
"Adaptive Antenna/Receiver-Processor System"; 1980
Antenna Applications Symposium, Sept 1980, Monticello,
Illinois.
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Figure I depicts the RN2 beam forming matrix, taken from the
appendix, which applies for all R and N if a solution exists.

This paper is broken into 3 sections. Section 1 is a step-by-
step algebraic procedure. Section 2 covers an example of a 27
element, 27 beam antenna under development at LMSC.

1.0 Step-by-step procedure

1.1 Choose R

R physically represents the number of input (or output)
ports of the EVo] matrix.

1.2 Choose N

N physically re resents the number of input (or output)
ports of the ET]matrix.

1.3 Determine if a Solution Exists

A solution exists if N(R+1)/2 = integer.

1.4 If a solution exists, continue. If a solution does not
exist, choose either:

" another value for N
or

" another value for R.

Keep in mind th~t the solution sought will contain RN2

elements and RN orthogonal multiple beams.

1.5 Mapping of Beam Space and Array Space

Once N and R are determined, both beam space and array
space must be mapped onto the infinite isoceles trian-
gular grid. From the procedure outlined in the appendix,
beam space and array space have been mapped for R ranging
from 2 to 5 and N ranging from 2 to 4. The results are
given by Figures 2A through JOB.

1.6 Choose Any Complete Array Set

From the array map, a complete set of array elements must
be chosen. A complete set is defined by the following
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e element names:

11, 12, 13, J. R

21, 22, 23, ... 2R

31, 32, 33, ... 3R

N2 1, N2 2, N2 3, ...N2R

The array chosen need not be contiguous, but must be a

complete array set.

1.7 Choose Any Complete Beam Set

In a similar manner, a complete set of beams are chosen
to be called the main beams of interest. A complete beam
set is defined by the following beam names:

11, 12, 13, ... iN2

21, 22, 23, ... 212

31, 32, 33, ... 3N2

Ri, R2, R3, ... R

It should be pointed out that any complete set of beams is
just as valid a set of real beams as any other. Distinctly
different sets chosen from array space obviously yield dis-
tinctly different arrays; however, such is not the case in
beam space because all complete sets in beam space are really
one in the same set of beams. That is, grating lobes exist
in beam space whether we like it or not, and in choosing one
beam contained in a complete set in beam space, one also ne-
cessarily chooses all beams with the same ij name (ij=11,12,
13,...21,22,23,...etc). Such is not the case for the array,
since array space is truncated, whereas beam space is an in-
finite series.

Thus for a given N and R, all array solutions produce beams



with the same grating lobe boundaries; that is the spatial
coverage of all array solutions is identical, although the
radiation patterns will be different in general.

1.8 Establish (m,n) Coordinates

Using the 11 element location as the origin, (mj1 ,nj )=(oo),
record the (m,n) coordinates for the 11,12,13,...1R lement
positions (read from the array space map) giving (m n ),
m,n ) .. (m n Similarly, do likwis2 forlihelkle-

me 4pCitions 2?,22,..2R; 31,32,.3;.NIN2.NR
Record (m21,n21 ), (m22 ,n22 ), .... (mN2R,nN2R).

1.9 Establish (pvq) Coordinates

Using the 11 beam position as the origin, (p ,q1 )2(0,0),
record the (p,q) coordinates for the 11,12,1,...IN beam
positions (read from the beam space map), giving (pq 1
(p q ) ...(p 2,q1N2). 2Do likewise f2 r the remaliinj'beli peitions i?,22.e.2N *% 31,329,... 3N ;...RlR2,..RN .

Record (P2 1 ,q2 1),(P22 ,q22 ),...(pRN2,qN2).

1.10 Choose (mo,no )

With respect to the physical array x,y coordinate system,
(m d ,n d ) represents the array position at which all
ph~si f~oXts are at zero nhase. This may or may not be
important to the user depending upon the application. The
coordinate of the center of gravity of the complete array
may, for example, be used for (m ,n ) as the best array
phase center.

1.11 Choose (p0 ,q0 )

With respect to the u',v' beam coordinate system,(po.u/2,qv')
represents the coordinates that correspond to the array
broadside. In other words, the relative placement of the
multiple beams are fixed with respect to one another, but
their absolute location is determined by the choice of(po0 qo0).

1.12 Comvute the 0utput Phasors

With reference to figure 1, the fixed output phasors are given



by: -(mpo+Rnq 0 ).

Each output port has a unique (m,n) coordinate; thus
given m,n,p ,q , and R (all known) the fixed output
phasors are redily calculated and the calculated value
of phase shift is inserted into the output line of the
particular (m,n) element under consideration. Carry
this out for all (m,n) elements.

1.13 Compute the Input Phasors

Again, referring to Figure 1, the fixed input phasors are
given by: -C(mop+noq).

Each input port has a unique (p,q) coordinate; thus given
p,q,m ,n , and R (all known) the fixed input phasors are
calculabie and are inserted into the input lines. Carry
this out for all (p,q) beams.

1 .14 Compute the [C21 Phasors

The output of [I(r)]l, the rth gamma matrix is given by

(r-1)[121.

The equation for Rj is given in Figure 1. These computi
values of phase shift are inserted at the output of the r
gamma matrix. Carry this out for all r, where 1:6 rL R.

1.15 Compute the I Phasors

The [Cr phasors are given by

6 OR 2R 3R ... (N-I)R]

in which
6=1 for R even,
e=2 for R odd.

The gamma matrices are all identical, hence only 0)
need be considered. Place at the output of thet

-0



lower IT] matrix the phasors

in which 1:6_: N.

The matrix is now totally characterized, mathematically;
however, it may be further simplified by collecting and
summing phasors that are common to a given line, or by
adding or subtracting a fixed phase value at any common
terminal plane.

The EVo] and [T] matrices are given by the expressions in
Figure 1. Their physical implementation may require cer-
tain input and/or output phasors that may cancel some of
the fixed phasors that are already there. Some circuit
simplification procedures are discussed in Section 2.
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2.0 Example: R=3,N=3 27 Element Array

Figures 6A and 6B depict the mapping of array space and
beam space, respectively, for the case R=3, N=3.

In accordance with step 1.6 of the previous section, a
complete array set is chosen to be the hexagonally
shaped array depicted by Figure 11A. The corresponding
beam set is chosen as being shaped identically with the
array shape (this will always be possible), and is given
by Figure 1IB.

(m ,n ) was chosen as (0,1/3) since this represents the
ceitei of gravity of the array; as such, it is the best
phase center.

(p ,q ) was also chosen as (0,1/3) since the field-of-
view 8f interest for this application was conical; con-
sequently, the best approximation to a conical field-
of-view was realized.

The (m,n) and (p,q) coordinates were calculated in ac-
cordance with the procedure given in Section 1, as well
as the input and output phasors, C4 2 ), and C-r].

Thus the entire matrix was synthesized and is summarized
by Figure 12.

The total phase shift through the matrix was checked for
all (p,q) beam positions and all (m,n) element locations,
resulting in the correct phase. It is concluded that the
procedure as outlined in this paper yields the correct
matrix for the array chosen.
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APPENDIX

THE RN2 MULTIPLE BEAM ARRAY FAMILY AND
THE BEAM FORMING MATRIX

J.L. MC FARLAND

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY, INC.
SUNNYVALE, CA.

ABSTRACT

THIS PAPER DERIVES A FAMILY OF LOSSLESS TRIANGULARLY SPACED ORTHOGONAL MULTIPLE
BEAM ARRAYS AND THE BEAM-FORMING MATRIX REQUIRED TO PHASE IT. APPRECIABLE FREEDOM
IS AVAILABLE TO THE USER IN CHOOSING THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (BEAMS) AND THE ARRAY
SHAPE.

AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF EQUAL AMPLITUDE ISOTROPIC SOURCES ARE ASSUMED TO LIE SOME-
WHERE ON AN ISOSCELES TRIANGULAR PLANAR GRID STRUCTURE. THE ELEMENTS NEED NOT BE
CONTIGUOUS. THE RESULTING ARRAY SHAPE IS CONSIDERED ARBITRARY AND NOT NECESSARILY
SINGLY CONNECTED.

ORTHOGONALITY CONDITIONS ARE IMPOSED UPON THE M ELEMENT ARRAY SO AS TO PRODUCE
M INDEPENDENT SIMULTANEOUS LOSSLESS MULTIPLE BEAMS.

THE REQUIRED ORTHOGONAL PHASE OF THE (rn,n) ELEMENT FOR THE (p,q) BEAM BECOMES:

pq = r
mq n N Rmp' + Rn'q') (1)

WHERE (m',n') (m-n , n-n ); (p',q') = (p-p ,q-q ) ; (m ,n ) = THE ARRAY COORDINATE AT
WHICH THE OUTPUT PASE FRONT OF ALL BEAM POSITIOSIS ZERO ; AND (po0 qo) = THE BEAM
PEAK COORDINATE CORRESPONDING TO THE ARRAY BROADSIDE.

PERMISSIBLE ARRAY SOLUTIONS ARE GIVEN BY

AmnA AnA(2
&- +A- I (0, *1, *2, ETC.) (2)
2NR 2N

THAT IS, THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS AND THE ARRAY SHAPE MUST BE SUCH THAT THE ARRAY CAN
BE TRANSLATED IN THE (m,n) DOMAIN REPEATEDLY BY (Am An, ), SATISFYING (2) FOR ALL
THE VALUES OF THE INTEGER I , AND THEREBY COVERING, "NL# ONCE, ALL POSSIBLE ELEMENT
LOCATIONS ON THE INFINITE TRIANGULAR GRID STRUCTURE.

THE SYNTHESIS OF THE MULTIPLE BEAM-FORMING MATRIX IS CARRIED OUT, FOR ANY R, ANY N
THAT SATISFIES (2). NUMEROUS MEMBERS OF THIS FAMILY OF MULTIPLE BEAM ARRAYS ARE
DEPICTED. A LIMITED AMOUNT OF DATA IS DISCUSSED.

This is a reprint of a paper given at a Poster Session in June 1979, IEEE/AP-S
International Symposium, at Seattle, Washington.



METHODOLOGY

* DEFINE POSTULATED BEAM SPACE AND ARRAY SPACE.

o FROM GRATING LOBE CONDITION, DERIVE REQUIRED PHASE DISTRIBUTION.

0 FROM ORTHOGONALITY, DEDUCE ARRAY MAPPING CONDITION (DISTRIBUTION OF RN2

ELEMENTS AND BEAMS).

o DEFINE THE FORM OF POSTULATED OVERALL MATRIX (UNITARY).

* DEDUCE THE FORM OF THE "REFERENCE" MATRIX BY IMPOSING DIAGONALIZATION

CONDITIONS AS THE RECEIVED WAVEFRONT PROPAGATES TOWARD THE INPUT PORTS.

9 DEDUCE THE CHANGE IN THE "REFERENCE" MATRIX REQUIRED TO ACCOMMODATE ANY

SOLUTION, I.E., DEDUCE GENERAL SOLUTION.

a ILLUSTRATE ARRAY/BEAM SOLUTIONS, DATA, AND GENERAL CIRCUIT.

COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR ARRAY ELEMENTS AND ORTHOGONAL BEAMS

(ISOCELES TRIANGULAR GRID)

V°

-2,3 0,3 2,3 -2,3 0,3 2,3

-3,2 -1,2 1,2 3,2 d '-3,2 -1,2 1,2 3,2
0 0 9 O y 0 0 0

-4,1 -2,1 0,1 2,1 4,1 1 -4,1 -21 0,1 2,1 4,1
* 0 0 &- 19 It0 0
-0 -0 0 1-5,0 -3,0 -1,0 1,0 3,0 5,0

-5,0 -3,0 -1,0 1,0 3,0 5,0

-4,-t -2,-i 0,-i 2,-i 4-] 1 -2,-i 0,-i 2,-i 4,-I

* 9 9 @0 0 - 0 0

-3,-2 -1,-2 1,-2 3,-2 -3,-2 -1,-2 1,-2 3,-2

Av'

FIG. 1 APERTURE COORDINATES FIG. 2 BEAM COORDINATES
(m,n) VALUES SHOWN (p,q) VALUES SHOWN



ORTHOGONAL MULTIPLE BEAM PHASE DISTRIBUTION FOR UNIFORMLY
ILLUMINATED ARRAY ON AN ISOCELES TRIANGULAR GRID

THE FAR-FIELD RADIATION PATTERN FOR A UNIFORMLY ILLUMINATED ARRAY OF ISOTROPIC

POINT SOUCRES IS GIVEN BY EQUATION (1)

En -j Pq jk(d u' + d v')
EPI q (u', v') = e e e Xmn Ymn N TOTAL ELEMENTS (1)

e

WHERE
Ah th

4Pqct  = PHASE OF THE mn RADIATOR THAT PRODUCES THE pq BEAM
mn

k 2 X X = FREE SPACE WAVELENGTH

d = x COORDINATE OF THE mnth RADIATOR = md (SEE FIG. 1)X x
mn

th
d = y COORDINATE OF THE mn RADIATOR = ndY'mnY

mn = VALUES OF m AND n (INTEGERS) THAT SPECIFY THE mnth ELEMENT LOCATION

ul = cos a = sinocoso, v' = cosa = sinosinox y

c0OSTULATE AN ORTHOGONAL SYSTEM OF REGULARLY SPACED MULTIPLE BEAMS IN WHICH THE
thI

PEAK OF THE pqt BEAM I'S DEFINED AS (u'p , v' pq) AND IS GIVEN BY:

= U v = qAv' (SEE FIG. 2)
uPq=p 2 pq

EQUATION (1) CAN BE REWRITTEN AS:

E pq runv. i kd x(u'-u' q) + nkdy (v'_V'p)1 (2)

FROM WHICH IT FOLLOWS THAT: r 1
q 1 mkd - p + nkd Av' q (3)

TRANSLATING THE BEAMS AND/OR APERTURE PHASE IN WHICH:

(u', v') Broadside ( AuP '' , or (p,q) Broadside = (po q o)

AND (mr, ) = APERTURE COORDINATE AT 0° PHASE FOR ALL BEAMS, THE REQUIRED PHASE

BECOMES:

4Pq = (m-o ) kd "L- (p-a0) + (n-no) kay iv (q-q) (4)
mn 0 x 2 0 0



E'' IS A FOURIER SERIES IN (u',v'), AND, THUS, IS PERIODIC

REQUIRING R = ApA/qA

Pq. = S (mp' + Rn'q')mn

WHERE S = kd Au'/2 ,Rd Av'/ [dx (Au'/2)] .1 (5)

(m',n') = (m-m0 , n-no) , (p',q') = (p-p0 ,q-q 0 )

EP q (u',v') = FOURIER SERIES IN TWO VARIABLES; THUS THE GRATING LOBE

PERIODICITY CONDITION IS:

Aoi = 2i11 , ( = 0, 1, +2, ETC.) (6)

WHERE I1 = I1 (m,n,p,q) (7)

AND O. = INTERELEMENT PHASE SHIFT

A. = CHANGE IN 0. FOR OBSERVATION POINT CHANGING FROM MAIN BEAM TO
I I

ANY GRATING LOBE

am 8ne0i. _' a Am + lo- An ,Ae. = "Of p + ao (8)
am an i 'p A A)q & qA

THUS 0e A m4 pA +  2 4n''qA = S (m&PA + R ArqA) = 2r 11, FROM (6), (9)

ANY
WHERE (&PAAqA) = (p,q) GRATING - (p,q)

LOBE MAIN
BEAM

(Am,An) = (m,n) - (m,n) FIXED
ANY REFERENCE
ELEMENT ELEMENT

THE ADJACENT GRATING LOBE DIRECTIONS ARE SHOWN IN FIGS. 3 AND 4.

Y ADJACENT

G TING

9001;d

_______MAIN

BEAMA

FIG. 3 APERTURE SPACE FIG. 4 BEAM SPACE



FROM FIGS. 3 AND 4, IT IS SEEN THAT ALONG THE LINES v' = +u'fon ":

ton ; I (SEE FIG. 3) , AND ton ;aA =v 2  (SEE FIG. 4) (10)

THUS:dy Av- A = R FROM (5) (11)
d (Au'/2) AqA  s =

GRATING LOBE PERIODICITY ESTABLISHES THE REQUIRED PHASE 0 pq
mn

I OF (9) MUST TAKE ON ALL INTEGER VALUES (±) ALONG BOTH u' AND v' , AND ALONG

THE LINES v' = u' tan . EVALUATING (9) FOR 11 = 1 , AqA = 0:

S 2" 2- (12)
aIm APA Aq = 0

I= 1

WHERE = INTEGER INDEPENDENT OF am,an, AP'aqA

SUBSTITUTING (12) INTO (9) GIVES (13):

am APA + R AnAqA = aI (13)

FROM ARRAY GEOMETRY:

(Am r.In) = 2 12 , WHERE 12 (Am,an) = : INTEGER (14)

EVALUATING (13) ALONG THE LINE v' = u' ton AND USING (11) AND (14) GIVES:

2R 12 (,am,an) aqA =il I (am, In, APA, a qA)

v= u' ton C (15)

NOW -qA I v' = u' an = N 13 (A pA'aqA)

WHERE N = FIXED PARAMETER (INTEGER)

13 = tINTEGER (16)



2 RN 13 (ApA,AqA) 12 (&,nn) = oil1 (am,, pA,A) ; (17)

HENCE c' = 2RN ; (9) BECOMES (18)

A~~A+ - I (19

2NR 2N 1 (9)

(19) MUST HOLD FOR ALL (Aman) INCLUDING (±1,:1), AND ALL (&PAAqA) ;
(19) THUS FINALLY BECOMES

L + - I , WHERE I =0,*1 ,*2,ETC. (20)2NR 2N '' " ' "

ALL GRATING LOBES ARE GIVEN BY:

qA =N Iq I aPA = NRIp (21)

WHERE I AND I ARE BOTH EVEN INTEGERS (±) OR BOTH ODD INTEGERS (*).
FOR (20) O REPRESENT THE GRATING LOBE SERIES, EITHER R OR I/1R MUST BE AN
INTEGER. BOTH CASES ARE THE SAME SOLUTION WITH p AND q INTERCHANGING
ROLES; THUS, LET R BEAN INTEGER.

FROM (18) AND (12): S (22)NR ;(2

THE REQUIRED PHASE BECOMES

mPq = n R (m'p' + R n'q') AND (Au, Av) = (2ir/NR,,r/N) , (23)

WHERE Au, Av = kd Au' , kd ,av' (24)



RN2 BEAMS IN p,q SPACE AND RN2 ELEMENTS IN m,n SPACE
COVER THE SAME LATTICE

DEFINE E..i th BEAM EVALUATED AT ith BEAM PEAK (i 1,2,3 ... ) (j1,2,3 ... ) ;

THEN THE MATRIX

[E1iJ IS AN IDENTITY (25)

WHERE E11 E12 1"-

i m (r-p)- + n (s-q)
Epq (Urs v rs) = N e 1 FOR p,q = r,s :26)

= 0 OTHERWISE

WHERE (r, s) IS ANY (p, q) CONTAINED IN THE BEAM SET.

IT FOLLOWS THAT (IN UNITS OF 7r/NR RADIAN) THE MATRIX OF PHASES:

Tp ImlT + R [q] In] T  (27)

CORRESPONDS TO A UNITARY MATRIX IN WHICH [m], [n], fpj, AND fqJ ARE COLUMN
MATRICIES FOR THE COMPLETE SETS OF (m,n) AND (p,q) COORDINATES. ALL BEAM SPACE

IS EXHAUSTED BY (20) FOR RN2 BEAMS; FURTHER, SINCE (25) IS A SQUARE MATRIX, THERE

ARE RN2 ELEMENTS IN THE ARRAY.

ALL ARRAY SPACE MUST BE EXHAUSTED BY:

+ (I = 0, *l, ±2 ...) (28)

THAT IS, THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS AND THE ARRAY SHAPE MUST BE SUCH THAT IT CAN BE

TRANSLATED IN THE (m,n) DOMAIN REPEATEDLY BY (AmAAnA) SATISFYING (28) FOR ALL
VALUES OF THE INTEGER I , AND THEREBY COVERING, ONLY ONCE , ALL POSSIBLE

ELEMENT LOCATIONS ON THE INFINITE TRIANGULAR GRID STRUCTURE.

A SOLUTION EXISTS ONLY IF :

N (R + 1) = INTEGER (30)2

THUS THE LATTICE OF THE BEAMS IN (p,q) SPACE IS IDENTICAL TO THE

LATTICE OF THE ELEMENTS IN (m,n) SPACE.



FIG. 5 FORM OF MATRIX I M

N 2BLOCKS OF R PORTS FED BY R BLOCKS OF N2 PORTS

OUTPUTS

Oil 012 01R 021 022 0 2R 031 ... 0 3R 0 N2 1.......ON 2R
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JDJ
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MATRIX TRANSFORMATION ELIMINATES mo , no, Po. q0

UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWISE, MATRICIES ARE PHASE ONLY IN UNITS OF .-z RADIANS
RN

OUTPUT 0 = (m-mo ) (p-po) + R (n-no) (q-q0 ) FOR 00 INPUTS AT 1 (31)

OUTPUTS 0 , (m ,n)

0 - - (mp0 + Rnq0)

m0 (p-po) + Rn0 (q-q ) MATRIX(MI

(OVERALL CIRCUIT)

+ (mp + Rnq)

INPUTS I

Fig. 6 (pq)

EQUIVALENT TO:

0 TERM
- 0INDEPENDENT

OF (p,q)! 1 1 -...E' I

MATRIX [M'

0 TERM

- mo (PP, + R" (q-qo) I NDEPENDENT

0_ _0_0_ 0_I OF (m,n)

S(p, q)'

WHERE OUTPUT E' = mp+ Rnq J FOR 0o 1NPUTS AT ' (32)

Fig. 7



MATRIX TRANSFORMATION CONVERTS (m,n) AND (p,q)
TO (am, An) AND (Ao, Aq) (ELIMINATES in1 1 , n ill p1.1, qll)

(33)
OUTPUT El = mp + Rnq FOR 0' INPUTS AT I'

(m 111n 1  El ?(mln)
I T t

(34I) El = (rn-rn1  p 1 +RIt(n-n, 1) q1

" m,1 1 p + Rn, 1q MATRIX M'

" (rn-rn 1) (P-P11)

" R(rr'n11) (q-qll) (p,1 q 1  -7P q)

FIG. 8

EQUIVALENT TO: (ml nl El (inn)

(rnrn1)p,1 + R (n..n, q 1  IE' TERM
E7 NEPENDENT

am -rn-rn 1  (35) OF (p,q)

An =n-n, 1  (36) MATRIX M"

Ap -P -p 1  (37)

Aq~~~~ =qq 1 (8INDEPENDENT

in11p +PRn11q OFr (n, n)

(pi I ql 1) I(p,o 4)

FIG. 91

WH ERE OUTPUT E - Am~p + Ran~q 1FOR 00 I NPUTS AT 1" (39)



THE SCATTERING MATRIX [S] OF A 2RN2 PORT JUNCTION IS OF 2 RANK 2RN2 . LET
THE FIRST RN PORTS BE CONSIDERED INPUTS, THE SECOND RN PORTS THE OUT-
PUTS.

FURTHER, POSTULATE THAT ALL INPUT PORTS ARE COMPLETELY MATCHED AND
ISOLATED FROM ONE ANOTHER IF THE OUTPUT PORTS ARE TERMINATED IN THEIR
RESPECTIVE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCES. LIKEWISE, POSTULATE THE SAME
SITUATION TO BE TRUE FOR THE OUTPUT PORTS.

FINALLY, POSTULATE THAT THE NETWORK IS LOSSLESS. IT THEN FOLLOWS THAT
THE SCATTERING MATRIX IS OF THE FORM:

O 0 .. 0
0 0 ... 0

: *. . I
0 0 _o . (30a)

MT,] 10 0 ...o0Io. .0
1. . . ...

10 . ...0

WHERE [M] AND [MT] ARE SQUARE MATRICES OF RANK RN2

SINCE [S] IS UNITARY, [M] AND [MT] ARE ALSO UNITARY.

THE REMAINING PART OF THIS PAPER IS TO DETERMINE THE MATRIX [M] AND TO
SYNTHESIZE THE NETWORK REQUIRED.

THE EQUIVALENCE OF [S] UNDER A SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION IS USED TO

SIMPLIFY THE SYNTHESIS OF THE NETWORK; i.e.

(S'] [ T [ M] (30b)

WHERE [P IS A DIAGONAL MATRIX OF PHASE SHIFTS DUE TO A CHANGE IN
TERMINAL PLANES AT WHICH THE NETWORK IS OBSERVED.



MATRIX DEFINITIONS

(ami= [a m am2 - N2 ] " [An IT = [an1  an 2  N2 1  (40)

[ami IT = [Am.11 A 2 .. a"'miR ' [anJT - [An 1 ani2 "'An iRI (41)

A.. m.. - m A - ,an q= = (0,0) (42)
,I 1 ( Am 1n 1i n )

[dm,]T - [Omj ,in6 2 ... 6nm . [& ,]J - [in OnRI (43)

im. m .. - m.1 m 6n.. =  n.. nil (6m 1 , 6n 1) = (0,0) (44)

[AprIT = [APrl r2 ..."APrN2] [AqrIT = ["qrl Aqr 2 .-AqrN2J (45)

[, IT = [a, pT , 2T ... Ap , [zAqJT = [AqlT aq 2 T..aq T (46)

' krk = Prk - " q -q l i q ; ( pll, aqjj) = (0,0) (47)

[ T [6~T
1PrI= [daPri 6pr2 6p OPN2I [,5q r I I5q 6 r2 cdq N2  (48)

6 Prk = Prk - k "6q' ; (Prl 'q rl) (0,0) (49)

I jI = [. E . 2  ... E R J , [DJ [D .1  D i2  ... D, (50)

E E.i rk [D rkj = [EI,l [D.] FOR INPUT Prk ' qrk ONLY (1



E!k D. k
I I

[E! E2k [D? = D" [E , [D'I R x R (52)

Ek DRk
I I

Ail
I

[All- [A Ai . 2 Ai 2c

[A= A! , n x N 2) (53)
S

A N

[Ai'] RESPONSE [A,] FOR INPUT p11  q1 j ONLY (514)

[Ai]l [Ail A.12 .. A.N 21 (55)

j~jm~1JN 2 Om =1~ N21l 56

am!1 m1
6n',, = n.., n (57)



FOR N AND/ORl R NOT PRIME, r-1l AND/ORl [Vol ARE
COMPOSED OF ELEMENTARY MATRICIESCM AND C

DEFINE[C:n = OVERALL MATRIX BELOW

n PORTS =MK PORTS
_ K

RANSPOSE (AU

0-

t~oo > a.

K PO RTS a uI

,TRANSPOSE I J

PICT"DRD FOR oo OR{u oo

o~~~ 6wi12/

*~ ~ ~ ~~7 ['M ,,) WILL BE INSADR OMI N RPOIE
= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~C [020n4rn6Tn..2rKI/JRD(8



[v'j THE REMAINING PART OF [V'J

SEPARATES BEAMS INTO ORTHONORMAL SETS

DEFINE BEAM SETS SUCH THAT

(pIq) 5S E (p~q) SET I + (-rI)(59)

r =1, 2,3 ... R; Ap rk = AN+ r-I, Aq~ rk- 1qIk +r-1 (60)

TH EN

Ek = Ek + (r-1) (am,. + R An..) (61)

OR

IErlk + (r-1) (6m.. + R 6n.. + (r-1) Im-m +R (n ni (62)

NOTE:

E = Am". &Pik + R an.. Aql IS INDEPENDENT OF THE BEAM SET. (63)

PLACE

(r-1) (i; - li+ R (,1- n, IAT INPUT TO V' COUPLER; (64)

SPECIFY

E + Rdn 1 T [0 2N 4N 6N ... I;VIZ., (65)

R EVEN: (d6n1 [0 2N 4N ... 2(R-1) N (66)

[ 3n;J [o 0 0 ... oJ (67)



R ODD:- [1n.0 2N 4N ... (R-1) N: N 3N 5N ... (R-2) NJ (68)

an~lf 'o00.. 0N N N ... NJ (69)

MODULO 2RN

THEN

[V.JISUNITARY ANDVDIAGONALIZES [Dfl
E E -

E E1 2 E RE

.0 0 01

I W QIAETri~ 2N 4N 2. 2(R-1) N (0
TO] L4 8N ... 4 (R-1) N (70

0 2(R-1) N ... 2 (R-i)2 NJ

0** *0

D7 D II

[Dfl LE'J[V']- DIAG D 2krrl'[kD

D Rk

WHERE

Di m! R an! dq SA EFRALST Q 1,..R)(2
ii1k +R jkSAERALTS(m2.R)7)



[~0  ~ ,THE REMAINING PART OF [,y(r)J IS INDEPENDENT OF THE SET

SINCE A.= D.. IT FOLLOWS THAT (73)

[A.( )] 6p [ 6m!jT+ R [dq.] [ 6n! ]T 17L4)

A A 2  Aik am + R~n
1' j2 6lai qk (75) IJN

[T] [T]I..T

II2 1:8 I'

FIG. I1I POSTULATED FORM OF TH4E [/0( )] Timix
N PORTS WHERE [ri IS THE UNITARY MATRIX:

0 0 0 0 ... 0

T20 2R 4R 6R.. 2(N-1) R

[TI T T3  0 4R 8R 12R.. 4(N-1) R (76)

TNJ 0 2(N-1) R 4(N-1) R 6(N-1) R 2(N-1) 2 R

AND xy ARE FIXED PHASE SHIFTS



MATRIX FORM OF [yo ) CIRCUIT

IT CAN BE SHOWN THAT [A ] FOR THE POSTULATED CIRCUIT IS:

(A* []. F] + [FIT + tLH (77)

WHERE al i

Ti Ti T,
T2~~ T 1.. I T 22i

[Fl ='_.J.....,AN N2 x N2 MATRIX; (78)

T N T N 1 ITN

Tn

[Tj n AN NxN MATRIX; i.&n~gN (79)

[T] - [ 2R (n-i1) 41t (n-I) 61t (n-i). 2R (N-i) (n-i)] Ix N MATRIX (80)

1i1 121 IN

)-4 
21 1 22 * I 2N ,AN N 2 x N2 MATRIX; (81)

Ni1  N2 i ** NN

xy ,

xx xy xy



THE "REFERENCE" SOLUTION IS DEFINED

EQUATING EXPRESSIONS FOR [A.() YIELDS

[Pi [miT] + [R6 n,] [dq ]T]T = [F] + [F]T + [L ,(83)

SUGGESTING THAT, TO WITHIN AN ADDITIVE MATRIX OF FORM [U:]

[6p. = R6n: 1] , 6d] q m] INDEPENDENT OF iAND j (84)

FROM NUMERICAL VALUES OF [F] AND [L] ,A SOLUTION IS:

R EVEN OR ODD

-NLMNSTYPICAL (85)
T [0 1

apil .. 0 0'R R R ... R R 211 211 ... ' (N-1) R (N-1) R.(N-1)R

[6n]T=[ oFOR ALL i (86)

16ml= 2 4 6 ... (2N-2) 1 3 5 7 ... (2N-1) '24 6 8.. 2N..

:(-)(N+1) (N+3) (N+i5) .. 3-) FOR ALL i (87)

FOR R ODD : [qj] I [am i]T FOR ALL i AND J(88)

T 
I

FOR R EVEN: [6q. [0 2 4 6..(2N-2) 0 2 4 6 ... (2N-2) 0.i 2 4 6

(2N-2)] (89)

FOR ALL

WHERE

FOR R EVEN Axy R (x-1) (y-1) ,FOR R ODD X xy= 2R (x-1) (y-l1) (90)

DEFINE THIS SOLUTION AS THE "REFERENCE."

THE TOTAL MATRIX [&P] [AImjT + R [aq] [,In] T IS UNITARY .(91)



THE MODIFIED REFERENCE MATRIX PRODUCES ALL SOLUTIONS

DEFINE (m,n) AND (p,q) AS ELEMENT/BEAM COORDINATES OF REFERENCE SOLUTION RELATIVE

TO SOME ARBITRARY ORIGIN. (mA,nA) AND (pA,qA) CORRESPOND TO ANY OTHER SOLUTION.

ALL SOLUTIONS ARE GIVEN BY THE PAIR OF EQUATIONS:

' mA AriA
NR+ AN 1 (0, *1, -2, ETC.)2NR 2N '

(92)
±PA + AqA =
2NR 2N 2 (0, *1, , 2, ETC.)

IN WHICH

(mA,nA) = (m,n) + (&mAanA) (93)

(pA,qA) = (p,q) + (APAAqA) (94)

IT IS EASY TO SHOW THAT THE NECESSARY CHANGE IN THE REFERENCE MATRIX TO ACCOMMO-
DATE ANY SOLUTION IS GIVEN BY ADDING AT THE OUTPUT:

AmA (P11-Po) + RanA (q1llqo) (95)

AND ADDING AT THE INPUT:

',PA (m I 1 -mo) + RAqA (nI -no) (96)

THE GENERAL SOLUTION IS GIVEN BY ADDING ALL INPUT AND OUTPUT PHASES TO BECOME

(THE SUBSCRIPT A IS NOW DROPPED) :

OUTPUT: m (P11 -po) + Rn (q 1 1-qo) - (m1llp I + R nllq1 1 ) (97)

INPUT: p (m,,-mo) + Rq (nll-no) + (m0 po + R noq o ) (98)

ONE IS FREE TO CHOOSE ORIGINS IN BOTH THE (m,n) AND (p,q) DOMAINS SEPARATELY AND
ARBITRARILY. (m,n) AND (p,q) REFER TO ANY SOLUTION.



FIG. 12 (Am, An)COORDINATES FORN -2, R -3

ANY COMPLETE SET
FORMS AN ORTHOGONAL ALSOUINSASF

SYSEMA + -2A- INTEGER()

SET: 11 12 13 ... IR ..
21 22 23 ... 2R ,.'
31 32 33... 3R '

41 42 43 ...411

/...... ..... ..

2 22
N1N2.lima,

It .4 . O. 1 /

"REFERENCE". /

...........

............ . .. . .. .. .. .

.. .............................. C . . . . .o.. . .

S'. . . . . . . . . ..

.................. ............

.. .. . ...... .. . . .
. ...... .........

S . ....................... ......

... ~ .......

SOME COMPLETE SETS DEPICTED



FIG. 13 (Ap,Aq) COORDINATES FOR N "29 R "3

ANY COMPLETE SET
FORMS AN ORTHOGONAL ALL SOLUTIONS SATISFY
SYSTEM

SET: 11 12 13 14 ... I N aPA1 TGE ~

31 32 33 34. 3N 2

.. .. -.....

IC E. . ......I /..... .\SOLUTIO

. ....... ..
.... . . .

. . . .. . ... ... .

SOME ~ ~ ~ # COPLTESESDE- :E



FIG. 14 EXAMPLES OF THE RN 2 FAM ILY THAT ARE DIAMOND-,
PENTAGON-, OR HEXAGON-SHAPED

7', ON

~~/7

.i . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ..

... . . . . .. . . .:< A ~ - :*- * ! ~ ..

.. . . . .F T7 *7.
.. ... . . 4 '4. . *.. . * 44

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ * , ., / * , * . . .. ~*AAF A *\,i 3 .Al N ,4*p'*~~'*'PA
1

'/,'*~ A ' /~~.



FI G. 15 EXAMPLES OF ORTHOGONAL RNMULTI PLE BEAM ARRAYS (R -3, N "2)

I < ~, 0 0 .

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0a

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 W

0

oa 0 0

FI G. 16 MULTIPLE-BEAM CYLINDRICAL ARRAYS FORMED FROM PLANAR ARRAYS
US ING THE RN2 FAM ILY

I i

ak.- a a



F IG. 17 TY P ICA LA NTENNA PATTERN FO R H EXA GON A RRA Y (R 3, N 4)

0

-10

-20

S-30

-40

-50

-601
-90 THETA CUT 90

NOTE: 48 ELEMENTS AT 100 MHZ



FIG. 18 CROSSOVER LEVEL BETWEEN THREE BEAMS FOR DIAMOND-,

PENTAGON-, OR HEXAGON-SHAPED ARRAYS

6.55 N (-)E.2

6.50- 20

6.45 NI

6.40 *I

N -(R-1) +1 EL~.-9-6 PHASE: REF:
6.35- 2 OF LONGEST HORIZONTAL ARRAY

6.30 -3

6.25- 4

6.10-+ sin (Ru -vJ sin[ NTI(u +v)

5.85 V s[in1u] sijn 7 [u +

5.800 sin t ( u + ] si N u -V

5.65- NR2=

5.90 - 2-

si N R Iusn R-1
55 5 + I I ]_ I. ~ I.

2.8 3i u 5i 6u

5.75 Epq ~~~( )= oup v v



FIG, 19 CROSSOVER LEVEL BETWEEN TWO BEAMS FOR DAOD.PENTAGON-. OR HEXAGON-.SHAPED ARRAYS

4.7 U' PLANE
DIAGONAL PLANEaa

- -- - - - - - - - R

4.

AS MPOT 3.22D

3.

2 4 56 74
4(N)
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WITH NO LOSS IN GENERALITY, DEFINE ORIGINS IN THE (m,n) DOMAIN AND

(p,q) DOMAIN SUCH THAT

(mll,n)1 1 )=(O,O) and (99)

(p 1 1 ,q 1 1 )=(OO)" (1oo)

MOREOVER, CONSTANT PHASE TERMS IN (97) AND (98) MAY BE IGNORED. (97)
AND (98) BECOME, IN VIEW OF (99) AND (100):

ZOUTPUT PHASORS= -(mpo+Rnq 0 ) (101)

Z INPUT PHASORS= -(m0p+Rn0 q) (102)

THUS, FIGURE 20 GIVES THE MATRIX FOR ANY SOLUTION. IF N AND/OR R IS
NOT A PRIME NUMBER, THE CIRCUIT FOR [T] AND/OR CVj IS GIVEN BY USING
THE MATRIX DECOMPOSITION, REITERATIVELY IF NECESSARY, GIVEN BY FIGURE
20A, UNTIL M AND K ARE PRIME NUMBERS.

IF IS WORTHWHILE MENTIONING THAT, ONCE A SOLUTION FOR THE OVERALL
MATRIX IS OBTAINED, THE MATRIX MAY BE USED BACKWARDS BY SIMPLY IN-
TERPRETING (m,n) AS (p,q) AND VICE VERSA. THE ROLES OF (mo,n ) AND
(p ,q ) ALSO INTERCHANGE IN THE :ROCESS, AS WELL AS (m ,n0 )'AND
(P0 , 1). IN OTHER WORDS, THE INPUTS AND OUTPUTS MAY NTERCHANGE
ROiS, lESU]TING IN ANOTHER 2 EMBODIMENT OF THE OVERALL MATRIX: R
BLOCKS OF N PORTS FED BY N BLOCKS OF R PORTS (AS OPPOSED TO THE
CONFIGURATION OF FIGURE 5). THIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT FOR A GIVEN
DESIGN OF THE MATRIX, IT MAY BE SIMPLY FLIPPED OVER AND YIELD IDEN-
TICAL RESULTS; IT IS RATHER TO SAY THAT, BY APPROPRIATE INTERPRETATION
OF THE INTERCHANGING OF (m,n) AND (p,q) ROLES, IT CAN BE MADE TO YIELD
IDENTICAL RESULTS.



EXAMPLES AND PROCEDURE OUTLINED

FOR A GIVEN N AND R SATISFYING (30), THE REFERENCE SOLUTION MAY BE
USED TO GENERATE AN INFINITE GRID OF ELEMENT COORDINATES FROM WHICH
ANY COMPLETE SET OF ELEMENTS MAY BE CHOSEN. LIKEWISE FOR THE BEAM
COORDINATES.

FOR EXAMPLE, PLACING EISE NT 11 AT THE ORIGIN, USING (43) AND (44),
TOGETHER WITH (66) THROUGH (69), ELEMENTS 1i,12,13,...IR ARE GIVEN
BYz

(R EVEN): (0,0),(2NO),(4N,O),(6N,O),... (R-1)2N,0J

(R ODD) (O,O),(2N,O),(4N,O),(6NpO)p **.[(R-l)N,O]l(N,N), (3N,N), (SN,N), ... [(R-2)N, ]

NOW, USING (86) AND (87), ELEMENTS 21,22,23,...2R ARE THE SAME AS
11,12,13,...IR BUT TRANSLATED BY (2,0).

FOR I6N, THE 11,12, ...IR ELEMENTS ARE THE SAME AS FOR I=l BUT
TRANSLATED BY [2(I-),0].

FOR I RANGING FROM 1 TO N, DEFINE THESE ELEMENTS AS SUBSET 1.

SUBSET 2 IS IDENTICAL TO SUBSET 1 BUT TRANSLATED BY (1,1), SUBSET 3
IS THE SANE AS SUBSET 1 BUT TRANSLATED BY (2,2), AND SO ON UP TO AND
INCLUDING SUBSET N, WHICH IS THE SAME AS SUBSET 1 BUT TRANSLATED BY[(N-1), (N-1)] .

THE COMPLETE SET OF ALL ELEMENTS IS THE UNION OF ALL N SUBSETS.

NOW USING THE DEFINITIONS OF (48) AND (49), (43) AND (44) WITH
EQUATIONS (84) THROUGH (89), THE BEAM COORDINATES 11,12,13,...iN
ARE GIVEN BY

(o,o),(o,2),(o,4),...[O02(N-1)] for R=EVEN OR ODD

FOR N-JA2N, THE 1J BEAM COORDINATES ARE THE SAME AS THOSE GIVEN ABOVE
EXCEPT TRANSLATED BY (R,1) FOR R ODD OR BY (R,O) FOR R EVEN.

FOR (n-l)N J -nN WHERE n&N, THE IJ BEAM COORDINATES ARE THE SAME AS
FOR 11,12 ... 1N EXCEPT TRANSLATED BY E(n-1)R,n-. FOR R ODD OR
[(n-l)ROj FOR R EVEN.

DEFINE THE UNION OF ALL OF THE ABOVE BEAM COORDINATES AS SUBSET 1.
BEAM SUBSET r, WHERE 1 r R, IS GIVEN BY (59) BY TRANSLATING SUBSET 1
BY (r-l,r-1). THE UNION OF ALL R SUBSETS FORMS THE COMPLETE BEAM
SET.



ALL ARRAY SPACE OR ALL BEAM SPACE ON THE INFINITE TRIANGULAR GRID
IS THEN EXHAUSTED (USED) BY APPLYING (92) TO THE COMPLETE SET
DEFINING THE REFERENCE SOLUTION. FOR EXAMPLE, BY TRANSLATING THE
REFERENCE SOLUTION COMPLETE SET BY (2NRI ,2NI ) WHERE I AND 12
TAKE ON ALL + INTEGER VALUES, HALF OF SPACE I EXHAUSTEd; THE
REMAINING HALF SPACE IS COVERED BY TRANSLATING THE PREVIOUS HALF
SPACE BY (NR,N).

ONCE ALL ARRAY SPACE HAS BEEN "MAPPED" ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE
PROCEDURE, ONE IS FREE TO CHOOSE ANY COMPLETE SET FROM THE EX-
ISTING COORDINATE POSITIONS. THE FACT THAT THE "REFERENCE"
SOLUTION WAS USED TO MAP THE SPACE IS OF NO FURTHER CONSEQUENCE.
FIGURES 12 AND 13 ARE EXAMPLES FOR R=3,N=2. SOME COMPLETE SETS
ARE DEPICTED SHADED.

DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT SETS CHOSEN ?ROM ARRAY SPACE OBVIOUSLY YIELD
DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT ARRAYS; HOWEVER, SUCH IS NOT THE CASE IN BEAM
SPACE BECAUSE ALL COMPLETE SETS IN BEAM SPACE ARE REALLY ONE IN THE
SAME SET OF BEAMS. THAT IS, GRATING LOBES EXIST IN BEAM SPACE WHETHER
WE LIKE IT OR NOT, AND IN CHOOSING ONE BEAM CONTAINED IN A COMPLETE
SET IN BEAM SPACE, ONE ALSO NECESSARILY CHOOSES ALL BEAMS WITH THE
SAME ij NAME (ij=t1,12,13,...,21,22,23,...etc). SUCH IS NOT THE CASE
FOR THE ARRAY, SINCE ARRAY SPACE IS TRUNCATED, WHEREAS BEAM SPACE IS
AN INFINITE SERIES.

THUS FOR A GIVEN N AND R, ALL ARRAY SOLUTIONS PRODUCE BEAMS WITH THE
SAME GRATING LOBE BOUNDARIES; THAT IS THE SPATIAL COVERAGE OF ALL
ARRAY SOLUTIONS IS IDENTICAL, ALTHOUGH TE RADIATION PATTERNS WILL
BE DIFFERENT IN GENERAL.



PROCEDURE

1. CHOOSE R.
2. CHOOSE N.
3. FORM THE INFINITE LATTICE OF (,&m,&n) COORDINATES BY THE

PROCEDURE GIVEN.
4. CHOOSE AN ORIGIN AT THE it POSITION.
5. CHOOSE ANY COMPLETE SET OF ELEMENT LOCATIONS.
6. CHOOSE (m ,n, THE APERTURE COORDINATE AT WHICH ALL MULTIPLE

BEAM PHASE FRONTS HAS ZERO PHASE.
7. FORM THE INFINITE LATTICE OF (Ap,Aq) COORDINATES BY THE

PROCEDURE GIVEN.
8. CHOOSE AN ORIGIN AT THE 11 POSITION.
9. CHOOSE (p ,q ), THE (p,q) COORDINATE CORRESPONDING TO BROAD-

SIDE TO TfE RRRAY.
10. LABEL (p,q) COORDINATES AT INPUT.
it. LABEL (m,n) COORDINATES AT OUTPUT.
12. COMPUTE THE OUTPUT PHASE SHIFTS OF FIGURE 20: -(mp +Rnq^)
13. COMPUTE THE INPUT PHASE SHIFTS OF FIGURE 20: -(mopRnoq?
14. COMPUTE Cr] AND (Sm. +Rbn i]OF FIGURE 20.
15. FILL IN THE VALUES1'F ALt PHASE SHIFTS OF FIGURE 20.
16. REPLACE (T] AND EV I MATRICES BY THE NETWORK EQUIVALENTS.
17. SUM ALL PHASORS COMON TO A GIVEN LINE.
18. ADD OR SUBTRACT ANY FIXED PHASE SHIFT ALL THE WAY ACROSS THE

MATRIX AT ANY TERMINAL PLANE TO CANCEL AS MANY PHASORS AS
POSSIBLE.

19. IF PHASE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FAR-FIE.LD BEAMS IS UNIMPORTANT,
DELETE INPUT PHASE SHIFTERS -(m p+Rn q).

20. IF IT IS UNIMPORTANT AS TO WHER2 THE FAR-FIELD BEAMS ARE BIASED,
DELETE THE OUTPUT PHASE SHIFTERS -(mp 0 +Rnq 0).



OPTIMIZATION OF THE DIRECTIVITY OF A PARABOLIC REFLECTOR ANTENNA
by

Roland A. Gilbert and Y. T. Lo
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL

INTRODUCTION

Reflector antennas are perhaps the most widely used antennas in

radar, radio astronomy, satellite communications, etc. Much has been

done in the area of pattern analysis for these antennas; however, little

has been published on directive gain optimization. One of the

pioneering works in optimizing the directive gain of the parabolic

reflector antenna was done by Silver [I]. He selected a feed aperture

distribution of a particular type with one degree of freedom and

computed the gain of the antenna by varying the parameter in the feed

aperture function until the maximum gain was obtained. Not only is -his

result restricted, but his hit-and-miss searching method is very costly

for more than one degree of freedom.

In this paper, the maximum directive gain of a parabolic

reflector antenna is found in a very general way and the optimum feed

aperture distribution which maximizes the directive gain for a given

F-number and feed aperture size is then found. Also to be discussed is

the sensitivity of the optimum gain to variations in the feed aperture

distribution.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In practice, the geometrical optics approximations can generally

be applied to the analysis of the parabolic reflector antenna assuming

that the size of the reflector aperture is large in terms of the

wavelength of the signal transmitted or received. The maximum directive

gain for an aperture with equal phase is obtained when the reflector
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aperture distribution is uniform. It is a well-known problem that the

reduction of spill-over and the aperture efficiency constitute two

opposing factors in designing reflector antennas. Oftentimes, the

design of reflector antennas is based on a rule of thumb that limits the

reflector aperture illumination taper to about -10dB. Clearly a more

rigorous analytic investigation is needed.

The directive gain of the parabolic reflector antenna is

considered in the following way. A circular feed aperture of radius Q.

is placed at the focus of the reflector as shown in Figure 1. It is

assumed that the feed aperture has N degrees of freedom, or N modal

fields, available for optimization, i.e.

c?-v Qana

where

Q, (p) is the modal field which for convenience will be chosen
to be the Zernike polynomial [2] which is given by

k!

0& is a modal coefficient.

The scalar far-field of the feed whose radius is normalized to 1 becomes

Efted (xP) Zc -j Z( tsn )fd~o (2)

where

is the di3tance from the center of the feed aperture to a
point on the reflector surface; therefore R is a function
of the angle 3P as shown in Fig. 1;
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d is the radius of the feed aperture;

10 is the distance from the center of the feed to a point on
its aperture; and

Jw(°) is the m order Bessel function of the first kind.

By letting 9A = R sinP, and F = f/2A where

A is the radius of the reflector aperture;

f = M is the focal length of the reflector;

F is the F-number of the reflector; and

4. is the normalized distance of a point in the reflector
aperture from the center of the aperture, 0 < E< 1,

then the reflector aperture distribution is given by

*JS'&o re A Ma Ei

where z. is the disk depth as shown in Fig. 1. Once the reflector

aperture distribution is known, the far-field of the antenna is given by

C'.ao6F _________ 
4)

<a- WO>

where

r is the distance from the center of the reflector aperture
to an observation point in -pace;

> and < are the commonly used bra-ket notation for column and
row vectors.

There is no closed form expression for the above integral, thus the

far-field must be evaluated numerically.
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The maximum directive gain can be expressed in terms of a

Hermitian quadratic form [3]-[4]:

Ma [1Max inr _<cDa*> (5)

where

D is a semi-definite Hermitian matrix; and

B is a positive definite Hermitian matrix.

The numerator <a D a> represents the power in the axial direction of

the reflector. The denominator, <a B a*>, represents the total power

radiated by the feed of the antenna. A typical element D.. of D i3LI

given by

--- \4(e:o) Vy&=-) (6)

where

Viz J 4 Fek (kYs +4 (7)

The total power radiated by the feed is determined by summing the power

radiated by the feed over all space. Thus

<d Sc2> c(4.4~ 6e 0 (8)

A typical element Bq of B becomes

The optimum solution, a >, of (5) as given in Lo [31 is found as

follows:

5 V (e c)> (10)
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Since B is a positive definite symmetric matrix, finding B with

sufficient numerical accuracy presents no problems numerically. Once

the modal coefficients are found, then the directive gain is readily

determined.

The question of interest, now, is how sensitive is the gain of

the antenna to variations in the modal amplitude vector a*>. Obviously

this question cannot be simply answered. For a small feed aperture, the

optimum solution could be of super-gain. In that case, the solution

would be of no practical value.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The maximum directive gain, as given by Eq. (5), can be written

as

where g~X is the maximum gain factor for a given F-number and feed

aperture size and is independent of the reflector size. The gain

factors for a number of modes, F-numbers, and feed aperture sizes are

given in Table 1. Some interesting observations can be made. First,

looking at the maximum gain factors as the number of modes increases,

one sees that for about 6 or 7 modes, the gain factors are close to

their optimum values. Moreover, this is the case for a fewer number of

modes as the feed aperture becomes smaller. It is not necessary to take

too many modes. As a matter of fact, there is question as to the

accuracy of the gain factors computed for 7 or 8 modes for the case

where the feed diameter is 1.5A. The problem of super-gain occurs for a

smaller number of modes as the feed diameter decreases. Also
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interesting to note is that the optimum gain factors for a given

F-number are about the same for 6, 7, or 8 modes for different size feed

apertures.

Another observation is that the optimum gain factors for the

different F-numbers are not the same. The smaller the F-number, the

larger the optimum fain factor. Since the objective of the optimization

is to obtain a uniform reflector aperture distribution, then for a given

reflector size, the directive gain of the antenna should be similar for

various F-numbers. To show this, consider a reflector diameter of 25A

with d=3.CA and 6 modes: G =37.05 dB, Gw=. =37.32 dB, and

G =40t=37.38 dB. There is only a small difference between these

directive gains. The larger the F-number, only slightly larger is the

gain. This is expected since it is more difficult to illuminate

uniformly the reflector for a wider aperture angle y (Fig. 1).

The feed aperture distributions, reflector aperture

distributions, and associated far-field patterns are presented in

Figures 2-7 for various F-numbers, number of modes used, and feed

aperture diameters while keeping the same reflector aperture diameter of

25. For the sake of comparison, the directive gains obtained by Silver

using his cosine feed far-field pattern function are 3hown in Table 2

together with the optimum gains obtained for a 3.0) feed aperture size

using the optimization procedure above.

in Figures 8-9 is a comparison of the reflector illuminations,

and far-field patterns of the reflector of Silver's pattern function and

the optimum aperture illuminations. In Fig. 9, one can see that the

beamwidth of the 6-mode pattern is about 2.5 degrees less than Silver's.
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TABLE 2

Comparison of the maximum directive gains obtained

by Silver with the optimum directive gains for

various F-numbers.

F - 0.30 F - 0.35 F - 0.40

GSilver ' 35.91 dB GSilver' 36.57 dB G ilver = 36.84 dR

G - 37.05 dB G m 37.32 dB r - 37.38 dRmaX max max

Silver's far-field pattern has lower sidelobes than the optimum pattern;

however, it is stressed again that the optimization objective is to

obtain the maximum directive gain only.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The decision to use a given number of modes is dictated by the

ability to meet the required tolerance specifications. Figures 10-13

show the probability of the gain factors to be within 1% of the maximum

gain factor v.s. the modal amplitude error for various number of modes,

M. The data were obtained by introducing random errors uniformly

distributed in a range of + maximum percent for each element of the

modal amplitude vector. Six hundred trials were computed for each case

with a given maximum percent error and the cases in which the deviation

of the gain factors from the maximum values were within 1% of the

maximum gain factor were counted. Hence the probability of being within

1% of the maximum gain factor for a given maximum percent error in the
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modal amplitude vector is given by the ratio of the number of trials

counted above to the total number of trials. Also obtained with the

above computations, but not shown here, were the probability

distribution curves for the cases of being within 2%, 3%, etc. of the

maximum gain factor. Obviously, by relaxing the tolerance on the

directive gain, the maximum allowable error on the modal amplitudes can

be increased.

Comparing plots in Fig. 10-13, it is seen that as the size of the

feed aperture decreases, the sensitivity of the gain factor to errors in

the modal amplitude vector increases. For example, for d=3A, M=5, a 1%

maximum error in the iodal vector would give nearly 100% probability for

the directive gain to ca within 1% of its maximum value, whereas a 10%

error would reduce the probability to about 60%. Comparing the plots

for, say, M=7 d=2A in Fig. 12 to that for M:7 and d=1.5A in Fig. 13, it

is seen that with a 0.1% error in the modal amplitude vector, the

probability would reduce from about 75% to 20%. In other words, for a

given number of modes and given tolerance, the feed aperture must be

sufficiently large in order to have a good chance to keep the directive

gain within 1% of its maximum.

In order to give a physical picture of the relationship between

the maximum error in the modal amplitude vector and the feed aperture

distribution, the feed aperture distributions obtained from the modal

amplitude vectors that include the error variaticns could be plotted.

Thus an envelope of the aperture distribution would be found that

represents the maximum modal amplitude error and it would provide the

actual error bounds needed to synthesize the feed distribution. Due to
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the unavailability of computing facilities, the maximum error envelope

curve of the feed aperture distribution will not be shown here.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the maximum directive gains for parabolic

reflector antennas with various feed sizes and F-numbers were found. In

addition the sensitivity of the directive gain to variations in the

modal amplitudes was also considered for a few typical cases. Also, the

optimum feed aperture distributions along with their resulting reflector

aperture distributions and far-field patterns were presented for some of

the above cases. In order to compare these results with some known

results, the optimum directive gains obtained were compared with the

gains obtained using Silver's best gain cosine feed pattern functions.
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AN ANALYSIS OF ANNULAR, ANNULAR SECTOR, AND CIRCULAR SECTOR
MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS

J. D. Ou, W. F. Richards
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Houston
Houston, TX 77004

Y. T. Lo
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Illinois

Urbana, IL 61801

In this paper we present the results of an analysis of three types of

microstrip antenna elements, the annular, annular sector, and circular sector

microstrip antennas. The method of analysis used is the same as that which

has been reported in detail elsewhere [1,2] for the reczangular and the cir-

cular disk elements. The reader is referred to those works for a fuller

discussion of the methods used. However, a brief discussion of the salient

features of the method is included here.

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS

When the thickness of the printed circuit board from which the antenna is

made is small compared to a wavelength (on the order of a few thousandths to a

few hundredths), then the microstrip antenna can be thought of as on open cir-

cuited parallel plate waveguide. Of course, the "open circuit" is not an "ideal"

open since (once hopes) the antenna radiates. However, for such thin antennas,

as far as the 6hape of the distribution of the fields under the patch element is

concerned, the open circuit can be assumed to be an ideal open. This ideal open

is modelled as a wall of magnetic conductor joining the edge of the patch to the

ground plane thus forming a ctosed cavity. It is important to make a distinction

here, it is claimed that only the shape of the "internal" field distribution for

the cavity and that for the actual antenna are approximately the same. However,
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Figure 1. Illustrations of the ,-ic!e types of antennas analyzed which,
from top to bottom, are the annular, annular sector, and circular
sector microstrip antennas.
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the ampZ1tude, i.e., the coefficient that multiplies this distribution, differs

significantly between that for the cavity and that for the actual antenna.

The reason for the similarity in shape of the field distribution can be

explained as follows. The electric current flowing on the bottom (dielectric)

side of the patch and perpendicular to the edge of the patch must be very small

for thin antennas. It must equal the rather small current "diffracted" around

the edge of the patch that flows on the top side of the element. Thus, the cem-

ponent of magnetic field tangential to the edge of the patch must also be small.

Since the antenna is very thin, the magnetic fields everywhere in the surface

joining the patch edge to the ground plane must be small. The assumption that the

tangential component of magnetic field on that surface is zero (i.e., the intro-

duction of a magnetic wall), then, only introduces a slight error in the calcu-

lated shape of the internal field distribution.

On the other hand, that the amplitudes of the internal fields of the cavity

and the antenna must differ can be seen from the following considerations. If

(ulu-,,Z) represents a point in a cylindrical coordinate system where z is the

height of this point above the ground plane, and Tm(u,U 2 ) are the z-independent

resonant modes of the cavity, then the electric field in the cavity due to a fila-

mentary, z-independent, unit electric current at (u1 ',u2
1 ) is given by

E(U = O Z mn(ulu 2 )mn(ul' ,u 2' , (1)

m=On=O k2 - k 2
mn

where the k 's are the resonant wave numbers. Two things emerge from equationmn

(1). The first is that in the vicinity of a resonant frequency of the antenna,

all other terms in the series except for the resonant term are relatively small

and can be neglected without causing a great deal of error. The second is that

the coefficient of the r-onant term,

1

k2 -kn

- - -- - -- - m inum mn mn u
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has a magnitude that is critically dependent on the imaginary part of the

wave number, k. This parameter, of course, is

k= '¢J / " (1 j)1/2 : WV77 (l - A) (2)

where is the permeability of the dielectric and E is the permittivity of the

dielectric, and 3 is the dielectric loss tangent. Thus, although the shape

of the distribution, described approximately by the single resonant term which

varies as (nul,u2) is not strongly dependent on this imaginary part, the

amptitude is.

The imaginary part of k is proportional to the loss tangent of the dielec-

tric within the cavity. The loss tangent is equal to the reciprocal of the

quality factor, Q, of the cavity. Since the actual antenna looses power to the

radiated field and to heating of the metallic cladding of the printed circuit

board, the quality factor of the antenna is clearly much less than that of the

idealized cavity. Since the shape of the internal fields of the actual antenna

is about the same as that of the idealized cavity, the 6om of equation (1) is

sensibly retained to express the internal fields of antenna. However, the wave

number, k, must be modified in (1) since it accounts only for the power lost to

heating of the dielectric. The reciprocal relationship between cavity Q and

dielectric loss tangent clearly suggests that (1) be modified by introducing an

a,'tificiay ZoS6ty dielectric into the cavity with "effective loss tangent"

equal to the reciprical of the antenna quality factor.

The problem becomes, then, how to calculate the antenna quality factor.

In order to do this, the power loss associated with the antenna due to all

mechanisms, radiation, surface wave, and heating of the dielectric and metal

cladding must be estimated as well as the total energy stored in the antenna.

To compute the radiated power the most significant loss mechanism for a
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practical antenna, one first can think of removing the metal patch by introducing

an equivalent magnetic surface current and an electric surface current at the sur-

face between the patch edge and the ground plane, and the electric surface current

induced in the top side of the patch as illustrated in figure 2. However, the

electric surface currents are both fairly small and can be neglected for thin

antennas. The radiated fields can then be computed in terms of the remaining

magnetic current. But this magnetic current is simply the cross product of the

electric field and the patch edge normal. The dominant term of equation (1) is

used to supply the required electric field at the edge of the patch.

The power lost in the surface wave can be estimated using similar approxi-

mations as those used for finding the radiated power. However, since this loss

is so small for thin antennas, it is normally neglected.

The power lost to heating of the metal cladding can be approximated using

the usual perturbation approach, namely, by first finding the induced current

in a perfectly conducting cladding and then using these known currents to compute

the power loss in the finitely conductive metal. The power lost in the dielectric,

of course, is computed directly from the internal electric fields and the actual

dielectric loss tangent. In both of these computations, the electric field is

again assumed to be given by the dominant term of (1).

The average stored energy is approximately the energy stored in the internal

fields. The latter can be found by doubling the electric stored energy since in

the vicinity of a resonance, the energy stored in the electric and magnetic fields

are approximately the same. The electric field used in the computation of this

energy is again assumed to given by the dominant term of (1).

Thus, all required quantities to compute the antenna quality factor are now

available. But a problem seems to remain. The imaginary part of k is still

unknown since the Q and hence the effective loss tangent are not known. Then
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air metal patch

dielectric 4
electric current filament (primary source)

ground plane

is
equivalent to

air (metal patch removed)

dielectric I

ground plane

is
approximately
equivalent to

air

dielectric

ground plane

electric surface current

magnetic surface current

Figure 2. A cross-sectional view of a microstrip antenna shown with its
primary source (top), its equivalent secondary sources with the
patch removed (middle), and its approximate equivalent with the
electric currents neglected.
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the electric field computed in (1) is also unknown. THus, how can Q be determined?

The answer is simply that the unknown factor of

1

k2  k2mn

cancels out in the expression for Q since it is proportional to the tat o of the

stored energy to the total power. Said another way, the Q is dependent (approxi-

mately) only on the shape of the field distribution and not its ampZitude.

Once the Q has been determined, the k in (1) is replaced by a modified,

"effective wave number", k', given by

k' = wv'VJ (1 - i ) 11 C ( -j1
Q2Q

From the modified form of (1), the driving point and even multi-port impedance

parameters of an antenna with one or more ports can be computed. The only addi-

tional complication is the fact that the filamentary current which was assumed

to obtain (1) must now be replaced with a current distribution with a finite

surface area in order to obtain the correct inductance associated with the antenna

feed. What we did in this investigation was to assume that the current was uni-

formly distributed over a small cylindrical surface. The width of this surface,

called the "feed width", was determined empirically for a single frequency and feed

point and used with good results for all other frequencies and feed points.

Rather than present the somewhat lengthy and tedious equations which repre-

sent the detailed implementation of the procedure described above, we simply

indicate that the mn's required for the specific structures studied involved

various combinations of Bessel and Neumann functions of fractional order. All

power and energy computations were done in "closed form" except for the computation

of the radiated power which required a numerical integration.
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The normalized resonant frequencies for a variety of differently shaped

antennas are listed in tables 1-4. The parameter definitions and denormalizing

factors are given in the tables. The table is useful because a large number of

different shapes have identical resonant frequencies. That is, the resonant

frequency of a mode of one shape, can have the same resonant frequency of a

different mode of another shape. It is also clear from comparison between the

measured and calculated impedances that the resonant frequencies are reasonably

accurately predicted from this table although a firm conclusion is impossible

since the actual dielectric constant of the antennas and its nominal value may

not be the same.

Figures 3-5 are the Smith Chart Plots of both the measured and computed

impedanceg for some of the antennas that were measured. The antennas were con-

structed from one sixteenth inch thick, Fiberglass reinforced, PTFE printed

circuit board with a nominal dielectric constant of 2.55. The measurements

were made on an automated network analyzer at Harry Diamond Laboratory without

the benefit of a large ground plane and an anechoic chamber. Nevertheless, the

predicted and measured results agree quite well and confirms our expectation

that the method used in the aforementioned references works equally well for

these classes of antennas.

Since at least some of these antennas have already found application, a

method of analyzing them is needed. We believe that the results show that this

method provides an accurage solution to the problem for such thin antennas.
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Table 1. The normalized resonant frequencies of disk and circular se'.tor
microstrip antennas.

.0 ..#2a/22.5

n-0} P-1 n.1,1P-",p-

p,2 4-3w/2.5
#.,4i/3 p.3

P-2 p-2

p-3 P-4
P-1 - P3 0 0

0 0. 1. 2 2.5

1 0 1-1i6j. 1 . 8k.U1J. 2, 605" 3.05424 1.61230
2 3.8317o 4.604,22 5.111h-3 6.02929 € 6.7n612 7.36701

3 7.01559 7.78989 3.53631 9.26139 9.6q 46 10.663S6
4 10.17347 10.94994 11. 0601 12,.4526 13. 17017 ,381.8 16

Table 2. The normalized resonant frequencies of disk and circular sector
microstrip antennas.

#" -/,3 *-w/-,5sz ' .,.
P 1 p- p,,

4-2v/ P2 4-3w/.
P2P.3 #-3,q/4 5

*-3,/3.5 P-3P-'3 P- #,, , -41/h.5

S-1/3.5 /

4-4-,/3 C. p,5 P-5

P,-4 *.51"/3.5

G1 (-5 @ 4-3/2 4-61/4 .5

P'6 6-7W/ T s-7w,/k.5

P-7 p-7

0-7 P-8 4. /4.5

V 3 3.5 4 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4.20119 4 -762 19 -- 5.317S4 5.86841
2 8,01s23 8.65312 9.28239 _ .9o0430
3 11.34529 12.01825 ,2.68191 11.11792

k lh.Sasa5 15,27407 15.9610 16.6179

For both tables, the modal fields are proportional to J (krp) cos(ms). The
denormalizing factor is c/(27ra,'- ) where c is the relative permittivity,
c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and a iE the radius of the antenna. The
parameter, v = n for the circular disk and v = p7/0 for the sectoral antenna
where $o is the sectoral angle and kmp is the resonaRt wave number.
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Table 3. The normalized resonant frequencies of annular and annular
sector microstrip antennas.

n -/ '1/3
p.)l

n-O p-I (p.? "i13 -/

* -31/2
p-i

0 0.5 I .5 2

0 Ila';,' 0 .67733 1.01150 1. h6
3 ,19657 1..21820 3.28247 1. 1796 3.53129

S6 631231 6. 32257 6.3c321 6.404c __, 6.4T77

2 4 9.44442 9.4519 9.1,7133 9.50433 9 55158

-1 0 0.29463 0'53471 0.26616 I1 '16Q4

2 2A5645 2. 13356 2.76361. 2 661,0
A - t*.22309 4.21567 4.2

7
330 4.33569 4.42233

2.5 , 6. 06W7 6.111,7, 6.1l112 6.37992 6.1.3665

I 0 0.26067 o.5i362 0.75321 0.97743

2 1.63561 1.66669 1.75776 1.930233 2 0900

3 - 3 . 17884 .I)Q3I 3.2361, 3.30733 3 40667

4 4 73309 4.7P0 5. 4.3203. 4.30506

Table 4. The normalized resonant frequencies of annular and annular

sector microstrip antennas.

I 6- I7 SO 6-2,/1.

-1 159200*W/ (.4 ! 822 .6902~~1 WI/ 4.-7r/4878 9972.. p-. 0 i7/1
_ , 6. 2p- 8

p-Snf -snp-

1 .IB I. 7'2EI S ,

.1 3.9200S 4.41822 4,6930
*6.67380 6,946 14 7- InA2r

2 .68421 9.36760 9.17786

12 1.6127 2,11284 ! uflng
A * ..Z. 3.01411 1 541nl 3 PI- ss]

2.5 4.6661.3 5.00039 5.19909_________

- 6.S9744 6.0196S _________________

1 1.90 1 7652?7 1.9S49

A- 2 Z.S41 301172 3.2r,069__ __ __

3 _.3. 3.68720 1 4,06812 1ni
4_ 5.06762 5.32212 -5,47692

For both tables, the modal fields are proportional to J (k mp)N'(k b) v J'(k bN (k mp ).

The denormalizing factor is c/(2Tb'/r ). The parameter, >, is the ratio of the
r

outer radius, a, to the inner radius, b. See tables 1 and 2 for the description of
the other parameters.
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1. Abstract

An electric dipole tangent to the outer surface of a dielectric

layer which coats a metallic cylinder is considered. Exact expressions

are obtained for the electromagnetic field produced by the dipole, both

inside the coating layer and in the surrounding free space. Asymptotic

results are derived for a cylinder whose diameter is large compared to

the wavelength. Arrays of elementary dipoles are discussed.

2. Introduction

Microstrip antennas and arrays have received increasing attention

in the scientific literature during the past few years, largely as a

consequence of advances in printed circuit technology. The state of the

art, in both theoretical and experimental studies, is summarized in the

book by Bahl and Bhartia [1] and in the special issue [2], which contains

two exhaustive review papers on these subjects [3,4]. The geometries of

microstrip antennas are not conducive to easy analytical treatment; for

example, rectangular and triangular microstrip patch antennas may be

studied by combining function-theoretic methods with ray-tracing tech-

niques [5,6,7]. Therefore numerical treatments, based e.g. on the moment

method [8], have been extensively adapted, especially for computation of

input impedance and mutual impedance [9,10].

Although most studies carried out so far have dealt with planar

suLstrates, from a practical viewpoint it is very important to consider

the case of printed antennas and arrays on curved surfaces, especially

on portions of cylinders, cones or spheres. Together with a companion

work on spherical structures [11], this paper presents a detailed study

of dipoles on a dielectric-coated cylindrical structure. The exact

field produced by an electric dipole tangent to the outer surface of
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the coating layer is given in Section 3; the results are specialized to

the radiated far field and to the surface field. An asymptotic analy-

sis for the radiated equatorial field due to a longitudinal dipole is

given in Section 4, for a thin substrate and a cylinder whose diameter

is large compared to the wavelength. Preliminary results for arrays of

such longitudinal dipoles are presented in Section 5. The time-depen-

dence factor exp(-iwt) is omitted throughout.

3. Exact Solution

Consider an infinitely long, perfectly conducting cylinder of

radius p = a coated by a uniform layer of constant thickness D = b - a,

permittivity cc and permeability 11 0 and immersed in free space

(see fig. 1).

Let us introduce a cylindrical coordinate system p, ,z with the

z axis on the axis of the cylinder. The primary source is an electric

dipole located at r - (p ,10 z0 ) where p0 > b . and whose electric

dipole moment is

4 7Tc
0" 1

where is a unit vector and k = w Tpo is the free-space wave-
0 0

number. The source strength of Eq. (1) corresponds to an incident (or

primary) electric Hertz vector

ikR
ee = c , Rr (2)

where r E (p,4,z) is the position of the observation point. It should

be noted that with the primary source normalized as in Eqs. (1,2), the

electric dyadic Green's function has dimensions of m- whereas the
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field is measured in m-2

The total (incident plus scattered) electric field is given by:

E(r) = 47rk I)(r;r )*c^ a < p < b

= 4rkG (IIirr_) c p b.

_e(I)

The electric dyadic Green's functions GM in the coating layer and
_e

G in the surrounding medium may be obtained by the method described

by Tai [12], as amended in [13,141. It should be noted that disagree-

ments on the singular term which appears in Eq. (6) below (see e.g. [15])

are of no relevance here, because the PAP term does not contribute to

the field generated by a dipole tangent to the cylinder (i.e., cc . = 0).

After imposing the boundary conditions at the perfectly conducting

surface p = a and across the dielectric interface p = b I as well as

the radiation condition at p - it is found that:

G(I) ; Idu n~ Ajf [M Cl) (u r) + at M(3) (u r)]
e -8n 2~J~ n n ~~ -enF n--en,F

+ C Ll ur + a N( 3)(Url M (~3) (-u,r) +n [-on,~ n-on, ~~ --en,~ -O

+ Bn -ll)(r)+ N(3) 1-ur (4)

jB ~ j4 1 (u r) n-en l u r)

n jon~' rr-onjuer)
e[ ~ r +1 e 1 0

G II (r;r_ G (r;r ) + G (r;r_ , (5)

G (r;r) -k PP (r r , + C (r;r ), (p p) (6)
-eo- o__ - ,eo -

(>)i f' [M(3) ()
G (r; r ) = - du 1 -A(u,r)M~l (-u r +-_eo -- 8ir ff _. 2 --en, -- en, n 0

-'~ n-0On elo 00

0 0J
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F 1)( (3)
=eo -o 8 G 2 -I-en,~ -en, n---on= n=Ti e, o 0 o0

(8)
+ M(ulr)N ()(-u ,r) , (p <

0 0

Tr f du, I[. M(3)(ur
(r; r ) TIJ d ~ a ur
-es-- n e,o 0

+ N u~)M 3 (ur [ (3 (u,r) T (9)

n-o-o n L a

e

where

Mer)(u,r) = Vx[Z n (np)cos(n )eiuz]
0 si

(10)

e iuz 7 n z Q )(np) sin (n )P - -2 ZQ nifp) co s(fO)]
p n Cos 3pn sin

N)(u~r) = 1 VxMM (u,r)
0 /_2 2  0e~ -(1

_e____ u _ Z~) (~p~cs~n)'P T TH-ZO) (Tip) sin(no); +
/i2 2 3p n sin p~~n~csn) n n o

vu + n

n si

2 2

(x) J ((3an (1)
j=1 or 3, zn W n W n (x) = Mn (x are the Bessel

function and the Hankel function of the first kind, 6(r - r ) is the

three-dimensional Dirac delta-function, To W 1 and T 2, and
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the integral path along the real u-axis passes below the points

u = k, u = k Iand above the points u = -k, u = -k1 (see fig. 2).

The various coefficients which appear in Eqs. (4) and (9) are

given by (the prime means derivative with respect to the argument of

the primed function):

a n- - n (1)- (13)
n H~l '(E~a) n H (Fa)

b n

211'
A N-B B nO (14)

nn 7rb6 H 1 ( ri(b)
n n

=n 2nuy n '1'DU ) (15)n Yn n wrk b 26 H~' (rib)2
1 n n

J n(rib) + n a ( 6
n (1) Ti

2 HM1 (rib) n
H (rib) n

nn

b -- nO + C (18)
n nH2 HM (ib) NnH 1 (rb

n

where

=Jn( b) + aH'(Eb), y ( n(b)+8H1)(b (19)

r =- Yay + LY Z ~)(b (20)

3Y 2
ri = -~ 2-Ia + 2- n H '(rib) ,(21)

nB 3b CT~ei2 an
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6=r r 2 ( .1. 1-Y) (22)n na na k1b2 nW

The above formulas can be considerably simplified in particular

case. Consider, for example, an axially-oriented dipole (cc =Az

located on the substrate (po = b); the total electric field on the

0

[E]-2 Es'F26-1,
LE =b = Z k nco s n 0)Jf duyn rn n (23)

c= z

in the more general case when the dipole at r 0= (b,OPZ 0) is

tangent to the substrate but not necessarily axially oriented, i.e.

A AA A AA A A

c =c 0, 00 + c - zz , C * PO = 0 ,(24)

then the electric field at any point r in free space is:

E(r) = E Lc * ^0 + E ic *z ,(25)

where

-iuz OD T
Ej dubkJL 2duk-2 e 0 E n - cos (no,)7rb c.0n=O H~)n)e,o sin 0

n

r- 2 y r HMI(rb) n 2u 2C2 yn(3+ na nBn 1) n8 (] M) +
(1)b 2 2 2 1) -en, u )

iny 2 2 (1)'1 1
_______ -ll 2a - H n (nb) e T

inuy2 n n$

- I du 2-2e 0 iu (Z -nn E cos(n, 0)H! TEb _CO n=O 6 Hn1 (nb) e,o sin
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n en,n(u,rE) ± b L2 - 1-)Ync*-n , - (27)0 kb

In the far field (p - ),the integrals in Eqs. (26-27) may be

asymptotically evaluated by the method of stationary phase, the station-

ary point being at u = k cosO , where 0 = arcos(z/r) is the usual

polar angle in spherical coordinates. If we write the radiated field as

ikr

(p - 0 (28)

kr -

then the dimensionless far-field coefficients S and S are

(29)

2~ 1 -Cos 
2 ) -ikzo cosO) (Ae^O +A

( ) S s e 6^+ S 

2 - ikz 0cose 30e (30)

where

= kbsin6 P

A0 = E r _, n n na cs n(O- * ) (32)

n n

Go ky 2-)2cot0 i~ na nO

n H n(Q) 0
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2 2-
2eco 0 2cot6 kyn rkr

F, (1)na
n=i H

-1 H~l) 10 (34)
sin n sna ~

2in (1)()

B 0 T r(-iY _ -+ co s 2 8 (') rn H
E (1 si1+ ne (1)
n0O H~1 (~ M Sn W ~

(35)

n 2ncot 2  (- ME( - Cos 2 e) k2 ntn]cosn(,-

and f (f ukco sO In particular, observe that S Ile and S 0

are even and odd functions of (0, - 0 ) respectively, as it must be

by reason of symmetry. Also, Sfj4, = 0 when c = 1. If the cylind-

rical structure were absent, the dipole at the origin (po = zo M 0)

and axially oriented (CA =^) would yield S 1 = s inG l 0

as expected.
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4. Asymptotic Expansions for Thin Substrate

We limit our considerations to the far field produced by a dipole

on the substrate and parallel to the z axis, in the equatorial plane

E 2' V so that S =l 0. We assume

kb >> 1, lk1DI << 1 ; (36)

the second inequality means that the coating layer is electrically

thin. Then

Zn(ka) Zn(klb) - klDZ'(kb) , (37)

Zn'(ka) " Zn(klb) + k1 D I n 2 ) Z(k 1 b),
I (kl1b) I

where Z = J or H); substitution into (32) yields, for 0 7r/2:n n n

2i T (-1) n cosn(O - (38(Slie 8 )6= S 2 2ikD E " n0-(8

I 7 -kb n=0 (1) ( (1)'
2H(kb) - kDH (kb)n n

Set:

= - 00-

(39)
n = -ikD,

and observe that no would be the relative surface impedance of a

thin substrate with magnetic permeability equal to that of free space.

Then:
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S 2no jD n e cos nl

nrkb n:=- 0 (1) (1)H (b) - in H''(kb)

21n ~ e Cos V 4 v(0

Tr ikb Jc [H~l)(kb - in H~ 1 ) (kb)] sin irvdv (0

where the contour C is along the real axis and just above it in the

complex v-plane, from - -to + - The integral in (40) is simi-

lar to the one studied by Goriainov 116] in relation to plane-wave

scattering by a cylinder. Following [16], we set

-IV f iv-Z

e =e I 2- 2 ie 2sin Trv (41)

in the integrand of Eq. (40), so that

S = S 1 +

where

STr

S 4n e 2cosv$ d,) (42)
1 Trkb f M V(kb)

S 2n0 I e 2co sv4D-d(3
2 kb Jc m,(kb)sin7Txv

with

M (kb) H' H 1 (kb) - in HU. (kb). (44)

The integral S Ihas a stationary point, as is seen by using Debye' s

expansion for H (1) in (44); the integral F does not have a stationary

point. Assume

I- kbl > IVl1/ 3 1 (45)



then, in a region about the origin in the v-plane (for details see,

e.g. [17,18]):

2 kb
Si T r rkb J c dv

1-i/ C_) -
o b

(46)

exp i v(7 + P + arccos-) - (kb) 2 2 +

+ exp i (-I - + arccos--2) - (kb) - V2 + 1

the first integral in (46) has a stationary point at V 0 -kbsin$,

whereas the second integral has no stationary point. A stationary phase

evaluation of S is therefore obtained by considering the stationary

phase contribution due to the first term in the integrand of Eq. (46);

2ikDcos(p - po) -ikbcos( - o ) (

1 - ikDcos(4- o ) e

On the basis of Eq. (36 the denominator in (47) may be replaced by

unity, so that

-ikbcos(4 - o)

S -- 2ikDcos( - o)e 0 (48)

At the point of stationary phase, condition (45) is satisfied if

< - - (kb) -4 , (49)

which defines the region of free space into which direct radiation by

the dipole occurs. Thus, Eq. (48) is valid in the "illuminated region"

defined by (49), as shown in Fig. 3.

The far field in the penumbra and shadow regions, where inequality

(49) does not hold, is obtained by letting
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v= kb + mt , m = kb >> 1 (50)

into Eq. (44), so that:

M (kb) -- [wl(t) + kD wl'(t)] , (51)

where w. (t) is Airy's function in Fock's notation [18]. The poles

of (40) in the complex v-plane are the zeros of M (kb), i.e.:

w'(ts)

Wis m (52)

w1 (t S) k "

Since this last ratio is large compared to unity,

tZ kD (53)
s os m

where the zeros t (s = 1,2,...) of wl(tos)= 0 are well tabulated.
os o

Since Imv > 0 at ts, we may rewrite Eq. (40) as:

Sikb (7+-D

S kD [f( +, kD) ib2 
+

+ -- ) e

mLm

where

+= m(2 + ) (55)

and the generalized Fock function

_1 ei~t

f('P) wl(t)e+ w(t) dt (56)

is well known, and can be evaluated e.g. by residues at the poles (53);

the contour F starts at infinity in the angular sector r > arg t > f/3,
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passes between v = kb and the pole of the integrand nearest the origin

(i.e. t = t1 ), and ends at infinity in the angular sector

7/3 > arg t > - 1/3 (see fig. 4).

The approximation (54) includes only the first two creeping waves,

which complete less than one complete turn around the cylinder; the

geometric interpretation of the two terms in Eq. (54) is shown in fig. 5.
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5. Arrays of Longitudinal Dipoles

An axially oriented dipole at angular position 0o on the sub-

strate produces the far-field pattern of Eq. (48) in the illuminated

portion of its equatorial plane. Consider an array of n such dipoles

with angular separation a between dipoles, i.e. the total array angle

is (n - l)a (see fig. 6). The far-field point of observation is in

the illuminated region of all dipoles if

(n - l)a + /2(kb) -4 / 3 < < 72- - (57)

Under limitation (57), dipoles fed with equal amplitude and progressive

phase shift B yield the pattern:

S =2kD3 ~ n-li (8

Stotal 2kD e-ikbcos(O - ka) + i2(toa D (kb---- e.(8
Z=0

6. Concluding Remarks

The basic analysis for studying the behavior of printed circuit

antennas on cylindrical structures has been presented herein. Numeri-

cal results pertaining to current distribution and other antenna charac-

teristics for various substrate parameters will be presented.
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DESIGN OF MICROSTRIP LINEAR ARRAY ANTENNAS

Morris Campi

A computer code has Deen developed to be used as a tool for the design of microstrip linear array
antennas. This code treats a rectangular "patch' element connected in series by a transmission line
to form a traveing wave array. Included are provisions for sensitivity studies of the radiation patterns
to array parameters such as (1) patch element conductance. (2) patch separation, (3) reflections, (4)
individual element directivity, (5) insertion phase. (6) mutual coupling, (7) radiation efficienzy, (8) ter-
minating impedance, (9) dielectric constant, and (10) dissipative losses.

The code is interactive and presents a series of questions which, when answered, helps tne
engineer design an antenna for a specified main beam angle and side-lobe level. A constrained op-
timization routine is used to vary the conductances and related parameters to produce an aperture
distribution close to the distribution needed for the type of side-lobe structure desired (such as
Tchebyscheff, Taylor, and binomial). One major feature of this code is that it allows the engineer to
vary any one or more of the design parameters and to observe the changes in the radiation pattern
displayed on the user terminal screen. Once a design is established, the engineer is presented with
the design data needed to fabricate the antenna.

Several antenna arrays were fabricated and tested. The results indicate that antennas can be ac-
curately designed by this code for side-lobe levels in the 15- to 30-dB range. With additional ir-
provements in certain subroutines, it is anticipated that tne code can be used to design antennas with
side-lobe levels lower than 30 dB.

1. INTRODUCTION model (discussed in sect. 2 and 3). One major
feature of this code is that it allows the designer to

Microstrip antenna technology and design are vary any one or more of the antenna design
currently being researched to meet the present and parameters and to observe the changes in the
future needs of military radar and fuze system re- radiation pattern displayed at the computer ter-
quirements. Configured either in single- or multiple- minal screen. This application alone provides the
lattice structures, microstrip has the advantages of tool required by the engineer to determine in a mat-
being easy to fabricate, low cost, lightweight, and ter of seconds the prime factors affecting his
geometrically conformable. When designed to design, and to make parametric adjustments (sen-
have either a series or a corporate feed network, sitivity studies) to help understand and develop his
the lattices become antenna arrays that can be us- final product. Once a design is established, the
ed for transmitting and receiving signals from engineer is presented with a set of coordinate
microwave through millimeter frequencies into the numbers that can be used to fabricate the antenna
lower regions of the near-millimeter-wave portion on a printed circuit board without the need for
of the spectrum. However, the present state of the drawings or art layout, thus simplifying the process
art is at the same stage of development as existed and reducing the time spent toward producing a
for waveguide slot array designs in the late 1950's final product from a computer design.
and early 1960's. This stage was a "cut-and-try"
period, where an empirical design would take from Some specific antennas were designed based
weeks to months of fabrication and testing before on the models presently existing in the code. This
satisfactory results were obtained; even then, one paper discusses the results of the designs, along
was never sure of achieving the optimum design to with remarks as to where improvements can be in-
meet the system's specific requirements. corporated in the code to enhance its applicability.

Today, computer-aided design codes can be
developed to help antenna engineers in their 2. MICROSTRIP LINEAR ARRAY ANTENNA
design of linear or phased array microstrip anten-
nas This report describes one such code that was When a combination of two or more single
developed from empirical data and a theoretical microstrip patch elements are placed end to end,

L i iIi iii
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they form a linear series array. Like all other series sists basically of two radiating slots perpendicular
arrays, the radiation characteristics are essentially to tne feed line and separated by a transmission
those produced by the electromagnetic fields that line of very low impedance.' The resonant line
illuminate the antenna aperture (the far-field radia- length I is slightly less than one-half wavelength
tion pattern is related to the Fourier transform of because of phase modifications due to substrate
the aperture illumination). A constant illumination thickness, fringing field capacitance, and the patch
produces a sin x/x-like oattern in the far field, with aspect ratio.
13.2 dB side lobes below the main beam. Other
distributions will produce far-fielded patterns with
other levels of side lobes, gains, and beam widths,
each dictated by the antenna aperture distribution. -- W

Analysis of far-field measurements over the years
has provided engineers with some very specific
aperture distributions that satisfy their system re-
quirements.

Control of the radiated power distribution in a
corporate feed array is fairly s;mple. This is done by
independently feeding each array element a
prescribed power level to radiate, which, when POWER FEED POINT
combined with the other elements, forms the aper-
ture illumination. As power is transmitted along a
series-fed array, some power radiates from the first
element and the rest continues, in like fashion, until Figure 1. Geometry of microstrip patch element.
all the elements radiate power accordingly. The
aperture distribution in this case is determined by
the radiation characteristics of each element and The fields radiating from these slots have
their relation to all the other element components parallel to the ground plane which add
characteristics. Therefore, it becomes necessary in phase to give a maximum radiated field normal
to study the single-element characteristics along to the element.
with the array neighbor-to-neighbor interactions in
order that a linear series-fed array can be designed 2.2 Microstrip Element uonductance
to propagate energy with a prescribed power
distribution. Since the combined power radiated by

the two slots of a patch is the same as that
2.1 Single-Element Patch Model dissipated by a conductance, G, having across it

the voltage Vo at the center of the slot, then
The geometry of the single-element

microstrip patch is shown in figure 1. It consists of G = PIV , or G 2 J60ir,
a thin rectangular conducting plate positioned over
a conducting ground plane separated by a thin where
layer of dielectric material, where the material
thickness is much less than one wavelength. By j =fn [sin'2 (Trw sin+l'o) Cos34/sin24]d+ • (1)
use of inexpensive printed circuit technology the
patch element is readily fabricated using etching
techniques applied to metal-clad dielectric (usually The integral J is solved by use of computer integra-
Teflon, or Teflon impregnated with fiberglass sand- tion techniques. It is worth noting that for small
wiched between thin copper plating). values of patch width (WIAo << 1) the conductance

can be approximated to
The patch width, W, determines the elec-

trical admittance of the element, and th3 dimension
I (nearly one-half wavelength) determines the fre- G = (1!45)(WAo)2  (2)
quency at which the element is resonant. At
resonance, the element is an efficient radiator of
electromagnetic energy. As such the element con- 'A G Derneryd. IEEE Trans AP. AP-24 (Novemtber 1976) 846.851
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As the width increases to infinity the conductance 2.4 Mutual Coupling
approaches

The proximity of one patch element posi-
tioned close to another in forming an array wili

G = (1160)(W/ o ) (3) cause coupling of the E- or H-fields, depending on
the patch element plane orientation. The series-fed
array aligns the E-fields to be oriented along the ar-

In the intermediate range, 0.033 4 Wl o < 0.254. ray direction. Published literature3 ' and in-house
conductance values have been measured and experiments t indicate that E-plane coupling is
follow the relation2  about -17 dB for 0.1 Ao separation and decreases

with increasing separation. These data were
tabulated in a subroutine of the program and are

G = 0.0162(W/A0 )1 7 57 , (4) used in designing an array.

which is in fair agreement with equation (2). 3. COMPUTER MODEL

The computer program reported here was
2.3 Insertion Phase developed to provide design data for fabricating a

linear series microstrip array antenna. The design
Transmission line discontinuities pro- is based on information provided by the user as he

duce phase shifts or delays in the propagation of as ase iesofqtions the dslae
answers a series of questions that are displayed on

energy down the transmission line. The impedance the terminal screen. Figure 2 indicates the nature
mismatch and line-to-patch-width aspect ratio at of the questions presented, along with the manner
the entrance and exit ports of each microstrip of response needed to satisfy the program input re-
patch produce phase delays to the propagating quirements. Although this figure shows five ele-
signal. And most importantly, mode structure and ment options from which to choose, option 4 is the
wave number along the longitudinal axis of the one used for designing microstrip arrays. There are
microstrip cavity can introduce a large insertion also currently eight varieties of dielectric material
phase shift between input and output ports, in addi- and thicknesses from which to choose; they deter-
tion to the desired phase shift of 180 deg. This ef- mine the transmission line width, once the
iect does not alter the resonance condition of the characteristic impedance is designated.
patch, but increases the effective phase delay to
the following patch in the array, thus changing the
composite radiation pattern. For example, if all the The computations in this program normalize
patch widths were equal, the resulting constant in- imoedances (or admittances) to the line

sertion phase of each patch would rotate the main characteristic impedance/admittance as chosen.

lobe of the antenna pattern. However, most array Distance is also dimensioned by normalizing to the

designs require different sized element widths, wavelength of interest, as it is measured in the

causing unequal insertion phases to occur and dielectric (or free space if so chosen). As such, the

modifying the pattern in even less desirable ways. element separation need only be dimensioned as

One method used to compensate for the insertion decimal parts of a wavelength. Actual design

phase is to foreshorten the transmission line dimensions need not be determined until the anten-

lengths between the elements by an amount 6, na design is completed and resonant frequency is

such that &IlAe = +e/2 n, where +e is the insertion assigned.
phase, and Ae is the signal wavelength in the The program also offers options for consider-
dielectric.* The reduction in length by this method
will cause the patch separation to have the desired ing the effects of (a) reflections due to impedance

equal electrical path lengths, but unequal physical mismatch at each element, (b) patch directivities

lengths.

IT Metzler. Proceedings of the Workshop on Printed Circuit Antenna IP F Jedlicka and K R Carver Proceedings of the Workshop on
Technology. New Mexico State University Las Cruces (October 1979), Printed Circuit Antenna Technology, New Mexico State University. Las
20-1 20-16 Cruces (October 1979) 4/1.19

*The effect of the d?iectri" is to change the wavelength dimension 'P P Jediicka and K P Carver. IEEE Trans AP AP-29, I (January
from the free space value A. to the dielectric value Ae by the relation Ae t981;
JY 'a Where e s the material effective dielectric constant tDala obtained from F Farrar. Harry Diamond Laboratories
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due to the broadside gain of each element, (c) in- 3.1 Optimization
sertior phase, and (d) compensation for insertion
phase. This capability and the others mentioned An algorithm contained in the program
provide for a variety of parametric studies toward computes an initial estimate of the required ele-
determining the causal relations of the antenna ment conductances which is then iteratively in-
pattern peculiarities and sensitivity studies imoor- proved to provide precisely the desired power
tant in understanding the effect of manufacturing distribution. The optimization routine generates the
tolerances. calculated power distribution from the calculated

radiated power of each element and compares it
'ENTER ELEMENT OPTION: with that given as input data. The square of the dif-

1-FOR OMNIDIRECTIONAL ference is calculated, and the optimization routine
2-FOR HALF-NAVE DIPOLE, MAX AT THETA = 90 varies the conductance values to minimize this dif-
3-FOR HALr-W61/E DIPOLE. MAX AT PHI = 90
4-FOR MICROSTRIP PATCH, THETA POLARIZATION ference. When completed, the power calculated to
5-FOR MICROSTRIP PATCH, PHI POLARIZATION radiate from each element is in very good agree-

ment with the input power data, and the conduc-
tance values generated are used for designing the'ENTER NUMBER OF ARRAY ELEMENTS IN ary

12 FORMAT array.

*DIELECTRIC MATERIAL ON FILE The antenna radiation pattern from the
ENTER 1 FOR FREE SPACE generated design can be displayed on the terminal
ENTER 2 FOR 1/16 IN. TFE screen as planar or polar plots displayed over any
ENTER 3 FOR 1/32 IN. TFE desired angular range.
ENTER 4 FOR 1/64 IN. TFE
ENTER 5 FOR 1/16 IN. PURE TEFLON
ENTER 6 FOR 1/32 IN. PURE TEFLON 3.2 Power Distribution Subroutines
ENTER 7 FOR 1/64 IN. PURE TEFLON
ENTER 8 FOR .005 IN. PURE TEFLON, 1/4 OZ. CU The power distribution to be radiated

over the antenna aperture may be inserted into the

*ENTER DIELECTRIC CONSTANT. (TEFLON program either by use of a terminal keyboard or by
FIBERGLASS:2.55) use of those distributions already available in the
(PURE TEFLON:2.1) program as subroutines. Those distributions are:

*ENTER DESIRED BEAM ANGLE IN + OR - DEGREES (a) Uniform

FROM BROADSIDE (F-FORMAT) (b) Tchebyscheff
POSITIVE, FOR ANGLES TOWARD THE FEED (c) Taylor
NEGATIVE, FOR ANGLES TOWARD THE LOAD (d) Cosine square on a pedestal

(e) Binomial

*ENTER ALPHA VALUE IN DB PER UNIT DISTANCE (f) (1 _ X2)m

USED IN LAMBDA The choice of any specific distribution must include
tradeoffs between gain, beamwidth, and side-lobe

*ENTER CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE IN OHMS levels-a decision usually dictated by system re-
DEFAULT TO 50. OHMS quirements. Here the computer code is particularly

useful in displaying the design for each distribution,
Figure 2. Sample information request as where comparisons of each feature may be ex-

displayed on terminal screen during antenna plored with relative ease.
design.

If the conductance values of the array
elements are unknown they will be calculated by 4. ANTENNA DESIGNS
the program after the power distribution taper is
entered. Six power taper arrays are programmed Several arrays were designed using the com-
and are available for use as subroutines as puter to study specific parameters such as fre-
discussed in section 3.2. Other power distributions quency, beam angle, mutual coupling,
have to be entered manually, characteristic impedance, and overall perfor-
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mance of the antenna. Table 1 provides a brief three frequencies. The variation in amplitudes of
synopsis of the designed arrays along with some of the mair beam is attributed to variations in the
the measured results. generator output rather than differences in the

antenna gain at the measured frequencies. The
side lobes are about 5 dB higher than aesigned, in-

TABLE 1. DESIGN PARAMETERS AND dicating a possible limitation of the computer
MEASURED RESULTS OF ANTENNA DESIGNS model or the effects of mutual coupling between

Design Antenna the array elements.

parameters MCX-1 MCX-2 MCX-3 MCX-4 0'

Frequency X S S S
band 300' , '6f

N o. of 10 14 12 12
elements .

Side-lobe -20 -25 -25 -25 270' '30-20--10- 90'

leve (dB ~.XRELATIVE POWER (dB)level (dB) , . .

Efficiency 80% 80% 80% 50%
24r, , /120'

Beam angle 250 55 350 350" >/ /

(broadside /
to feed)

Zo 100 50 50 50
(ohms) Figure 3. Polar plot of MCX-1 antenna showing

main beam at 25 deg from broadside. Dashed

Measured Antenna curve is cross-polarization plot.

results " MCX-1 MCX-2 MCX-3 MCX-4

Gain 12 dBI 6 dBI 13 dBI 10 dBI 3T

Side-lobe -15 -29 -16 -16
level (dB) 0 . .5 ,

Beam angle 250 550 350 350

Impedance
bandwidth 10% 21% 17% 25% 29 1

(2:1 VSW R) RE A0R 0

4.1 MCX-1

This antenna was designed to see how
well it performed at X-band with 100 ohms as the 240 1 2T

termination and as the characteristic impedance of
the feed line for the array elements. Figure 3 is a
measured polar plot of the radiation pattern for this 2101

antenna at the design frequency. The 0 deg cor-
responds to broadside illumination. A cross
polarization of about -25 dB is indicated by the Figure 4. Polar plot of MCX-1 antenna showing
dashed curve. Figure 4 shows the array pattern at main beam shift with frequency.
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4.2 MCX-2 modes. Modes developed at other than the fun-
damental reduce the antenna capability for

It was suspected that E-plane mutual radiating fields at a desired polarization. To reduce
coupling may cause the power that is coupled from this effect, a lower efficient antenna was designed
adjacent elements to re-radiate and alter the aper- that held all the other parameters constant.
ture distribution, thereby producing higher side
lobes than expected. To test this hypothesis, a
14-element S-band array was designed to produce 330,

a beam of about 55 deg from broadside (about 35 / ,'

deg toward the antenna feed). This beam angle
design would reduce the spacing between the 30ff /I _,6
patches so that the separation distance ap-
proaches 0.1 wavelength. The measured polar plot '
in figure 5 shows -28 dB side lobes, which is 3dB .'

better than the -25 dB design. This result indicates 270' 20

that mutual coupling is not the factor for causing . RELATW POWER 08)
the high side lobes shown in the previous design. 'iQ.2..i,

3 11 3' 120c

330' 30 \7/\ 7" ' \/

30 210 150'

Figure 6. Polar plot of MCX-3 antenna showing
main beam at 35 deg from broadside. High lobe

r \ - l---- on left may be due to termination reflections.
27, - RELATiE POWER (e)

240, im The definition of efficiency used here is
the ratio of the total normalized radiated power to
unity. The design of this antenna to 50-percent effi-

21_ _ 150' ciency provided a gain of 10 dBI, a reduction of 3
60' dB from the previous 80-percent efficiency design.

It is obvious by this 3-dB change in gain that the ac-
Figure 5. Polar plot of MCX-2 antenna with main tual efficiencies differ from the theoreticai designs.

beam at 55 deg from broadside.
Figure 7 shows the results of return loss

4.3 MCX-3 measurements, indicating a 25-percent bandwidth
over a 2:1 VSWR (corresponding to -9.6 dB).

The next antenna was designed to have a
moderately wide beam angle, keeping the frequen-
cy characteristic impedance, efficiency, and 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
antenna length the same as MCX-2. This antenna is
a 12-element array with the beam designed to be It has been shown that by use of a simple
35 deg from broadside (aimed toward the feed- transmission line model of shunt conductance
point). Figure 6 shows the polar plot for this anten- elements, along with present computer program-
na design. Here again the side-lobe level is about 5 ming techniques, linear array microstrip antennas
dB higher than designed. The separations between can now be simulated, designed, and studied in a
the array elements are sufficiently spaced to keep short time and at a low cost. Measurements of
the mutual coupling to a minimum. Some of the ele- resonant frequency and beam angle of all the
ment patch widths exceed the half-wavelength antennas fabricated show excellent correlation
criteria, which produces cross-polarized multiple with the design data submitted to the computer.
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S

~ ~ dB)

0 0

-10 -10

-2 -20

........

3.0 44.0 GHz 45.0
3.3 4.24

Figure 7. Network analyzer photograph of return-loss measurement for MCX-4
antenna. Measurement indicates 25-percent impedance bandwidth (VSWR, 2:1).

Cross-polarization of the fields and mutualtcoupling mance. Additional information must be gathered to
of the array elements appear to* be minimal, better describe the radiation pattern and directivity
Several antennas etched, using the same negative, of a single patch element. Further, it would be
have shown identical return-loss measurements desirable to design series arrays having elements
and radiation patterns, indicating excellent of equal widths but with different characteristic im-
reproducibility, pedance lines interspaced between them. This type

of design would provide for a simpler means of
Although antennas designed by the present phase shifting the array, since the insertion phase

code may be adequate for many system applica- of each element is the same. Additionally, informa-
tions, there is concern with regard to the disparity tion about thick and low-loss substrates is needed
in the antenna side-lobe levels and the antenna effi- so that arrays may be designed to 100 GHz, where
ciency. An improvement to the present code, in most of the commonly used dielectrics have
which the transmission line model is calculated by thicknesses approaching the dimensions of a
use of ABCD parameters showed increase com- wavelength.
putation accuracy. An ABCD parameter analysis
should provide a more exacting fit to the desired Some of these aspects are under investigation,
characteristics, without the need for optimization, and the results are being implemented into the
and a better prediction of antenna performance. present code. It is expected that when all the data

are incorporated, low side-lobe efficient antennas
Additional work is needed in obtaining a better will be designed easily.

analytical model and data on the element values of
conductance and insertion phase as a function of The conformal aspect of microstrip antennas
patch width, characteristic impedance, and has been so attractive that an entire industry and
loading. When incorporated with an ABCD specialized antenna technology have developed
parameter and transmission matrix calculations, because of it. Designing arrays for cylindrical and
this approach should improve the antenna side- conical geometries might then be the next area for
lobe levels and the overall measured design perfor- additional analysis and synthesis research.
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Select antennas are described that can be used effectively on conformal surfaces Most of these
antennas are compact, are electrically and physically small, and can be easily integrated into conical and
cylindrical bodies. Edge-slot, microstrip, and dielectic rod radiator design techniques are employed in the
development of these antennas. Critical design parameters, modes of radiation, empirical data, and
theoretical considerations are discussed The intrinsic properties and characteristics of selected dielec-
tric materials are considered.

Several unique design configurations are illustrated Performance data on prototype antenna models
such as impedance, gain, polarization, radiation patterns, and bandwidth characteristics are presented.
Salient features and advantages realized from the use of these design techniqjes are summarized

1. INTRODUCTION 2. EDGE-SLOT RADIATORS

Over the past few years, there has been an The edge-slot radiator design approach is
increasing interest in the development and use a unique method used for designing antenna
of efficient antenna systems that have certain systems that are functional and compatible
desirable characteristics and can be easily in- with conformal surfaces.14 The basic radiator
tegrated into various shaped bodies, conform- is a thin structure usually in the form of a cir-
ing to their outer surfaces. Equal attention has cular disk or a similar shape that consists of
been given to the need for reducing the size of two parallel conducting surfaces separated by
antennas, especially in cases where there are a low-loss dielectric material and fed from a
space limitations and the antennas must be coaxial line. When the radiator is incorporated
conformal to surfaces. At first glance, satisfy- into a body such as a cone or a cylinder, its
inq these requirements would appear to be a outer edge is intended to coincide with the sur-
formidable task because, despite the dif- face of the body. This outer edge is the
ficulties involved in achieving these goals, in radiating aperture. In the case of the circular
most antenna systems there can be no disk, the radiating aperture is circumferential,
sacrifice in electrical performance. However, and the radiation pattern is uniformly sym-
antenna systems that can be designed to in- metrical around the body.
clude these features can solve many problems
and have numerous applications. Although most of the emphasis is focused

on the flat circular disk type radiator, there are
Antenna research work performed at the modifications that include semicircular and

Harry Diamond Laboratories in recent years wedge shapes, as well as other design con-
has been directed toward solving many of the figurations. Typical illustrations showing how
difficult problems. Both theoretical and ex- the edge-slot radiators are effectively used in
perimental studies on antenna designs and bodies of revolution are included in other sec-
material development were fully exploited. tions of this report.
Other investigations included the determina-
tion of certain overall system requirements, to Some of the features of edge-slot anten-
effect optimum antenna performance that nas are as follows:
would result in improvements over conven-
tional antennas. From this research effort, a. They can be integrated quite well into
several unique conformal antenna designs conformal bodies,
were conceived that made possible some
antenna systems that are compatible with a 'Daniel H. Schaubert, Howard S. Jones, Jr., and Frank
variety of body shapes. Reggia, Conformal Dielectric-Filled Edge-Slot Antennas for

Bodies of Revolution, Harry Diamond Laboratories HDL-
TR-1837 (September 1977).

This report summarizes much of the 2F Reggia and H. S. Jones, Conformal Edge-Slot
research and development effort involving cer- Radiators, US Patent 4,051,480 (27 September 1977).
tain basic design techniques that are ap- 3Daniel H Schaubert, Howard S Jones, Jr., and Frank
plicable to conformal and small antennas. The Reggia, Conformal Dielectric-Filled Edge-Slot Antennas
results of the overall effort have made possible with Inductive-Post Tuning, IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag,

27 (September 1979), 713-716
the antenna designs that are operational in the 4Dipak L. Sengupta and Luis F Martins-Camelo, Theory
ultrahigh frequency (uhf) region through the of Dielectric-Filled Edge-Slot Antennas, IEEE Trans Anten
millimeter wave frequency range. nas Propag., 28 (July 1980), 481-490
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b. Antenna systems can be designed in posts in certain positions across the parallel

several frequency bands. conducting plates, the antenna characteristic
can be altered, particularly its impedance and

c. Electronic scanning is possible. frequency of operation. An example of the
basic edge-slot radiator with inductive posts is

d. The technique provides a simple shown in figure 1.
means of construction at low cost.

Two-element, four-element, and

e. Radiation patterns from edge-slot eight-element antennas are shown in figure 2.
radiators have good azimuthal symmetry. The number of elements in the radiator is

determined by the number of rows of inductive
2.1 Single Edge-Slot Radiator poSts.,.3 Also, the frequency can be affected by

Characteristics a change in the number of posts in the row.
tDaniel H. Schaubert, Howard S. Jones. Jr.. and Frank

In the previous section, a typical Reggia. Conformal Dielectric-Filled Edge-SlotAntennas for

edge-slot radiator is described as a compact Bodies of Revolution. Harry Diamond Laboratories HDL

circular disk. This basic design operates at TR-1837(September 1977).
3Daniel H. Schaubert. Howard S. Jones, Jr. and Frank

some fundamental frequency, depending on its Reggia, Conformal Dielectric-Filled Edge-Slot Antennas
diameter and the dielectric material with Inductive-Post Tuning, IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag,

characteristics. However, by placing inductive 27 (September 1979), 713-716

INPUT CONNECTOR

COPPERCLAD

,-INDUCTIVE POSTS

PLATED THROUGH

000000 0 0

DIELECTRIC
(TEFLON FIBERGLASS) er = 2.6

SOLDERED

Figure 1. Single edge-slot radiator.
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4-ELEMENT

-.. .'~~~ ..,.:i .. ..........

2-EL EMENT

Figure 2. Two-, four-, and eight-element edge-slot radiators.

Data illustrating frequency characteristics as a were used to design the individual radiators.
function of the number of posts for multiple Typical dielectric materials used were low-loss
elements are shown in figure 3. Teflon fiberglass, epoxy glass, and silicone

glass laminates. Also, polystyrene foam dielec-
2.1.1 Radiators in Bodies of Revolution tric and selected inorganic dielectrics were

used for certain experiments. The dielectric
When used with typical weapon constant and the loss tangent of the materials

configurations, the edge-slot antenna can be were important design factors. Most of the
mounted conformally between portions of a materials lend themselves well to electroless
conducting body of revolution. Because the copperplating techniques used to provide the
aperture is very narrow and it couples strongly parallel conducting surfaces and the plated-
to the body, full advantage can be taken of the through holes for the inductive posts.
radiation properties of the antenna used on
large and small structures. Furthermore, the 2.2 Practical Edge-Slot Antenna Designs
rotational symmetry of the antenna and the
body preserves the desired azimuthal sym- Because the edge-slot radiator can
metry of the radiation pattern. This symmetry be easily integrated into conformal surfaces, it
can be seen in the patterns of an 8-in. is used advantageously on both large and
(20.32-cm)-diameter, two-element edge-slot small bodies. The design technique is often
radiator mounted at the center of a 16-in. sought for use to satisfy critical electrical and
(40.64"cm)-long cylinder shown in figure 4. mechanical problems. In some designs, prac-

tically no additionai space is needed for the
2.1.2 Material Characteristics antenna. The space saved is frequently used to

package electronic circuitry. This area is also
In most cases, copperclad dielec- isolated from the external radiation fields of the

tric laminated materials (printed-circuit boards) antenna.
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3400 1 1 1 DIAMETER 7.6 cm
THICKNESS =3.18 mm 0/1/BN)

2 -0.8 POST DIAMETER = 1.9 mm
203 POST SPACING =4.0 Tmm

3000- TEFLON FIBERGLASS
2 4 4 2 0.7 SUBSTRATE
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2600- *4
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S1800 y
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1400- 5-0.

0.2
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Figure 3. Frequency versus number of posts for multiple elements.
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Figure 4. Radiation patterns of dual element edge-slot radiator at center of 8-in.-diameter
cylinder,
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~~~........,,,,••

24 5 IN. DIAM.
24 ELEMENTS
FREO 1510 MHz
1 8 IN TEFLON BETWEEN V8 IN ALUMINUM

Figure 5. Edge-slot telemetry antenna for Honest John Missile.

2.2.1 Large and Small Edge-Slot
Radiators 1,

It is sometimes difficult to obtain
the proper radiation coverage around a body
(projectile or missile) employing conventional
antenna designs. The inherent properties of
the edge-slot radiator allow full symmetrical
radiation coverage around both large and
small bodies. A typical example is a 24.5-in.
(62.23-cm) telemetry (TM) edge-slot antenna
developed for use on an Honest John Missile 240o

for multiple launch rocket system (MLRS)
tests. A photograph of this antenna is shown in
figure 5. Radiation patterns taken in both 2"0.

azimuthal and elevation planes are shown in
figure 6. This antenna satisfied all radiation
pattern requirements. Also, there was no
sacrifice in structural integrity, and the design Figure 6. Radiation patterns of telemetry

was cost effective, antenna for Honest John Missile.
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The plnpr disk ic nnt the rcnl:, CCr- the apertu-? is at the base 3.33 cm from the
figuration for the edge-slot radiator. It can also apex. The space inside the nose cone is

be designed by using other shapes producing available for other circuitry.
very good rosults. An example is the conical
shape edge-slot antennq shown in figure 7. Thirteen inductive posts separate
This four-element antenna is designed in the the elements and give an operating frequency
shape of a hollow nose cone (coppeip~ated of 6330 MHz with an impedance bandwidth
dielectric) for use on an 81-mm projectile. The (voltage standing wave ratio-VSWR < 2) of
feed is at the inside tip of the nose cone, and 150 MHz. Radiation patterns for this conical

CONICAL EDGE-SLOT ANTENNA edge-slot antenna also are snown in figure 7.
C L S NThe peak gain is directed in the forward region.

% INPUT FEED

APERTURE ,

155mm ROUND

30300 3300

30 idB 3,--0- 72dB

100 103000

go200 120 ~ -- 20~-2700~

20 240 0 ' 4

1800180
1 ELEVATION R AZIMUTHAL

PATTERN PATTERN
1,15 E(O) = 00( Eo(,l 900

L117LF - 6330 MHz

.cm,. Figure 7. Four-element conical edge-slot antenna with radiation
patterns for 155-mm projectile.
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2.2.2 Quadrature Edge-Slot Radiator changes in the radiation patterns in the
presence of the radome.

Figure 8 shows a novel low-profile
quadrature edge-slot antenna with polarization 2.3 Arrays of Edge-Slot Radiators
diversity and the capability of performing
several functions.5 It consists of four confor- It has been shown that the frequency
mal parallel plate edge-slot radiators (one in of an edge-slot radiator can be changed in a
each quadrant). Each radiator can be in- number of different ways., Also, further in-
dependently excited in any phase relationship vestigations have indicated that diode devices
for changing direction and polarization of the can be effectively employed to perform similar
radiation field. The model shown in figure 8 is functions for array designs.2 These and other
2-1/2 in. (6.35 cm) high and has a 5-in. techniques used for designing multiple radiator
(12.7-cm) diameter it can be designed to systems have been developed. The advan-
operate in the 600- to 700-MHz range. Also, tages derived from the use of edge-slot
shown in the figure is the same antenna radiators in arrays, especially for small
designed into a hemispherical dielectric foam diameter bodies, have been quite beneficial.
radome. BecaL,3e the dielectric material has
low-loss characteristics, thec. :are only sight 'Daniel H. Schaubert. Howard S. Jones, Jr, and Frank

Pcggia, Conformal Dielectric-Filled Edge-Slot Antennas for
Bodies of Revolution, Harry Diamond Laboratories HDL-
TR- 1831 (September 1977).

5F. Reggia and H. S Jones, Low Profile Quadrature-Plate 2F Reggia and H. S. ,uncF, Conformal Edge-Slot
UHF Antenna, U S Patent 3,987,458 (19 October 1976). Radiators, U.S. Patent 4.051,480 (27 September 1977)

Figure 8. Multifunction low-profile quadrature edge-slot uhf antenna

(a) with and (b) without radome
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2.3.1 Parallel Fed Antennas Other edge-slot arrays containing
as many as eight radiators have been

Because edge-slot radiators are developed using corporate feed structures. An

thin and can be placed close together without array of edge-slot radiators currently being

physical interference, they satisfy severe developed for use in a conical body is il-

space requirements, while providing adequate lustrated in figure 10. Despite the different

radiation pattern coverage. Also, sometimes it diameters, each radiator can be designed to

is necessary to design an antenna for a par- resonate at the same frequency. This type of

ticular operating frequency with certain band- antenna can be designed for use as a fixed

width requirements. In several cases, these re- angle system, monopulse array, or electronic

quirements were satisfied with an edge-slot scanned array.
antenna array fed in parallel. Figure 9(a) shows
two edge-slot radiators fed in parallel. The
antenna is incorporated into the forward sec-
tion of a 40-mm projectile. It consists of eight
elements and operates at 8300 MHz.

Radiation patterns of a single
radiator and the two radiators working
together, excited in phase and spaced one-half
wavelength (A/2) apart, are shown in figure 9(b).
The impedance bandwidth (VSWR < 2) of a
wingle antenna ori the 4n-mm mockup was
1000 MHz (>12 percent).

lap EOGF.SLOT FFADIATGAS

0 01

302010 

Y 
.,'3 
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1 .'' i;

P2 A l AlT ON PAt I FN

1SFN6L I I F MiNT IDI)AL F If MIN T

Figure 9. Edge-slot radiator system designed
into 40-rm projectile body and
radiation patterns. Figure 10. Edge-slot artay in conical body.
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2.3.2 Series-Fed Antennas with predicted operating frequencies for one-,
two-, and three-post antennas. The radiation

Series-fed dielectric-filled edge- patterns of this multiradiator antenna are om-
slot (SDE) antennas have been extensively in- nidirectional in the azimuthal plane. In the
vestigated, and practical multifunctional elevation plane, the patterns are controlled by
designs have resulted.6 A prototype design of the size of the cylinder and the locations of the
an SDE antenna consisting of three radiators antennas on the cylinder.
mounted in a 30.2-cm-long cylinder is shown in
figure 11(a). The transmission and reflection Another version of the series-fed
characteristics of this three-radiator model are antenna also is shown in figure 11(c). It depicts
shown in the same figure. The dissipation max- two radiators (each witn six radiating sections)
ima at 675, 790, and 875 MHz (fig. 1 ib) corres- stacked together, fed in seres, and terminated
pond to transmission minima and agree well in a short circuit. By using a different number

of posts in each radiator, a thin dual frequency
(a), antenna design with omnidirectional azimuthal

radiation coverage is possible.6

3. MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS

Until recently, very little had been pub-
lished on the theory of microstrip radiators.

pp However, the design technique is being in-
creasingly used. A considerable amount of ex-

(b) perimental and development work has been
lOO done, and a number of unique antenna designs
80 have been demonstrated.7.8 Modifications can

0 ,Notwithstanding the narrow bandwidth, these

40 .microstrip radiators have been widely used in
. _ - -~ N -microwave antenna systems. Microstrip anten-

-20 ,e nas are attractive because they are low profile,o _ / 'x> / . he roie
, 700 80 compact, lighweight, rugged, and easy to

FREUENC0 iMHz 1 fabricate, and they can be manufactured at
low cost using printed-circuit techniques.

INPUT CONNECTOR
(c) COPPERPLATED

- INDUCTIVE POSTS The basic microstrip radiator is a thin
PLATED THROUGH structure consisting of a rectangular conduc-

- jting patch that is mounted over a parallel
ground plane, excited by an inductive post fed

DIELECTRIC from a coaxial line. The conducting patch isDIELECTRIC TOP VIEW

(TEFLON FIBERGLASS) SOLDERED usually approximately A/2 and separated from
6D Schaubert and H. S. Jones, Series-Fed. Dielectric-
illed, Edge-Slot Antenna, International Symosium Anten

nas and Propagation. Seattle, WA (1979)
"Robert E Munson, Conformal Microstrip Antennas and

BOTTOM VIEW Microstrip Phased Arrays. IEEE Trans Antennas Propag,
AP-22 (January 1974). 74-78.

Figure 11. Series-fed antennas and PJohn Q Howell, Microstrip Antennas, IEEE Trans.
transmission characteristics. Antennas Prooag., AP-23 (January 1975), 90-93
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the ground nlane by a thin low-loss dielectric TOP__E

material. Various widths (1/32, 1/16, and 1/8
in.--0.3, 0.6, and 1.2 mm) of copperclad
dielectric laminated materials are commonly ( T..

used in the construction of microstrip anten- *,TC-

nas. An illustration of the basic microstrip ......
ra d ia t o r is s h o w n in f ig u r e 1 2 . - . . PP. O . . . .... . . . . . . .

tF ION

FI IERGCLAS 26

3.1 Quarter-Wavelength Microstrip
Radiator R AING

Although much attention has been IELD =

given to the A/2 radiator, there are certain ad- |C CNDUC T INC,

vantages realized from the use of the ./4 INDUCTIVE P EDGE V GROUNDPLAN

radiator. One of the chief benefits is that it con-
serves space. The A/4 microstrip radiator is Figure 12. Basic microstrip radiator.
shown in figure 13. It is short-circuited at one
end and fed at the center near the short circuit.
Impedance matching the microstrip radiator is
fairly easy: various techniques are used. The . OT.........

radiation patterns obtained from both A/4 and .DL......

)J2 radiators are very broad and therefore quite
useful for many applications.

EPOXY

FIBEFIGL ASS3.2 Conformal Microstrip Antenna DELEIl

Designs 4 3

The microstrip technique lends itself
well to the design of conformal antennas.
Because of the benefits derived from this
design approach, extensive effort has gone in-

HPlO RADIATR E IT ICIT NCIto experimental research to develop antennas .................... ,o...

that are applicable to various weapon systems.
As a result, several novel concepts and useful Figure 13. Quarter-wavelength microstrip
conformal antenna systems have been suc- radiator.
cessfully designed. Illustrations and perfor-
mance characteristics of some of these anten-
nas integrated into different body configura- minimal, and there is very little sacrifice in per-
tions are included in the following sections. formance. Furthermore, it can be easily

designed into most conformal bodies that use
low-loss dielectrics. An example of a two-

3.2.1 Two-Element Microstrip Antenna element microstrip antenna design that
replaced a cavity-backed slot antenna is

The microstrip antenna is gradual- shown in figure 14. The azimuthal radiation
ly replacing the cavity-backed slot, stripline, pattern is shown in the same figure. In this
and waveguide cavity antennas because it re- case, all system requirements were satisfied in
quires less space, the construction cost is addition to the benefits cited above.
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Figure 14. Two-element microstrip telemetry antenna and radiation pattern.

3.2.2 Dual Frequency Microstrip Arrays signed into the radome (copperplated on the
surface). Each of four elements of the array

A further indication of the exploita- consists of two radiators, one mounted on top
tion and increasing use of microstrip radiators of the other in a piggyback fashion. The bottom
is observed in their successful application in radiator is a /2 design, and the top radiator is a
the design of linear, planar, and conformal ar- A/4 design. The dielectric radome has a 0.2-in.
rays. Results of recent investigations have (0.5-cm)-thick wall, and the inside of the
shown that microstrip arrays can be integrated radome has complete copperplating, which
quite well into radome structures. Various provides the ground plane for the dual
flush-mounted design configurations that are radiating elements. These elements that make
compatible with their body structures have up the array are excited in parallel from a cor-
been demonstrated. porate feed.

The flush-mounted piggyback The k/4 section of the dual radiator
microstrip antenna designed into a silicone has plated-through holes along its bottom
fiberglass radome on a missile body is il- edge, which form the short circuit. An inductive
lustrated9 in frgure 15. Here, four dual linear ar- post, which is also a plated-through hole,
rays, one array in each quadrant, are de- matches the bottom /2 radiator. In addition, it

provides a passageway to feed the A/4 radiator,

9H S Jones. D Sciidubert, and F Farrar. Flushmounted as snown in figure 15. The elevation and
Piqqyback Microstrip Antenna, U S Patent 4 162,499 (24 azimuth plane radiation patterns of each
July 1979) radiator are shown in figure 1q.
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PIGGYBACK MICROSTRIP
RADIATOR ELEMENTS FA RADIATOR

VPARALLELI
DUAL FREQUENCY j'COPPER /PLATE
ANTENNA ARRAY ISURFACES RADIATOR

- INPUT FEEDS

LA

SIDE VIEW TOP VIEW CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW
(A-A')

REAR7i VIE

Figure 15. Piggyback microstrip radiator.
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Figure 16. Radiation patterns of piggyback antenna.
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The design of a dual frequency forward end of military weapons. They provide
microstrip antenna integrated into a section of a sound and rugged aerodynamic structural
conical radome is shownio in figure 17. This housing, within which is located antenna
antenna consists of two linear arrays; one has systems, electronic hardware, and other
four radiators and the other has eight. All of the devices. Efficient, functional antenna systems
radiators are V4. Although the arrays operate can be designed and constructed into these
in different frequency bands, they are physical- radomes without having their structural integri-
ly separated far enough to minimize mutual ty destroyed. A concept was conceived and
coupling. Furthermore, the elements in one developed that makes full use of the dielectric
array are staggered with respect to those in radome in the design of a multifunction anten-
the other. This staggering provides additional na system.11.2
decoupling between arrays. Radiation patterns
of the four-element array also are seen in A typical example of this design
figure 17. concept is shown in figure 18. Here, the

parallel plate microstrip radiators are designed
3.2.3 Multifunction Radome Antenna

I H. S Jones, Multi-Function Integrated Radome-Antenna

Dielectric radomes of various System, U.S. Patent 4,010,470 (1 March 1977).

shapes and sizes are commonly used on the 12H S. Jones, A Novel Technique for the Design of In-
tegrated Radome-Antenna Systems, Proceedings of 13th

1OH. S. Jones, Multifrequency Antenna Integrated into a Symposium on Electromagnetic Windows (September

Radome, U.S. Patent 4,101,895 (18 July 1978). 1976),

100 00 3500

300 8 0 dB 3300
GAIN 55 dB

30

,., /420

i' / / 70.\

A I %

AA

..... -ELEVATION

PLANE

AZIMUTH
PLANE

Figure 17. Dual frequency radome antenna with radiation pattern of four-element array.
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COPPERPLATED GRIDDED 3.2.4 Spiral Microstrip Antenna
SURFACE

-The spiral-slot antenna is an elec-
trically small flush-mounted microstrip radiator

INSIDE COPPERPLATING - - designed for small-diameter missile or projec-
tile applications.,3 High radiation efficiency is

DIEECTICRADMEobtained by strongly coupling radio frequency
(rf) currents to the body of a missile and ex-
citing the dipole mode of radiation. When the

L1 antenna operates in the uhf band, an instan-
J4 MCROSAD IP A TR taneous bandwidth of appro.:mate'y 2 percent

is achieved. The soiral-slot antenna produces
/ ,an axially polarizec radiation field and a dipole

I ~ . radiation patterr ,,.: : isotropic gain.

The tenra is fabricated from a
copperclad tube of epoxy fiberglass dielectric.
A thin rectangular sheet of conductor, wrapped
in a spiral arouna the outer surface of a cylin-

Figure 18. Multifunction integrated radome drical tube of dielectric, forms the basic spiral-
antenna system. slot antenna. In figure 19, the spiral-slot anten-

na is shown in a typical application, mounted in
the nose tip of a 2-m-long rocket. The radiation

into the radome at the base and positioned at patterns from the antenna mounted on the
points around the circumference. These k/4 body are shown in figure 20. The peak gain is
radiators copperplated on the outer surface ex- about +1 dBi.
tend around the base connecting with the in-
side conducting surface (ground plane), where Main-polarized and cross-polarized
they are excited from a coaxial probe near the radiation-pattern gains over a narrow frequen-
base. The parallel plate radiators are designed cy range are plotted in figure 21. The spiral-slot
to operate in the uhf region. antenna displays a 3-dB gain bandwidth of 9

MHz or approximately 3 percent. The instan-
The inside of the radome is com- taneous impedance (VSWR = 2:1) bandwidth is

pletely copperplated except for the forward 4 MHz or about 2 percent. The cross-polarized
region of the cone, which is a conductive grid- field component is at least 9 dB down andded surface. This dielectric loaded gridded decreases to about 14 dB down at the design

region can be designed to act as a spatial filter. center frequency (238 MHz).
That is, it is transparent to transmission at cer-
tain frequencies; for example, at X-band,
energy can be transmitted through the medium
with minimum loss and distorton. Yet, at the
low frequencies (uhf), this region is opaque to

l3D. H. Schaubert, A. R. Sindoris, and F. G. Farrar. Thetransmitted energy. These design features Spiral Slot. a Unique Microstrip Antenna, Proceedings of
allow the radome antenna (fig. 18) to serve a 1978 Antenna Applications Symposium, University of I-
variety of functions. linois, Monticello, IL (October 1978).
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SPIRAL-SLOT ANTENNA

Figure 19. Spiral-slot antenna mounted in
;,ose of 2-m-long rocket.
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Figure 20. Radiation patterns of spiral-slot Figure 21. Gain-bandwidth (BW)-character-
antenna in 2-m-long rocket. istics of spiral-slot antenna.
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4. DIELECTRIC ROD ANTENNAS 4.1.1 Decoupling Characteristics

The theory of dielectric rod radiators is Because the energy tends to
well known. 14They are highly suited for use in adhere to the rod, there is very little coupling of
military weapon systems to perform a variety energy between rods placed close together. 16

of functions. These end-fired radiators have Two radiators were used with three different
high gain, low side lobes, high decoupling be- orientations of their electric fields to determine
tween radiators, and in some cases broad the decoupling characteristics between
bandwidth characteristics. They are efficient radiators as a function of separation. The
with good directivity and can be compactly results of this experiment are shown in figure

designed into small apertures. Because of 23. Here, it is observed that when two rods are
these and other features, dielectric rod separated by only 1 in. (2.54 cm) and polarized
radiators offer many advantages when used in in the same plane, the decoupling is greater
the design of small and conformal antennas. than 30 dB. In one orientation as much as

70-dB decoupling is obtained.

4.1 Single Dielectric Rod Designs
4.1.2 Coaxia'-Fed Dielectric Rod

A considerable amount of research Radiator
and development has been performed on
dielectric rod radiators operating in the X-band Dielectric rod radiators can be
region.15 Although a number of different designed simply and effectively by feeding the
materials can be used as dielectric rod rod from a coaxial input; however, the band-
radiators, the material that is used most often width is narrow. In this case, a portion of one
is aluminum oxide (AI203). It has a dielectric end of a cylindrical dielectric rod is metallized
constant of 9.0 and a loss tangent of 0.0011. (or copperplated). The rod is fed from this

enclosed metallized end by a coaxial line

The use of waveguide is a simple and whose center probe extends into the dielectric.
convenient means of launching a wave into the The other unbound end of the cylindrical rod is
dielectric rod. In this case, the waveguide is tapered to match the radiated energy to free
operated in its dominant TE,, mode, and as the space. An X-band dielectric rod radiator de-
wave passes into the rod it is transformed into signed and constructed in this manner with its
the hybrid mode of the rod.'s A dielectric rod radiation pattern is shown in figure 24. This

radiator design using X-band waveguide is radiator is mounted in a circular ground plane
shown in figure 22. The dielectric rod is and is housed in a small conical radome.
tapered to a point at one end for matching to
the waveguide. A more gentle taper is on the Another coaxial-fed dielectric rod
output end to provide a smooth transfer of the radiator design that operates at 3.0 GHz is
energy to space. The lossless dielectric foam shown in figure 25. This small antenna was
seen in figure 22 is used to position the rod in designed for use in a projectile nose cone con-
the center of the waveguide. Shown in the formal with its apex. The overall length of the
same figure are elevation and azimuth plane antenna is about 2 in. (5.08 cm), and it provides
radiation patterns taken at 9.0, 9.2, and 9.4 broad radiation coverage in the forward direc-
GHz. tion.

14D. F. Halliday and D. G Kiely, Dielectric-Rod Aerials,
IEEE J., 94 (1947), Part IliA, 610-618.

15Howard S. Jones, Jr., Design and Development of
Dielectric Rod Antennas, Harry Diamond Laboratories '6 H. S. Jones, Dielectric Rod Antenna System, U.S. Pa-

HDLTR-1640 (July 1973). tent 3,858,214 (31 December 1974).
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Figure 22. Single rod dielectric radiator and radiation patterns.
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Figure 23. Decoupling as function of Figure 24. Radiation patterns of X-band
dielectric rod separation for coaxial-fed dielectric rod
three waveguide orientations, antenna in radome.

4.1.3 Cylindrical Dielectric Rod Radiato

was designed~h to yd iabe small,cticompact, nand : ;::::" iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil " i

capable of producing a radiation pattern with ..........;
the null on axis. This antenna is a 1-in.-high iiii~ii~ii !~~i!:
dielectric (machinable glass) cylinder with a !iiiil
1/1 6-in. (0.6-mmn) wall with a solid base on one i"'z: ::il

end and open on the other end. It is completely
copperplated on the inside. On the outside, the i:
base and only a small portion of the outer sur- ]
face are copperplated. The copperplated i:iiilii~ ::
dielectric structure is fed from coaxial line at i..
the center of the base and is mounted in aiil..... ..
2-1/2-in. (6.35-cm) circular ground plane, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil ............ !
Figure 26 sketches a prototype model. In the iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiisame figure are radiation patterns, one taken

with a thin absorber over the ground plane and
the other taken without the absorber. There are
other versions of this antenna currently under Figure 25. S-band dielectric rod radiator
investigation. designed into small nose cone.
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Figure 26. Radiation patterns of small cylindrical dielectric radiator.

4.2 Dielectric Rod Monopulse Antenna 4.3 Millimeter Wave Dielectric Rod
Radiators

A typical dielectric rod monopulse
antenna is illustrated in figure 27 (p. 24). The Single dielectric rod radiators
antenna consists of a hybrid tee, a dual 90-deg launched from waveguide have been designed
twist to rotate the plane of polarization, and at 70 and 94 GHz. The experimental model of
two H-plane tee junctions that support the the 70-GHz radiator with its radiation patterns
four dielectric rods. These rods are separated is shown in figure 29. This antenna uses a sap-
approximately 1 in. The hybrid tee has two in- phire rod whose dielectric constant E,= 8.6 and
puts: one feeds the two output channels in loss tangent tan 6 = 0.0014. The radiating
phase and the other feeds the output channels length of the rod is 0.75 in. (1.905 cm)
out of phase. Each of these outputs (through measured from the waveguide (RG98/U) aper-
the twist section) feeds a pair of rods that are ture.
mounted in each series tee junction. This con-
figuration allows each pair of rods to be ex- In the design of dielectric rods for
cited in phase or out of phase with each other. operation at 94 GHz, two dielectric materials
Figure 28 (p. 25) shows the sum and difference were used, TPX (F, = 4) and custom HiK (f, =
patterns of the dielectric rod monopulse anten- 3.3). The radiating ends of the rods were
na taken in a ground plane. designed in a pyramidal and tapered wedge
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configuration (fig. 30, p. 27). The input ends
were tapered to a point at the center to provide
an optimum match to the waveguide. Radiation
p attern characteristics of these dielectric rod
radiators are shown in figure 31 (p. 28). The
TPX wedge design had a peak gain of about 16
dB.

5. OTHER DESIGNS

In addition to the antennas that have been
discussed, modifications and other antenna
designs employ the same techniques and are
useful and noteworthy. Several of these anten-
nas were designed into a small dielectric nose
cone that is commonly used on projectiles.
These are typical examples of electrically and
physically small antennas. In most cases,
these antennas .,onforn, to the conical body
and consume very little space. A selected
group of these small compact antennas and a
brief description of each are shown in figure 32
(p. 28).

6. CONCLUSION

The antenna techniques discussed here
have many outstanding features. Each tech-
nique lends itself to the design of conformal
and small antennas. Also, with these tech-
niques, antennas can be designed in several
frequency bands, an additional advantage. The
antennas illustrated are efficient, functional,
low cost, and capable of being used in a variety
of applications.

There has been increasing interest in con-
formal and small antennas. For example, the
continued use of microstrip radiators in planar,
conformal, and phased arrays has been heavi-

A ly emphasized. Further research and investiga-
tion into the use and exploitation of these and
other techniques are continuing at the Harry

-: ... Diamond Laboratories.

Figure 27. X-band dielectric rod monopulse
antenna.
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Figure 28. Radiation patterns of X-band dielectric rod monopulse antenna, taken in
ground plane.
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Figure 29. Millimeter wave dielectric rod radiator (70 GHz) with radiation patterns.
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Figure 30. Millimeter wave dielectric rod radiators (94 GHz).
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Figure 31. Radiation patterns of millimeter wave antennas (94 GHz).
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Figure 32. Small compact low-profile antennas.


